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THIS little book will betray the length of time it has 

been under consideration by several allusions to modern 

events which are now anachronisms. But I have preferred 

to leave the text as I wrote it some time ago; and to make 

no change in the estimate of the Stoic teachers, although in 

some respects my own standpoint is not the same. On the 

whole, it agrees fairly well with the valuation of a pure 

Monism set forth in the ‘Bampton Lectures’ of 1905; 
and Iam glad of an opportunity of supplementing and 

supporting the general statements made there by this 

detailed inquiry into two or three of the most eminent and 

sincere expounders of an untenable creed. 

MunpHam Hovsz, 

NorFo.Lk, 
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MARCUS AURELIUS AND THE 

LATER STOICISM 
—+— 

PART I. INTRODUCTION 

—+— 

CHAPTER I 

“THE ROMAN EMPEROR” 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. The Roman Empire an extempore expedient. 

§ 2. The Emperor a Republican official, not a King ; no recognition 
of the hereditary principle. 

§ 3. The Empire above Nationality. 
§ 4. Vagueness of Imperial ideal allowed oscillation between civil 

and military conception; the Cesar represented the Spirit 
of the Age in his choice. 

§5. Dual aspect of the Emperor as “Overlord” of the provinces 
(where his personal caprice modified by continwity of tradition, 
by policy of non-intervention, and by local autonomy) ; and 
as “ Princeps” and Delegate of the Senate. 

§ 6. Honest attempts of “ Five good Emperors” to rule as Presidents 
of a Free State (96-180 a.p.); history of its subsequent 
failure (180-285 a.D.). 

§ 7. This period an exceptional epoch, devoted to the problem of the 
Reconciliation of the Dyarchy. 

§ 8. Disappointing results of M. Aurelius’ reign and character due 

in part to the sadness of his philosophical speculations, 
I 



2 MARCUS AURELIUS 

No political system that man’s ingenuity has invented 
can ever equal in interest for us the Roman Empire. 
Like the British Constitution, it was the slow growth 
of time. Julius and Augustus contributed, in large 
measure and in answer to a tired world’s demand, to 

this unification, thig centralizing of authority in a 
single city and a single ruler; but they could never 
have dreamt of the full significance of their work. 
Augustus, indeed, to the very close of his life cloaked 

his power under a pretence of extempore expediency ; 
and masterly though this policy was in disarming the 
old classical prejudice against a “tyranny,” yet much 
of the suspicion and discord, the mutinies and bloodshed, 

which succeeded, was due to the singular indefiniteness 
and ambiguity of his new Constitution, which under 
the old titles and magistracies concealed a complete 
revolution. He could never have foreseen that this 
hasty attempt to reconcile the traditions of the past 
with the needs of the present, would become permanent 
in his own Empire, and, after it had passed away, would 
appear at all subsequent times of human history as the 
visionary Ideal towards which the aspirations of our 
race are directed. The paradoxes, but imperfectly dis- 
guised by the Imperial mantle, involved inconsistencies 
so absurd and so fundamental, that we wonder how the 

system survived for ten years the inquiry of reasonable 
men. Yet a stability seems to have attended it, which 
from experience we know is denied to the paper 
constitution and definite formule of modern theoretic 
government. 

§ 2. The Roman Empire was never a monarchy in 
the strict sense ; to the very end the word “ Respublica ” 

took precedence of the title of the despot, who con- 
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trolled and frequently enslaved it. In spite of the 
Imperial apotheosis (little understood, and often mis- 
appreciated), in spite of the obscure inviolability of the 
Tribunitian power, no special sanctity surrounded the 
representative of the people. The “nation,” a vague 
name sometimes embodied in the Senate, sometimes 

in the tumultuous shouts of frontier legions, was the 
real and ultimate repositary of all lawful power; and we 
marvel that in all the patient and accurate legislation 
of the Imperial epoch no attempt was made to define 
with exactness the duties, the prerogatives, the rights 
of succession, the dynastic claims, the methods of 
election, of that central point upon which this wheel 
of government and society revolved. The divinity, 
which to our modern eyes “doth hedge a king,” the 
peculiar respect in speech and address, the reverence 
to the person of a monarch, the accumulated titles of 
honour,—all these were utterly lacking. We have 
enormously increased the prestige, the sacrosanct 
character of our modern sovereigns, though it may 
be at the cost of their prerogative. Their influence 
is all the greater, because it is indirect. The Casar, 
elected by a free choice, and possessing of himself no 
single claim: to sovereignty, was the trusted minister 
of Democracy, and atoned for failure with his life. 
“The King can do no wrong”; “Le roi est mort! 
Vive le roi!” are two principles which lie at the back- 
ground of the stability of Europe, and are by no means 
mere sentiments or convenient fictions of the law. 
Yet they involve ideas which a Roman in the most 
servile period would have repudiated with scorn. We 
have raised monarchs above the strife of party, above 
the bitterness of rival factions, into a serener atmosphere ; 
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and when the history of the Nineteenth Century is 
compiled by dispassionate critics, it will be seen how 
largely we have augmented the influence while circum- 
scribing the direct power of the Crown. As late as 
the reign of Maurice (582-602), Theophylact could 
proudly boast of the contrast between the “legal and 
constitutional government” of the Byzantine, and the 
capricious despotism of the irresponsible Chosroes. 
And this, after the policy of the rough but astute 
Diocletian, of Constantine, and still more definitely 
of Justinian, had set itself to centralize, to seclude, to 

consecrate the monarchical idea, after the pattern of 
Oriental courts. Nor did the hereditary principle meet 
with recognition throughout this period of fifteen 
centuries. Nothing is more remarkable than the safe 
security of the family and relations of a deposed or 
murdered emperor. They sank unnoticed into private 
life; no vengeance associated them in the misdeeds of 
their kinsman; no discontented faction saw a pretext 
for sedition in their indisputable claims to Imperial 
rank. If we examine the “dynasties” of this period 
from Augustus to Constantine xIv., we shall observe 
how common was the peaceful succession of son, of 
brother, or of nephew to the throne; and the page of 
history is full of ephemeral families, each one increasing 
in duration and stability, till at the close, the Comneni 

and the Palzologi divide between them nearly four 
hundred years. But it must be continually remembered 
that this involved no recognition whatever of the heredi- 
tary principle, as we understand it to-day. The “Holy 
Roman Empire” became monopolized by a single family 
in later times, without ever expressly denying that the 
highest secular office in Europe was open to any 
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baptized and free-born Christian man. From one brief 
but pregnant sentence in Tacitus we gather the remark- 
able difference between the aristocratic modern world 
of to-day and the democracy of the classical peoples: 
“ reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt ” (Germania, 
vii.) This is the key not only to medieval, but even 
to much of modern history. We account in this way 
for the long survival of effete dynasties, and the real 
business of affairs concentred in some “ Major Domus.” 
A similar respect produced in Japan the singular 
dualism of Shogun and Mikado; and in Roman history 
itself we may see it appearing in the last days of the 
Western Sovereignty, when powerful barbarians like 
Ricimer, dividing the honour and the reality of authority, 
introduced a principle utterly alien to the spirit of the 
Romans. But it is not too much to say that to the 
acute observer, who refuses to be deceived by the harm- 
less and necessary turmoil of democratic legislation 
and reform, European Society, in its firm loyalty to 
monarchs who are “born not made,” to a governing 
class that is never a bureaucracy, and to the laws of 
succession and property, relies for its surest foundations 
on the hereditary principle. And this, just because the 
people are free, and with their instinctive good sense 
prefer to place power in those whose past traditions 
are a guarantee of confidence and good faith, and who 
breathe a purer air of patriotism and disinterestedness, 
apart from the narrow conservatism of officialdom and 

the intrigues of professional politicians. 
§ 3. To-day, though humaner views of the “ brother- 

hood of man” prevail, and are destined to triumph over 
war and the miseries of dissension, yet there is no sign 

of the decay of National feeling. For this becomes 
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stronger in our hearts, as it is more genuine than a 
vague cosmopolitan sympathy, which so often amounts 
merely to the acceptance of certain theoretical pro- 
positions, indifference to immediate duties. To this 
feeling, this generous emotion, the Empire, whether 

medieval or ancient, was an absolute stranger. The 
Empire was the denial of nationality. The “ Civis 
Romanus” was one who enjoyed a_ supra-national 
privilege. He was a Spaniard, a Neapolitan, a Cyrenian, 
a Syrian; but he was something more. The gradual 
extension of what may be termed the “franchise” 
advanced to its goal of complete comprehensiveness 
(under an Antonine, in 213 a.p.) along with the decay 
of the Roman race. In its narrower significance, the 
Roman family became extinct. The legitimate children 
by birth were succeeded by. the adopted family of all 
“nations under heaven”; and adoption constituted in 
the ancient world a tie no less sacred and binding. 
than did physical descent. Thus the Empire is com- 
pletely ignorant of the modern notions of kingship, 
of heredity, of nationality. It attempts to conceal the 
absolute powers which it places in the hands of 
representatives, and seems ashamed or afraid to define 
them. The Emperor is merely the first subject of this 
comprehensive and invisible State. He embodies the 
people's wishes, aspirations, and authority; but he 
exercises a sacred trust which has been freely delegated 
to a chief magistrate. He is a steward, not an owner. 
In the son of Cesar there exists no inherent pre- 
supposition or pretension to office. And the political 
system founded on the very negation of nationalism or 
separateness, formed a bond of union between tribes 
and civilizations the most adverse and distinct,—an 
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intangible network which held together in harmony 
and peace the last centuries of the decaying peoples of 
classical antiquity. 

§ 4. Enough has been said to suffice as a general 
introduction to that “Imperium” of which Marcus 
Aurelius Antoninus was so bright an ornament. We 
shall try to portray the work, the character, the 
influence of this ruler; and in attempting to estimate 
his place, either as a thinker or a governor, the remarks 
which precede will be found by no means superfiuous. 
Among the various attempts made by generals or 
statesmen on their accession to define this strangely 
vague dignity, none was more noble or conscientious 
than the policy of the five good Emperors whose names 
have brightened that period of repose, and perhaps of 
lethargy, which seemed to Gibbon the “happiest” age 
in human records. The reigning Cesar, finding few 
precedents and generally armed with a “mandate,” 
silent or expressed, to reverse and stigmatize his 
predecessor's methods, was at liberty to give prominence 
to whichever of his dual positions he preferred. He 
might, even in time of peace, incline towards an 
Absolutism supported by the Sword; or, rejecting the 
title Imperator, he might live and govern as “ princeps,” 
as “ primus inter pares,” among his peers, the Senatorial 
fathers. In this oscillation, greatly though this change 
was due to the character of the Emperor and his 
predilections for republican or military ideals, yet 
there can be no doubt that in whatever capacity, he 
represented the temper of the Roman world—that 
public opinion and that plainspokenness of the populace 
which was tolerated even under the most savage reigns. 
Probably no government has ever existed unless favoured 
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and approved by the larger part of its subjects. The 

seditious may be clear-voiced and bold, but they always 

constitute a minority. The approval of the citizens 
may be due to the sheer inertia of indolence or 

ignorance, or the profound doubt that any change can 
be for the better. An infinitesimal fraction of the 
Russians have more than once imperilled a system 
which is set firm on the piety and veneration of the 
vast bulk of the nation. The Sultan of Turkey, in 
spite of the protests of a “Young Turkey” faction, is 
acceptable to his subjects. The government of France, 
which offers a frivolous nation the comparatively harmless 
sport of a ministerial crisis in place of regicide and the 
fall of dynasties, reposes undoubtedly upon the negative 
and contemptuous consent of the people. The Tudor 
Sovereigns, perhaps more cruel in their suspicions of 
our noble houses than any Cesar, had the unfailing 
support of their subjects, and live in their grateful 
memory. Similarly, the Roman Emperors seem at each 
moment to embody the dominant spirit of the age, and 
perhaps rather to follow than to lead. Trained for the 
most part in no princely seclusion, but moving freely 
as soldiers or citizens among a free-speaking people, 
acceding to a dignity which rarely dazzled them, they 
brought to the throne the tastes, the studies, the pre- 

dilections of a private station; and gave unconscious 
expression to the popular voice, and clearer utterance 
to vague murmurs of discontent. 

§ 5. Great as was the power of Cesar, his personality 
was perhaps of less account than the character of the 
Constitutional monarch of to-day. The provinces of 
Rome, where the real life and progress of the Empire 
continued, were indifferent to the occupant of the throne. 
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Though the Roman civil service never degenerated into 
a bureaucracy, yet there was a continuity of tradition, a 
uniformity of procedure, which never snapt, though the 
idea of sovereignty was incarnate in a rough Dacian 
peasant or an effeminate Syrian boy; though on the 
frontiers the transient phantoms in the purple baffle the 
agssiduity of Numismatics. The secret of Roman great- 
ness was her respect for individual rights and local 
autonomy. The central government was to be strong 

and vigilant for the public cause, but it was to honour 
the liberties of the governed, and above all never to 
interfere in those debatable and uncertain matters which, 

as indifferent to the public order, are best left to in- 
dividual taste. The New Testament from Pilate to 
Festus is full of eloquent testimony to the forbearance 
and toleration of the Roman official, and his instinctive 

sense of the limits of government and the restrictions 
which should be placed upon State interference. Rome, 
unfairly weighted with the odium of the Ten Persecu- 
tions of the Christians, is yet the first State that dis- 
covered and practised religious tolerance. The ear of 
the Emperor was an infallible and uncorrupt court of 
final appeal; but his vigilance did not obtrude itself, nor 
did his authority mischievously supersede the ancient 
local systems. 

Seneca (De Clem.) is addressing his master during the 
“golden age” of the Quinquennium; yet these words 
might well epitomize the general view of Roman 
administration during its whole supremacy. I. 2: “Multa 
illos cogunt ad hance confessionem (esse felices), qua 
nulla in homine tardior est; securitas alta, affluens; 

jus supra omnem injuriam positum. .°. . Letissima 
forma RP®%, cui ad summam libertatem nihil deest nisi 
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pereundi licentia.” And of the conception of the Im- 
perial position; I. 3: “quem omnes non tam supra se 
esse quam pro se sciunt”: and the familiar metaphor, 
“Quemadm. totum corpus animo deservit... . Sic hac 
immensa multitudo unius anime circumdata (enveloping 
like the body the soul of a single man) illius spiritu 
regitur, illius ratione flectitur. ... 4. Ille est enim 
vinculum per quod RP. coheret; ille spiritus vitalis, 
quem hec tot millia trahunt, nihil ipsa per se futura 
nisi onus et prada si mens illa Imperii subtrahatur. 
5, Animus RP® tu es, illa corpus tuum.” The whole 
temper of the more acquiescent Roman and the attitude 
of the provincials towards the new regimen, is probably 
well contained in the following :—Ep. lxxiii.: “Ille vir 
sincerus ac purus qui reliquit et curiam et forum et 
omnem admin™ RP? ut ad ampliora secederet, diligit 
eos per quos hoc ei facere tutd licet . . . magnam rem 
nescientibus debet .. . sub quorum tutela positus exercet 
artes bonas.” 

If the wisdom of the British is content to leave the 
anomaly of over six hundred separate and distinct 
administrations in India, we have learned this lesson 

from the Roman. The Roman world was no loosely-knit 
congeries of independent satrapies: behind the apparent 
licence of the urban life of Asia Minor was the strong 
hand of the central authority, watchful yet seldom 
obtrusive. The supreme merit of the system was due 
to this self-control, which for the first time in history 
curbed and restricted the interference of government, 
encouraged native traditions and creeds, and avoided 
that dangerous lethargy which a professional bureaucracy 
and over-minute supervision tend to produce in some 
modern States. Thus the Empire clearly had two faces, 
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like Janus, the one as the benevolent and impartial 
warden of the world’s peace; the other, in its stricter 
relation to its immediate environment, the Senate of 

Rome. The Emperor was the “overlord” of a multi- 
plicity of States, who found union symbolized and 
guaranteed in his person; but he was, besides, the 
supreme magistrate in a municipality. The individuality 
of Cesar mattered little in the provinces; but his 

momentary temper was all-important in Rome. While 
Tacitus devotes almost exclusive attention to the 
seditions of terrified Senators, who might thwart but 
could scarcely help Ceesar’s Imperial ideas; while Sue- 
tonius interests his readers in the petty and malicious 
gossip of the Court, we must look elsewhere for 
the real effect of the new system, and explain from 
other sources the gratitude and the homage which it 
called forth. 

§ 6. We have said that the Prince could on his 
-accession emphasize at his will the civil or the military 
side of sovereignty; and that in making this choice he 
represented more truly than an heir-apparent to-day 
the general wish or public sentiment. The advent of 
Vespasian and the Flavian “dynasty ” was in complete 
harmony with middle-class feeling. “ Peace, retrench- 
ment, and reform” was the watchword of a tired society 
after the startling extravagance and heroic vices of the 
Claudian house. Unfortunate misunderstanding drove 
the last of this family, an able administrator of a gloomy 
and suspicious temper, into that undying feud with the 
Senate which Tacitus so eloquently describes in the 
opening chapters of the “Agricola.” The tone of Roman 
society and aspirations in 96 A.D. became once more 
overtly and distinctly Republican. The period of nearly 
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one hundred years was marked by an honest attempt on 
the part of the adoptive Emperors to govern as Presidents 
of a free State. Trajan managed to hold in solution 
the diverse elements of military enterprise and deference 
to the consultative Body, which still remained in name 
the “fount of honour,” and the source of the delegated 
authority which he exercised, whether in camp or court. 
Hadrian, who represents the restless “ Wanderjahre ” in 
this epoch’s life, had reason to suspect the loyalty of 
the Senate, but he rarely disregarded their dignity. 
Antoninus the First, one of those tranquil, artless, and 

almost saintly characters that raise to the throne the 
domestic virtues, and influence not by ability, but by 
pure simplicity of life and aim, continued in his event- 
less reign the same policy of modesty and deference. 
Antoninus the Second (or Marcus Aurelius), in whom the 
period closes not without sad and melancholy foreboding 
of a lonely old age, was fully persuaded of the ultimate 
authority of the Senate, though he must have confessed 
to himself that as an engine of government it was supine 
and incapable. With his death and the ominous (per- 
haps apocryphal) threat to Commodus, “The Senate 
sends you this!” ended the dream of reconciliation 
between the two disparate members of the Dyarchy. 
The African Dynasty of Severus (bearing in the character, 
annals, and fortunes of its members so strange a resem- 
blance to the Flavian) broke entirely with this tradition; 
and the counsel, “Gain the Army and despise all else,” 
became the charter of his successors. The apparent 
restoration under Severus I. was formal and ineffective. 
The senatorial nominees, Pupienus and Balbinus—or 
Tacitus some forty years later—were scarcely fitted 
to the requirements of the time. The offer of Aimilianus 
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to limit the powers of the Emperor to external policy 
and the guardianship of the frontier, must have been 
the “election placard” of an insecure candidate rather 
than the mature judgment of an unquestioned ruler; 
and thé revolutions of Diocletian and his successors 
recognised and sanctioned a state of affairs already exist- 
ing, rather than dealt the blow or decreed the downfall 
of the Senate. Rome was seen to be what it had long 
become, a provincial city, governed by a municipal body 
whose traditions were splendid, but whose influence was 
contemptible. The -capital, in the turbulence and ex- 
ternal menace of the third century, had ceased to be 
the centre of interest and activity, or the pivot of 
government. The powers of the Cesar, or of his sub- 
ordinate lieutenants, gained in theory as in practice, the 
greater the interval which separated them from the 
capital. Rome was rather the seat of the opposition 
than the centre of administration. The new residences 
chosen for the members of the Cesarian College seemed 
to imply a widespread consciousness of danger impending 
from the North, and an almost prophetic sense of a 
sacred mission, as sentinel of Europe against Asiatic 
perils. 

§ 7. Thus it must be readily conceded that the second 
Antonine belonged to an epoch altogether exceptional 
in the records of Imperial Rome. The “ Dyarchy” (as 
it is sometimes called) was a deliberate attempt to sever 
and yet to conciliate the two provinces of civil-legal 
and military administration. No doubt in the mind of 
AMmilian (253 a.v.) dwelt a vague reminiscence of this 
fortunate era. Only then was the theoretical truth of 
the Constitution recognized by the Senatorial represen- 
tative, namely, that in that body reposed the ultimate 
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authority of the Roman people ;! and that the Emperors 
were but the chosen executive or delegates to /antty 

out their will during their good pleasure. e two 
Antonines were ideal representatives of this anomalous 
system, which sought to veil autocracy under republican 
forms in exact contradiction of the modern scheme, 

which expresses in despotic formule the limited or 
vicarious action of a constitutional monarch. In bot 
there is a deception which deceives no one; but we 

may well consider whether Bolingbroke is right, who 
maintains that disguised absolutism veiled under popular. 
forms is more dangerous than the open exercise of 
power, without any pretence of concealment. Brought 
up from early years in the atmosphere of a Court, the 
second Antonine had avoided many of its temptations 
and learnt much of its responsibilities. The peculiar 
danger of one “born in the purple” (op@upoyevvntds), 
which seems the clear lesson of the career of Commodus, 

is contradicted (like most historic generalisations) by 
the example of his father. The filial regard of Aurelius 
for Antoninus (to call them by their familiar titles) was 
sincere and unaffected. He succeeded, first among the 
Emperors, not only to a throne secured by a profound 
loyalty, but to duties already well defined; and he was 
spared, by pious glances at his model, much uncertainty 
in the conduct of affairs,—that uncertainty as to the 
significance and limits of power which embittered the 
character of Tiberius, and sowed the seeds of incurable 

hatred in so many promising reigns between the assembly 
and the executive, their chosen but distrusted represen- 
tative. His reign was distinguished by no great ad- 

1 As later, in the College of Cardinals, the inherent right of all Chris- 
tians to choose the Supreme Pontiff. 
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ministrative reform, no eventful campaigns. His wars 
were confined to the frontiers of the Augustan Empire, 
which Trajan had vainly attempted to enlarge; and 
interest us only because they seem to forebode the great 
Barbarian movements of the coming centuries. The 
absolute stillness which enfolds the reign of Antoninus 
is certainly broken under his successor by the din of 
arms and the alarms of sedition. Avidius Cassius is 
the already familiar type of ambitious provincial governor 
who instigates a military “pronunciamento”; but he 
may interest us as showing that Aurelius failed to secure 
the allegiance of the troops, while he failed to rouse new 
life and energy in the Senate. The desultory and futile 
campaign in Persia (with which this mutiny was con- 
nected) merely marks the recrudescence of that eternal 
quarrel between East and West which in this form lasted 
for seven hundred years, and produced in all that time 
no lasting alteration of frontier. In internal policy I 
must not forget the beneficial legislation for the weaker 
part of the community, which, derived from no classical 
ideal, depended upon a mixture of humanitarian Stoicism 
and unseen Christian influences; and to both these the 

Roman mind was peculiarly susceptible. But we may 
look in vain for any important contribution to the fabric 
of the Roman Imperial system; and, while respecting 
the principle of heredity, we must regret that Aurelius 
could not have foreseen the abuse of power in unworthy 
hands, and have rendered harmless the uncontrolled 

caprice of later times. 
§ 8. Marcus Aurelius has thus certainly left no per- 

manent mark upon the development of the Imperial 
ideal. His influence upon his successors was slight. 
“The tranquil figure of Antoninus exercised a far more 
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potent fascination; and a shadowy Dynasty of affec- 
tionate respect issued from him, ending in disgrace in 
Heliogabalus, who may be reckoned the eighth who bore, 
and perhaps the third who sullied, that honourable name. 

Julian, in his “Cesars,” treats him with astonishing 

irony, and seems to forget that the imperial Stoic is the 
model for the imperial Cynic. Among his own friends, 
within his own family, we must regret the little weight 
which his character or his teaching carried.? _Something 
in his nature disqualified the noblest of Romans, the 
very pattern of sovereigns, from impressing the age with 
the permanent stamp of his influence. If we wish to 
appreciate this failure aright, we must turn from the 
public duties of the Emperor to the inner soul of the 
man, which lies bared before us in his “ Meditations.” 

There, self-revealed, as perhaps in the case of no other 
monarch, we have the record of his life and spiritual 

“conflict. It is when we pass to the philosophic opinions 
of Aurelius that we meet some partial explanation for 
his failure as a monarch or a reformer. We shall have 
to review the various stages by which Philosophy, that 
dangerous and seductive foe of the Common Life, pene- 
trated the Roman mind, and attempted to pervade 
Roman society. In the Quietism, which the Stoics 

brought with them from the East, we shall discover 

1 Sextus Aurelius, it is true, speaks in his customary terms of vapid 
eulogy, here, perhaps, with greater genuineness, 

2 Mr. Pater, who has, if we may hazard a guess, produced with an 

unerring and inimitable instinct the peculiar ‘‘atmosphere” of the 
Antoninian age, represents the secret doubts and amusement of the 
Emperor's audience, when he lectured to them on the Stoic philosophy. 

3 T except the naive and creditable autobiography of the Mogul con- 
queror Babar ; whose example the present Amir of Afghanistan and the 
Gaekwar of Baroda would seem to emulate. 
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the most satisfactory clue to the sadness of the Imperial 
speculator,—to the unwilling disappointment which his 
writings and his life must finally arouse in all those 
who love him for his unselfish devotion, his goodness of 
heart, his unaffected sincerity. 



CHAPTER II 

“THE STOIC PHILOSOPHER” 

ANALYSIS 

§1. Greek Philosophy (in the sphere of conduct) is foreign in tts 
origin, and abstentionist ; aims at discovering a Law or a 

Unity beyond conventional Sanctions and the City-State. 

§ 2. Classical Greek temper delights in variety ; but Greek Thought 
desires a Unity, which as beyond the Multiple, becomes pure 

Negation. 

§ 3. Philosophical Quietism in contrast to vigorous democratic life. 
§ 4, Disappointment of the Sage who in the supposed new domain of 

Freedom encounters resistance and incalculable forces. 
§ 5. A Practical “ Unity” achieved in the political world by Alex- 

ander and by Augustus; Roman aristocrats, condemned to 

idleness and introspection by the new government, join the 
party of abstention and indifference. 

§ 6. Their “ Supreme Unity,” at first Fate or Destiny, and implying 
futility of endeavour, becomes a religion of devotional yet 
despairing Theism. 

§7. Roman Philosophy as Syncretist and Kclectic; with little 

emphasis on Absolute Truth, and much on caswistry and in- 
dividual needs ; the dogmatic materialist becomes an agnostic 
and a mystic. 

§ 8. Chief features of the eclectic writers in the first two centuries, 
Christian and Pagan. 

§ 9. Concentration on the Inner Life as the sole reality. 
—$ 10. Stotcal doctrine transformed according to personal character of 

its chief Roman exponents, Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus 
Aurelius. 

§ 1. Greek Philosophy cannot be called a native 
product of Greek soil, or a spontaneous and original 

18 : 
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creation of the Greek mind. It sprang up in those 
fringes of Hellenic civilization which bordered the 
barbarian peoples, whether in Thrace, in Italy, in Sicily, 
or in Asia Minor. Obscure and alien influences com- 
bined to give it that peculiar complexion which it bore 
to the end of its history. Vague hints and dark legends 
connect every prominent sage with a visit to Egypt, and 
a fabled intercourse with the priests of an esoteric 
religion. In Greece proper we meet with the late 
though splendid names of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle ; 

but the earliest discoverers and the later successors of 
the Golden and Athenian age were foreigners. The 
whole tone and temper of speculation from first to last 
is sharply contrasted with those features of Greek social 
and political life which are most familiar to us. From 
the outset this stream of thought ran counter to the 
classical instincts, and to the needs and aspirations of 
Hellenic life and culture. The Athenian period, marked 
by a bold attempt to unite the two unsociable sides 
(“ principatum ac libertatem”), ended, nevertheless, in 
the complete disclosure of their final incompatibility. 
Philosophy in its birth is essentially Romantic; and 
subjective impressions take the place of exterior law. 
True it is that the very aim of Reflexion is to justify and 
explain this outer law to the subject, and to accept 
voluntarily speculations which had been imposed before 
upon slaves. For by the intrinsic nature of Reason or 
Dialectic, separatist yet umnifier, all these reach a 
unity in the world of nature and of thought, by a com- 
parison of the various organs of intelligence or a more 
or less patient scrutiny of physical processes; by a 
sifting away of the nondescript, the particular, until 
the pure but rarefied form appeared; by overcoming 
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the extravagant conceit of individual thinkers or im- 
pressionists, in a discovery of a fixed norm of all 

rational unanimity. 
§ 2. But it is instructive to trace in history the 

failure of all such attempts to arrive at a unity of 
conciliation between the universal and the individual 
reason. Difference (so dear to the Greek spirit, so 
distasteful to its mature reflexion) obtruded itself in 
every sphere, where a final harmony was promised ; 
and the unity, if and when attained, proved to be 
void of content, for the supreme Reality was indis- 
tinguishable from negation. This search, which is the 
necessary function of unifying reason, was pursued with 
quiet persistency, until we lose sight of Hellenic sobriety 
and orderliness in the raptures and ecstasies of the 
bastard Platonism. Reflexion, in its earliest stirrings 
due to barbarian influences, suggested unity as the fitting 
goal for human thought and endeavour; while the 
Greek temper delighted in variety, whether in art, or 
poetry, or politics; a variety which was not mere dis- 
orderly licence or caprice—which in the end knew 
no other restraints but those of native good taste and 
good feeling. In the sage, the two conflicting ten- 
dencies constantly confront one another no less than in 
society ; and the peace of mind of the one is sacrificed 
no less than the harmony of the other. The whole 
essence of the creative and progressive Hellenic life was 
liberty and equality. In the commonwealth of City- 
States (I do not speak here of the monastic rigour of 
the Dorians and a common worship), loosely united 
by a traditional ancestry, and in the ordinary life of 
any one of the group, whether colony or metropolis, 
variegation was the chief characteristic. It was signi- 
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ficant that they chose to find in an artistic sense of 
limit the real controlling force behind the multiple of 
turbulent society ; which other nations are compelled to 
realize and arm in the full panoply of mail, or incarnate 
in a final appeal to some despotic monarch. In the 
free, unimpeded interaction of independent units, the 
Greek State found a wholesome social life, free alike 

from the lethargy of servile decay and from subversive 
anarchy. But it must be observed that this recognition 
of law depended on no written constitution, but on the 
unwritten law (dypados voyuos) of custom and precedent, 
and in the last resort could be defended by no per- 
emptory sanction. Similarly, Greek morals, whether 
in the unreflecting or self-conscious days, based their 
appeal upon a sense of personal dignity and freedom, 
and were controlled in outline and direction by esthetic 
propriety (as among the Romans in later times by a 
conventional decorum). The Ios, in the strictly 
limited number of free families and individuals, en- 

couraged a hasty yet regular exchange of authority and 
obedience; and could rely upon a willing deference to 
this law of “ give-and-take ” which was certainly unable 
(as republics always are) to enforce itself against a 
calculating tyrant. The citizens were satisfied with the 
general stability, and yet felt how little sacrifice of 
caprice, how brief a delay to legitimate ambition, such a 
constitution demanded. 

§ 3. Not among such happy and independent minds 
did the problem of the universe press, urging for solu- 
tion. Engrossed as they were in the unceasing and 
multifarious duties of their civic life, they had neither 
leisure nor opportunity for speculation. The shadow 
of despotism, whether the inordinate power of the 
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“man of the hour” in Greek tyrannies, or the 
colossal figure of the Persian King, must fall with 
sombre influence over these blithe and prosperous com- 
munities, before men can sit apart to muse on the sub- 
stance of all things, the futility of existence, and the 
negative ethic of abstention and of quietism. It would 
be interesting (though here out of plage) to trace the 
share which this consciousness of an unholy or a lawful 
unity exercised in the production of the reflecting habit 
among the Greeks. Certain it is that this thought, no 
less than the spectacle of factious democracy, largely 
contributed to the development of philosophy; which 
from the first set itself to correct, to deride, or to super- 
sede, by some deeper explanation than unconscious 
universal consent, the conventional fabric of society and 
of government. This feud, once started, was never again 

healed, and the practical outcome on the cities of the 
Hellenic world of so much meditation and dispute, may 
be confined to the aristocratic communities of Pythagoras 
and the personal influence of Socrates; whose life as an 
obedient citizen, whose death as a martyr to truth and 
to patriotic duty, served only to emphasize the more 
vividly the discord of the two spheres. The reason for 
this distrust and suspicion is not far to seek. The 
desire for a personal and individual apprehension of 
truth, apart from the sacred ministrations and mediation 
of the Family-State, seemed as impious to their eyes” 
as the claim to immediate revelation by Protestant 
or Mystic, to the devout Catholic to-day. The con- 
servatism of unreflecting obedience (whether in a tyrant 
or in an Aristophanes) waged a truceless warfare against 
the seekers after a higher sanction. The religious, 
whose belief was limited to poetic tradition, whose 
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practice was bounded by the ceremonies and festivals of 
the State’s authorization, saw nothing but impiety in 
the deeper scrutiny, which refused to acquiesce in the 
divinity of the obvious, and attempted to bring some 
concord into the turbulence of Olympus. The practical 
men of business and affairs viewed with grave dis- 
approbation the withdrawal of so many hours of a 
citizen’s life into the meditative idleness or querulous 
disputes of the sage’s leisure. Even the popular 
ridicule or dislike betrayed on numberless petty occasions 
the uneasy sense of the community that Philosophy was 
the chief enemy of social life; that the calm and im- 
partial discussion of those self-evident axioms on which 

a State is founded, must in the end prove a sceptical 
solvent, fatal to all law and principle, whether of love 
in the family, of devotion to the commonwealth, or 

respect for the divine beings whose worship the State 
enjoined. This was not an evanescent prejudice of the 
Hellenic mind, which disappeared after a proper famili- 
arity with true wisdom. It was an age-long temper, 
which never wavered in its distrust; until indeed philo- 
sophy, in the inactively tolerant and pacific period of 
the Roman Empire, became a mere synonym for a 
brilliant ability in extempore harangues, or an anti- 
quarian and comparative study of the dogmatic tenets 
of the schools. In the age of the Antonines the four 
principal sects could exist together on amicable terms, 
and enjoy the Imperial liberality without disgracing 
such bounty by their quarrels. For by that time the 
pretentious claim of Philosophy to guide human life 
had in effect yielded to the more modest and indirect, 
but genuine and effectual, direction of Rome. But in 
its earlier days Philosophy was in continual opposition 
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to the Hellenic and classical spirit. Arising in foreign 

soil and under alien influences, it demanded an exclusive 

allegiance to a code above the current conceptions of 

duty; and it tended, under cover of practical maxims, 

to withdraw the student from effort or endeavour into a 
life of contemplation and inactivity.’ 

§ 4. Above all, Philosophy, while it taught the self- 
sufficiency of the wise man and promised him liberty to 
expatiate in a larger sphere than the State, yet in 
truth only deprived him of the innocent excitement and 
useful duties of social routine, and enslaved him to the 

more comprehensive unity which it professed to dis- 
cover. In effect he became the sport of natural forces, 
or the organ of impersonal reason, or the citizen of a 
supposed kingdom of the universe, a cosmopolitan, with 
ill-defined and often purely negative duties. Leaving 
the sole realm where human virtue can be efficient, and 

can, even in failure, look forward to future progress or 
reform with unselfish joy, the sage found himself in 
the presence of forces which he could not control or 
indeed understand. In seeking freedom in the develop- 

1 The irony of the whole Stoic position is admirably but unconsciously 
displayed by Seneca, 7'rang. Animi, §1: ‘‘Sequor Zenonem Cleanthem 
Chrysippum ; quorum tamen nemo ad Rempublicam accessit, nemo non 
misit. De Otio vel Secessu. 30. Due maxime in hac re dissident 
Secte, Epic. et Stoicorum ; sed utraque ad ottum diversa vid mittit. 
Epicurus ait: non accedet ad RP. Sapiens nisi si quid intervenerit. 
Zeno ait: Accedet ad RP. nisi si quid impedierit. Alter otium ex pro- 
posito petit, alter ex causa. Causa autem illa laté patet; Si RP. 
corruptior est . . . si occupata est malis ; non nitetur Sapiens in super- 
vacuum, nec se nihil profuturus impendit.” 

32. ‘‘Nos certe sumus qui dicimus et Zenonem et Chrysippum majora 
egisse quam si duxissent exercitus, gessissent honores, leges tulissent 
quas non uni civitati sed toti humano generi tulere.” And throughout 
the little treatise, in dividing life’s possible aims into voluptas, con- 
templatio, actio, it is clear where his real sympathies are. 
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ment of his personality, he only learnt that freedom 
and personality are alike illusions. Philosophy, although 
it has often proved a noble ally, is in some sort a 
protest against the finality of domestic and social life. 
It charms man with hopes of a higher companionship, 
which, alas! in the end are to be reached only by laying 
down what is distinctively human in the philosopher, 
by abandoning what is especially his own, in the ecstasy 
of the Divine “ Unio.” 

§ 5. Historically, the Union, the higher world which 
they sought for, was the achievement of Alexander for 
one brilliant moment, and of Rome perhaps for all time, 
whether as a secular or a spiritual monarchy. 

Rendall (ch. iv., Ixxxv.): “The conquests of Alexander 
changed the moral as well as the political outlook of Hellenism ; 
for, ethically as well as socially, it became impossible any 
longer to regard the wddts as the supreme unit of morality.” 
The undoubted decline of democratic zest at the entrance of 
the twentieth century may be attributed, partly, to the dis- 
covery that social problems and inequalities are independent 
of the suffrage and representative institutions; partly, and in 
great measure, to that Imperialism which expatiates in a larger 
world, and unconsciously relaxes the tension of mind into civic 
duties, and consoles the poor and oppressed for present misery 
by a hallucination of foreign power. I cannot here refrain 
from the pleasure of quoting this sentence, Ixxxviii.: “As 
Stoicism sprang historically out of the suppression of Greek 
City-States by the expansion of Greece into the world-empire 
of Alexander; so, too, its second birth in Italy heralds the 
Imperial stage in the destinies of the great republic.” Though 
Roman Stoicism adopted or-simulated an attitude of systematic 
defiance to this system, we may note that in modern times 
Hegelianism is allied with recognition of Divine right and 
passive obedience; and to-day the quiescence of anything 
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approaching educated republicanism may be attributed to the 

prevalence of a similar outlook on the world. 
- Again, cxxxvii.: “‘The Stoic philosopher, proclaiming the 
moral autonomy of the individual, disclaimed the strictly 

political bond and sanction to found morality upon bases that 
were universal. The civic obligation in its narrower applica- 
tion was annulled, and superseded by the Cosmic; but the 

name and association of ‘citizenship’ were too deeply grafted 
into moral consciousness to be killed out. They survived 
into the idea of a ‘ world-citizenship.’” 

And Rome especially was not disposed to regard the 
transcendent promises either of sage or Christian, except 
as Violations of the compact which united the governors 
and the governed. The classical Roman spirit, averse 
to individualism, had long and stubbornly opposed the 
introduction of Philosophy and strange rites. It was 
almost an irony that drove the Republican senators of 
the early Imperial age to seek solace in those theories 
which their ancestors and models had relentlessly ex- 
pelled. The pursuits of wisdom, in much accountable 
for the decay of population and the old vigorous urban 
life, now defied the political system which it had called 
forth. The Empire was the natural result of individual- 
ism and of disintegration: it could tolerate diversity, 
because it transcended and controlled it. It provided 
these aristocratic sages of the opposition with a con- 
spicuous theatre for their noble, if ineffectual, defiance ; 
and they forgot that its removal would leave them 
without occupation, in the midst of a surfeited demo- 
cra@y, who hated and despised them. It is impossible 
to refuse our admiration to the heroes and martyrs in 
the cause of the Republic; but the thinness of their 
ethical equipment, the negative character of their 
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maxims, must prevent us from regretting their failure. 
There is no happiness in the world without endeavour, 
without practical work. It was the merit of the Roman 
to be happy only in working, and he exchanged his 
spear for the plough after the annual campaign. Idle- 
ness settled down on Italy after the extinction of the 
yeoman class and free labour; and, in spite of Vergil 
and Columella, the recreations of the aristocratic Roman 

in the Imperial era ceased to be rural, as their chief 
business ceased to be military. An unhappy accident 
or want of straightforwardness in the new constitution 
prevented the nobles from accepting office under one 
who was but a member of their own order, a delegate 
of their own body; one who stood in an exalted position 
indeed, but well within the reach of envy,—a penalty 
from which the limited sovereign of modern times is 
exempt, from the very magnificence and uniqueness of 
his dignity. Jealousy excluded them from responsible 
and important posts; and an enforced leisure might 
vary with the voluptuous or austere, in the pursuit of 
strange pleasures of sense and ear, or in the defiant, yet 
negative, courage of a Stoical philosophy. 

§ 6. The peculiar form which the Unity of the 
common search took in these philosophers was Fate. 
Quietistic as all Greek schools tended to become (banish- 
ing “practice” with the Buddhist as disease), none 
preached more assiduously the futility of human effort 
than the Stoics. An irresistible current of Destiny 
(which united all events and effects in an unbroken 
series); the universe as an unceasing process, always in 
motion, yet never progressing; the vanity of earthly 
pursuits, and a studied contempt of human ambition ; 
the sense of Eternity, present here and now, final and 
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fixed, with no hope for a brighter dawn; a resolute 

indifference to human history, except to point the moral 
of the emptiness of our wishes, and the final equality of 
all things and all men, good or bad, of all striving, as 
well as all inaction; the conscience, or inner voice, as a 
single stable point in the flux of sense and matter, yet 
without practical value, seemingly an aimless penalty 
of a jealous (or a suffering ?) god, who gives as that 
cruel gift, a part of himself, the power to survey and 
to mourn the misery of life without the power to 
change ; practical duties of life, slipping one by one 
from the grasp of the sage, until his moral life can be 
summed up in a perpetual “non possumus”: such are 
the chief tenets of the later Stoicism, and such admirably 
suited the melancholy temper of Roman abstentionists. 
The earlier school (though possibly tinged with a latent 
Phenician gloom) had been indistinguishable from 
Cynicism, save in the logical completeness of its system 
of defence, and in a metaphysical dogmatic, to which 
Antisthenes had wisely remained a stranger. No 
practical effort marked the earlier founders, whose sole 
business was to weld into a solid and coherent body, 
guarded by unassailable argument, a certain theory of 

the world. Only when domiciled in Rome did the 
School mix in actual life, and become not a sect, but a 

religion. The practical bent of the Roman mind trans- 
formed the Stoa from a mere house of dogmatic paradox 
into a temple of a devout, though despairing, Theism. 

§ 7. Though negation—passivity—is the keynote of 
Stoical Ethics, yet this takes among the Romans a kind 
of positive character; and their inertness is one of 
dormant energy. But this entirely depends upon the 
personal and individual bias of the various exponents ; 
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and on the common influence of the Roman Empire, 

which appeared to tolerate, nay, to invite, criticism and 

reflexion, while it seemed to close so many avenues to 
wholesome effort. Never slaves to a system, always 
placing practical value above logical symmetry, the 
Roman philosophers were all eclectic. They followed 
with no servile adherence to a master’s word, but com- 

posed, as it were, a “rosary” from many Schools, to fit 
the urgent needs of their existence. To the present 
moment, orthodoxy is the supreme merit of Eastern 
Churchmen, as heresy is the most heinous sin. To 
the Western Catholic everything is subordinate to 
utility and the honour of the Church or the welfare of 
souls: salvation is to be found only in communion with 
Rome; and schism, or visible disaffection, is the un- 

pardonable offence. The Eastern is rather a member of 
a spiritual realm of truth, the Western a citizen of a 
visible kingdom. The rules of the former are ascer- 
tained by the pure Reason (or communicated instan- 
taneously by heavenly Grace). They are definite, 
unalterable, and unchanging. But an earthly State 
demands certain concessions to the individual, politic 
reservation of the whole truth, materializing of dogma, 
casuistry in the treatment of special events, and oppor- 
tunism in the attitude of the spiritual to the secular 
powers. 

§ 8. This distinction prevailed also in the philosophy 
of Greek and Roman. Among the latter there are no 
pure or unmixed schools. Seneca tempers the rigour 
of the early dogmatism by the maxims of Epicurus and 
the sentimental dualism of Plato. Epictetus, another 
Socrates, transforms into a loving Father the ultimate 
and irresoluble physical force that lies behind the vain 
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shadow, Sansara, of existence, and colours with personal 

piety the Buddhistic atheism of the academic Stoics. 
Plutarch, who has much in common with this School, is 

yet, in ultimate metaphysics, a Dualist, and in practical 

life an admirer and (so far as the times allowed) an 
emulator of the simple and cheerful virtue of the 
ancients. Marcus Aurelius, the last of the Stoics, is, at 

the same time, the first of the Neo-Platonists, and in 

his doctrine of the “deity within” transforms a mere 
physical connexion of the soul and the upper air into a 
mystical creed that was the very bulwark and sup- 
port of the brighter side, the “southern front,” of his 
Meditations. Clement of Alexandria (if by the in- 
clusion of this name I may complete the list) adapts 
the Stoic precision of formula and definition to the 
growing science of Christian Ethics, which, issuing from 
the pure passivity of the Millenarian or the patient 
sufferer for truth’s sake, was destined, with its new 

interest in social life, to re-create society in Europe. To 
resume: the victims of the Imperial régime gladly 
welcomed a somewhat frigid school as having an implicit 
power of sustenance and consolation in critical times. 
Yet within this loose network they borrowed from 
many sources; they laid no claim to completeness or 
consistency. For the mainspring of their studies was 
not intellectual curiosity, or the desire of applause, or 
the tranquil discovery and enjoyment of eternal verities. 
In the decay or syncretism of various popular cults, in 
the congregation of the most varied nationalities under 
a single sway, in the blurring of all distinct outline, 
once separating the petty gods from the great and 
single Source of Life, in the gradual closing to the 
nobles of the arena of practical ambition under a 
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socialist monarchy which dispensed with their services, 

we may see the chief causes of this passionate devo- 
tion to Stoicism, and this gradual transformation of a 
commonplace scheme of materialism into one of the 
noblest, if the most melancholy, of all religions. Where 
all separateness of feature, all idiosyncrasy, had faded 
into a world-empire, where all individual effort or 
significance tended to disappear in a universal law, 
the sage meditating profoundly on the unity of Being 
and the nexus of events, the eternity of type and the 
triviality of the fleeting particular, could only find con- 
solation in Mysticism, none the less real because it was 
not explicit. 

§ 9. Stoicism preaches, as we have seen, the ed 
of abstention. Centring all attention on the inner life 
of the individual, like all the subjective schools of the 
post-Aristotelian age, it speedily despaired of finding a 
true sphere for his activity, and gradually withdrew its 
claims to occupy or to direct any portion of human life, 
The universal order and unity (so strangely contrasted 
with Epicurean pluralism) could be approached only by 
“ unselfishness”; that devotion to a purely typical (not 
a personal) excellence. which characterizes all -Greek 
thought vin the field of morals, The single free and 
perpetually repellent point of consciousness, the will (to 
which alone any value could be attached), was to be 
occupied in a meaningless conflict with natural emotion, 
and in lofty disdain of the outer world of nature or 
society. While the theoretical creed of the Stoic or the 
Cynic proudly pronounced its text to be a reasonable 
following of Nature, an insistence on the unity, harmony, 

and order in the world, and a belief in a common human 

brotherhood predominating above petty national or class 
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distinctions, the School not only ended in setting the 
sage in isolation from a world of fate or chance, and 

from his fellows, but tortured him with a sense of 
dualism and unceasing conflict within the limits of his 
own nature. It was impossible to regard the world as 
a field for moral discipline and trial (for the conception 
of Stoic immortality compels us to pronounce its 
asceticism either impious or superfluous), nor, again, as 
a scene of perpetual advance for the human race 
towards a distant goal; which belief, cold comfort 
though it be, may indeed sustain pilgrims in their own 
unsteady and failing footsteps. Neither was it a vain 
show, the uneasy dreams of some sleeping God: a 
theory which may amuse a pessimist speculator, and 
reconcile him to the indifference of sensations (or, in- 
deed, of hopes), which, after all, are not really his. 

§ 10. It is difficult to say what the Stoic universe. 
meant for the wise man. Its motive, its author, its 

goal were alike undiscoverable ; and the kindly thoughts, 
the noble sentiment of duty, the compassionate unselfish- 
ness of so many of the School, were held as a legacy of 
some primitive religious teaching, some illogical remnant 
of personal temperament, in spite of the negative dogma 
of their philosophic creed. Personal distinction, earnest- 
ness of aim, and devotion to a set purpose, have conse- 

crated the names of Seneca, Epictetus, and Aurelius. 
But this influence depends, not on their close adherence 
to a logical system, but in the original sincerity of their 
sentiments, in their pure and genuine characters. Under 
them, the School loses all its distinctive features, its 

moral harshness, its dogmatism. A gentle melancholy 
of doubt, and a delicate and refined consideration for 

others, take the place of the certainty and the austerity 
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of the elders. The Roman character, tempered by that 
admixture with Spanish influences which marks the first 
century, both in politics and in letters, becomes mystical 
and feminine. Only from the older school is maintained 
that barren article of faith which is the doom of human 
effort or enterprise in Stoic, in Mahometan, in Brahmin 

—the divine Unity. Utterly unable to “qualify” or 
describe this original and comprehensive Being, rejecting 
the earlier physical interpretation, and straining on the 
path of negative theology towards a purely spiritual 
conception, they did, indeed, succeed in establishing a 

verbal kinship between the soul and its maker, one 
gleam of consolation in an alien world; but in so doing, 

they abandoned the chief tenet of their nominal system, 
and prepared the way for that final leap into sentiment 
and emotion in which Greek philosophy was destined to 
perish. A like fate probably awaits all Schools which 
start from an assumption of original Unity. Stoicism 
is but one of many which end in a complete reversal 
of their most fundamental axioms. Monism has passed 
into the harshest Dualism ; Pantheism into an impossible 
transcendence ; sternness, certainty, and effort into 

doubt, compassion, and resignation. Jf Aurelius de- 
mands our sympathy and our praise in his unselfish 
efforts for the security of the Empire, it is because his 
practice is better than-his creed; because he has sup- 
planted the fate of positivism by a distant Providence, 
to whom he stretches out pure hands, full of mute but 
unavailing appeal. But he is the last of Roman Stoics ; 
he founds no School. Rational thought is swept away 
by a torrent of Oriental mysticism or ceremonial; and 
even while we read his private memoirs the empty 
garments of a formal Stoicism fall away to disclose a 

3 
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soul glowing with an emotion midway between com- 
passion and love, and stirred to an activity (which 
his creed: belied), if not by enthusiasm, at least by a 

strong sense of loyalty and duty. Our task will lead 
us to examine in detail the points in which the 
Emperor deserts the philosophy of the Schools for the 
truer instincts of his own heart; but first it. will be 

wise to inquire into the contributions of his fore- 
runners, and thus estimate his debt to Seneca and to 

Epictetus. 
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CHAPTER III 

DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY IN ROME 

ANALYSIS 

Roman “ Stoicism” as a familiar phase of human thought; 

faith - philosophy (in ethics) superinduced on naturalism 
and without attempt at consistency. 

The Empire not the cause, but one among many symptoms, of 
a widespread Quietism. 

Rome’s contribution to Individualism ; as Nominalist, en- 
courages the concrete and personal, in default of Hellenic 
appreciation of abstractions. 

Seneca defines “ Summum Bonum” as a “ Soul”; and attaches 
weight to “ precepta” rather than to “‘ decreta.” 

Decay of scientific dogmatism, and distaste for physical 

philology; Seneca seeks a moral Deity; and is unable to 
reconcile natural order and the moral law, or combine in a 
single Supreme principle. 

His Dualism and Asceticism ; he repudiates utilitarian motive 
in Science, and dissuades from public life. 

The leisure of the true Sage occupied with friendship or 
introspection. 

The “chief good” as Tranquillity of Mind; Egoism of all 
Greek philosophy. 

Absolute Inwardness of the chief good; as an attitude of mind 

which places happiness entirely in our own power, and neither 
Jinds nor demands correspondence in the outer world. 

§ 1. Iris perhaps a little unfortunate that we talk of 
“ Stoicism ” as the predominant philosophy at Rome 
among those whose energies, debarred from political 
action, had passed into the fresh channel of speculation 
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on human conduct, independent of the civic sanction. 
If it is Stoicism at all, the tenets are very different from 
what we can deem certain in the older School. To call 
it Eclecticism again, or worse still Syncretism, is to give 
a difficult name to a very familiar phase of the human 
mind ; and perhaps to stifle the interest of an ordinary 
reader, who will fancy he has to deal with profound 
truth or logical subtleties, rather than with a moral 
attitude which is very likely nearly akin to his own. 
The Roman character had indeed much in common with 
the practical sobriety of the English. It held fast, in 
the decay of local worships, to the original and honour- 
able sentiments which social instinct had implanted, 
and tradition had ennobled and illustrated by heroic 
example,—duty to self, to parents, to friends, and to 
country. They were either unable or unwilling to 
analyze the ultimate motives of conduct. The thought 
of tearing up the roots of moral behaviour and ex- 
amining critically the springs of action was abhorrent 
to them. As Professor Huxley makes no pretence at 
accommodating his human practice to the laws of the 
universe, as he completely separates! the human func- 
tion with its postulate of Freedom from the self-centred 
and predestined automatism of the rest of Creation ; 
so the Roman “ through evil report and good report ” 
preserved his sense of human dignity, and respected 
the claims which an exacting State or a capricious 
Fortune might make on his loyalty, forbearance, or self- 
sacrifice. He could not explain or justify ; but he was 
convinced that somehow it was his duty to act after the 
old time-honoured fashion. Divine sanctions might be 

1 As completely as Maurice Maeterlinck in his Kingdom of Matter, or 
as Andrew Seth in Man’s Place in the Cosmos. 
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mere fables, and that peculiar tutelage of gods for men 
which has so often supported in good hopes and joyous- 
ness the victim of Chance. As the barriers of city- 
states vanished, as the world became one, so a sense of 

the unity, of the distance, of God was borne in upon 
the reflecting mind. A boundless expanse of Nature, a 
boundless leisure (save as an Imperial servant or official), 
an almost limitless state coextensive with the human 
race; the decay, not merely of stirring municipal in- 
terests and competition, but of all except the vaguest 
positive beliefs,—these were the new facts to which the 
practical and conscientious spirit of the Roman had to 
adapt itself. 

§ 2. It is an error to suppose that the peculiar 
tendency of Roman thought, from Cicero to Aurelius, 

was due to the Empire, as creating an atmosphere of 
restraint and suspicion, of psychological analysis, of 
brooding over wrongs and the injury of an enforced 
idleness. The institution of the Empire was clearly 
but one of the symptoms of an abnormal condition of 
humanity in that age. No despotism has ever sup- 
ported itself against the will of the majority. The 
apotheosis of Cesar was a result, not a cause. The 
most fanatical worshippers of past liberty in this age 
never ventured to propose a substitute for the Cesarian 
regimen, though they were ready at any moment to 
change the particular representative. The distaste for 
affairs which is mostly attributed to Imperial jealousy 
was really the long-seated evil which rendered Cesar 
indispensable, A democracy (real or imaginary) which 
has disgusted the honest by its turbulence or venality 
has but one resort, the strong hand; and Cicero in 

spite of his protestations, Seneca, and Aurelius, all 
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recognized this, and felt that the high Idealism, sup- 
porting a republican form of government, had passed 
away for ever, and that the temper of the times de- 
manded a personal and embodied Sovereign, dispenser 
of the material benefits of justice, peace, and plenty." 

Over the Roman world had spread this sombre veil 
of Quietism. This spirit had handed over to the con- 
querors as yet vigorous the independence of a wearied 
and diffident society, and had at last sought its newest 
recruits among the conquerors themselves. Speculation 
was a higher life than action ; indeed, was the highest 
kind of activity for those who claimed to be free. 

§ 3. To this attitude of reserve and resignation, the 
Roman brought certain qualities of his own. It is the 
fashion to-day ? to attribute to the Germano-Christian 
influence that emphasis on the liberty of the individual 
and his immortal destiny, which formed the secret 
impulse of the Medieval Empire, in its ideals, consti- 
tution, and development, which resulted, breaking up 

the Realistic fabric inherited from Classical times, in 

the Reformation, and the movements of Emancipation 
within living memory. But it will not be fair to forget 
the precious contribution of Rome. Greece, while it 
revelled in the wild and unaccountable caprice of some 
spoilt favourite of fortune, never rose to a full definition 
of the Personal. The brief emphasis on the relativity 
of knowledge in the Sophistic age, only reacted into a 
deification of the Absolute ; and the so-called Subjective 
Schools failed, as we have already seen, to justify or 
to explain individual consciousness. They could only 

1 See the undoubtedly sincere language of Seneca as to the Imperial 
responsibilities and significance, De Clem. i. §§ 1, 8, 4, 5. 

2 See Gierke’s Political Ideals in the Middle Ages, 
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point to a shadowy type of ideal man, before which all 
special or peculiar or relative qualities in each must be 
sacrificed as excrescences. The Roman, as practical 
man of affairs even in retirement, knew nothing of these 
abstractions. He refuses (with Horace) to bow the 
knee to any master. He subordinates all to practice, 
he disparages logical symmetry, and believes all time 
wasted which is spent in those dialectic subtleties, so 
dear to the Porch, in its early Megarian and Eristic 
days. Cicero and Seneca mingle impartially, and with- 
out attempt at uniformity, the teaching of the Schools 
and the maxims of many rivals. Even that Ideal 
Virtue or Summum Bonum, which (in default of dis- 
covering the Sage) must ever remain beyond human 
attainment, should be sought rather in the concrete, 

imitable form, which its nearest imitators have set 

‘before us, all the more useful because they are im- 
perfect. Instead of reverence for Zeno and Chrysippus, 
masters of formula, we have respect for good men, for 

Socrates, Cato, and Brutus. The pages of Seneca are 

pleasantly diversified by anecdotes of honest citizens, 
whose approximations to Virtue are far more edifying 
than any solitary musing on ideal perfection. Thrice 
does Seneca startle us by calling the Chief Good a 
Soul! No distant sea of impersonal goodness, no realm 
of pure ideas, no unfaltering moral Law, above and 
irrespective of all particulars; but an individual, who 

had embodied and attained in some measure that 

human excellence of which all men were speaking,! and 

1 Both dper} and ‘‘virtus” are entirely mistranslated by “virtue.” 
Virtwe suggests, I think, an external standard which demands our 
obedience without question or compromise; while the other names 
imply a far closer and implicit connexion between the ideal and per- 
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could offer in the concrete circumstances of life illus- 

trations of its method and value. 

§ 4. In the 113th letter to Lucilius we find: 

“ Justitia quid est? Animus quodammodo se habens.” 

In Letter 117, § 12, Sapientia is defined as Mens per- 
Secta vel ad summum optimumque perducta. So, too, in 
the “ Blessed Life,” § 4,“ Summum Bonum est Animus 

fortuita despiciens”—and in Letter 120, § 8, when he 
is inquiring how the first rudimentary knowledge of 
right and wrong came to us, he believes the example of 
ancient merit and heroism stirred us to realize, by an 
admiration at first impulsive and involuntary (Fabricius 

and Horatius Cocles, “hac et hujusmodi facta imaginem 
nobis ostendere Virtutis”). In precisely the same spirit, 
he is averse to empty generalizations, to laws of con- 
duct so universal that they cover everything and 
counsel nothing. He recognizes greatest profit, not 
in these formal “ decreta,” but in the “precepta” of 

the casuist or the Director. The difficulty in Ethics 
(whether as a science or for individual guidance) is 
never the discovery of general principles, but their 

application. All Seneca’s writings are occasional, and 
are prompted by the distress or spiritual needs of his 
friends. The mere idle repetition of Stoic common- 

place, “ The good man alone is happy,” “ Virtue is the 

sonal interest. This was due to the vague teleology which dominated 
Greek thought and its derivatives after Socrates. Harmony of inward 
and outward was evdaimovla, cuupwvus, duoroyounévus Shy ry pice (with 

its ambiguous meaning). ’Apery was the means to this end desired by 
all ; and was attained by the development of the olxefov &pyov, which in 
man (as opposed to Stag or Tiger) was a ‘‘reasoned and consistent 
life.” It is quite impossible to say where unselfish admiration for a 
lofty ideal of behaviour, and where the lower motive, urging us to tran- 
quillity and peace in the only certain region of our consciousness, 
have their precise limits. 
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sole end of Life,’ did not interest him. Everyone 
agreed about the fundamental principles; but few could 
apply the minor premise. The austere Quintilian re- 
bukes him for superficiality in his treatment; but a 
really sincere casuistry must needs be opportunist and 
disconnected, sometimes incoherent and even incon- 

sistent. Philosophy was in want of a new Socrates to 
bring down formula again into life. We are certainly 
disinclined to-day to quarrel with him for exchanging a 
barren and formal symmetry for moral earnestness ; 
Just that personal, almost missionary, interest which 

enables French writers! to compare him with the 
Catholic directors and father-confessors of the seven- 
teenth century. 

§ 5. The fabric of Certitude—the great dogmatic 
Cosmology of early Stoicism—had crumbled into dust. 
Nothing was left of it except a sense of immensity, 
against which the Hellenic mind had from the outset 
striven nobly but in vain; and a conception of a 
Unity beyond all human appreciation. In all ultimate 
problems, Seneca was an Agnostic, with a firm hold on 
the dignity of the moral life, none the less firm because 
it was inconsistent. With all-his Stoic protest that 
Kriowledge, like Life, was one, an impassable gulf yawns 
between his theory and his practice. The earlier school 
has been materialist and positive; its theology was a 
department of its physics; its ethics merely “sounded 
the recall” from a corrupt and wearied society of 
civilized beings to a norm of nature and simplicity 
which no one cared to define precisely. But the first 
century had passed beyond the naive positivism which 
superimposed on universal automatism a doctrine of 

1M. Constant Martha among others. 
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man’s freedom and responsibility, and narrowed the 
term “ natural” to the passive resignation of an ascetic. 
The demand of the three Roman Stoics is for a moral 
Author of the Universe. Their failure to discover any. 
satisfactory clue to the Divine dealings produced that 
deepening sense of vanity and distress. It is in this 
consciousness of failure that Aurelius seeks within the 
solace he cannot find without, and becomes the first of 

the introspective Platonists. To Seneca all dogma is 
fluid, except the belief in the final destruction of the 
world. Though he yearns, with Fichte, to see God in 

“the moral order of the Universe,” he is forced in the 

interests of Unity to identify Him with every other 
known force. As He is everything, so any name will 
suit Him. He is the sum of existence; or the secret 

and abstract law which guides it; He is Nature or 
Fate. The partial names of special deities are all His, 
and together they make up the fulness of the Divine 
title ; but they disappear in the immense nothingness, 
rather than colour or qualify it. The special sense of 
nearness to man, of a sympathy something more than 
physical, of an approval and favour more clearly dis- 
played than in a brilliant heaven and unerring laws, 
this is wanting. All Theology must be anthropo- 
morphic or it ceases to be more than Natural Law. A 
barrier (which we believe can never be transcended) 
separates man as a moral agent (or more clearly, as a 
consciousness burdened with a sense of moral responsi- 
bility, which cannot be shaken off) from the rest of the 
Universe. Any attempt at a Supreme Synthesis, from 
the side of either material or spiritual Law, is destined 
to failure. The world is twofold; and it is as foolish 

to forget the real in the Ideal, as it is to merge the 
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special consciousness of man in the processes of a 
causal series. Because Seneca cannot see the finger of 
God in the world outside, and because he is determined 

to find Him somewhere, he brings into prominence a 
certain dogma of the earlier school, the divinity of the 
soul as a ray sent down from heaven; and gives this 
purely physical belief a new and a moral significance. 
Upon this semi - naturalistic, semi- mystical tenet, 
Epictetus, a truer follower of Socrates, builds his mag- 

nificent appeal to the children of a common Father. 
Early Stoicism doubted if Providence condescended to 
particulars : the School ended in Aurelius with denying 
that God had any other home except the purified spirit 
of the individual. 

§ 6. And the vast Universe which was thus left 
riderless. To whose dominion was it entrusted? To 
a blind or malevolent spirit of caprice, with whom 
the Sage could have no compromise. Nature te our 
modern Stoic meant emphatically the wise man’s inner 
nature; his reasonable soul, as defined by Aristotle. 
The course of the world might be termed Providential, 
in a vague and general sense ; but the parts, the special 
events, were abandoned, to the Usurper Fortune, just 

as in the Stoical Christian Lactantius, the Devil and 

no one else is the ruler of earth and the dispenser of 
every earthly blessing. As fdov Aoyxoy man might 
admire the orbits of the stars, and find some delight in 
the study of natural problems. But the more particular 
enjoyment of her gifts was strictly interdicted. “Touch 
not, taste not, handle not” was written on the vestibule 

of the Stoic temple. All contact beyond pure neces- 
sities was disallowed; as a scene of gaiety the world 
was forbidden ground; the “regnum hominis” over 
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the inanimate was a sacrilegious profanation. The 
Stoic (always in theory and generally in practice also) 
gave up the present and the visible to the evil spirit, 
quite as decisively as the most pessimistic and intro- 
spective anchorite among the Christians. The doctrine 
of the sympathy of all things (cvpadOea, cvvadea) 
ended in a most rigorous contrast of man and nature. 
As Macaulay rightly objected, it was “only to be 
looked at”; any utilitarian motive in scientific know- 
ledge is impiety in the eyes of Seneca or of his pupil 
Lucilius. And again as Cdov moduTexdy man was in 
theory summoned to take part in a smaller world of 
Society. But the ‘debates of the earlier Stoics exhibit 
a ludicrous hesitation to enter public life. Many were 
the excuses made, strange the pretexts accepted for 
the evasion of this obvious and classical duty. Hither 
the actual State was too corrupt, or there were peculiar 
if temporary obstacles, which hindered this especial. 
Sage, and condemned him to a leisure which he accepted 
with pretended reluctance. Seneca is at least acute 
enough to see that these protests were insincere, and 
that it was the fixed if unacknowledged resolve of the 
Stoic Masters to abstain from politics. “The result,” 
he tells us, “is the same in either school; whether the 
Epicurean refuse an active life unless the circumstances 
are exceptional, or the Stoic condemn seclusion unless 
the State is too lawless, none of them ever do issue 

forth,’ and he notes their invariable counsel to their 

followers to enter public life, and at the same time 
their invariable abstention. 

§ 7. Debarred from the life of the voluptuary or the 
ambitious, and welcomed to the somewhat frigid com- 
fort of sciefitific studies, strictly without ulterior motive, 
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the Stoic found this leisure but scantily occupied. 
Friends found a place in his heart and in his time, left 
vacant by the disinterested scrutiny of natural pheno- 
mena. This new value of friendship had been the dis- 
covery of Epicurus; and it gives a certain modern tone 
to the writings of Seneca. The old Esau-like turbulence 
and suspicion of the intense city-state is as foreign to 
the modern temper as to the early Imperial age. 
Domestic life and friendly intercourse has gained from 
the decay of purely municipal interest, from the dele- 
gation of power to a few, the creation of a public 
service, a bureaucracy, a “ Mandarinate.” Seneca is 
like Cicero, the fatigued or disappointed man of action, 
who finds a consolation in abstract or psychological 
studies; or in the encouragement of friends to fight 
manfully even a losing game against the allurements 
of sense or the caprice of rulers) The old Roman 
spirit was still keen. All interest centred round the 
life of the moral agent, even though this has retained 
little but passivity, a perpetual “nonpossumus.” The 
entire teaching of Seneca may be grouped round his 
portrait of the Sage, illustrating the Supreme Good in 
the life of excellence, distinctively human. This por- 
trait, which he delineates so carefully, adding little 
touches at the call of some special need, he honestly 
tells us is drawn as much to comfort and strengthen 
himself as his correspondent. He dilates almost con- 
vincingly on this calm constancy, and I shall devote 
the ensuing chapter to describing this Ideal, and to 
explaining some of the questions which arise from it. 
All the rest are indeed side issues, are episodes on the 
one unvarying theme, the Tranquillity of the Wise 
Man. 
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§ 8. This as the guiding principle of actual life is as 
old as Democritus. As soon as inquiry into the wider 
world of Nature had dissolved the old religious allegi- 
ance to family and country, the sole aim of the personal 
life was repose and self-sufficiency. The brief and 
classical Athenian School alone (and that very imper- 
fectly) continued to recognize an objective. It attempted 

“to revive the old sanctions of patriotism and piety, and 
give them a new meaning and universality. But the 
emphasis on Duty among the post-Aristotelians, and 
their large and comprehensive “ Providential Cos- 
mology,” cannot blind one to the egoistic aim of their 
speculation and practice. There is, I admit, the peren- 
nial question, never settled to the last, as to the true 

interpretation of Nature. “ Which? ‘my own,’ or that 
of the Universe?” To-day we are inclined to place 
at opposite poles the heroism of sacrifice to the common 
good, the piety of resignation to the divine, and any 
scheme of self-realization.1 

We connect the Stoics with the former; but it must 
be remembered that the motive for their philosophy was 
above all utilitarian and eudemonistic; the attainment 
of contentment and calm by a critical inquiry into the 
exact limits of man’s powers and freedom,—a compari- 
son (if you like) of the universal and the special Nature, 
but, above all, from the point of view of the latter. 
(It isa mistaken and unfruitful labour to decide whether 
“virtue” must be followed because it is God’s will, 
irrespective of any consequences to us; or because plain 

common sense and experience of other men’s folly 
assures us that lasting peace of mind is only reached 

1 For a similar result in a modern mind, cf. Kirkengaard the Dane, 
quoted by M. A. Stobart, Fortnightly Review, 1902, January (see p. 49). 
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on this path. What system has ever clearly explained 
the motive of unselfishness?! There lies at the root 
of our nature an impulse to do good in which the over- 
mastering joy of the emotion is strangely mixed with 
calmer recognition of “duty to one’s neighbour”; and 
it would be impossible to determine whether mystical 
resignation springs entirely from love to God, or entirely 
from a sense of the vainness of resistance.) 

§ 9. However this may be, to Seneca “ virtue” and 
happiness were identical; objective and subjective; not 
a mere empty postulate of correspondence, but a real 
“tasted” and tested unity.2 He is quite convinced of 
the folly of the lower lives. He sees in their votaries 
creatures of impulse, swayed by unworthy passion or 
ambition, slaves of their surroundings (for the rich are 
“ possessed,” and are not real possessors), who have 
laboured gratuitously to make comfort in life unattain- 
able, because they strive only to increase, instead . of 
diminish, the multitude of things they cannot do 
without. Here is the “casus belli” between Seneca 
and Bacon as portrayed in Macaulay’s famous essay. 
Seneca had seen through the illusion of a complex 
civilisation. He lived in the midst of such; nay, he 
himself enjoyed a command over the material,’ the 
refined, the artistic, which very few of us can claim 

1 7it. Beat. 9: ‘Sed tu quoque” inquit, ‘virtutem non ob aliud 
colis quam quia aliquam ex illa speras voluptatem.” This is, of course, 
contested ; but it becomes a mere question of words, 

2 Benef. iv. 2. 
%¢.g. Vit. Beat, 3: ‘*Nam pro voluptatibus et pro illis que parva 

et fragilia sunt et in ipsis flagitiis noxia, ingens Gaudium subit incon- 
cussum et equabile: tum pax et concordia animi et magnitudo cum 
mansuetudine.” 

4 The ‘‘ Marionnettes” of Aurelius (vevpoomacrol). 
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to-day, and which was outside the wildest speculation 
of the apostle of the “Regnum hominis.” The ordinary 
Roman city-slave was probably more fastidious and 

exacting than an Englishman of the middle class 
to-day; and we know how little the terrors of cross 
and whip tempered the gaiety or controlled the mis- 
chievous intrigues of these happy and irresponsible 
children. But satiety and disgust is the note of 
polished Rome in the early imperial age; of which an 
exquisite sensuality was rather the effect than the 
cause. It seemed to Seneca consummate folly to 
give hostages to fortune, or to found one’s spiritual 
happiness on an unsubstantial fabric of external wealth, 
or the favour of a monarch, or a people’s praise? Not 
for the most exalted indifference, but in pure common 
sense, had the early Stoics repudiated the Aristotelian 
and Peripatetic alliance, or compromise with the “ outer 
goods.” Surely the content of a soul at peace with 
itself must depend on nothing which fortune could 
injure or take away.2~ Happiness must be something 
altogether i8cov, dvadaiperov; something private, eternal, 
inexhaustible, unassailable; and in the face of the ex- 

travagant claims of science to-day, we may complain 
that (even in the Churches) this wholesome caution of 
the Stoics is forgotten. Resignation, unselfishness, is 

1 Civilization and its increased wants and complexity of living passed 
under the censure of both schools. Stobeus, Florid. xvii. ; "Emrixotpos 
epwrndels was dvris rhourioetev ; Ov Tols ofor mpooribels ey THs dé xpelas 

Ta TOANG TepiTéuvew, 
2 Ep. 66: ‘‘Omnia enim ista, in que dominium Casus exercet, serva 

sunt; pecunia et corpus et honores: imbecilla, fluida, mortalia, posses- 

sionis inceste. Illa rursus libera et invicta opera virtutis; que non 
ideo magis appetenda sunt si benignius a Fortuna tractantur ; nec minus 
si aliquaé rerum iniquitate premuntur.” 
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certainly not the centre, nor the motive, of their 
system. s 

Forin., Jan. 1902.—M. A. Stobart,—“ Tt is perhaps by the 
expression, desire to enjoy life, that the sthetic goal can 
most fitly be epitomized. And here lies the difference of 
the two forms of living, the esthetic and the moral. 

“For the conditions attending the necessity to enjoy life 
exist (says the Danish apostle) either outside the individual, or, 
if contained within himself—as in shape of health, sport, or 

pleasure entering in any of a thousand forms—are of such a 
nature as to be beyond his own control ; they are conditions, in 
other words, they are relative to circumstances of time, country, 

surroundings, and the inherited place in the world of the 
individual, whose spontaneity of action is controlled by a 
relationship to Destiny, which is beyond his own limit of 

responsibility. 
‘* Whereas in the Ethical, the conditions of life are con- 

tained within and not outside the individual; for the true 
Ethical sphere is reached (says K.) alone by inwardness ; by 
subjective conquest of the will, by the evolution of a power 
of will which, making in the direction of a consciousness of 
the value of the soul, as a portion of the Eternal Entity, gives 
a continuity, a teleological value to every action, lacking 
in the Aisthetic Life of Relativity, which is of the moment, 
and as such is subject to fluctuating alternatives of joy and 
despair. 

“There comes (says K.) to everyone a time when he out- 
grows the spontaneous qualities of his child’s nature, when he 
becomes dissatisfied with a haphazard relationship to Time 
and to Existence, and wishes to assure himself of a definite 
place in the scheme of the universe ;—when he realizes, with 
the Preacher of old, the vanity, the transitoriness, of that 
upon which he had set his mind ; and when, unconsciously it 
may be, he longs to grasp himself as Soul, as an Eternal Entity, 

rather than as a fleeting Ego, and—despair is the result, 
4 
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“ Despair is the culmination of the ssthetic life, which is 

itself despair, transitoriness being of its essence, and the 

moment of Despair may be the moment of the choice. It is 

on the importance of this choice that K. lays stress. Not 
that it is absolute as between good and evil. The sthetic 
life is not evil, it is indifferent. The importance lies in the 

fact that what is chosen is the Self, not as a limited relative 

Ego in a circumscribed existence, but the Self as a portion of 

Eternity, of the great and everlasting power. This choice 

constitutes in itself a treasure within each man that makes 

him greater than the angels. Nothing, he says, in life can 

equal the solemnity, the significance of the moment, when the 
Individual becomes conscious of and chooses his Self as a portion 

of the Eternal Whole. At such a moment, when all Nature 

around is hushed, serene as a starry night, and the soul is alone 
in all the world, then will the heavens seem to divide, and there 

will be made visible the Everlasting Power. Then will the 

Ego become for the first time conscious of, and being conscious 

of, will choose or rather accept his Self. Then has the Soul 

seen the Highest, what no mortal eye can ever see, and what 

can never be forgotten,—the Soul has received that knight- 

hood which ennobles it for all Eternity. He becomes, not 

another personality ; but he becomes Himself; consciousness 

unites its fragments, and he is for the first time Himself. 

“This ethical (it is apparent in Kir.’s view) is but the 

rainbow-bridge to the last of the three great spheres, Austhetic, 

Ethical, and Religious, to which throughout his writings he 
introduces us. The bias of his own mind was never towards 

the purely human moral, which, according to his teaching in 
‘Either, Or,’ required an open dealing with the world incom- 
patible with his own mystical and recondite nature; but 
towards pietistic and exacting religion.” 
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CHAPTER IV 

“THE WISE MAN” 

ANALYSIS 

Ideal of Quietism ; The “Summum Bonum” as the Wise Man 
in Retirement. 

Man as spectator, not as agent ; an ascetic ideal which recurs 

perpetually in history. 
Stoic maxim “ Follow Nature” the’ exact converse to modern 

Naturalism ; man’s peculiar nature as his power to criticise, 
without enjoying. 

“ The Golden Age,” “ The Fall” ; Seneca more optimistic than 

Aurelius. 
External Nature=God ; and natural studies unfold the essence 

of the Deity (physical Pantheism). 

At the same time, needs of man’s moral nature demand as com- 
plementary doctrine, Spiritual pantheism ; God contrasted 
with the world, as man’s Soul with his body. Fatlure of all 
synthetic and monistic systems. 

Seneca’s depreciation of History, as the realm of the contingent 
and perishing, by the side of Natwral Law, or the con- 
templation of the Eternal and unchanging. 

His Psychology entirely Platonic and dualist; a still more 
complete separation of the two spheres in Gnostics ; Christian 
Church struggles against the Dualism and Abstention of 
classical antiquity. 

Summary of the various sides of philosophic thought which meet 
in the System of Seneca. 

§ 1. Ler us now look at two or three passages in which 
Seneca depicts this ideal of quietism and self-sufficing 

calm, 
61 
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Ep. 45: “Si vis utique verborum ambiguitates diducere, hoc 
nos doce beatum non eum esse quem vulgus appellat, ad quem 

pecunia magna confluxit: Sed illum cui bonum omne in animo 

est, erectum et excelsum et mirabilia calcantem ; qui neminem 
videt cum quo se commutatum velit; qui hominem e& sola 

parte estimat, qua homo est; qui Natura magistré utitur, ad 
illius leges componitur, sic vivit quomodo Illa prescripsit ; 

cui bona sua nulla vis excutit; qui mala in bonum vertit; 
certus judicii, inconcussus, intrepidus ; quem aliqua vis movet, 
nulla perturbat; quem Fortuna, quum quod habuit telum 

nocentissimum, vi maxima intorsit, pungit non vulnerat,—et 
hoe raro.” 

Ep. 66: “Ad primum revertamur et consideremus id quale 
sit, Animus intuens vera, peritus fugiendorum ac petendorum, 
non ex opinione sed ex Naturé pretia rebus imponens, toti se 

inserens mundo et in omnes ejus actus contemplationem suam 

mittens, cogitationibus actionibus intentus, ex equo magnus 

ac vehemens, asperis blandisque pariter invictus, neutri se 
Fortune submittens, supra omnia que contingunt accidunt- 

que eminens, pulcherrimus ornatissimus cum decore, cum 
viribus sanus ac siccus, imperturbatus intrepidus, quem 

nulla vis frangat, quem nec attollant fortuita nec deprimant. 
Talis Animus Virtus est.” 

Vit. Beat. 4: “Quid enim prohibet nos beatam vitam 

dicere, liberum Animum et erectum, et interritum ac stabilem, 
extra metum extra cupiditatem positum? cui unum bonum 

honestas, unum malum turpitudo? Cetera vilis turba rerum, 
nec detrahens quicquam beat vite, nec adjiciens, sine auctu 

ac detrimento Summi Boni veniens ac recedens. Hunc ita 

fundatum necesse est (velit nolit) sequatur hilaritas con- 
tinua et letitia alta atq. ex alto veniens, ut que suis gaudeat 

nec majora domesticis cupiat ... 5. Ergo exeundum ad 

Libertatem est: hanc non alia res tribuit quam Fortune 
negligentia. Tum illud orietur inezstimabile bonum, quies 
mentis in tuto collocate et sublimitas,” 
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Ep. xxxi. “Perfecta Virtus . . . squalitas ac tenor vite 
per omnia consonans sibi;... hoc est Summum Bonum: 

quod si occupas incipis Deorum esse socius non supplex !” 
Ep. xliv.: ‘Summa beate vite ... solida securitas et 

ejus inconcussa fiducia.” 

Ep. lix.: ‘Talis est sapientis Animus qualis Mundi status 
super Lunam ; semper illic serenum est.” 

Ep. xcii.: “Quid est beata vita? Securitas et perpetua 
tranquillitas. Hane dabit Animi magnitudo, dabit constantia 
bene judicatitenax. . . . Talis animus Sapientis esse viri debet, 
qualis Deum deceat.” 

Ep. cxxiv.: “Vis tu, relictis in quibus vinci te necesse est, 
dum in aliena niteris, ad bonum reverti tuum? ‘Quod hoc 
est?’ Animus scilicet emendatus ac purus, emulator Dei, 

super humana se extollens, nihil extra_se sui ponens.” 

§ 2. There is perhaps nothing strikingly original in 
this picture. We see the universal features of sage 
and student—detachment, indifference, peace. It is 
neither purely Oriental (Buddhist or Brahmin), nor 
Hellenic. It is simply human and catholic. The 
early Greeks did not borrow from India, any more than 
Madame de Guyon or St. Theresa, for example, were 
indebted to Plotinus. The abstentionist tendency recurs 
without any historic or spiritual connection between its 
several exponents. The philosopher, as true man, is 
represented as spectator rather than as agent. We 
watch the gradually extinguished fires of social action ; 
the faint flicker or the chilled embers of critical study ;1 
finally, the “obscure night” of unconscious indifference. , 
We are on the brink of the mystic precipice. It is 

1 Compare the attitude of M. Renan, to whom, as student, the world 
is so interesting in its distress and sinfulness, that he would not attempt 
to reform it. 
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clear from ancient history that the critical attitude 
becomes a favourite, when the concrete particular of 
life is distrusted or despised; when the generalizations 
of the student are alone supposed to contain the truth, 
We have seen how the outer world, though nominally 
subject to providential ruling, was yet really in the 
hands of an incalculable caprice. This amounted to 
a denial of Providence; and the periodical contests 
between Stoic and Epicurean, of which Lucian gives us 
an instance a century later, were purely verbal and 
academic. Quintilian, in numberless passages, shows us 

how intimately connected was the thought of Providence 
with interest in public duty. If only the unchanging 
and permanent is real, if the personal and the particular 
are illusion or a debased copy of the unseen, interest in 
the world’s transformation gives place to the purely 
scientific respect, which we note in Seneca’s corre- 
spondent, Lucilius. Christianity lays a similar Platonic 
emphasis on the “world of true Being,” but has never 
forgotten, in the clouds of formula or dogmatic dialectic, 
that the world exists for the trial and discipline of 
souls,—an assumption which it is easy to ridicule as 
“anthropocentric,” and on which reposes the whole 
complex of Western Ethics and European Society. 

§ 3. This rigid consistency and undeviating tenor of 
life, by which a man becomes “his own,” free, and 
happy, is to be maintained by following nature— in 
the double sense, accepting his allotted destiny without 
murmur, and exercising the distinctively human faculty 

in himself. He must abandon, if he seeks perfection, 

every claim upon the fragile and insecure environment, 
the “non-ego,” which hems in his inward life; and 
again, every quality or equipment which he has in 
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common with lower animals. We often connect 
schemes of Naturalism with a whole-hearted devotion 
to Nature. Rousseau and Thoreau, to name two in- 

stances, would lead one back to the simplest pleasures 
of unreflective acquiescence and to impulsive emotion. 
But the philosophic mind of antiquity was far more 
austere. Reacting against a selfish or corrupt civiliza- 
tion, it seems to recall men to a golden age of harmony 
with Nature. The result was widely different. It set 
up an altar to Reason in the abstract, the faculty which 

-eriticizes and does not enjoy; while by its own experi- 
ence it was sadly convinced that the particular mani- 
festation of this Eternal Intelligence, in Socrates or 
Zeno, was imperfect and infirm. Hence its systematic 
trend towards Mysticism, towards a surrender of the 
visible world, a depreciation of the value of the present, 
incompatible with any true sympathy with Nature. 
In spite of his own weakness to attain truth, the sage 
could not, even in the Epicurean School, throw off the 

critical and analytic spirit and become a child of 
Nature. Those who think that the Hellenic temper 
minimizes the gulf between man and the natural world, 
are most assuredly blind. It was this immediate query, 
“What is my nature in relation to the Universal?” 
which convinced them of the essential opposition. If 
man had any true affinity, it was with the stars and 
their automatic precision and unreflecting perfection, 
not with the God-forsaken region of the sublunary. 
Because man could criticize as well as enjoy, a com- 
bination implied in conscious happiness, could analyse 
as well as act,—and because the lower animals who 

were $a ddoya could only act and enjoy,—it seemed 
clear that man’s special function lay in the other 
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direction. A modern Naturalism might find in the 
encouragement of the “ape and tiger” the true end of 
man; a resolute egoism which saw our duty in the 
continuance in the human arena of that struggle for 
life, that boundless competition, which marks the lower 

sphere. Certainly no disciple of the School could place 
the special virtue of man in the feminine passivity of 
forbearance, abstention, mildness, and indifference; or 

in a contemplative study which set a veto on more 
familiar intercourse. It seems clear that to the Greeks 
and Romans, Nature never lost her old terrible char- 

acter, which she bears still to the superstitious savage ; 
haunted in every tree or grotto or river by jealous and 
unaccountable powers; unstable, insecure, a Siren who 
lavishes her allurements only to slay. The almost uni- 
versal transference of force from grotesque or malignant 
spirits to impartial mechanism failed to relieve man of 
this sense of foreignness and alienation. Lucretius, like 
many another apostle of religious or social freedom, 
exults in vain over an empty victory, and thinks the 
discovery of law, or, at least, of uniformity, implies the 
attainment of liberty. Epicurus, his master, saw more 
truly into the heart of man; and knew that mechanical 
law, though more satisfying to the sage, because he 
seems to control by understanding it, is yet to the sage 
as man, more intolerable than the propitiable caprice of 
the expelled Demons. Be this as it may, it is certain 
that the Classical nations never entered, in spite of 

several efforts, into that blissful harmony with Nature 
which should have saved them this recurring problem: 
What is my peculiar nature, duty, or happiness in 
relation to the whole ? 

§ 4. The sense of the “ Fall,” of the relapse from an 
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early and primitive age of Gold, of the gradual decay of 
men, of States, of this fertile earth itself, is visible in 

all ancient authors. The writers of the Augustan age 
with one consent sing the praises of this lost felicity ; 
and advise all who can to revert to a simplicity which 
they could not attain themselves. Seneca thinks it is 
possible to return to this “State before the Fall.” He, 
far more optimistic than Aurelius, believes in man’s 
innate goodness and his power to obtain happiness by 
limiting his wants and trusting Nature. He even 
attacks the doctrine of “Original Sin” so dear to 
Augustan (as well as Augustinian) speculators : 

Ep. xciv. (55): “Erras enim si existimas nobiscum vitia 
nasci. Supervenerunt, ingesta sunt. Nulli nos vitio Natura 
conciliat: illa integros ac liberos genuit.”—Cons. ad Helv. 5: 
‘Bona conditione geniti sumus si eam non deseruerimus ; id 
egit Rer. Natura ut ad bene vivendum non magno apparatu 
opus esset.”—Brev. Vit. 2: “Quid de Rer. Natura querimur ? 

Illa se benigne gessit: vita si scias uti longa est.” 
Ep. lxxviii.: “Sic nos amantissima nostri Natura disposuit, ut 

dolorem aut tolerabilem aut brevem faceret.”—Ep. xc.: ‘‘ Non 
fuit tam inimica Natura, ut... homo solus non posset sine tot 
artibus vivere ... ad parata nati sumus...a Natura luxuria 
descivit.”—Ep. cviii.: “Omnibus enim Natura fundamenta 
dedit, semenque virtutum: omnes ad omnia ista nati 
sumus.” 

Ep. cxviii.: ‘ Unde aliquid cognoscitur bonum? Si perfecte 
secundum Naturam est... hac ejus proprietas est.” —Ep. cxxii.: 
“Omnia vitia contra Naturam pugnant (aversandi diem et 
totam vitam in noctem transferendi).” 

Ep. l.: “Virtus secundum Naturam est; vitia inimica et 

infesta sunt.” 
Ep. Ixvi.: “ Bonum sine ratione nullum est ; sequitur autem 

ratio Naturam. Quid est ergo ratio? Nature imitatio. Quid 
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est summum hominis bonum? ex Nature voluntate se gerere. 

. . . Bonorum unum propositum est consentire Nature.” 

§ 5. But we cannot help noticing that the term 
Nature is unstable and precarious. He is not using it 
in the ordinary and current sense. Just as it is im- 
possible in Lucan to decide on the limits or essential 
difference of Fate and Fortune, which are probably 

identical, so Seneca uses Nature and God interchange- 
ably. But we have already seen how the moralizing of 
the Divine idea in the Roman Stoics had shaken the 
hold of the Divine Being on the actual world, “Semper 
paret, semel jussit.” He does not control the physical 
universe, or the lot of individuals. He is like a parent 
in the folk-lore tales sending out his children into a 
world, scantily equipped with a few maxims of prudence 
and a father’s blessing. “Insita sunt nobis omnium 
etatum omniumque artium semina, magisterque ex 
occulto Deus producit ingenia” (Benef. iv. 6). His 
collocutor rejoins that it is Nature and not God (as a 
special providence), “ Natura hee mihi prestat.” Seneca 
will not ‘hear of the antithesis: “Nonne intelligis, te 
cum hoe dicis, mutare nomen Deo?” “Quid enim est 

aliud Natura quam Deus et Divina Ratio toti mundo 
partibusque ejus inserta.”—§ 8. “Ergo nihil agis, in- 
gratissime mortalium, qui te negas Deo debere, sed 
Nature.” “Quia nec Natura sine Deo est, nee Deus 
sine Natura, sed idem est utrumque nec distat officio.” 
(See also N. Q. ii. 45; 1 i. prolog.: “Quid est Deus? 
mens universi. Quid est Deus? quod vides totum et 

quod non vides totum”; with which we may compare 
Lucan’s famous line: “Jupiter-.est quodcunque vides, 
quodecunque moveris.”) Now here, as in most parts of 
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the Stoical physical ethics (an absurd attempt to unite 
the irreconcilable), we see two conflicting tendencies. 

Again and again does Seneca hymn the delights of 
Science ; for it is an inquiry into God; it is the truest 
occupation of the Sage’s leisure; not the mere dyera- 
peAnTtos H50v7) of Plato, but a real insight into God’s 
secrets and inmost essence. So much for the con- 
templative side. Speculatively, the universe is one and 
the individual a part; God is Nature. 

§ 6. But the moment the practical or moral side is 
approached, this postulated harmony at once disappears. 
The Deity is implicitly in strongest contrast to the work 
of his hands, just as man, as spirit, as intelligence, is to 
his body. Universe and body are for practice, dismissed 
with epithets as contemptuous, as ascetic, as are ever 
found in the frankly Dualist Schools. The real essence 
of the Divine creeps into the soul of the wise man, to 
escape, as it were, from the creature which has passed 

beyond control. There is even a certain chivalry to 
a fallen and exiled monarch. God is “quod non vides 
totum, quodcunque moveris”; the thoughts of the 
good, the unseen world (such as a Roman could conceive 
it); and the tendency of all Pantheism is to separate 
more sharply than before the natural mechanism in 
which it starts, from the transcendent spirit, in which 
it invariably ends. Every attempt to unify the world 
in a gigantic and audacious synthesis issues in this 
strange Dualism. The unequally mated yoke-fellows 
spring apart-all the more vehemently for their brief 
and enforced companionship. So Seneca, when he ra 
us follow Nature, because Nature is God, is not really 
giving us a maxim for practical life. (Ot. 5: “ Ergo, ) 
secundum Natura: vivo, si totum me illi dedi, 
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si illius admirator cultorque sum. Natura autem 
utrumque facere me voluit et agere et contemplationi 
vacare. Utrumque facio quoniam ne contemplatio 
quidem sine actione est.”) 

The wise man found the unity demanded by his 
reason only in theory; from the life of action he felt 
himself debarred. Underlying the word “nature” are 
two polar conceptions. The one would seem to banish 
reflexion and immerse in a life of natural wants and 

pleasures; but the identification with God in the 
second sense lays stress on the special prerogative of 
man, his reason; enshrines the deity in his inmost soul 
(“quasi Deum in humano corpore hospitantem”); and 
to enable him to maintain in some region the fiction of 
Unity, condemns him to moral passivity and negation, 
or as a counsel of perfection, perpetual contemplation 
of the physical order, —an eternal but unmeaning 
spectacle. 

§ 7. It is consonant with this attitude that Seneca 
should depreciate history, the pageant of man on the 
‘stage of time. The Romans could form no estimate of 
the significance of the Empire. It was reserved for 
foreigners in a later age, like Rutilius, or Claudian, or 

Corippus, or even Dante, to see the immense advance 
which Augustus (rather than Julius) had effected, with 
such ironical modesty, in political ideals. The Emperor 
Aurelius is free from the slightest sympathy with the 
past, as from any hope for the future. Rarely does he 
mention a historic name, except to point the moral of 
the futility and nothingness of men, and the things 
about which they toil and struggle in the brief and 
feverish nightmare of life. And Seneca, though he is 
not as blind as Tacitus or Suetonius to the meaning of 
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the Empire, yet has no sort of appreciation for the 
transient and yet glorious attempt of Alexander. Rome 
adopted his precedent and gave it life; original in 
nothing save in the power to clothe an ideal with flesh 
and blood, and give a frozen statue life. Yet Seneca 
only talks of the “latrocinia Alexandri,’ and turns in 
disgust to scientific studies. 

§ 8. This is not the place to enter fully into Seneca’s 
psychology. It will be enough to observe that, like all 
the Romans, he adopts the Platonic imagery of the 
imprisonment of a pure and divine element in a fieshly 
tomb of dross or mud. He rivals the mystic in the 
intensity of his desire to fly from this hateful companion- 
ship. The precise form of pantheism dominant in the 
Roman Empire at this time tended to sever body and 
soul from any joint action. The Gnostics carried this 
tendency to its utmost limits. Their practical teaching 
is a caricature of the Stoic Sage with its carelessness 
of externals, or of moral action, and its exclusive 

insistence on the purity of the divine particle within: 
this could not be defiled by any bodily deeds, and so 
these were dismissed as superfluous or immaterial: 
Hh yAdoo’ oudpoy’ 4 Sé ppnv dvemotos. Against this 
tendency the Christian Church struggled persistently 

1Cf. his probably sincere words on the Emperor’s position, duties, 
and responsibilities, De Clem. i. 2, 8, 4: ‘Ego ex omnibus mor- 

talibus placui electusque sum qui in terris Deorum vice fungerer, 
ego vite necisque gentibus arbiter, etc. etc. 8. Quam multa tibi non 
licent que nobis beneficio tuo licent!” See also Consol. ad Polybium 
with its eulogy of Claudius and conception of Imperial responsibilities ; 
and the whole of Ep. lxxiii., especially § 18: ‘‘ Confitebitur ergo multum 
se debere ei, cujus administratione et providentia contingit illi pingue 
otium et arbitrium sui temporis, et imperturbata publicis occupationibus 
quies. ‘O Melibcoee (quotes Seneca with approval) Deus nobis hae 
otia fecit.’” 
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and not in vain. Epictetus and Aurelius both seek 
to depreciate the body, and with it external action, by 
harsh and contemptuous names. These Platonic and 
Gnostic ideas were widely diffused and accepted in this 
epoch, to the lasting prejudice of morals. They are 
certainly clearly visible in Seneca; but the vagueness 
of his definition must here preclude us from attempting 
precise treatment. Suffice it to point out in correction 
of a common error, that this Dualism was far more 

generally predominant in Pagan than in Christian Ethics. 
§ 9. I shall conclude this episode, already overlong, 

with a rapid summary of Seneca’s tenets and character- 
istics, as they may be collected in the disconnected 
series of occasional writings. As a practical Roman 
seeking guidance for the single life, he objects to the 
degradation of Philosophy to Philology. As a Stoic 
he adopts loyally the doctrine of the Sufficiency of 
“Virtue,” “honestum,” as the only End. As a man 

of experience who has mixed with men and courts, he 
believes all men are good by nature, but are blinded 
or warped by convention, and by ignorance which 
pursues false “goods”; the simplicity of earlier life 
was the Golden Age. As a Monist, he holds this 
Universal Nature as the true guide, which has given 
us the special dower of Reason, and calls us (whether 
we name her God or Providence or Fate) to enjoy her 
contemplation rather than abuse her bounty, As a 
Pessimist, he teaches that the true life, the genuine 
philosophy, is a perpetual meditation on death, exile, 
pain,? and poverty; for the world outside, with all its 

1 Epp. 27 (16), 45, 48, 49, 82 (9, 19, 22), 88, 88, 106, 108 (23, 35), 109 
(17), 111, 118 (17, 25); Brev. Vit. 10. 

2 Ep. 114: ‘Nihil tamen eque tibi profuerit ad temperantiam omnium 
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method and order, has no correspondence to the sage’s 
“good will,” and (unlike the theory of Descartes) the 
Deity cannot or will not bring about occasionalistic 
conformity. As a Manichee, this world-order is the 
Realm of Chance or Fortune, conceived as a malignant 
spirit, with whom the good can have no dealings. As 
a Personalist, he prefers example to precept, and has 
perhaps adopted the Stoic profession because he finds 
in the worthies of Roman annals living (if unconscious) 
patterns of scholastic “Virtue.” As a Scientist, he 
fails to appreciate the value of History as giving signs 
of advancement and of progress, as ministering comfort 
to our sense of weakness and failure: the only true 
leisure from self-improvement is to study the universal 
laws, not the records of human frailty. As a Prob- 
abilist, he is apt to follow the popular voice, the 
“ consensus gentium,” rather than applaud the “ heuretic ” 
power of the speculative reason As an Agnostic, he 
declines to pronounce on any ultimate problem except 
the sufficiency of “ Virtue,” the solidarity of the human 
brotherhood, the unity of the cosmic order; he does not 
flatter himself he has reached truth. Finally, as a 
Mystic, his aspirations are often devotional; and the 

rerum quam cogitatio brevis evi et hujus incerti; quicquid facias, 
respice ad Mortem.” (Cf. also Ep. cxx., quoted on p. 65.) 

1 The attentiveness of Heaven to our prayers is proved by the manifest 
concurrence of human opinion and practice, not by a priori qualification 
of the God’s nature. Benef. iv. 4: ‘‘Non surda numina et inefficaces 
Deos.” Similarly, personal immortality, on which he is very ambiguous, 
follows on popular acceptance rather than dogmatic teaching. 

2 Benef. iv. 83: ‘Nunquam exspectare nos certissimam rerum 
comprehensionem quoniam in arduo est Veri exploratio; sed ea ire, 

qua ducit Veri similitudo. Sequimur qua Ratio, non qua Veritas 
ducit,”—thus in the end a chasm yawns between the separate subjective 
reason and objective Truth, 
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Sage is the peer of God, except in eternity, for both 
have made “il grang rifiuto,” the great renunciation.1 
Both view the world, saying, “Hc omnia mea sunt” ; 
but only if neither attempt to control or to enjoy; and 
it may be that he felt that the truly Divine in the 
outer order met and blended with the single point 
of human consciousness, and found there its highest 
expression, and its only secure asylum. 

APPENDIX 

In order to complete the portrayal of Seneca as a philosopher, 

and to allow him the same opportunity as we shall give to 
Epictetus and Aurelius, I subjoin certain selected passages 
on the subjects of chief Stoical import: the nature of man 

and of the world; the divinity of the soul and its future life ; 
the scientific or religious interest, and the true function of 

the wise to contemplate rather than act. We shall detect 

here, without need of further comment or elucidation, the 
growing tendency to free the spiritual element (and notion) 

from the husk or envelope of physical constraint, and elevate 

a transcendental concept of soul and deity, in place of an 
immanent abstraction. 

A 1. The soul as Divine; Ep. xxxi.: “ Animus rectus... 
Quid aliud voces hunc, quam Deum in humano corpore hospi- 
tantem ?”—Ep. xli.: “‘Non sunt ad ceelum elevande manus, 
nec exorandus edituus ... prope est a te Deus, tecum est, 

intus est. Ita dico Lucili, sacer intra nos spiritus sedet 
malorum bonorumque nostr. observator et custos...1 In 

1 Ep. xxxi. ad jin. : ‘ Tutum iter est, jucundum, ad quod Natura te 
instruxit. Dedit tibi Illa que si non deserueris par Deo surges. Parem 
autem Deo pecunia non faciet: Deus nihil habet. Pretexta non faciet : 
Deus nudus est. Fama non faciet . . . nemo novit Deum.” 
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unoquoque bonorum (‘quis deus incertum est’) habitat 

(The good man,) “majore sui parte illic est, unde desgendit. 
Quemadmod. radii solis contingunt quidem terram seér ‘i cunt 
unde mittuntur; sic Animus magnus et sacer, et in hoc de- 
missus ut propius divina nossemus, conversatu» quidem nobis- 
cum, sed haret origini sue.”—Ep. lxxiii.: ‘‘Miraris hominem 

ad deos ire? Deus ad homines venit, immo quod propius est, 
in homines venit. Nulla sine Deo mens bona est. Semina 
in corporibus humanis divina dispersa sunt.”—-Ep. xcii. : “ Hic 
Deos aquat, illo tendit, originis suz memor.. . Quid est 
autem cur non existimes in eo divini aliquid existere, qui 
Dei pars est. Totum hoc quo continemur, et unum est et 
Deus: et socii sumus et membra. Capax est noster animus.” 
—Ep. cxx.: “Perfectum animum .. . supra quem nihil est 
nisi mens Dei ex qua pars et in hoc pectus mortale defluxit ; 
quod nunquam magis divinum est quam ubi mortalitatem 
suam cogitat.” 

Ot. Sapientis, 32: “An illud verum sit quo maxime 
probatur, hominem divini spiritus esse partem, ac veluti 
scintillas quasdam sacrorum in terras desiluisse atque alieno 
loco hesisse?” 

Cons. ad Helv. 6: “Mobilis et inquieta mens homini data 
est: ... Vaga et quietis impatiens et novitate rerum 
letissima: quod non miraberis si primam ejus originem 
aspexeris. Non ex terreno et gravi concreta corpore ; ex illo 
cxlesti spiritu descendit . .. ex iisdem quibus divina con- 
stant compositu(s) seminibus.” 

A 2. The Body is contemptible, a burden to the soaring 
impulse of spirit. Ep. Ixxviii.: “Vir magnus ac prudens 

animum deducit a corpore, et multum cum meliore et divina 
parte versatur; cum hac querula ac fragili quantum necesse 

est.”—Ep. cii.: “Gravi terrenoque detineor. .. . Quicquid 
circa te jacet rerum, tanquam hospitalis loci sarcinas specta ; 
transeundum est. . . . Detrahetur tibi hee circumjecta 

novissimum velamentum tui cutis; detrahetur caro. . . ossa 

5 
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Ep. ‘cxx:s “Nec domum esse hoc corpus sed hospitium et 

quidem breve .. . hinc atque hinc tentamur et expellimur ; 
hoc evenire solet in alieno habitantibus. ... Nos corpus 

tam putre sortiti,” etc.—Ep. Ixv.: “Ista enim omnia... 
attollunt et levant animum qui gravi sarcina pressus 

explicari cupit et reverti ad illa quorum fuit. Nam corpus 
hoe animi pondus ac pona est; premente illo urgetur, in 
vinculis est nisi accessit Philosophia.” 

Cons. ad Helv. 11: “hac circumfusa gravis sarcina .. . 
Corpusculum hoc custodia et vinculum animi.”—Ep. xxiv.: 
“Mortale et fragile corpusculum ... grave corporis mei 

pondus.” 
C. Soul thus distinguished from the grosser envelope finds 

its chief delight in science and contemplation. Oz. Sap. 32: 
“‘Curiosum nobis Natura ingenium dedit; et artis sibi ac 
pulcritudinis sus conscia, spectatores nos tantis rerum 

spectaculis genuit. ... In media nos sui parte constituit, 

et Wecumspectum omnium nobis dedit ; nec erexit tantummodo 
homifem, sed etiam ad contemplationem . . . sublime fecit 
illi caput ... ad hee querenda nato.... Natura autem 
utrumque facere me voluit et agere et contemplationt vacare.” 

Brev. Vit. 19: “Recipe te ad hee tranquilliora, tutiora, 
majora! ad hee sacra et sublimia accedas, sciturus qua 
materia sit Diis, que voluptas!—quis animum tuum casus 
exspectet, ubi nos a corporibus dimissas Natura componat? etc. 
(hence will arise) cupiditatum oblivio, vivendi atque moriendi 

scientia, alta rerum quies,”—Ep. lviii. : “ Imbecilli fluidique per 
intervalla consistimus ; mittamus animum ad illa que aterna 

sunt; miremur in sublimi volitantes rerum omnium formas 
(i. e. Ideas Platonicas); Deumque inter illa versantem.”— 

Ep. lxv. (Philosophy) “illum respirare Rer. Nature spectaculo 
jussit et a terrenis dimisit ad divina. Hee libertas ejus est, 
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hee evagatio; subducit interim se custodie in qua tenetur 
et calo reficitur.,—Ep. Ixxix. (This study begun here in 
reverent spirit is the delight of heaven hereafter for the 
Feleased souls) : “ Licet contentus interim sit effugisse tenebras, 
adhue non fruitur bono lucis. Tunc Animus noster habebit 
quod gratuletur sibi, quum emissus his tenebris in quibus 
volutatur . . . totem diem admiserit, et redditus ceelo suo 
fuerit, quum receperit locum quem occupavit sorte nascendi. 
Sursum vocant illum initia sua. rit autem illic etiam 
antequam hac custodia exsolvatur, quum vitia disjecerit . . . 
in divinas cogitationes emicuerit.”—Ep. lxxxii.: ‘ (Fortuna) 
neminem occupat nisi herentem sibi. Itaque quantum 
possumus ab illa resiliamus; quod sola prestabit sud Naturw- 
que cognitio: sciat quo iturus sit, unde ortus,” etc. 

Ep. lxxxviii.: “ Magna et spatiosa res est Sapientia . . . de 

divinis humanisque discendum est . . . an per se sit aliquid, 
deinde an aliquid ante tempus sit, si tempus cum mundo 
ceperit, an et ante mundum quia fuerit aliquid, fuerit et 
tempus. Innumerabiles questiones sunt de Animo tantum; 
unde sit, qualis sit, quamdiu esse incipiat ... an aliunde 
alio transeat et domicilium mutet, ad alias animalium formas 
conjectus; an non amplius quam semel serviat et emissus, 
vagetur in toto; . . . quomodo libertate sua usurus quum ex 
hac effugerit cavea; an obliviscatur priorum et illic nosse se 
incipiat, postquam de corpore abductus in sublime secessit.” 

Ep. xc. (Philosophy) : “ad beatum statum tendit .. . qua 
sint mala que videantur ostendit... totius Nature notitiam 
et sua tradit. Quid sint Dii qualesque . . . quid inferi . 
quid in secundam Numinum formam anima perpetua, ubi 
consistant, quid agant. . . . Hoc ejus initiamenta sunt, per 
que non municipale sacrum, sed ingens omnium Deorum 
templum mundus iste, reseratur. . . . Ad initia deinde rerum 

redit, et Aternam Rationem toti inditam, et vim omnium 
seminum singula proprie figurantem. Tum de animo cxpit 
inquirere unde esset, ubi, quamdiu. . . . Deinde a corporalibus 
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se ad incorporalia transtulit, Veritatemque et argumenta ejus 

excussit.— Wat. Qu. I. pref.” (Here the division betw. “actio” 

and “contemplatio” is called “qua ad homines, que ad deos 

spectat.”) ‘ Altior est hac et animosior: multum permisit 

sibi: non fuit oculis contenta. Majus esse quiddam suspicata 
est ac pulcrius quod extra conspectum Natura posuisset. . . . 

Altera docet quid in terris agendum sit, altera quid agatur in 

celo, . . . Supra hance caliginem in qua volutamur excedit et 
tenebris ereptos illo perducit unde lucet. . . . Nature: Rerum 

gratias ago . . . quum secretiora ejus intravi . . . que Uni- 
versi materia sit, quis auctor aut custos: quid sit Deus: totus 
in se intendat an ad nos aliquando respiciat; faciat quotidie 
aliquid, an semel fecerit; pars Mundi sit, an Mundus; liceat 

illi hodieque decernere et ex lege Fatorum aliquid derogare ; 

an majestatis deminutio sit et confessio erroris, mutanda fecisse 

. « » Nisi ad hac admitterer, non fuerat nasci!” (We may 
note here that this passage approaches nearer to our modern 

conceptions of Pure Theology than the subsequent physical 
phenomena, in which centres the interest of the “ Wat. Quees- 
tiones.”) “Detrahe hoc inzstimabile bonum ” ( = theoretical 
science) “non est vita tanti. O quam contempta res est homo 
nisi supra humana surrexerit! . . .” The secondary and cath- 

artic value of moral purification is clearly put in a later section, 

and would delight Aristotle and Porphyry: “Virtus... 
magnifica: non quia per se beatum est malo caruisse, sed quia 

animum laxat ac preparat ad cognitionem celestium dignumque 
efficit qui in consortium Dei veniat.” (Morality, as a necessary 

stage to be transcended, and in itself only needful because of 
the body, which stands in the way of the yet pure unimpeded 
energy of the rational soul. In this half-Neoplatonic half- 

scientific emphasis on intellectualism, Seneca, if he is sincere, 
has a far more amiable outlook on the world than his two 
successors. He can almost shelve the question of immortality 

as unmeaning, so implicit is the notion of continued life in the 
mastery of eternal truth. For example, do these words refer to 
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this life or the next }—“ Tunc consummatum habet plenumque 
bonum sortis humane, quum calcato omni malo petit altum 

et in interiorem Nature finem venit. Tune juvat inter 
sidera ipsa vagantem, divitum pavimenta ridere,” etc. (In this 
scientific study of self and Nature, atheism is impossible. As 
Marcus sees the absurdity of allowing man a reason denied 

‘to the outer world, so Seneca.) “Sunt qui putent sibi ipsis 
animum esse et quidem providum ac dispensantem singula, et 
sua et aliena: hoc autem Universum, in quo nos quoque 
sumus, expers esse consilii, et aut ferri temeritate quadam aut 
Natura nesciente quid faciat. Quam utile existimas ista 
cognoscere? . . . quantum Deus possit? materiam ipse sibi 
formet an data utatur? . . . Deus, quicquid vult, efficiat, an 
in multis rebus illum tractanda destituant, et a magno Artifice 
prave formentur multa? (Non quia cessat ars, sed quia id in 
quo exercetur sepe inobsequens arti est.) Hee inspicere, 
hee discere, his incubare, nonne transilire est mortalitatem 
suam et in meliorem transcribi sortem?... si nihil aliud, 

hoe certe sciam omnia angusta esse, mensus Deum !”—Cons, 
ad Helv. 8: “Animus contemplator admiratorque Mundi, pars 
ejus magnificentissima,—propria nobis et perpetua, tamdiu 
nobiscum mansura, quamdiu ipsi manebimus” (where I believe 
propria, etc., to be neuters, including “mundus hic” before, 
the two things which, as subject and object, are correlative 
and ever in our power). 9: ‘ Dum oculi mei ab illo spectaculo 
cujus insatiabiles sunt non abducantur, dum mihi lunam 
solemque intueri liceat, dum ceteris inherere sideribus, dum 
ortus eorum occasus intervallaque et causas investigare velocius 

meandi vel tardius. . . . Dum cum his sim et calestibus, qua 
homini fas est, immiscear ; dum animum ad cognatarum rerum 
conspectum tendentem, in sublimi semper habeam ; quantum 
refert mea, quid caleem? 11: (Lapides and aurum) non potest 
amare sincerus Animus ac nature suze memor, levis ipse et 
expers cures et quandoque emissus fuerit, ad summa emica- 
turus. Interim quantum per moras membrorum et hanc 
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circumfusam gravem sarcinam licet, celeri et volucré cogitatione 

divina perlustrat . . . liber et dis cognatus et omni mundo 

omnique evo par. .. . Animus ipse sacer et eternus est, et 

cui non possunt injici manus.”—Cons. ad Helv. 17 (Soul best 
when): “animus omnis cogitationis expers operibus suis vacat ; 

et modo se levioribus studiis oblectat, modo ad considerandam 

suam Universique naturam, veri avidus insurgit. Terras 
primum situmque earum querit; deinde conditionem circum- 

fusi maris, cursusque ejus alternos et recursus ; tune quicquid 
inter coelum terrasque plenum formidinis interjacet perspicit, 

—et hoc tonitrubus fulminibus ventorum flatibus ac nimborum 
nivisque et grandinis tumultuosum spatium: Tum peragratis 
humilioribus ad summa prorumpit, et pulcerrimo divinorum 

spectaculo fruitur, iernitatisque sue memor, in omne quod 
fuit futurumque est omnibus seculis, vadit.”—Ot. Sap. 31: 
“ Huic majori Reipublice et in otio deservire possumus ; immo 
vero nescio an in otio melius. . . .—ut gueramus quid sit virtus 
... natura an ars bonos viros faciat? unum sit hoe quod maria 
terrasque . . . complectitur, an multa ejusmodi corpora Deus 
sparserit? Continua sit omnis et plena materia... an 
diducta, et solidis inane permixtum sit? Deus sedens opus. 
suum spectet, an tractet? utrumne extrinsecus illi cireumfusus 

sit, an toti inditus? immortalis sit Mundus an inter caduca 
et ad tempus nata numerandus? Hee qui contemplatur, quid 
Deo prestat? ne tanta ejus opera sine teste sint. Solemus 
dicere, Summum Bonum esse secundum Naturam vivere: 

Natura nos ad utrumque genuit et contemplationi rerum et 
actiont.” 

D. On Death and Immortality. In spite of this happy 

outlook and vast pretensions, death appearing as but an 
unimportant episode in the theoretic life which opens the 
gate of Truth still wider, there are not wanting passages of 
sceptical alternatives, of much perplexity about the continued 

existence of consciousness. Death becomes, then, as to the 
later Stoic leaders, a debt to the universal order, rather than 
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the Platonic emergence from bodily prison. Cons. ad Polyb. 
27: “Nam si nullus defunctis sensus superest, evasit omnia 
pater meus vite incommoda; in eum restitutus locum in quo 
fuerat antequam nasceretur; expers omnis mali nihil timet nihil 
cupit nihil potitur. . . . Si est aliquis sensus ;—nunc animus 
fratris mei velut ex diutino carcere emissus tandem sui juris 
et arbitrii gestit, et Rer. Nature spectaculo fruitur et humana 
omnia ex superiore loco despicit ; divina vero, quorum rationem 
tamdiu frustra quesierat propius intuetur. . . .. Aut beatus aut 
nullus est: beatum deflere invidia est, nullum dementia.” —Ep. 
lxxvi.: “Si modo solute corporibus anime manent felicior illis 
status restat, quam est dum versantur in corpore . . . contra 
fidem est feliciores esse liberis et in Universum datis clausas et 
obsessas.”—Cons. ad Mare. 19: ‘ Cogita, nullis defunctum malis 
affici. . . . Mors omnium dolorum et solutio est et finis. . 
nos in illam tranquillitatem in qua antequam nasceremur 
jacuimus reponit ... nec potest miser esse qui nullus est. 
Excessit filius tuus terminos intra quos servitur. Excepit 
illum magna et eterna pax.” 26 (Marcia’s father consoles her 
from his place in heaven): ‘“‘ Nos quoque felices anima et 
zterna sortitea quum Deo visum erit iterum ista moliri” (= 

destroy the world), “‘labentibus cunctis, et ipse parva ruins 
ingentis accessio in antigua elementa vertemur.” 

Epist. xxiv.: “‘Non sum tam ineptus ut Epicuream cantile- 
nam hoc loco persequar . . . nemo tam puer est ut Cerberum 
timeat! . . . Mors nos aut consumit aut exuit. Emissus 
meliora restant, onere detracto ; consumptis nihil restat.”—Ep. 
lxiii.: “ Nunc cogita omnia mortalia esse. . . . Cito nos eo per- 
venturos quo illum pervenisse meremus. Et fortasse, si modo 
sapientum vera fama est” (cf. Tacit. Agric. last §) “recepitque 
nos locus aliquis,—quem putamus perisse, premissus est.”— 
Ep. Ixv.: “Mors quid est? aut finis aut transitus” (Marcus’ 
peraorivat): in the same strain, Ep. lxx.: “ Vis adversus hoc 
corpus liber esse! tanquam migraturus habita; propone tibi 
quandoque hoc contubernio carendum.” Then Ep. lxxi., with 
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a similar vein to Marcus’ musings on the need of death for the 
whole: “Nobis solvi perire est . . . fortius finem sui suo- 

rumque pateretur, si speraret omnia illa sic in vitam mortemque 
per vices ire, et composita dissolvi, dissoluta componi: in hoc 

opere wternam artem cuncta temperantis Dei verti.”—cii. 

Again with confident eloquence: ‘“ Quum venerit dies ille qui 
miaxtum hoc divini humanique secernat, corpus hoc ubi inveni 
relinquam: ipse me Diis reddam. . . . Per has mortalis avi 

moras illi meliort vite longiorique proluditur . .. in alium 
Nature maturescimus partum, alia origo nos exspectat; alius 
rerum status... .” Then with almost Christian rapture and 

ascetic fervour: “ Veniet qui te revelet dies, et ex contubernio 
foedi atque olidi ventris educat. Hinc nunc quoque tu 
quantum potes, subvola: utique etiam necessariis que 
cohzrebunt alienus. . . . Dies iste quem tanquam extremum 

reformidas, eterni natalis est! . .. Aliquando Nature tibi 
arcana retegentur, discutietur ista caligo. JImaginare tecum 

quantus ille sit fulgor tot sideribus inter se lumen miscentibus ! 
.. . Quid tibi videbitur divina lux quum illam suo loco 
videris?” In the last resort, as we see from a certainly sincere 
statement, he falls back on popular belief; and while Philo- 

sophy may have inspired those magnificent hopes of a home 

among the Stars, it clearly has not strengthened its proof: 
“Quum de Animarum Atternitate disserimus, non leve 
momentum apud nos habet consensus hominum.” 

I conclude with a somewhat lengthy quotation, still 
rhetorical, yet perhaps the most striking of any, and recalling 

clearly the fundamental note of pessimism in a reflective 

antiquity (rov diva Opnveiv, etc.: Dio Chrysostom’s Charide- 
mus): “Si velis credere altius veritatem intuentibus, omnis 
vita Supplicium est.” 

“Tn hoe profundum inquietumque projecti mare .. . nun- 

quam stabili consistimus loco . . . nullus portus nisi mortis 

est. Ne itaque invideris fratri tuo; quiescit, tandem liber, 

tandem tutus, tandem ceternus est. Fruitur nunc aperto et 
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libero celo: ex humili atque depresso in eum emicuit loewm, 
quisquis ille est, qui solutas vineulis animas beato recipit 
sinu! Et nunc libere vagatur omniaque Rerum Nature bona 
cum summa voluptate perspicit. Erras! non perdidit lucem 
frater tuus sed securiorem sortitus est. Omnibus illo nobis 
commune est iter. Quid fata deflemus? non reliquit ille nos, 
sed antecessit.” 

E. The “Cosmopolis” and man’s special function; or the 
problem of the Two Natures. Cons. ad. Mare. 18: “ Puta, 
nascenti me tibi venire in consilium: Intratura es urbem dis 
hominibusque communem omnia complexam certis legibus 
sternisque devinctam, indefatigata ccelestium officia volventem” 
(followed by a list of Nature’s wonders written with evident 
appreciation).—Ot. Sap. 31. (The greater Commonwealth 
has the more serious claims.) ‘“Duas Respublicas animo 
complectimur, alteram magnam et vere publicam qua Dii 
et homines continentur; in qua non ad hune angulum 
respicimus (ywvidiov), sed terminos Civitatis nostree cum sole 
metimur.” 

Ep. xxviii.: “ Non sum uni angulo natus ; patria mea totus 
hic est Mundus.”—Ep. cii.: ‘(Magna et generosa res est 
Animus ; nullos sibi poni nisi communes et cum Deo terminos 
patitur. . . . Illi patria est, quodcunque suprema et universa 
circuitu suo cingit.” 

2. Great emphasis on the peculiarity of endowment, of 
end, and therefore of perfection (=happiness), Ep. lxxvi.: 

‘Omnia suo bono constant; vitem fertilitas commendat, 

sapor vinum, velocitas cervum. ... Id in quoque optimum 
est, cus nascitur, quo censetur: in homine quid optimum? 

Ratio: hae animalia antecedit, Deos sequitur. .. . Homini 
suum bonum Ratio est; si hanc perfecit, laudabilis est, et 
finem nature sue attigit. Hee Ratio perfecta, Virtus vocatur 
eademque honestwm est.” (So these four words aré inter- 
changeable, like God, fate, chance, Nature: the “good,” the 
Highest End, Virtue, Reason ;—and as there is nothing in 
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the objective world but God, so within there is only the 

“ good will” which is to be accounted of. (Hp. xcii.: ‘“ Ratio 

vero diis hominibusque communis; hae in illis consummata 
est, in nobis consummabilis.”) Ep. cxxi.: “ Dicitis, inquit” 

(Epicurus is objecting) “ omne animal primum constitutioni suc 

conciliari” (Marcus’ xatacxedy); “homines autem constitu- 

tionem rationalem esse,” etc.—Ep. exxiv.: “ (Bonum) hoc quod 
secundum naturam cujusque est.”—Ep. xli. (fin.): “Lauda in 

ipso quod nec eripi potest nec dari ; quod proprium est hominis. 
Queris quid sit? Animus et Ratio in animo perfecta. .. . 
Consummatur itaque ejus bonwm si id adimplevit cud nascitur. 
Quid est autem quod ab illo Ratio hec exigit? rem facillimam 
secundum naturam suam vivere.” (See below, Cons. ad Helv. 
8, Propria virtus.) 

F. Traces found of a “Personalist” conception of Deity: 
Seneca treats all names for the ultimate forces as synonyms, and 
convertible (though he might be puzzled to put “Fortuna” 
in her right place as a mere attribute of the Supreme, as the 

unaccountable operations of Providence seen from the point 
of view of accidents). There is no need to multiply evidence 
of his ample identification. But one or two passages are 

interesting. Cons. ad Helv. 8 (How little the exile loses !): 
‘duo que pulcerrima sunt, quocunque nos moverimus, sequen- 
tur: Natura communis et propria virtus. Id actum est mihi 
crede ab illo quisquis formator Universi fuit, sive ille Deus 
est potens omnium sive incorporalis Ratio ingentium operum 
artifex sive divinus Spiritus, per omnia, maxima, minima, 

squali intentione diffusus, sive Fatwm et immutabilis cau- 
sarum inter se coherentum series ... ut in alienum 
arbitrium, nisi vilissima, non caderent.” 

Ep. xvi. To an objector, who not without cause complains 
that Reason’s only benefit is to assure us of our slavery: 
“¢Quid mihi prodest Philosophia si Fatum est? ... si Deus 
rector est? ... si casus imperat?... Mutari certa non 

possunt :—-si aut consilium meum Deus occupavit, decrevitque 
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quid facerem, aut consilio meo nil Fortuna permittit.’ Quic- 
quid est ex his” (decides Seneca no less than Marcus) “ vel si 
omnia hee sunt, philosophandum est: Sive nos inexorabili 
lege ista constringunt, sive arbiter Deus universi cuncta 
disponit, sive casus res humana sine ordine impellit et jactat, 

philosophia nos tueri debet. Hae adhortabitur ut Deo 
libenter pareamus, ut Fortune contumaciter resistamus.” 

With which curious yet vague division of the realm 
of objective Nature and human experience,—a complete 

Manichean dualism,—we will take leave of Seneca. 



PART II] 

THE IMMEDIATE INFLUENCE: 

EPICTETUS 

—_——-—— 

CHAPTER I 

EPICTETUS, OR THE NEW CYNISM; DEVOTIONAL 

PERSONIFICATION OF THE COSMIC ORDER 

-(A) Tue Rewicious TRANSFORMATION OF PHILOSOPHIC 
Dogma 

ANALYSIS 

New devoutness towards a personal god; Cynic missionary sent to 

all classes with Gospel tidings ; egoistic idealism or indifference 
of Buddhist; in Epict. two opposite tendencies—(1) sympathy ; 
(2) hermit isolation ; Individualism (the will alone being free) ; 

this is all that God could bestow on His children (omnipotence 
limited) ; mystic communion. 

In Epictetus, a new phase passes over Stoicism. As 
St. Paul to Philo of Alexandria, so is Epictetus of 
Phrygia to Seneca of Rome. By the very urgency 
of personal needs, of devotional requirements, the con- 
ception of an all-embracing Force, indifferent to the 
particular and too abstract to be the object of prayer or 

76 
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reverence, is transformed into the old traditional Zeus, 

“father of gods and men.” Without doubt it is in this 
novel religious earnestness and unction that the student 
detects the most significant feature. The Sage, more 
of a Cynic than a Stoic in principle, has a wider mission 
than the Imperial Minister: he is sent to all men with 
a kind of missionary consecration, to live in their sight 
the perfect life of happiness and peace. He is there, 
before their eyes, like some later Stylite of the Hast, 
or Western hermit; set apart, indeed, from men and 

human pursuits, yet in a very real sense their guide, 
comforter, and counsellor. How easy and how accessible 
was salvation! To him come wandering seekers after 
truth, with troubled consciences, or restless desires, vague 

and unsatisfied aspirations after an ideal, When Seneca, 
with less comprehensive sympathy, speaks only to direct 
a friend, Epictetus, knowing no caste, no restrictions in 
the human brotherhood, welcomes all without prejudice ; 

one instance only being shown where, as Socrates under 
demonic dissuasion, he found himself unable to converse 

with an applicant, because there was no sort of common 
agreement on which to base discussion or appeal. Not 
that this new interest in men as individuals recognizes 
as yet the “ special endowment” of each as the starting- 
point. The ideal is still man as the “organ of im- 
personal Reason”; no longer the aristocratic reserve of 
an. intellectual confraternity, but the ascetic reserve of 
quietism, no less narrow. We must not look here for 
the Christian conception of society, varying according to 
the ability, equipment, opportunity of each constituent 
in a hierarchy of function and usefulness,—finding a 
place for the burning devotee, the cold scholastic, the 
taciturn recluse, the eloquent friar, the high-born lady, 
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the lay brother at his menial task. The outlook of 
antiquity outside a restricted yet intense patriotism was 
singularly cramped. Although it was seen quite early 
that the motive alone counts, that it is the inward 

temper only which ennobles or degrades the outward 
act, no use was made of this fruitful thought. As 
Anaxagoras disappointed Socrates in his use of vods, 
so we find the suggestive maxim mdvyta brovn is lead- 
ing, not to the illumination of the phenomenal, of the 
circumstance of life, but rather to an egoistic Idealism, 
which denied or disregarded the concrete, to Sophistic 
subjectivity, to pure Buddhistic indifference. The busy 
and conventional activity of an average citizen was 
abhorrent to reflexion. The philosopher, especially 
after the death of Socrates, turned away from the 
“ flamboyance” and diversity (ao:esAta) of the Hellenic 
character to meditate upon the One, and exchange 
eagerness for a passive role. 

The old contempt for the handicrafts (natural enough 
in a slave-holding community engrossed in civic feuds) 
tended to increase, and to include in the same con- 

demnation, not merely all artistic endeavour, but even 
the more formal political duties of active life. The 
philosophic ideal was a perpetual straining after a more 
perfect existence; but to the very last it remained 
empty of all positive content, a “blank luminous 
disc” rather than a “ well-rounded sphere ” (kuxAotepyjs 
adaipos),—bearing witness to the despondence and early 
discouragement, not to the vitality or fortitude, of the 

Greek mind. It was purely negative, if you like, 
“feminine”; and could only issue, in spite of profes- 
sions of cosmopolitan sympathy, in abstention and 
resignation. 
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In Epictetus two opposite tendencies contend for the 
mastery, and their struggle and his effort at recon- 
ciliation add to the pathos of his character and teaching. 
All men to him are brothers, sons of a common parent, 

God Himself; and it is in this transcendental affinity 
that he discovers a sanction for those peculiarly human 
virtues, kindness, consideration, forbearance, which 

seem at first sight so incongruous in any creature. 
For the sympathetic instinct is there, unquestionably ; 
the most puzzling problem of philosophy is to rationalize, 
to justify it; and, to speak frankly, from the standpoint 
of Stoic materialism this was impossible. Yet Epictetus, 
though he be a father confessor, has no special casuistry 
to apply to the several needs of his applicants. He has 
but one formula, one prescription for the cure of souls. 
The formula, too, sounds to us strange in the mouth of 

an “apostolic” teacher. It is, “ Physician, heal thyself !” 
No one can do anything for another. Our sympathy,} 
our appeals, good offices, kindly services, only play about 
the surface, and never touch the deep-seated evil of the 
soul. “No man may deliver his brother, nor make 
agreement unto God for him.” Virtue, like the know- 
ledge of the Sophist, is incommunicable, although we 
may reverently repeat the Socratic text Sidaxrov 7 
apérn. The missionary can only remind his hearer of 
his absolute and immediate power to be wise, happy, 

1 Even this sympathy is strictly against nature, which, in spite of the 
co-ordination of the parts, forms of each creature an impenetrable monad, 

immersed only in his special but selfish function, and with no legitimate 

end but self-culture: ‘‘You must not be angry with wrong-doers” 
(Teubner, 61, dvOpwre, el oé det mapa iaw él Trois GANoTpiors KaKols 
SiarlOecOas édéer avrdv wGdrdov 7 ule). Their conduct has nothing to do 

with you ; and, in a choice of two evils, the less culpable affection of the 
soul is pity,—for it is less disturbing. 
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and free,—his inalienable prerogative of instantaneous 
conversion, in spite of the long coils of evil habits, never 
forfeited. He can speak warmly, with fervour, unction, 
assurance, of the “grace of the Sonship,” to be had for 

the asking. One simple article of faith sufficed; that 
the will alone is free and self-sufficing; that all outward 
things, our own poor bodily framework included, can 
never be under our control, and are thus indifferent and 

immaterial to our happiness. As in Aurelius, there 
tends to be a division between inexorable Fate and the 
provident gods, dispensers of benefits, who alone can be 
in a true sense objects of worship. No scientific inter- 
pretation of the world can ever calm the individual’s 
anxiety or satisfy his sense of justice. God Himself 
sinks into a subordinate place, as the Platonic Demiurge ; 
He is limited in power by a law or destiny anterior to 
Him. His goodness is saved by limiting His authority ; 
and we gladly exchange an unintelligible omnipotence 
for the more human faculty of merciful contrivance, 
which brings Him nearer our level, within the scope 
of our comprehension. 

If this “almighty power” is in theory conceded, as 
in the Christian system, it is at once circumscribed by a 
voluntary abdication, which leaves room for the reality 
and distinct coexistence of persons, and for the useful- 
ness of moral effort. If these distinctions are allowed 
to evaporate in the night of the Absolute, it seems 
there is no further need of energy in search or action; 
nothing but the speculative self-introspection of a Deity 
at last awake in man, and contemplating the results of 
his unconscious labours with some amazement and con- 
siderable pain. Epictetus, with his practical motive and 
religious sentiment, never hesitates a moment. God has 
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given us all He possibly can; He could do no more. 
He could not “ put all things under our feet,” “give us 
dominion” (as the worthy Hebrew said in his gratitude 
for tangible blessings) “ over the works of His hands.” 
The Divine Being is a “God of Sorrows,” pathetic in 
stillness and helplessness: it appeals to us to keep 
“holy and undefiled,” untarnished, and in undimmed 

lustre, that tiny luminous jewel within us which is part 
of itself. In reaction against the grossness and un- 
spirituality of Stoic teaching, the vague devotionalism 
which we call the mystical spirit has spread widely 
since Seneca. Latent there and disguised by rhetoric, 
these pious aspirations to overcome the world of op- 
posites and distinctions have now become the sum and 
centre of the Neo-Cynic creed. The fatherhood of God, 
—the brotherhood of man,—such is the staple and sub- 
stance of “ the Gospel which” (as Renan tells us) “ will 
never grow old.” And yet, after this plausible common- 
place, in this reputed commonwealth of the Universe, such 
atomic isolation and reciprocal repulsion! Such immure- 
ment of the individual in the narrow prison-house of his 
consciousness! Such disappointing barriers to a larger 
and more vigorous sympathy! Such natural evanescence 
or discouragement of corporate action! Such. oppressive 
despondency in the thought that, after all, God is out 
of place in an alien world, like the wise man who 
follows in His footsteps: “ He came unto His own, and 
His own received Him not”! Such wistful adherence 
against hope to the one sheet-anchor of moral instinct, 
and to that one dogma which in Marcus will absorb all 
other articles of faith, that God is in us, “ reconciling,” 

not, indeed, “ the world to Himself,” but the individual 
soul in a blissful and indissoluble union ! 

6 
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(B) Tae Girt or FREE WILL; THE FATHERHOOD OF 
Gop; THE Drviniry oF SOULS; THE “ CosMo- 
POLIS”; THE SPECIAL FUNCTION 

§ 1. With increasing knowledge, with heightened 
activity of the State, our realm of freedom, of “ one’s 
own,” shrinks to nothingness. “How much of that we 
once regarded as essential part of our personal self did 
we discover to be the resultant of influences that cross, 

confirm, or resist one another within us! Within 

narrower and ever narrower proportions shrank that in 
us, which we could really call our own. One part the 
bodily organs claimed as their contribution, another 
fell beneath the general psychic forces, which, by no 
merit of their own, work according to identical laws in 
all individuals. The tiny sphere alone, that which is 
ruled and shaped by the freedom of our moral action, 
seemed to afford an asylum to our Real Self” (Lotze, 
Mikrokosmus, i. 1). If I may be allowed to quote from 
an earlier volume of my own: “The entire aim of 
post-Aristotelian thought had been to set the personal 
spirit free of all earthly hindrance and encumbrance— 
to concentrate thought upon itself. But in proportion 
as this effort was successful, and the Spirit released 
itself from all that was not germane to its true life, 
the realm of alien things loomed larger and larger, 
because ever more threatening and hostile. Such 
sacrifice had enriched the power of the enemy, and 
impoverished the territory of the man,—struggling in 
a vain pretence of freedom against overwhelming odds ” 
(School of Plato, Bk. Iv. ch. iv. § 3). This free will, 
ineffective beyond itself, was God’s best gift to man, 
indeed his very self. It rose like a small point of rock 
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from the midst of the waters, which submerged every- 
thing else. It is the centre, not only of individual life, 
but of an entire scheme of anthropology. It was free, 
because God its giver and parent was free. It was 
here, not to act but to contemplate. Within it lay the 
good and ill of life; good, if it exercised its sovereign 
rights; ill, if it allowed itself to become perverted, and 
mistook obstinacy for principle. It was amenable to 
no power or influence but its own; and to convert 
another is only to suggest, and let the lesson work its 
way in: “for no man may deliver his brother.” In 
this supreme gift, a portion of Himself, God had 

exhausted His bounty. He could give us nothing more 
that was not the mere sport of chance and circum- 
stance. The body, covered with opprobrious epithets, 
dissolved partnership with this proud yet ineffectual 
monad: just as the world (in spite of appeal to take 
everything as sent by God’s goodness and mercy) had 
really slipped from the control of Deity. 

5. @orep ody Hv akwov, TO KpdTICTOV aTravTMV K. 
kuptedov of Oeol pévov ép° piv erroinoay, Thy Xphow 
Thy opOny tT. pavraciais, TA 8 GAN od ef quiv, "Apa 
ye OTL ovK HOEAOV ; eye pev SoKd Ste et HBvvavto KaKeiv’ 
av juiv éerétpepay’ GANA TavT@s obk ABUvavTO, emi yijs 
yap dvtas K, copaTs cuVdedeuevous TOLOVT@ K. KOLV@VOIS 
TovovTots Tas oloy 7 Hw eis TadTa bmd Tov exTOS py 
éumoditecOas; “What saith Zeus? O Epictetus, if it 
had been possible, I would have made thy body of this 
substance free and unhindered. But let it not escape 
thee, all this is not thine, but mud artfully kneaded. 
Since I could not do this, I gave thee a part of us” 
(wépos Te %puérepov), this Sovereign power of willing 
and not willing, that uses impressions. If thou wilt 
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guard this carefully and place in it all that is thine, 
thou shalt never be stopped, never be hindered, but be 
always free from groan, reproach, never have need to 
fawn on another. What then? do these gifts seem to 
thee trivial? . . . art satisfied with these ?— 

218. “My brother has more than his share of the 
field.” Let him, as much as he will. My te obv tod 
aidnpovos, wy Te T. TieTOD, un TL TOD pirtadéAgov ; éx 
TavTns yap Tis ovolas tis SivaTat éxBareiv ; odd o 
Zevs. ovd8 yap nOEAncev AAN én epol adTo éroincey 
Kk, GO@KeEV otov etyev adtés axdduTov dvavd-ykacTov amapano- 

Sicrov. (Cf. Rufus in the Helogues of Stobeus, ii. 8: 
To KdANOCTOV . . . @ ON K. AUTOS evdaipwr é.) 

’ 

So 130. Tis ef; . . . dvOpwrros, todr é. obdév Eywv 
KUpwoTEpoy Mpoatpécews, GAAA Tav’TH Ta AAA UTo- 
TeTaypéva, avtTyv & aSovdeutov K. GvuTTOTAKTOV, 

310. Shoes Oappov. Tin; 6 povm Oappety évdéye- 
best A n , a ene ae fal 

Tal, TO TWIOTH TH akolite TH dvahaipérw, TOUT €. TH 

mpoatpéoer TH cavTod. 
330. Té po dé8axev gudv x. adteEovowoy ; Ti atte 

Karédurrev ; TA TpoaipeTind ot Sédwxev, én €nor TreTroinKev 
3 / > ¢ X\ n \ + a D7 aveuTrodiara axdduta. Td cdma TO THAIWOY TOS EdUVATO 
dkddutoy Tovhoa ; brérakev ody TH TaV” Odwv Trepiody. 

361. 8 6 Zeds ove Hdvv7nOn woijoa .. . Tatas 
avOp. teicat tiva é. ay. K. KaKxd. My yap Séotai co 
Todo; éxelvo povoy cou dédoTat, cavTov Teicas, 

256. ITpoaipeow yap oddév Stvarat kwhiou ) BAdpar 
. . eb py avTy éauryv. (So Encheir. § 48: piddcodos 

Tacav wpérhevav x. BAGBnv éE éavtod tpocdoxd.) So 
92. So 193: ITpoatpeaw ri éurodifew mépuxer, 
dmpoaipetoy ovdey adty 8 éavtny Siactpadeica. 

270. Ids obv ért dvepré8totov etvai re Sivatas TOV 
a , Ps al oe i 2 ft X , \ 

Tov capatos ; Tas & wéya, 7 AEdoYor Td Puce vexpov 
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4 yh 6 mndos; Th ody; ovdey eyere édeiBepoy . . . Kat 
tis tpas avayxdoe Svvata, cvyxatabécOar TO yevder 
gawopérp ; . . . evOdS ovv opate Ore é. Te ev div 
ehevOepov Gvoer.—T araimwpor, Todto éepydtecGe, tovtou 
émripéreode, évradOa Enreite Td dryabov. 

174. ovte wrodTds é. eb” Hpiv oO Eyiea . . . WAH 
6p0) xphow pavtaciav. Todt’ dxddutov dice: povor, 
ToT aveumrodicTov. 

Let others look to their principles (395, 396) éyw 
8 éyw tive we Sei dpéoxew tive broterdyOa ... TO 
Ged. . . . "Epé éxeivos cvvéotncer éuavt® «. Thy ewny 
mpoaipesw Snéragey enol pdve, Sods xdvovas eis yphow 
atrhs. This alone is in the strictest sense good; com- 
pare Kant’s famous exordium: (32) “Av pov muvOdvy 
ti é, dyabov tod avOp. otk éyw cou Addo elrrely 7} Gre 
Told mpoaipects,—All else is dAAdTpva and under alien 
control but on this, even though the tyrant say, “I 
will show you who is master,” he has no real hold. 
(65) “éym cos Seifw Stu Kvpids ety.” Tlobev od; éue 
6 Zevs édedOepov apixer. “H Soxels Ott éuedrev tov tcov 
vidv dav katadovAotabat ; Tod vexpod Sé pou KUptos ei, 
AadBe adrov. Here are all the striking features of later 
Stoicism: contempt of body, complete abandonment of 
all externals to the “Temporal power” (for strangely 
enough the reign of Fortune, so constant a theme for 
Seneca’s eloquence, is here forgotten), and the complete 
exemption of this one small point from other laws, 
physical or social. 

§ 2. This last quotation will lead us imperceptibly 
to the second point in the Epictetan estimate of man, 
“The Fatherhood of God”; a vague pietistic doctrine, 

1 This summary dismissal of the foreign and alien in our lives is the 
leading doctrine of Epictetus, and appears with unceasing assurance, 
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engrafted on the early materialism of the Porch by 
a natural alliance in Rome with practical endeavour, 

with primitive instinct, with religious belief. Socrates, 
who from a formal standpoint is merely the author of 
definition and generalisation, is, in the history of thought, 
notable rather for his recall of exiled gods, his unfeigned 
interest in others, his “superstitious” belief in a special 
monitor, a special mission. Epictetus, in similar fashion, 
mitigates the coldness of unchanging law by the warmth 
of allegoric language; which, though it baffles analysis 
and is wholly inconsistent with the rest of his creed, 
nevertheless represents a sincere, if vague, conviction, 
the triumph of Faith over Reason. From a recognition 
that God is our Father in a special sense, he believes 
all else will follow. 13. Ev ris 1@ Soypate rovtT@ 
cuutrabioa Kar’ dkiav Sivacto Ott yeysvapev bd TO Oeod 
mdvres mponyoupévws Kk, 6 Ocds marip é. Tov 7’ avOp. K. 
Oeav, such an one will entertain no ignoble thought 
about himself (dyevvés, tamewov). If “Cesar adopt 
you, who could stand your intolerable pride”? dy &€ 
yes Ott ToD Ards uids ef, ovK érrapOjon; He continues 
in a strangely ascetic Platonic manner: ézeiédn Svo 
Taira év Th yevéres Nav éykaTapéeuKtal, TO oOpa wev 
Kowdv mpds TA Ea, 6 Novos SE K. yvaun Kowvdv Tpos. TOS 
Oeods, ddXot ev ert TavTny drroKXivouce THY cuyyéverav THY 
Gruxij x. vexpav, drAdyou 5€ tives emi THY Oclay K, waxapiav, 
—So 33. The truly wise learns that this universe is 
To ovoTnua TO é€& avOp. x. cod, and that from Him 
come all seeds, eis Grravta péev Ta esl ys yervwpevd Te 
kK, puopeva, Tponyoupéves & eis Ta AOyiKd, STL Kowvwvely 
povoy Taira répuce TS Oed THs cvvavactpodys Kata 
Tov dyov émimemAeyueva, why not call such an 
one Kogpiov ; Sua Ti py vidv tod Oeod; Shall not this 
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sense of sonship take away all our pain, if affinity to 
an earthly Cesar makes one arrogant? (Juvenal’s “tumi- 
dumque Nerone propinquo”) 7d 8¢ tov Ocov rromrtiy 
éyew «, watépa x. Kndéuova ovKéTs Tuds éFapyoerar 
Auvrrav «, PoBwv; No student of human history, quite 
apart from religious conviction, will doubt the absolute 
efficacy of such an assurance for a life of heroic effort 
and martyrdom; but in our author it is an unwarrant- 
able “poetic licence,” or an accretion on Stoic Positivism. 
—49. When you get hotter water than. you wanted 
from your servant, or find the fire is out, and there’s 
none to be had, you say: Ids obv tis avdoyntar Tov 
towovtav ; ’Avdpdtrodov, ok avéen tod adedpod Tob 
aavtod, ds exer Tov Aia mpdyovor, wamrep vids ex TeV 
abTav omrepudrov yéyove K. THs abris dvwbev cataBonrjs ; 
(cf. St. John i. 12, 13, iii. 7), od pepwnon ti ef x. Twev 
dpyes; Ste cuyyevav, Ste adedpav pice, GT. TOD Ards 
dmoyévev. He sweeps aside the next pretext of absolute 
ownership with magnificent indignation and contempt 
for the material fabric and social conventions, “ But I 

bought him with my own money.” “Do you see where 
you are looking? To earth, to this pit of confusion, to 
these miserable legal fictions of dead men, not to the 
eternal laws of heavenly ordinance!” (eis tiv yiyv, eds 

To Bapabpoy, eis Tovs TadaTapous TovTOUS VopoUS TOS 

Tay vexpar, eis dé Tods TOV Oedv od BrEres). Hercules, 
through his life, spent in perpetual toil and exile, was 
never anxious about his children. 289: od orévey ovdé 
mo0dv ovd ws dppavors adies' 7de yap ote ovdels é. 
avOp. oppaves, GANA mavtav adel x. Sinverds o Narip é. 
6 xnSdpevos. For to Hercules it was no mere report or 
theoretic belief that Zeus was the father of men (ueypl 
Noyou ...) ds ye K. abTOD Narépa wero adTor K. éxanel, K, 
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mpos éxelvoy adopav erpatrev & &rparrev, And there- 
fore, in and through this consciousness, he could always 
live happily (wavrayod é&fv ait@ Sidyew edSarpovas). 
For our father has made us for happiness; it is our 
own fault if we put not our hand to the fruit hanging 
within our reach, dy S€ tis aruyf, (287) péuvnoo 
éru wap avrov atuxel. “O yap Qeds mdvtas avOp, emi rd 
eddaipoveiy, él TO evoTabeiy ewoinoev.—311. With superb 

faith, like the Psalmist, “Yet saw I never the righteous 

forsaken, nor his seed begging their bread.” Odrws o 
Oecds dpered TH abrod emitevypdtov ... Siakovev ... 
Haptipwy ; ols povois yphrar mapadelypacw mpds Tods 
amadetTous OTL K, got, K. KAXOS StolKel TA SAG K. OVK 
dperel tev avOpwrivov mpayyaror, x. 6tt avdpi dryale 
ovdev & Kakov, ode Cavtt oT aroGavovtt, =“ that He 
is, and that He is a rewarder of them that diligently 
seek Him” (Heb. xi. 6). “What, when He gives them 
no food, and allows them to starve?” Yes, as ayabds 
oTparnyos TO dvakAnTiKoy por ceonwayKev' TeiOopat, 
dkonovbd, érevdpnuav tov Hyéuova, tuvdv adtod Ta 
épya.—But the analogy is incomplete and unconvincing : 
a common peril, a common purpose unites the general 
with his soldiers, nay, a common justice, which allows no 

favourites, and exposes all in turn to a like personal 
danger; but the Stoical Deity has no purpose, runs 
no danger himself, and .maintains no correspondence 
between desert and recompense.—The philosophic Ex- 
emplar is now Diogenes, the nearest approach to the Wise 
Man, as yet undiscovered: he has superseded Socrates 

in popular reverence for saints. 338. He has become 
a supreme type of holiest ascetic renunciation (but it 
is the ready sacrifice of limbs by the Star-fish, and 
Tolstoian non-resistance to vile): and this because the 
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present life, with its kinship and association, is mean- 

ingless to him. Ei tis K«tjoews ererdBov, avthy 
adhkev dv cor pddd\.ov 7 jKorovOncev Sv adtyv. So 
with leg or whole body (axédos . . . cwpdtiov), nay, 
acquaintances, friends, fatherland: "Hde méddev éyer x. 
mapa tives x. érl ticw AaBav. Todbs pév vy adndwods 
mpoydvous Tovs Geods x. THY T@ dvTL TaTpida ovdeT@TOT’ 
ay éyxatTéNtrev, KTH. 

§ 3. Souls, then, “sons of gods,” are particles of 

Deity, and God knows and sympathises with their every 
movement; how could it be otherwise? 50, 51: at 
apuyai pev otros é. évdedeuévar x. ouvadeis TH Oecd 
Gre aitod pépia odcas Kk. awoondopata, mavtds 8 avTav 
Kuvypatos ate oiKeiov x. cuppvois 6 Oeds aicOdveras 

. éwitpotroy éxdot@ Tapéatyoev Tov éxdoTov Aaipova 
k. wapédwxe purddccew . .. Kk. TOUTOY aKoiwnToY K. 
drrapadoyiorov. 52. When ye shut the doors and 
create darkness within, péuvnobe pndérote Aéyew Ort 
povos éoré’ ov yap eae GAN’ 6 Geds evOor é. x. 0 ipérepos 
Saipwr dorev. It is curious to note, in the metaphors 

used of this central power, will, or conscience, the 

vacillation between the helplessness of a sacred charge 
and the sternness of a divine monitor; in Aurelius, it 

is rather we who have to keep the inner idol of the 
shrine clean and unspotted, than expect guidance from 
the voice. 122: ovd« éyw Tov Mdvtw éow, Tov eipnKoTa 
pot THY Ovoiay TOD dy. K. ToD Kaxod; what use, then, 
to me of birds or of entrails? The notion of God has 
really receded into the purest atmosphere of Idealism, 
and has left the realm of created things: it is no longer 
a Pantheism of Nature, but only of Thought. Ti ovv; 
ove éotl Gedy épya xaxeiva; éotw, ddd’ ob mponyovpeva 
ov8e pépyn Oedv. Yd Sé mponyovpevor el, cd dnéonacpa ef 
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tod Qeod eyetus cv cavT@ pépos éxeivov, . . ove oldas 
bre Oedv tpépers, Oedv yupvdters; Oedv srepidépers 
tddas «. ayvoeis! . . . avTod Tov Oeod Trapévtos éowOev 
k. épop@vTos mavra Kk. émuxovovTos, are you not 
ashamed to think and do what you would not dare 
to, before his image in the Temple! & dvaic@nrte rijs 
cavrod picews! (cf. 156, 157, where mapaxodovbeiv 
7® Svockodyts Ta dda is coupled with éxelvoy év cavTe 
mepipépetv). What precise meaning can be attached to 
the notion is impossible to define; sometimes the 
“Deity within” is a sort of burnished silver idol; 
sometimes a guardian angel with plenary powers; some- 
times an insulted and forgotten sovereign sitting apart 
in a palace where rebels carouse—373. The Soul is 
the true man; daoveipov Kav ddiyor ypdvoy TH aavTod 
‘Hycpovixe: oxéyar ti trot eyeus ToUTO K. wé0ev édndubds, 

. . if all your time be given to externals (Ta éxrds) 
you will keep this squalid and neglected (pumapov x. 
arnpedntor). 

§ 4. This doctrine of the essential kinship of man 
with God in a highly spiritual sense, leads naturally 
to the doctrine of the CosmMopoLis, and man’s duty as 
a subordinate part of a great whole—117. If you 
are a separate entity, detachable from the rest (dd- 
AvTov), by all means live your own life; e 8 a>... 
pépos “Odou Tivos axorreis, 8: éxeivo To ”“OXov viv pev 

voojoat Kabnxe . .. WAsdoa. . . . KuvduvedoaL . . . 
arropnOivat,.. 3pd dpas amobavely’ Ti obv dyavaxtels; 

.. th yap é. avOpwrros ; pépos médews TpwTNS MeV TIS 
éx Gedy x, avOporav peta tadra 8é Tis @s eyytoTa 
Aeyouevyns, Hrs €. pukpov THS SANs pipnua,— 131. 
Nohirns ef TOD Kécpou x, pépos avTod, ody év Tav brnpe- 
TUOY GANA TOY Tponyoupévov' . . . Tis ody émayyedia 
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montrov ; pndcv eyew idia aouudépor, epi pndévos 
BovreverOat ds awédutov. This due to your power of 
rationally following the divine ordering (awapaxodov- 
Ontixds TH Dela Soros x. Tod éEAs eidoytoTiKes). 
If foot or hand had reason (Aoyiopos), they would never 
desire or aim except in reference to the welfare of the 
whole body (4 émavevéyxovres emi 7d “Odov). “Ii the 
true gentleman knew the future” (so well speak our 
philosophers), “he would have co-operated in his own 
illness and death and mutilation,’"—knowing that dé 
Ths Tov "Orwy Siatd£ews TodTO arovéuerat, KupsTEpov 
8é td “Odov Tod pépovs K. 1) TOALS TOD wodtrou. We may 

note, first, that it is hard to distinguish a very proper 
resignation to the inevitable from a culpable negligence 
or indifference to ordinary preventive measures ; so in 
modern India, to adopt means to control plague or 
famine is to oppose the Will of God;—-second, that 
here we have full-fledged that tyrannical Realism, the 
superiority of whole to part, of abstract to concrete, of 
name to thing,—which will dominate a certain phase 
of semi-mystical thought throughout medieval times ;— 
thirdly, how comforting was the sense of being a portion 
of God, and how very discouraging is the sense of being 
also a part of a physical universe, which is emphasised 
here! the- one thought all radiance and peace and 
loving acquiescence; the other, all harshness and 
callous expediency. The end justifies the means; the 
individual is nothing; the agent is a mere instrument: 
—and this in the interests of the higher morality! but 
clearly an ethical relation implies a personal object.— 
Sometimes Epictetus (who, we must remember, is under 
no contract or obligation to be consistent) seeks to 
unite the two aspects, by dwelling on the absoluteness 
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and arbitrary power of God, as a master of slaves, as in 
the Gospel, “taking leave of his servants.”—264. In 
a well-regulated household no one may suddenly say to 
himself, “I ought to be steward”; ef Sé uy, émurtpa- 
gels 6 xtpios x. iSdv abtov coBapas Siataccopevor, 
édkvaas éteuev (“The Lord turned and looked upon 
him,” as he is beating his fellow-servants, and “cut him 
asunder,” appointing him his due portion)—oUTw yiveraz 
kK. év Th peyddAn TavTyn Mdde éote yap tis Kk. evOdS 
oixodeondms Exacta Svatdcowy, giving to each their réle 
(which Plato left to the prenatal choice of mortals, Geds 
avattvos), somewhat unwisely for a professed Theodicy. 
“You be the sun; you, again, a heifer, when the lion 
comes, do your part; else you shall repent. You be 
a bull, come forth and fight; for this is your fitting 
function. You, again, can lead an army to Troy; so 
be Agamemnon. You can meet Hector in single 
combat; be you Achilles!”—288. ‘O Kécpos odtos 
pia wéhis €, Kk. 9 ovola &e& Fs Sednustovpyntar pla, x. 
avdykn tepiodov Twa eivat x. Tapayapnow addov 
a\Xos: where we may note Aurelius’ favourite apology; 
—the consubstantiality of the world, the fleetingness of 
the part, the rearrangement of constituents scattered 
by the dissolution of an organism, the need of this to 
keep the whole bright and new by perpetual change. 
So 371: dak pada bt. Td yevopevov x. POaphvas Sei, 
wa 6 Kéopos py torntas pnd éurrodifnrar,—correspond- 
ing exactly to that meditation on the transience of 
physical objects, brief compounds soon resolved, which 
comprises the whole of Aurelius’ speculative knowledge; 
and is all the lesson the Universe has to teach him. 
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(C) PROVIDENCE EXTENDING TO PARTICULARS; 
DIsciPLINE OF THE Sons or Gop 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. Natural Law becomes God’s will; God interested even in 

persons (Socrates). 

§6. The Good must be happy, like Hercules, the Son of God, in all 
the toils which the taskmaster imposes, . 

§ 5. There is in such a Universal Law (. . . com- 
pounded of a father’s tender solicitude, a harsh task- 
master’s arbitrary apportionment to slaves . . .) a 
continual change of standpoint from Pietism to callous 
indifference, which latter is the proper attitude of Cynic 
and Stoic. “I cannot understand the Universe, nor on 

what ground I call it a moral sphere, or ruled by Pro- 
vidence; but I am not going to let other and meaner 
men see that; Iam puzzled.” Scientific law is transformed 
into Heaven’s will, unconscious and blind into conscious 

personal purposive :-—-7. “Use all the indifferent ex- 
ternals, os wépuxev.” Ids obv répuxev ; as dv 6 Ocds 
0éAn.—45. Epictetus goes far to meet the popular 
demand for a special providence, a demonic tutelar, 
such as Appuleius, for instance, discovers in Isis, the 
Roman Catholic in a patron saint: He dismisses 
Epicurean compromise («iol pév, pndévos 8 érripedov- 
pevot) .. . Tas tyes Eorat; he will not be content 
even with the current Stoic belief that God looks to 
general laws, but abandons the particular to itself (dvrTwy 
K. emipedoupevav ef pndewia Suddoois eis avOp. é. && 
autav KAI NH AIA TE KAI ’EIS ’EME), how 
can this again be salutary doctrine? We have 
reached the Socratic conviction that he personally 
and his doings were interesting to the gods. This 
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is religion, and this alone! It is this sense which is 
lost in the materialism of Aurelius’ system, and retained 
anomalously in the candour of Aurelius’ piety. Seeing 
this, the good man tv avtod yvopnv sworéraxey TO 
Siotxodvts Ta “Oda worrep of aryaOol rodirar TO vdpo Tis 
médews. The analogy here, again, breaks down; human 
society is after all a voluntary association ; what escape 
or asylum is there for the disillusioned citizen of the 
world? So, again, on life’s trials he uses another simile, 

which, like all Stoic comparisons, is only half true! 
God is sending you labours, chastening “every son 
whom He receiveth”; and Hercules is a type of such 
toils cheerfully borne: 74: Ai wepuotdces é. ai Tods 
dvbpas Secxvvotcar’ dowdy Srav euiréon Tepioracts, 
péuvnco Sts 6 Ocds ce ws adeiwrns Tpayed veavionm 
oupBéBrykev. Very good; but for what ulterior motive ? 

not surely for the “advance to infinity,” which is no 

argument or justification ; that your stout fight may be 
an example to another, and he again may pass on the 
torch of this purposeless fortitude ? 

For the end is tva *Ohupmovixns yévy' Siva & iSpadtos 
ob yiyverat. So 272: od wéreotar 8 6 Tt dv Tacyy 
TovTwyv, OTe ’Exeivos avtov yuuvdter; GAN o pev 
‘“Hpaxris tr’ Eipicbeas yupvoldpevos . . . ddxvas 
émetéXes travta’ odTos & bd Tod Avos aOdovpevos . . 
pérdrer Kexpayévas x. ayavaxteiv. So 304. God sends 
his saints to Gyara and to prison; ob mcd’ py 
yévouto’ Tis 5é uicel Tov apiotov Tav omnpeTdv TOV 
abrod; 008 dwedoy &s ye of THY puKpoTdTwY TLVOS 
Gperei, GAXA yopuvdlwv? Kx. wdptupt mpds Tovs dAXouS 

1In a similar strain Seneca, De Provid. 2: ‘‘Omnia adversa exercita- 

tiones putat. .. . Athletas videmus .. . cum fortissimis confligere; 
etc. Marcet sine adversario Virtus. . . . Patrium habet Deus adversus 
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xpapevos. Eis towavtny smnpeciov xatateraypévos, 
3 e- \ \ “4 / . . 

ovxl 6dos mpos Tov Peay téTapat; This is, of course, 

emotional and pietistic, but quite inadmissible; in a 
monistic universe this spectacle of struggle and 
endeavour, where there is no triumph to achieve, is 
merely the sanguinary gladiatorial exhibition which 
gratifies the vanity of a despicable tyrant; “ Morituri 
Cesar te salutant.” So 312: Tpuddyv pé od Oére 
ovde yap TO ‘Hpaxdet wrapeliyey Te viel TH Eavtod, 
... 6 8 éerdoceto x, érover K. éyupvdlero . . . 
drdaons ys «. Oaratrns dpyov K. Hyeyov KabapTys 
adixias K. dvouias . . . K. TADT’ errolet K. yupvas K. pévos. 

§ 6. Surely the good must be happy; 290: Tis 
Sé xados te K. ayabds SvoTvxe ; TE dvTe KaKds Suot- 
Keiras TA “Oda, et pon Crripedeitas 0 Zevs Tav éavtos 
modirav, ty” dow ouoio ad’t@ evdaipoves—In 352 the 

sum of practical happiness is (as always in Epictetus) 
gathered up into a brief formula; here, curiously, the 
scientific and the religious aspects of the world are 
intermingled and confused. Mia 680s émi ebpovay 

bonos Viros animum, et illos fortiter amat, et ‘operibus’ inquit 
‘doloribus ac damnis exagitentur, ut verum colligant robur!’... 
Miraris tu si Deus ille bonorum amantissimus, etc. . . . Non fuit Diis 
Imm. satis spectare Catonem semel ; retenta ac revocata Virtus est ut 
in difficiliori parte se ostenderet ” (where the comparison of such a deity 
to a sanguinary spectator of the arena is fully justified). 4: ‘‘Hos 
itaque Deusquos probat quos amat, indurat, recognoscit, exercet . . . 
in castris quoque periculosa fortissimis imperantur . . . Dux lectissimos 
mittit... Nemo... dicit ‘malede me imperator metuit,’ sed ‘ bene 
judicavit’ . . . digni visi sumus Deo in quibus experiretur quantum 
humana natura posset pati.” (The misleading and fallacious character 
of this simile has been already pointed out.) . . . ‘‘ Quid mirum si duré 
generosos spiritus Deus tentat? nunquam virtutis molle documentum 
est.” (Perhaps this language of pious resignation scarcely conceals 

the latent defiance; 6: ‘Hoc est quo Deum antecedatis: Ile extra 
patientiam malorum est, vos supra.) 
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. dmoctacis tev ampoapérov, TO pydev iécov 
Hyco Oat, Td Tapadodvar wdvra TO Saovin, TH Tdyn, 
éxeivous émutporous attav Toijcacba, ods Kx. 6 Zeds 
merroinxev (viz. the undeserving rich and powerful), 
airov S€ mpos evi elvar povp TH idim TH axwrvTo. 
—Here again it is purely religious in tone; 345: 
"EANevOepos yap eips K. gudds Tod Ocod, iw” éxadv welPopar 
ait@. 328. “I have never been prevented willing, 
nor unwilling forced; how is this?” mpooxatatéraya 
pov THv opuny To Oecd. Oddeu pw’ exeivos Tupéccew" 
Kayo Odo . . . amodaveiy ody Oédw aotpeBrwOjvar 
otv Gé\m. In 385, comforting death, Epictetus 
addresses a personal Deity quite after -the Christian 
fashion: “As édaBov adoppas mpos 7d alcbecOai 
gov Tihs Stotnyjocws K. akodovOjoat av’TH, TovTwY OvK 
nuédyca’ od KaTHoXYVAa ce py ToTe ce émemrpdunv 
.. . Svonpéotnca . . . Ott pe od eyévynoas yap eyo 
av was ép dcov éxpnodunv Tots cols, apKet pot. 
Tladw avira amodaBe x. xatdta€oy cis Hv Oérets yopav. 
3a yap Hv wavta, ov pos adta Sédwxas . . . Tis Blov 
KpeltTov ; . . . Toia Katactpopiy «vdauwoverrtépa ; 
370: del parrov exeivo Ow TO yevouevov. Kpeirrov 
yap Hyodpar 6 6 Oeos Oérjcr } 6 eyo. TI poaxeioopar 
Sidxovos x. akodrgovOos éxeivm, ovvoppd cuvopéyouat 
ATAOS cvvbdde. 



CHAPTER II 

“Out of the night which covers me, 
Black as the pit from pole to pole, 
I thank whatever gods there be 
For my unconquerable soul.” 

THE WISE MAN IN THE TWO COMMONWEALTHS ; 

OPPORTUNISM, OR THE ROLE OF CONTEMPLA- 

TION AND PASSIVITY 

(A) Mopern CoNncEPTION OF STOICISM IN ERROR: 
THE ESSENTIAL EXPEDIENCY OF RESIGNATION AND 
ABSTENTION 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. Erroneous view of ancient Stoicism (Arnold, Renan); an 
absolute contrast to the modern temper. 

§2. Pure selfishness and personal expediency the recognised aim; 
sole duty of reflexion, to convince us that inward peace, the 

only good, is under our control, is ours for the asking, 

Berore the Unknown, one nature, like Ajax, is superbly 

defiant; another in doglike resignation creeps back to 
the hand that smote it, with humbled and fawning 
deprecation, not, however, wholly contemptible; another 

boldly forces the invisible power out of dull natural 
law into personality, and compels it to hold intercourse 
with its poor creature across the void. Nothing is 

7 
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more astonishing than to notice the universal approba- 
tion of the enlightened nineteenth century for these 
two latter characters. Surely it has absolutely for- 
gotten its starting-point, its very “raison d’étre.” 
The essence of the modern spirit is to expel the 
depressing abomination which hands men over to 
tyranny in the politic, to stagnation in the social, 
to superstition in the religious; “ whatever is, is right.” 
Fetich-worship of the natural order is entirely unreason- 
able. Nature is not God’s will at all, but mainly our 
own creation; a useful quarry for our comforts and 
discoveries; stronger than poor humanity, it is true, 

but to be evaded, cajoled, deceived, forced, anything 
but worshipped as divine. It is difficult to understand 
how Matthew Arnold could have written the following 
words:1 “It is remarkable,” he writes of Aurelius, 

“how little of a merely local or temporary character, 
how little of those scoriw which a reader has to clear 
away before he gets to the precious ore, how little that 
even admits of doubt and question,—the morality of 
Marcus exhibits.” “In general, the action Marcus 
prescribes is action which every sound nature must 
recognise as right, and the motives he assigns are 
motives which every clear reason must recognise as 
valid.” We might be back in the eighteenth century, 
the Age of Reason, in this complacent appeal to 
teleology of Nature and our rational faculty. The 
whole presupposition on which Epictetus’ and Marcus’ 
ethic depends is that we have no control over things 

1 Even if we remember how far we are separated in thought from his 
standpoint, how the process of never-ending analysis has placed moral 
ideas in the same category as theological, showing that either they 

depend mutually on each other, or that both are equally insecure, 
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or circumstances, and must bow to destiny. Since 
Bacon’s time, we have utterly rejected this belief; and 
all schemes of improvement, secular and religious alike, 

rest in large measure upon our confident transformation 
of our surroundings. As to that reverential “kissing 
of the rod,” there is no place any longer for such a 
theory. As to the primacy of this inner spark, there 
is no such Manichean belief in its independence or its 
authority. As to the Supreme Centre of Life in the 
universe, if it is found merely active in the material 
realm, it is not much concern of ours, and we will drive 

it as we have driven gnomes and fairies from their 
rustic domains: “Great Pan is dead.” If traces of its 
footsteps are rather to be discovered in the historic and 
social life of humanity, still more clearly perchance in 
individual life, in the instinctive hope of the race for 
another life,—daAAns av ein oxéyrews ; for here the Stoics 
with their intense self-consciousness and intense scorn 
of personality cannot help us: we cannot meet. on equal 
terms; and there is no common starting-point for our 
discussion. 

Equally fallacious, or rather self-deceptive, is Renan’s 
eulogy, which would apply with equal exactness either 
to Epictetus or to his pupil Marcus: “La religion de 
Marc Auréle est la religion absolue, celle qui resulte du 
simple fait d’une haute conscience morale, placée en face 
de l’univers. Elle n’est d’aucune race ni d’aucun pays. 
Aucune révolution, aucun changement, aucune décou- 

verte,—ne pourront la changer.” And we have this 
inconsiderate and meaningless praise from one who is a 
high priest of the Scientifie Spirit. Since he cannot 
detect that the whole hypothesis of life has changed 
after the liberation of the citizen and the discoveries of 
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modern thought, it is waste time to enlarge on his total 
misconception. Stoicism is just the one phase of semi- 
scientific, semi-mystical thought which can never recur. 
We have severed finally and completely the two realms 
of human life and activity. The Moral Consciousness, 
confronted with the problem of the Universe, will 
either, with Kant, proceed through the curious foreign- 
ness of the moral instinct to the three corollaries, which 
Stoies deny; or, despairing of correspondence in an alien 
world with its inward aspirations (not, indeed, a demand 
for pleasure, but for mere justice), it will range itself 
with the complacent and scholarly pessimism of 
Schopenhauer, or with the open revolt of Nietzsche 
or Gorki. 

§ 2. Indeed, these rhetorical eulogists seem to have 
penetrated but little into the inner core of this practical 
Stoicism. Resignation was pure expediency; and 
Epictetus at least shows that here is supreme justifica- 
tion for his maxim; that along this path of least re- 
sistance lay the road, the only road, to happiness and 
peace. He never for a moment elevates an altruistic 
standard; never speaks in vague and lofty language of 
the calls of duty, apart from personal interest. It was 
the mere determination to be unassailable, to offer no 

weak spot in the fort, no hostage to fortune. A con- 
sistent and unperturbed life could be secured by master- 
ing a few rules, by making up one’s mind that the 
control of things and events and persons could never be 
ours. If we “anticipate ” (as it were)1 the disappoint- 

1 For all particular morality, behaviour in detail, is the recognition of 
the minor premise: épappoyh Tv mpohnyewr rats eri pépous ovolats,— 

testing power of the will applying the touchstone of preconceived rules 
which could assuredly never be derived from individual experience. 
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ments or the shocks of life by this firm assurance, we 
shall not be shaken from our moorings into the raging 
sea of passion and suspense and fear; nor does the 
constant appeal to the divine will or to God’s special 
care for His children blind one to the fact that He 
gives us already all He can, an “ unconquerable soul.” 
We expect no more from Him, in special grace, no 
recognition, no recompense (which to the Christian is 
a prerequisite of rational morality, not as a vulgar 
reward in kind, but the eternal sense of God’s approval, 
—the true heaven). 

How frank is the following confession, a rule of 
faith and of life! Beneficence is only incidental to 
self-culture. 65. Freedom before tyrants (a favourite 
subject) todto ovx gate pidavTov’ yéyove yap olTws TO 
G@ov' abtoi evexa mdvra wot, Kai yap 6 “Hytos avr. 

év. 1. Towed, K. TO NoLTrOV AUTOS 6 Zevs. GAN Grav Oéry 
elvat ‘Lérwos x, Emixdprios x. Tlatnp avipav te bedv 
te, opds that he cannot attain such functions or such 
titles, av px eis TO Kowvov @péAtwos 7. Such, then, He 
made the nature of rational beings: ta pndévos Tav 
Siwv dya0av Sivntar tyyydvew édv ponte eis TO Kowvov 
aPedipov mrpoapépytat. Ovras odkér dxowdvytov yiveras 
73 mdv@ abtod évexa woretv. “Enrel ti éxdéyy; twa tis 
amooth abrod K. Tob idiws cupdépovtos ; Kai Tas ert 

pia «4 abth apyt wacw é. 4 Tpos (ay oiketwacs ; 

Here the only way to serve the public is to develop, 
realise one’s own specific nature. Unselfishness Epictetus 
neither demands nor expects. He is far more in agree- 
ment with modern thought when he recognises that the 
ultimate impulse is self-preservation, instinct of survival 
at all costs, than when he is preaching abstention and 
acquiescence. That this rudimentary impulse of life takes 
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a somewhat different trend in man, and seems to over- 

leap the span of mortal existence with a sense of wider 
expediency, does not in the least alter its original and 
historic character—Individualism. In 17 he condemns 
scientific research (él ryv ev Trois BuBrlos EEw TrétacOar) 
because it in no way assists this inner life; he bids him 
straightway go home x. m1 dpedely tav éxel TodTo yap 
ef’ 6 drrodednunxev ovdev &. GAN éxelvo pederav éfeheiv TOD 
Biou wév0n kK. oipwyas K. TO of pot K. TO Tddas éyo.—49. 
The Xpijows davtacidy alone in your control; ti ody 
émiamas ceavT@® Tad’ wv dvuTrevOuvos el; Todt’ erry 
aut wapexew mpdypara.—71: eyw yap mépua mpos 76 
épdv cuppépov.— 161: Ava ri dvatvyeis ; Sia ti O€dovTos 
Gov TL ov yivetas, K. uy OérXovTOs yiverar ; amdderkis yap 
aitn peylaTn Sucpoias x. Kaxodatpovias.—145. The épyor 

~ Tod Pirocodpodrtos is this; dre Sei ryv abtod BovAnow 
cuvappocat Tois ywomévors @S pte TE... aKdvTOV 
< aA / ? 4 f A > nuov ywéoOa, KT. “EE od mepieote .. . py atro- 
Tuyydvew . . . wy TepiTrimre, Adtmas apéBus dtapdxws 
Stefdyew.—158 : “As damddaypévos Soudelas TOAUNCOY dva- 
Brépas mpos Tov Ocdyv, eirrelvy Sts XpO pou Aovrrov eis 
& dv Oérns" dpoyvopovd cot, ods etut.— 335: Abry 7 
000s ém’ édeulepiav dryer, aT pwovn a&mwaddayh Soudelas, Td 
SuvyOivat ror’ eimeiy €& Sdns uyis TO 

aryou 5é pw’ ® Zed, KTr. 

291. The Qcoudyos who fights against Heaven’s decrees, 
like the tragic sufferers, is always anxious and miserable, 
MTpos Tacay ataryyediav Tpéuov, €E eruttoA@y addorpluv 
(Seneca’s emphatic “aliena opinio”) nptnpdvnv éxov thy 
éuavTod andbeav, . . . To the fool who will not be free 
he says in contempt: Kd@yc0 toivyy mpds wavta tadra 
entonpévos mevOdv dtuxdv SucTvxav €£ ddAov HpTnwEvos.— 
305, 306: Ov yap brép mddns Kx. wayKpatiov 6 dyov 
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mpokeitat . . . ANN UTép aUTAS ebtuxias K, ed8atpovias,— 
320. This personal assurance, inward calm, peace, sub- 
jective happiness is what all men seek: ri yap é. 6 Snel 
mas avOpwros,; edotabicu, eddaiporicat, mavO’ ws Oéreu 
movelv, 7) KoAVETOaL..—362: Od Ores diets Tobs &AAous 
aitds coutd yéverOar x. paOntis K. Siddoxanros ;—352 : 
“Ades ody Tadta mdavta. “Kanal ai’ AOjvas.” "AdAa TO 
eddoupoverv KAAALOY TOAD TO arab elvat TO atdépaxov TO emt 
pndéve xeicOat Ta oa mpdypata.—368: Ti cwrver Gv 
kovbus K, edqvias mdvta Ta cupBaivew Suvdpeva mpdws 
éxdeyouevoy ; 378. The foolish man says, Oé\o Te x. 
ov yivetat éym atuxhs eiwi. The proficient who is vain 
and proud of his advance says, amas elus x, atdpaxos" 
By dyvocire @& avO., Ste tuav Kxuxwpévov x. OopuBov- 
péveov mept ta ndévos dkva, povos eyo ami \daypor madons 
tapaxfis. Though Epictetus repudiates this as vulgar 
display, xevdv x. goptixdv, yet it is obvious that he is 
secretly in full sympathy with the maxim of Lucretius, 
Suave mari magno . . . alterius spectare laborem, ii. 1. 
So happiness, a purely personal matter, is (as to Marcus) 
completely under one’s control. 383: Ocdrjoar de? x. 
yéyovev, SiapOwrar . . . “Eowbev ydp éots x, amddera K, 
Bor Oera. 

Tt follows naturally from this emphasis on the inner 
temper (91: Todrov rév vopov 6 Oeds TéOeixe x. dyoly 
“el te dyabov Oéreus, Tapa ceavtod XGBe”) that other 
men interest the introspective philosopher but little— 
158: Ovw ef ‘Hpaxrijs «. od Sivy Kabaipew raddétpL0 

1 Seneca, Trang. Animi: ‘‘ Quid desideras autem magnum et summum 
est Deoque vicinum, non concuti. Hane stabilem animi sedem Greci 
‘ed@uulay’ vocant, de qua Democriti egregium volumen est; ego Tran- 
quillitatem voco.” Compare Diog. Laert. ix. 45: Ev@uplay . .. xaé’ 
dy yornvas x. eborabds 7% Wuxh Sid-yer drd pwndévos Taparrouévy PbBov F 

Serordaruovlas } dAdou Tivos wdGous, 
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Kaka GdrN obd8é Onoevs va ta Ths “ArtiKis Kabapys 
7 goutod xddapor, He controls the eager and meddle- 
some philanthropist whose zeal outruns knowledge and 
discretion; 245: EvOéws ws codpot Siayev eOérouer x. 
Ghedeiv dvOpdmous. ITolav wpéderav ; Ti Troveis ; cavTov 
yap wapérnaas; "ANNA mpotpéwar adtods Oérets. Bd 
yap mpotérpepas; . . . SeiEov avrtois éni ceautod cious 
mouet pidocodia, «. uy prvdpe! ecbiwv, rivwv, eixwv 
maou, dvexopevos,—obras avTovs apéder K. i) KaTebepa 

adtay To cavTod préypa! 

(B) CLosE RESTRICTION OF THE SPHERE OF MISSIONARY 
INFLUENCE; REJECTION oF Crvic oR DomESTIC 

DUTIES BY THE TRUE ANCHORITES 

ANALYSIS 

§ 3. The Cynic am exemplar rather than active consoler of men. 
_§ 4. Gnostic and Manichean scorn of human ties. 

§ 3. True, he sometimes refers to his religious mission, 

but it.is as a passive example, almost a lay figure, rather 
than as active teacher and consoler; 266: Eidévas Set 
ev re 2 A a ‘ S92 a 
Stu a&yyedos ard ToD Atos anéotahrar . . . mepi ayalav 

a "e ff ef a 4 , > fel 

K.. KaK@v, OTobeiEwy avrois Ste wemAdvynvTas K. adrayov 

fntovet tHv ovoiay of these two.—Or he is a spy or 
scout sent forward into the land of promise to recon- 
noitre, with clearer vision than the rest, to tell where 

true happiness may be found: T@ yap dvs xardoxonds 
é, 6 Kuvixos tod tiva é. rots dvOp. pid x. Tiva Trodeusa, 
This mission is quite incompatible with ordinary ties of 
home-life. 273: "Amepiomactov elvas, Sel tov Kuvixov 
C4 4 a , a a 3 a > , 
ddov pos TH Siaxovia Tod Oeod, emuportav avOpwrrois 
Suvdpevov, ov mpocdedcuévov Kabyxovew idwwriKois 
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ovd éuremAeyuevoy oxéceow,—as TapaBaivoy pév 
OUKéTL THoEL TO TOD KaAOD Kaya0od mpdcwror, Typo 
&é dtroNel Tov dyyedov K. KATdoKOTOY K. KipuKa TOV Oedy ; 
Then follows a curious passage in depreciation of home 
cares and duties—274—and in contempt for any other 
final standard of life but that of detached serenity. His 

universal mission is spoilt by being restricted to par- 
ticular ties. Great pains have been bestowed (and 
sometimes wasted) upon demonstrating the doctrinal 
debt of the Christian Church to Greek philosophy ; but 
it is not difficult to see whence came the practical 
ascetic ideal of anchorite and monk, hermit and ascetic ; 
for Epictetus is nearer Simon Stylites than to a preach- 
ing friar in a more robust and social age.—273. A young 
man asks him if he would accept a friend’s invitation to 
come to his house and be tended in sickness (woTe vooo- 
xopmOjvar); he replies: Mod dé giddy poe Sadaers Kuvixoi ; 
—347: Aourdv mpocéyw tots avOp. tiva gaol més 
KwvodvTat, kK. TOUTAa ov KaKorOws ov8 tv’ exw éyerv 7 
KaTayer@ GX én’ épautdv éemotpépw, ef TaiTa Kayo 
dpaptadva ... ToTe Kal eyo Hdpravov viv 8 overt 
xapis tS Oc. It would be very unfair to assimilate 
the Cynic to the Pharisee in the temple; but such self- 
centred complacence is more akin to that type or to the 
Heyadowuyxos of Aristotle than to any modern ideal of 
ethical behaviour. He clearly, with his sympathy for 
Diogenes, goes too far in attributing this passive toler- 
ance to Socrates, who owed his influence to a real, not 

to an assumed or pretentious, interest in others. 354. 
“ How imperturbable he was under provocation!” d/av 
yap adoparas euéuvnto Sti ovdels ddXotpiou HryepoveKod 
Kuptever’ ovdey odv adXo HOedev 4) TO Lvov (desired that 
only“which was in his power), not to change them 
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TovTo yap dAXNoTpioy, but that while they acted accord- 
ing to their nature, he might also keep to his (érws 
éxelvav Ta iSia TovovvTay ds avtois Soxet, abtos pydev 
Hrrov Kata piow é&e1—For 361: ’Exetva povov cot 
SéS0Tat, cavrdv weioot. He is glad, however, to be able 
in the more social days of the Roman Empire to have 
the figure of Socrates to set up for men’s imitation. 
He is quite aware of the general impression which is 
left by Cynical preaching. Kal wa py 86£ns,—339 : 
Ste mapdderypa Seixvups, avdpds amrepvaTartov pate yuvair’ 
exovtos pre téxva, pire mdtpida i didods 7) ouyyeveis, Dp Ov 

KaprrecOat x. wepioTracbar ndvvato, NaBe Yoxparn x. 
Ocdoas y. x. Traidia éyovra, GAN ws addOTpLa'—He is 
much annoyed when on his discountenancing matrimony, 
the interlocutor inquires: Tas obv és Siacdoen TH 
kowaviay,; tov Oedv cour! peifova & edepyetodow av- 
Oparrovs of 7) Sv0 4 Tpia Kaxoppuyya Taisia av? abrav 
elodyovres, 7) ot émicKoTrobyres mdavtTas KaTad Svvapw 
avOp. Ti Trowdcw, Tas Siayoucw, . . . Tivos apedovat 
mapa T6 TpoonKoy; all this is very true in a way,’ but 
such scornful language of pride and isolation seems to 
partake of that vulgar complacence (xevdv x. poptixdv) 
which he rightly repudiated above. 

§ 4. It is quite easy to induce in some minds a kind of 
ascetic morality by dwelling on the squalid side of natural 
processes, by pitying Hooker very much when he is found 
rocking the cradle, by exciting and stimulating a disgust 
(ready enough to hand in most minds) at the mysterious 
union of the noblest and the most ignoble in human love. 
Marcus will be found even more emphatic; he analyses 
physical passion until nothing remains but the sordid 

1 So to the tyrant, there is no animosity, no reproof; ‘‘ You must cut 
off my head? Very well, you do your part ; I will do mine,” 
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and contemptible. While many may perhaps secretly 
sympathize with this, no one can help feeling dis- 
appointment when Epictetus dismisses the holiest 
relationship of parent and child with a realistic epithet. 
In a word, the moral system of Epictetus and Aurelius 
is a revived Cynism which, however, it may compromise 
and modify and make concessions to common sense and 
ordinary decorum, is at root profoundly anti-social 
and subjectivist. It substitutes for Socrates as the 
typical man a figure of Diogenes seen through a halo 
of saintship which he was far from deserving; and it is 
not without interest to notice that the Emperor Julian 
has the same extravagant admiration for the least 
estimable of Hellenic moralists. 

(C) Tue Sack SPECTATOR RATHER THAN AGENT IN 
THE UNIVERSE 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. Man, like the gentry at a fatr or race-meeting, comes into this 
world merely to look on. 

§ 5. The philosopher, foiled or impotent in his attempts 
at reform, holding a cynical isolation to be the highest 
life, has interwoven with these coarser threads the more 

refined curiosity and respect for Nature. Citizen of the 
larger commonwealth, he surveys the Universe as spec- 
tator, in that attitude of semi-mystic contemplation and 
worship which effectually prevents a utilitarian attitude 
to things, or a sincere interest in the human community. 
Epictetus rightly insists on the “ difference of function,” 
though his teleology is childish, and harmonises ill with 
the Stoical impersonality of the creative energy (22, 23). 
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The distinction of men and animals is just this reflection, 
which puts an end once for all to our paradisaic inno- 
cence and enjoyment: the mapaxodXovOytixy Sivapss. 

22. God has need of animals and of men; ékeivev 
. 2 Xpapévov tais, pavtaciass, hua S& mapaxodov- 
Ooivrov TH xpioet éxelvors wey apKel TO éoOiew KTH. 
quiv d&.. . odxért tad amapKel, GAN av ph Kata 
TpoTroy K. TeTaypévws K. axodovOws TH exdorov pices 
kK, KatTacKevy TpdtTopev ovKéTr Tod Tédous TevEdpeba 
tov éavtav. One to be eaten, another to help in 
tillage, another to give cheese,—such their duties. TOV 

& dvOpwrrov Yeathvy elonyayev Adtod te K. TOV Epyov 
. . . ov povoy OeatHny GAA K. eEnynthy adTav. Aud 

Todt’ aicxpov é. 7H avdp. dpyecOar x. KaTadjyetv Srrov 
k. T& Goya, GANA padrov evOev pev dpyeoOat KaTa- 
Aijyew & ef? 3 xatérnkev ep? juav 9 pvats. Kartédntev 
& él Ocwpiay x. wapaxorovOnow x. ciupwvor SieLayarynv 
7H pice. “Opare odv, un dato. TovT@y droOdvyTe. 

The animals have instinct and impulse, and do their 
allotted task without reflecting on their mission. Man 
does so reflect. His “differentia” (€falperov, 210) is 
not bare ypu gavtacidy, but oy) xphows. And 
when Reason thus awakes to guide and hallow Instinct, 
what results? Nothing except the gradual abatement 
of Instinct, as in Buddha’s system, the will-to-live is 

becalmed and neutralized. Man no more acts; he only 
contemplates. And this is his highest pleasure; and 
therefore his highest duty. For in the Stoic scheme 
(hedonist in all but name) there is no real distinction 
between wise pleasure and the aim of our being. 

148, 9: Tovadr’ é. Td jpérepa ws ev mavnydper flocks 
to be sold, and men, some to sell, some to buy; dAtyos 
dé tives & of Kata Ocdv épyowevor THs mavnyipews, 
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mas TodTo yivetas x, did Th K. Tives ot abana THY 
mavyyupw «. émt tiv. So in this great world-fair: 
some like beasts think of nought but food; for sub- 
stance, slaves, fields, office, all are but food in different 

forms; ddtyo. 8 é. of ravnyupivovres avO. didobedpoves 
tis aot ovv é. 0 Koopos, tis avrov Stoel . . . Troids 
Tis Kk. TOS... Mueis Se tives vTes tm adtov yeyo- 
vapev Kk. Tpos TL epyov; apa ry éxouév Tuva émuTdoKHy 
mpos Avtov x. oxéow 7 ovdepiav. . .. Tottm pov 
axordlover TH THY Taviryupiy iatopnodytas amedOeiv 

. KaTayeN@vTar bd TOV TOAAODY. 
This is, of course, a new form of the familiar story 

of Pythagoras and the tyrant of the Phliasians, told 
in the pseudo-Pythagorean texts, and by Cicero. The 
only proper business of the elect is to reflect on the 
origin and use of being, come (no doubt) to a negative 
conclusion, and resign as soon as may be the burden 
of life. 

It must be remembered that wisdom in those days 
professed to guide men in life; not merely, like our 
Mystics to-day, to display the sterile unity of existence, 
which allows no room for qualification. These never 
pretend to control things, exhort men, or elevate 

ideals; only to understand the given, and sum up in 
set formule. Other influences govern men to-day; but 
in the Imperial age, philosophy seriously claimed to 
regulate life. No one can regret that this esoteric 
religion did not penetrate far into the heart of the 
people. Men still believed that there was something 
worth living and fighting for ; and the Gospel reinforced 
the old instinctive belief of mankind, that simple acts 
are better than indolence, zeal (even though mistaken) 
than indifference. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ULTIMATE PROBLEMS 

(A) DEATH AND IMMORTALITY 

ANALYSIS 

81. Life, as profoundly moral and significant; death, as mere 
physical dissolution; a release not to friendly gods but to 

Srigid elements; man, not a fellow-worker with God in any 
real sense, but a captwe forced into the arena to make sport. 

§ 2. Ambiguous phrases, “return to God”; Buddhism ; resignation, 
a virtue of necessity. 

§3. Man really excluded from both worlds, animal and divine ; 

expediency (in face of the unknown) is the end, the sole 
motive; Virtue recognised neither in this world nor the 

next ; Death welcome as the haven of all woes. 

§ 1. SucH unscientific Science is closely akin to neu- 
rotic mysticism; and it is for this reason that both 
Epictetus and Aurelius regard with so little perturbation 
the “ THANATISTIC” hypothesis. 

The ultimate problem of death, as end of material 
and spiritual life, dissolution of body and extinction of 
character, is treated, as in Aurelius, in a physical and 
un-moral light. Life, so profoundly moral and de- 
votional! death, so purely a matter of physical science, 
of the scalpel, the dissecting-room! It is curious to 
turn from the absorbed pietism and self-abandonment of 
his prayers to Zeus, “ Thy will, not mine, be done,” to 

1190 
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his chilling pedantry in the explanations of death. 
—104: Odvaros ti dort ; popporvnevov' oTpéyras adTd 
katapabe’ idod mas od Sdxves! (a little reminiscence 
of Theocritus), To cwpdriov de? ywprcOjvar Tod Tvev- 
patio ws mpdotepov éxeydptoTo, 7) viv ) Uatepov. Ti odv 
ayavaxteis ci viv; ... Wa % mepiodos avinta Tod 
Kécpov' ypeiav yap exer Tév pev éviotapévov tov 
5é peddovtav tav 8 jvvopévov. So this child of 
God, this spectator and appraiser of the divine works, 
is, after all, in no way superior to an animal. Let us 
hear what Epicurus says after this discovery that the 
gods take no thought of men, and that at death the 
soul is extinguished. 179: Té ody; od« dpéoxer cor 
tadta; AGBe viv, was 4 StKasocivyn ovdev eat Tas 7 
aides pwopla é. mas tathp ovdéer é. was 6 vids ovdéy é,— 
He will not practise this destructive theory ; but logic- 
ally it is complete and irrefutable. _ Epictetus’ thin veil 
of pietism cannot abolish the fundamental inconsistency 
of the religious and the scientific view of the world. 
244. The contrast, though painful, is almost comical: 
“Otay 88 ph Tapéxy TavayKaia, TO dvakdyTiKdv onpaiver, 
Thy Oupay ivorkev K, Néyes cor ”Epyov, So far so good; 
the personal and loving relation so conspicuous in the 
Cynic’s life is not, then, to be cut short at death ? 

ITod ; eis obdev Sewdv adr’ BOev éyévou, cis TA Pidrd x, 
avyyevi—of course, to the gods? els td otoryeia! 
We are amazed ; is this all he has to tell us? “Ocov hv 
év cot Tupos eis Tp Amevow, Soou Hv yydtov eis yndiov, 
KTr. Oddels “Abns 008 "Ayépwv ot8é Kaxutés ob8é 

TlupupreyéOwv adra rdvra Gedy peotda x, Sapovev. . . 
“ What if someone should come and slay me?” Mdépe, 
oé oJ GAAa TO cwuaTiov. Here the dualism is acknow- 
ledged, and the invulnerability of the true Ego almost 
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dogmatised. Like Acis, “To kindred gods his soul 
returns.” The thought, however, is not further pur- 

sued in this passage, but seems taken up somewhat 
later. 266: Td owpdrtiov 8 obdév mpos éue Ta TovTou 
Hépn ovdev mpos eué. Odvatos; épyécOw Srav Oédry 
el” Grou elite pépovs Tivos. Puvyy; «. rod Sivaras Tis 
éxBarelv &&w tov Kocpou ; drrov 8 dv amédOw éxet Hr105 
éxel cédyjvn éxel dotpa evitrvia oiwvol % mpos Oeors 
ouiria, It will be noted that he here passes rapidly 
over death without an explanation; it is therefore just 
possible (but to me by no means probable) that he 
intends the assurance and comfort of the last sentence 
to extend also to the disembodied spirit——He is on 
occasion very outspoken and straightforward on the 
unfeeling or unconscious cruelty or design of Law in 
dealing death; unsuccessfully with this mechanical 
automatism he attempts to combine the idea of a 
Creator and of Providence. 300, 301: Olov yap é. 
Xetpedy pos oDKoY, TOLOUTOV é, Taca 4 amo TOV "“OnXwv 

meplaracis mpos: Ta Kar’ adrhy dvarpotpeva oe 6 aTro- 

Decay yap onpaiver TOV oTAXvo?, QXN od TOD Kécpov. 

. IIdvra yap taita tév mpotépwy eiow eis érepa 
peraBoral, obk dmddea, GANA Teraypévyn TLS oikovopia kK. 

Bioiknois. . . - Odvaros, weraBor) peilwv ex tod vov 

dvt0s, <ovK> eis TO py dv GAN eis TO viv wh by, 
“Odkére ofy Zoopar;” odk Zoe. GAN’ GAO TL OD VOY 6 

Kocpos xpelav eye. Kal yap od éyévov ody Ste od 
HOéAnoas GAN bre 6 Kécpos xpetav éoyev. All the 

picturesque metaphors of Sons of God, athletes tried at 
Olympia, soldiers to whom a wise general sounds the 
recall! break down utterly, confronted with such a pass- 

1 He is particularly fond of this simile ; cf. 94: "Eady 8¢ onujyy ry 7d 
dvaxdyrixdy ds TE Dexpdrer welOeca det 7G onualvorrs ws orparnye. 
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age! The sole analogy is the wretched captive in the 
Roman amphitheatre, who, forced into the arena, has 

to slay his comrades for the spectators’ pleasure, and 
then himself be slain. Even the gladiator takes volun- 
tary risk; he enters his “school” dre 70éAnce, and not 
compelled. This craven resignation to a Power which 
in the end is not personal, shows the complete bank- 
ruptey of logic or clear thought in this age, the 
prevalence of an emotionalism which can never unlock 
life’s secrets —369. Ti Oéres dmofaveiv ; (on the 
imaginary tyrant and his power over men,—a favourite 
theme with the poor slave, whose idea of Cesar was 
formed from Nero and Domitian). My tpaywder 76 
mpaypa’ GAN ele ws eyes “75n Katpos THY DAqv e& dv 
ournrbev eis éxeiva Tadw atoxatactica. Kat ri 
Sewvov ; Té pédret arrod\AvaOas Tov év TH Koco ; 

§ 2. We must not be misled by the apparent sincerity 
of such passages as i. 9 (34): ouryyevels tives Tod Oeod 
éopev KaKeiOev @drAnrAvOauev ; adhes Huds amedciv dev 
AnAvOaper, des AuOHvar wore tav Seopdv toirw Trav éEnp- 

Thuevev K. Bapovvtwy (the true later Stoic dualism and 
ready acceptance of Plato’s antithesis of soul and body, 
in which the pure spirit is clogged and imprisoned). 
"AvOpwrrot, éxdéEacbe tov Oedv! “Orav éxeivos onunvy 
kK. atodvan TavTns THs trnpecias, tor ’AITEAETY- 
ZEXSOE [IPOS ’ATTON: emi && tod madpovtos 
dvaryerOe évoixodytes Tadtyy THY y@pap eis Hv exeivos 
twas érakev. Aurelius has, as we shall see, the same 
unfortunate ambiguity in his language; I am myself 
inclined, perhaps without sufficient data, and from an 
intuition hard to explain, to believe that Aurelius had 
a stronger personal hope than his master; but I am 
convinced that no modern Western mind is suited for 

8 
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the task of such interpretation. It is congenial solely 
to a Buddhist, in whose faith Nir-vana is by no means 
universally defined as annihilation. Nay, is not Buddh- 
ism the most sympatheticand kindred system to the 
Porch? For it is free from the hypothesis of God, who 
is not merely superfluous, but whose exemption from all 
canons of ordinary morality or logic threatens the whole 
fabric of human duty and convention! We cannot get 
any further; we are compelled to leave the question 
in unsatisfactory suspense. The convinced dualist of 
the Hegemonic (the true “ Inner Self”) and the miser- 
able envelope, when he comes to the supreme moment 
of the severance of Soul and Body, forgets the “ deity 
within,” the divine dwéomacpa, and professes to be 
content with a purely physical explanation of the return 
of atoms or particles to their like. We have therefore 
Epictetus, like a vessel unballasted, rolling in a tremen- 
dous arc between two irreconcilable dogmas, each of 
which he believes so long as he is uttering it. “How 
dare you, insignificant part of the vast universe, com- 
plain? What matter to the sum of things which knows 
not decay, if your leg be broken?” «eros ody pov 
yevéo Oar memnpwpévor ; *Avdpamosov (a favourite method 
of address) elra Ov &v oxervSpiov To Koop éyxanrels ; 
ov émidecers avo toils “Odois ; oF xaipwv Trapaxwpyices 
-7@ SedwxoTs ; ayavantnces 88... toils bd Tod Atos 
Siaterarypévoss (& exeivos meta Tov Moipdv tapovodv 
kK. émuxhwPovaav cov THY yéverw, dpice x. SiéTakev ; 
ov« olaba ‘Nixov pépos ef pds TA”OXa; TodTO Sé (he 
adds or corrects), Kata To cdpa, ds KaTd ye TOV débyov 
ovdé xeipwy Tav Oedv ovSe uKpdTepos. Adyou yap 
péyebos od pnxer odd trYrer Kpiverat GAA Soypaow. 
Here there is a faint inclination to the old Stoical 
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rivalry of the Sage with the gods; but it leads to 
nothing, and is not used to explain the presence of this 
curious power in the “frail earthen vessel.” Yet how 
often does he make use of the appeal to “ pietas,” to 
the duty of cheerful submission as to an earthly father ? 
emphasises not the wettiness, but the dignity of human 
nature ? (47). 

§ 3. Man is truly for him that indefinable and 
incomprehensible complex G@ov Aoysxdv Ovynrov (128). 
He makes no serious attempt to correlate or co- 
ordinate these antitheses; and the individual who 

may not rank himself with the beasts finds in this 
negative and empty prerogative no admittance to 
the divine company. He is armed with a passport 
which excludes him from both worlds. So in the last 
resort, when the practical reason will have its say, the 
motive for resignation is neither fatal obedience to an 
absolute tyrant or cosmic law, nor willing concession to 
a loving Father,—but purely a matter of expediency, 
adinas dpdBus dtrapdyws, 145, 146).—Epictetus, confident 

of the answer, puts to his audience the query, ‘Hyiz 
ody AMyos err) atuyig K. Kaxodaimovia SédoTas, tv’ AOALOL, 
iva wevOodvtes StareA@pev ; 288: yet what is the value 
of reason except, as in Marcus, to impress on us the 
conviction of decay, and to assure us of the vanity of 
striving ; 371: daa& pabev ate 76 yevouevov x, pOaphvat 
dei. In vain he assures us, “ Man is not flesh, nor hair, 

but Will” (od xpéas od rpixes addr mpoaipecis,-213), 
that the very nature of the supreme good is Will (91: 
ovaia tod dyaod mpoaipects mroia): its sole duty is 
to remove us from earthly companions and simple 
pleasures, and to bestow in recompense the sad privi- 
lege of contemplating the mechanism of a uni- 
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verse which we can neither justify nor understand. 
It is in vain that the Cosmic Process is sometimes 
invested with the stern and inexorable attributes of 
a just Judge; o vopos Oeios x. . . . avamrodpactos 
obTos € 0 TAS peyloTas ElaTpaccopevos KOAdTELS Tapa 
TOV Ta peyioTa dpapTavovTav.... But in the end 
these Sinaitic fulminations vanish in the pure sub- 
jectivity of reward or penalty. There is no correspond- 
ence between the deserts of man and the measure of 
his recompense; and Virtue is in effect recognised 
neither in this world nor in the next, neither by gods 
nor men. What is the punishment of the renegade, the 
apostate, the runaway? Epictetus paints no Ajax 
defiant even in death, but a timorous Gdipus! ‘O dme- 
Odv 7H Octa Sioxnoes Eotw Tatrevos éotw SovdAOS 
AvTelcOw POoveitw Cdccitw, TO KEepdAaioy TdvTwr, 
Svetuyelt@ Opnveirw.—tThe tone of profound pessimism 
cannot be mistaken ; Book ui. (p. 313) ends with the 
unmistakable words: ‘Eat todrov (death) otv pot yup- 
vatov, évradda vevérmoar oi AOyou TavTES TA doKnpaTa 
Ta avayvocpata K, elon oUTw povws édevbepodyTaL, 
where the study of death is the vestibule, and death 
itself the gate of true liberty; cf. 318: wiav eivar 
penxaviy pos éhev0epiay TO edKddws aroOvyjoKewv (a saying 

of Diogenes). 387. Death is the quiet haven of all 
our woes; «& orm TdAas cil, Aphy TO azroOavely, 
Odros & €. 6 Aphy wavtwv, 6 Odvatos, airy 4 Kataduyh. 
.."Orav Oérns, é&fNOes, x. ob Karrvifp, (Is your 

hearth smoking ? you can leave tne house !)—-No wonder 
‘if to this last compliance of the Sage with a fateful 
ordinance he applies the word @eios ; 127: vocodivra 
Geiws, arobvnoKovta Oelws. 
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(B) Somz Minor Points; THE “ Pax RoMANA”; THE 
WORLD OF CONFLICT; THE MORALISTIC STAND- 

POINT; THE “ Nokric” Lirz or GoD; FUTILITY 

OF MERE TECHNICAL EMANCIPATION, ETC. 

§ 4. Before I close with an anticipation of his 
influence on Marcus Aurelius, I may notice one or 
two detached points of interest. Epictetus has quite 
got rid of Seneca’s perpetual declamation against For- 
tune, but he is a slave himself to the classical “ tyrant.” 
So constant is his reference, that we are thankful when 

(316) he invites us to leave Cesar alone for a moment ! 
"Edy cou Soxh, tov pev Kaicapa mpos 16 mdpov adder. 
He would be inclined to deal sharply with any Social- 
istic Christianity, “ Who made me a ruler and a judge ?” 
“ Speak to my brother,” asked an applicant (52) “ that 
he be no more angry with me”; Ov« émaryyéddeTas 
girocopia Tav éxTés TL TepiTojoey TH avOpere. 
He will not blame or reprove the person accused before 
others: “Bring him here and I will speak to him,” 
col Sé repli THs exeivou dpyhs ovdev yw Aéyew. Again, 
advancing slightly beyond a monistic universe he be- 
lieves in the Pythagorean dualism or systcechy of 
antitheses whose mutual play and reaction bring to 
birth the visible world—46: Asérake 8& Oépos clvar 
K. Neyova, K. popay K. ahopiay, K. apeTHnY K. KaKiay K, 
Tdoas Tas TowavTas évavtidtyTas, Urép cuppwvias TOV 
“Orwv.! Similarly (94), with the same implication, 
xpeiav yap &xes Koopou TolovTou (6 Oeds), Tv éml ys 
avactpepouevwr Torovtwv. The same commonplace can 
be found in Seneca, Ep. evii., where the like moral 

1See my article ‘“‘Subordinate Dualism” in the Studia Biblica, 
vol. iv. 
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of acquiescence is derived from the spectacle of Nature’s 
violent contests and uncertainty : 

“Natura autem hoc quod vides regnum mutationibus 

temperat ; nubilo serena succedunt, .. . flant invicem venti, 

noctem dies sequitur ;... contrariis rerum /Kternitas constat. 

Ad hanc legem Animus noster aptandus est; . . . queecumque 
fiunt debuisse fieri putet.... Hanc rerum conditionen mutare 

non possumus; id possumus, magnum sumere animum.. . 
quo fortiter fortuita patiamur et Naturc consentiamus . . 
optimum est pati quod emendare non possis, et Deum quo 
auctore cuncta proveniunt sine murmuratione comitari ! ” 

§ 5. He is on occasion less of an Intellectualist 
than most Greek thinkers, and prefers, in his stress on 
practical life and happiness, a useful error to the glare 
oftruth. 18: Ei dp’ égawarnbévra ev wadely ( = “ the lie 
in the soul”) d7s Tav éxTos ampoapérwv ovdev é. Tpds 
Has, eyo poev HOedov thy dndryy tavryy EF Fs FweArov 

edpdws x. dtapdyas BidcecOar ipeis 8 dec adtoi ti 
Oérere’ and (8) finds the “ differentia” of man to the 
animal world not in the epithet voepds or AoyiKds, but 
in moral qualities; 89: Tin ody Siapépe, . . . dpa py 
TO Twapaxorovbeiv ols rovet, Gpa pn TH KowwwviK@, pn 
TO TOTO, TH aidnpovt, TO aodadel, TO cvveT@ ; and it 
is this “differentia” that prescribes, as if by the finger 
of God, his function, and, therefore, his blessedness and 

end. Tod ov 76 péya év avOpmrros Kaxov x. ayabov 5 
érrov 7 AlA®OPA—He has much in common with Chris- 
tian ideas as well as much that is wholly inadmissible: 
"Apxn pirocodias (134) mapd ye trois ws Sei. . . dato- 
pévols adtihs, cvvaicOnats THs adtod dabeveias x. aduva- 
pias qept tavayxaia, This sense of inner want, of 
unrest and sin, sends them to the Lecture Hall; and 

this discipline will at first increase their pain rather 
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than remove its cause. 285: iatpeiov é. dvdpes, rd Tod 
pirocdpou axoreiov' ob Bet Hobdvtas eLeNOeiv GAN’ dAy7- 
cgayvTas. 

§ 6. In one passage he distinctly seems to recognise 
in the middle of the purely physical éxm’pwous or 
“ Ragnarok,” a noéric life of God independent of his 
faithful counterpart, the visible universe (a passagé 
recalling Dio Chrysostom’s oration on the decay and 
renovation of the world)-—“ Zeus does not bewail 
himself or his loneliness: Tdédas éy obre tHv “Hpav 
yw + ‘\ > a wf ry Kx a a” éyo ovte tThv “AOnvav ov? ... viov.. . 7) ovyyevf! 
For men judge him only by his beneficent functions, 
by ‘\ an A n 9. OX a 
ard tod dice Kowwrvixod eivat,  Ovdey Frrov Se 

Twa Kk, Tpos ToiTO TapacKerny Exe, TO Sdvacbar 
avtov éavT@ dpxeiv, éavTd ovveivar’ ws 6 Zevs avros 
éauT@ aivertw, x. hovydter ép éavtod x. évvoed thy 
Stolenow Thy éavTodD ola é «. év émwolaws yiverat 
mperrovoais éavt@.—Here is a dim trace of Aristotelian 
influence, with which school, as the most sober and 

Hellenic in classical times, the Porch, Oriental, and 

pessimistic, had least in common, and was always at 

feud. 
§ 7. He recognises yet circumscribes the external 

benefits of Czesarism in a striking passage. 243: “Opdre 
yap Ste elpnvny peyddnv 6 Kaicap iptv Soxet rapéyew 
Ste ovK elaly ovKérTs TorEuot OVde payai ode AnoTHpLA 
peydra ob68 Teipatind adr’ eLeotw don Gpa odevery, 
wreiy am dvatoday él) dvouds. But can he save you 
from fever, shipwreck, earthquake, lightning? From 
love, grief, envy? No, in this alone can philosophy 
give exemption, and provide a safe prophylactic ; 
ensuring an inward peace, i176 Tod Ocod Kexnpuypévnv 
Sia Tod Aoyou. And as he would have rejected any 
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modern scheme of elevating the masses by change of 
environment, as he surrendered over the whole world 

of things and chattels to the strong hand without 
criticism or expostulation, their proper lords and 
masters (éxelvwv xvpios), so he would discountenance 
the Reform movement which at one time saw salvation 
in the multiplied vote. 319:‘°O S8o00A05 ebOds ebyerat 
dgeOjvar erevOepos .. . “Av ageOd” now, “ ebOds 
Taca eUpota, ovdévos éeriatpépopat, macw ws toos x. 
Spots AAG, Topevouar Srrov Oédo, épyopar bray Oérw.” 
Then comes the disillusionment, as the “ white slaves ” 

of England, or the emancipated serf in Russia. Eira 
amnrevbépwrar x. evOds pev ove éxwv mot hdayn Sytet 
tiva Kodakebon K. Taéoxes TA SevoTaTa’ épméntuxey eis 
Bouderdy mod tis mporépas yakerTwTépay: the whole long 
passage is interesting and significant. 

(C) HaRMONY BETWEEN EPICTETUS AND Marcus 
AURELIUS 

§ 8. If we have fully mastered the secret maxims or 
the open counsels of Epictetus, we have already in 
anticipation understood Marcus Aurelius. They dis- 
tinctly stand in the relation of master and pupil; and 
the slave has taught the “purple-born” the solitary 
pathway to Indifference. All the special dogmas agree, 
as well as the main points: the distinction of “mine 
and not mine,” the unity of the Greater Commonwealth, 
and the duty of submission. From Epictetus, Marcus 
will borrow his constant query, “Who is there to pre- 
vent you?” (tis pw dvayxdoe ; 78); his belief in 
natural tendency of all men to the good, 217; the plea 
for specific knowledge and analysis of particulars, 200 ; 
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the blaming neither God nor man, 173 ; the uselessness 
of books and logic, 163, 164; the scanty influence of 
the Sage on others, except as a silent model, 110; the 
contempt of the body and its parts; the physical inter- 
pretation of death’s meaning; philosophy as a mere 
study of this last moment; and, in spite of all, the firm 
hold on Providence. All these minor resemblances and 
points of contact and the common atmosphere of wist- 
ful and pietistic resignation, convince us of the essential 
harmony between the philosophy of emperor and slave. 

1The references throughout in Epictetus are to the pages of the 
latest Teubner edition. 



PART III. THE CREED OF MARCUS 

AURELIUS ANTONINUS 
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CHAPTER I 

THE TEACHING OF THE EMPEROR; THE NATURE 

OF MAN THE AGENT 

(A) CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF HIS MEDITATIONS 
DUE TO HIS OFFICE AND HIS TIME 

ANALYSIS 

§1. Troubled period of history ; melancholy tone, 
§ 2. Such temper the natural result of complex and well-equipped 

cwilization. 
§ 3, Deadening effect of order and security under Flavian and 

Antonines (70-180); straitened outlook; relief in Mysticism. 
§ 4. Dulness of Socialist routine; sadness of Aurelius; his Ascetic 

dualism. 

$5. No genuine interest in the world; his writings, a private 

stimulant to his own flagging faith. 

J § 6. Earnest yet Sceptical tone; his supreme duty, not to God, the 
world, or society, but to himself. 

§ 1. NorHine can well be more interesting to the 
ordinary mind than the meditations of a king. We 
may expect from them the result of a ripe, a complex, 

122 
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a unique experience, as of one who has mounted to 
the summit of the hill, and, embracing all the sides of 

the landscape below in which we severally play our 
less conspicuous part, can look beyond in a wider survey 
on the nature of things and the future destiny of man 
and the race. Yet the meditations of kings are by no 
means frequent, and their verdict on life and experience 
is universally sad. Exceptional opportunities of com- 
prehensive view seem never to result in buoyancy or 
cheerfulness. The sense of “ having achieved,” of mono- 
tonous enjoyment of stationary dignity, the circumscrip- 
tion of the regal power of doing good, the hollowness 
of court life, combine to produce a peculiar temper of 
mind—apathetic, tolerant, and cynical and ironic. So 
true is it that all pleasure lies in process, in gradually 
drawing nearer a never-realised goal or ideal; for in 
the moment of attainment satisfaction dies. The Book 
of Ecclesiastes may surely represent, if not the exact 
words, at least the traditional attitude of King Solomon. 
We may, indeed, detect in it the effect of that Oriental 
sadness conspicuous in most Greek philosophers, which 
forms so striking a contrast to the sober yet abiding 
optimism of the Jewish character. But there is nothing 
improbable in the tone, dispirited and disillusioned, 
which marks off this from all other Canonic Scripture. 
It is entirely suitable to a peaceful and opulent monarch 
who has never been braced by war or other emergency. 
Ennui and lassitude follow of necessity the certain 
fruition of good things; and Leopardi is profoundly 
true when he depicts Zeus sending disease and mis- 
fortune to men, not to make life more painful, but that 
they might be reconciled to it through hope, anxiety, 
suspense, and change. In such times of peace the 
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reign of Marcus Aurelius, our “ philosopher-king,” cer- 
tainly did not fall. The realm of Nature, with earth- 
quakes, famines, pestilences, allied with the Danubian 

barbarians to disquiet the land. The Parthian war, 
in which his colleague Verus took an unworthy part, 
was an almost annual pageant or tournament of the 
Romans, like much of our traditional feud with France ; 
neither combatant was serious. But the Quadi might 
well seem to Aurelius to be in deadly earnest. Tacitus 
had believed that Rome had no hope unless she 
could keep these tribes quarrelling internally in a pur- 
poseless animosity, which should avert their covetous 
eyes from the treasure-house of civilization! The 
Emperor could not have been ignorant either of the 
fears of the historian or of the real menace of these 
untamed tribes. Yet, though his time is amply filled 
with all that complex public service of the State now 
centred on the shoulders of one man, with benefactions, 

orphanages, foundling hospitals, and campaigns, there is 
the same profound melancholy in the busy sovereign 
that we detect in the satiety of Solomon. Gibbon 
believes in the extreme felicity of the Antoninian age ; 
but, while we have instruments for testing and register- 
ing human sensitiveness to pain, we have none so 
delicate as to chronicle the excess or defect of happiness. 

§ 2. What is to be our criterion? Certainly not 
outward prosperity, or even advance of culture, sanita- 
tion, comfort, letters. Who nowadays supposes that 
the Italian peasant is happier (whatever we may mean 
by that figurative and elusive term) under the new 
regimen than in the careless squalor, the light-hearted 
ease, of the days before unification? It is the slave 
who has a native minstrelsy, not the citizen. Blithesome 
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gaiety, which is one mark of happiness, belongs to a low 
and imperfect stage of civilised life, we are told; but if 

it is gone or superseded, it is difficult to say what a 
nation gets in compensation. Order, security, per- 
manence,—yet it is idle to deny that what average 
human nature demands is uncertainty, room for private 
venture and endeavour, and not the stereotyped mono- 
tonous comfort of equitable distribution. It is not the 
decay of belief which makes much of modern literature 
pessimistic; it is the vanishing of hope, the shrinking 
of the globe, the elimination of that mystery, half fear, 
half eager and delighted expectancy, which surrounds 
the unknown world, and urges us to penetrate the realms 
of romance or actual enterprise. It is under despotic 
monarchies, that is, in nations in an incomplete state of 

development, that the dazzling vision of Grand Wuzir 
or Chief Sultana haunts the waking dreams of the slave 
boy or slave girl. The tendency of all well-ordered 
communities is to crystallize into caste. The spirit of 
the knight-errant or boy-hero of adventure evaporates 
with the certainty of life and estate. The ideal of most 
inhabitants of countries essentially democratic, such as 

France, Russia, China, the United States, is a “ place 

under Government”; and the son of these permanent 
officials has no ambition except to follow in his father’s 
cautious but uninteresting footsteps. The sudden rise 
of the medieval administrator and churchman, the 

career veritably “open to the talents,” strikes us again 
and again, in reading the origins of European society, 
with a strange sense of contrast to the present day ; 
possible, indeed (for is not everything open to the 
worthiest in our society ?), yet extremely improbable ; 
and as the axiom of equality is now everywhere assumed 
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and conceded, we lack all those signal instances of 
successful merit which roused our admiration in the 
earlier days of Christendom. There is no actual bar to 
such ascent to power and responsibility; but the approach 
must be less rapid, more measured and continuous, and 
at the end of a prosperous family career the third in 
descent may look forward to the dignified retirement of 
the House of Commons. A standard of mediocre 
attainment has superseded the exceptional brilliance of 
some favoured and infrequent individual. The nation 
gains, and is all the more secure for this curtailment of 
possibilities ; but the interest of life dwindles, and the 
classes, in spite of some show of social intermixture, 

remain at core impenetrable and unsympathetic. The 
“General Post” and topsy-turvydom anticipated by the 
political reformers of the nineteenth century has by no 
means been verified. 

§ 3. Now, the Roman Empire, in spite of the pluto- 
cratic basis of society and taxation, was far more 
democratic in its temper and its possibility than we 
shall see Europe in our lifetime. The highest post in 
the State was open to anyone; but the entire policy 
of the successors of Galba, Otho, Vitellius, first the 

Flavian dynasty, next the Antonines, had to eliminate 
this awful risk of the “ man of talent,” the “ man of the 

hour,” by a steady and uniform succession of adopted 
heirs. Did this regularity rob life of its zest, while it 

1 Diocletian found himself obliged to repeat this practice after the 
turmoil of half a century, without in theory abandoning the principle 
that the supreme office, the baton of the Empire, was in every soldier's 
haversack ; hence the anomaly of a hereditary dynasty which yet 
excited no passionate loyalty. For the ideal was still republican, 
impersonal, abstract ; whereas to-day our interest frankly centres round 
our First Family, by right of immemorial lineage. 
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cleared it of the danger of excited competitors? The 
literature of the second century is just everything except 
civic or political. It is much like our own, though so 
incomparably scantier—the same keen curiosity for the 
occult, the personal, the romantic, the religious, the 

satirical; and behind this frivolous foreground the 
silent, patient, inexorable work of the Roman legists, 
who were folding the coils of custom, prescription, 
routine, round the limbs of a tired world,—a world 

which would one day wake up and remonstrate. In 
this most freely organized community, or group of equal 
States, the deadening effects of order and security were 
found at work. Decay and dwindling of the population, 
lack of interest in civic concerns, and, with a straitened 

outlook, hereditary caste of noble or official or soldier— 
all agreeable to the present safety, but adverse to the 
future welfare of an imperial people. The horizon, once 
boundless and full of mystery, became fixed and crystal- 
line; just as in cosmic life the “infinite universes” of 
Tonia, born and destroyed in “infinite time,’ were 

replaced by the well-ascertained frontiers and modest 
extent of Aristotelian (and therefore all medieval) 
cosmogony. The impulse towards Christianity was by 
no means universally a longing for moral regeneration, 
but in great part the desire of a fresh domain, “ new 
worlds to conquer.” We see this clearly in the specu- 
lative eagerness of the Gnostics, multiplication of the- 
Basilidian heavens, the increased zest of esoteric mys- 

teries,—all coupled with indifference to conduct. 
§ 4. So far as a worldly power can, the Empire 

satisfied its children, giving them order, sustenance, and 
amusement; but it could not protect them from the 
dulness and satiety of Socialism, or from the mis- 
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chievous effects of its own gifts, its own over-conscientious 
vigilance: To the Sovereign this sense of weariness 
and fatigue came more acutely than to others. He 
stood alone (as he tells us himself) in the midst of 
men with whom he had nothing in common. Let us 
at least hope they had some satisfaction even on a 
lower scale; for it is clear that their master possessed 
the unfortunate faculty of taking his chief delight in 
melancholy. We know not which is the predominant 
note of his “ meditations,” a constant appeal to bear the 
inevitable with patience, nay, even with devout resigna- 
tion; or a contemptuous vilification of the material, 
the details, the occupations, the pleasures of human 
life. While he protests that the universe is a single 
whole, animated in all its parts by the same spirit of 
life and order and permanence through change, no 
Gnostic or Christian ascetic can exceed the harshness 
of the language for the poor inoffensive framework 
which encircled and (as he felt it) imprisoned his 
“Vital Spark of Heavenly Flame.” In order to keep 
himself free from any suspicion of attachment to the 
flesh, he seeks to excite his own disgust with the 
foulness of human reproduction, the vanity and nothing- 
ness of human life. The Stoic School, while professing 
materialism and sensualism (in its theoretic sense), is 
gradually veering round to a complete Platonic Dualism, 

- of the visible substrate and the unseen spiritual energy. 
While avowing adhesion to the formula, “man a 

i The invaders rebelled against this childish tutelage, while respecting 
the outward forms; and this will explain the curious anomaly of the 
Middle Ages, which show the profoundest reverence for ideals, of 
Church, of Empire, of Christendom, never restraining for a moment 

the passionate and lawless egoism of everyday life,—the most absolute 
divorce of practice and theory. 
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political and social being,” it succeeds in detaching the 
interest of the individual from social life; in which 

after all manhood lies, with its tolerance, self-restraint, 

and endeavour for a common good. 
§ 5. Marcus in his self-centred aloofness from any 

real concern in the world, is the true and unmistakable 

disciple of the Porch. But, like all the Roman 
proselytes, he takes this dogma much more seriously 
than the Greeks. The unruffled calm, the deliberate 

consistent life in which the Ideal of the Hellenic world 
was to be realised, was common to all the later schools: 

the especial creed was a matter of temperament, of 
convenience, of logic, but scarcely of conviction. 
Marcus, educated as a devout Roman to belief in gods 
of the earth and nation, finds himself confronted by a 
Monistic interpretation of the world, which excludes 
prayer, or the hope of immortality. 

11 yead with extreme surprise in the Expository Times, May 1902, 

the following words: ‘‘Nobly one were they (Biedermann and Lipsius) 

in championing the cause of scientific theology. Where they mainly 
differed was that Biedermann disallowed alike the personality of God and 
the continuance or persistence of the individual spirit, both of which 
Lipsius strenuously upheld.” It must be evident to the merest tyro in 
philosophy or religion that we have here the ultimate and absolute poles 
of thought, and that there can be no truce or compromise between the 

two disputants. To apply the term ‘‘ theology ” to Biedermann’s system 
isa sacrilege and an absurdity. Except for the thin veneer of senti- 
ment, which even in a Schleiermacher failed to hide the true outline of 
his desponding creed,—it is indistinguishable from the grossest material- 

ism, fails to supply any single adequate motive for moral action (which 
though natural and instinctive requires some encouragement and justi- 
fication for its abandonment of the obvious law, ‘‘ Might is Right”), 
and is unworthy of the term ‘‘ Religion” at all. For Religion implies 
a personal relation between the worshipper and the object of his worship, 
and is-incompatible with any theory of Emanation and Reabsorption ; 
for personalities (which constitute the sole ultimately real experience) 
may harmonize, but cannot merge or interpenetrate, 

9 
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He writes his “meditations or commentaries” to 
himself to comfort his soul in the stress of doubt, to 
remind it that Ethics are independent of metaphysic ; 
that whatever the constitution of the Universe,—one, 

manifold ‘or chance, the likelihood of survival or dis- 

sipation, the careful guidance or neglect of the gods, 
the ingratitude of our fellow-men,—one course alone 
remained open to him, to follow right at all costs and 
all hazards, from a duty owed partly indeed to the 
Inscrutable Cause of all, but mainly to himself and 
that conscience of Duty and of work which he loves to 
call the “ Deity within.” 

§ 6. Two very interesting points emerge, then, from 
this earnest yet sceptical tendency; first, that in spite 
of its threatened dissolution it is his own personality 
that really concerns him, a self-absorbed introspective 
brooding on the “Way of Salvation,” to which those 
“social” acts (kowewvixal mpd£ées) appeal, not from love 
of one’s neighbour, but from a stern duty to one’s 
higher self; and next, that from the blank and dumb 
fatalism of objective Nature (where Stoics sought God 
in a physical power), the soul of man was repelled, and 
forced into seeking for himself a nearer and a more 
propitious deity. In Stoicism proper we have a cold 
and “scientific theology,” which in essence differs not 
from materialism; in Aurelius we have Logic and 
Emotion, Pure Reason and Faith, contesting for the 
mastery in a bosom agonizing with conflict of doubts 
and hopes. In Platonism we mark reaction to a 
doctrine, which though highly scientific in outline, is 
intensely emotional in essence. Briefly, Stoic Positivism ; 
then Marcus’ incongruous (yet so sincere!) admixture 
of science and faith; next, the pure subjective certainty 
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of Platonism, where the “Desire of Mankind” is 

found in no outer communicable system, fortified by 

logic and preserved by iterated maxims,—but within 
the soul itself, secure and permanent, in everlasting 
companionship. 

We have in the foregoing brief introduction to a 
detailed inquiry into Aurelius’ tenets, maintained that 
the pectliar tone of melancholy pervading the volume 
is to be expected from a “philosopher king,” above 
all, from a reflecting Roman Cesar in that epoch of 
lethargy. We have seen how nearly the circumstances 
of his time correspond to our own; and how little the 
removal of political disabilities or the assurance of a 
competence can reconcile men to a life which, delivered 
indeed from anxiety, is also robbed of all hope. We 
have ascertained that in the peculiar system to which 
he attached himself in common with all earnest Romans, 

there was no satisfaction for a pious and an affectionate 
nature; and there is left for us (after hinting at the 
considerable step which the Emperor took in the 
direction of Platonism) to examine closely his often 
inconsistent views on man’s nature, or the human soul, 

the human personality. For this is the real starting- 
point of all the subjective schools.! 

1We may here insert as an illustration of modern Stoicism the 
following remarks of Mr. Norman Pearson (Ninetcenth Century, May 
1895), which already to us sound strangely confused and archaic: 

‘Science accepts . . . that man belongs to a system of existence 

which is inspired to struggle upwards by a power which makes for 

righteousness.” ‘‘ His relations to such a power would be outraged by 
petitions for the disturbance of this order.” ‘‘To man, as the last and 

highest product of this scheme, its due progress seems to be specially 
committed ; consequently, conduct which impedes his own struggle 
upward, is not only an offence against his own highest interests, but is 
a Sin against the order of the Universe. . . . Feeling will in due course 
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(B) INFLUENCE OF THE CONCEPTION oF Adyos 
ON GREEK THOUGHT 

ANALYSIS 

§1. Personal need the starting-point of practical philosophy ; 
Adyos= principle of order and consistency, gradually per- 

sonified. 
§ 2. Incurable “ teleology” of the Classical period ; dows and Adyos 

become interchangeable terms (at least, inseparable correlates). 
§ 3. In progress of Stoicism, Adyos tends to become detached and 

transcendent ; frank adoption of strict Platonic dualism ; ° 
Manichean atmosphere. 

$4, For this dualism, Gnostics had some fanciful explanation ; 

Stoics none; Aurelius only kept by his busy life and Roman 
training from complete surrender of the actual. 

§ 1. All philosophy, all science, springs from the 
desire to accommodate and explain the world to the 
self. A purely disinterested search for Truth has 
probably “never entered into the heart of man.” The 
joy of knowledge and discovery, the control of natural 
forces, or the necessity of satisfying the deeper needs 
of the heart,—such are the motives which impelled 
Hellenic speculation. It is in the main purely personal 
or subjective; and of no school is this more true than 
of Aristotle’s successors. All Greek thought is an 
attempt to find the Adyos in things, in words, in the 
State, in man’s soul and life. With an almost endless 

follow in the footsteps of Thought; and the prayer of the future will 

be attuned to those higher conceptions which religious thought has 
already reached. Not less reverent, though more robust than the 

prayer of to-day, it will embody the religious aspiration of man,— 
trained, indeed, to a truer apprehension of Nature and Nature’s God, 
but freed from the trammels of theological dogma and priestly 
mediation ; and though it may draw man away from the altar, it will 
lead him nearer to the throne !” 
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and perplexing variety of meanings, it always conveys 
the sense of order, method, consistency; and was free 
from all personal connotation. It was the universal 
notion that underlay and bound together the complex 
of individual phenomena; the definition which must be 
ascertained before the discussion of terms can proceed ; 
the deliberate policy, the “rationale,” or “ raison d’étre ” 
of a community ; the order and harmony that Heraclitus 
detected amidst the chaos of the empirical world; the 
self-congruous fitness and consistency which appeared 
clearly in all behaviour and action, when one has 
learnt to refer all to a single aim, and to subordinate 
every minor detail of life to a guiding principle. Little 
by little this purely logical and abstract term acquires a 
kind of objective existence and a mystical significance ; 
and we cannot wonder that in the Hellenistic writers, 

whether Pagan, Jewish, or Christian, it is identified 

with a person, and becomes, in language either literal 
or symbolical, not the discovered synthesis of things, 
but the actual Creator and Sustainer of the Universe. 
Now, in the dogmatic creed of the Stoics, the term 
Aoyos is employed just before it passes into this final 
and mystic stage. It is the world-order, the principle 
of life, and permanence through change; appreciable 
by man, because he alone partakes in consciousness of 
the same spiritual force which regulates the world; as 
in the well-known saying, “Like is known by like.” 

§ 2. The Philosopher, conscious in himself and in his 
community of certain fixed principles, looked afield in 
the wider world for a similar “reign of Law.” The 
“fortuitous infinities” of Ionia (with its astoundingly 
modern guesses at Evolution) pass away before that 
curious and abiding phase of thought, which I may 
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perhaps term the incurable or invincible teleology of the 
Greeks. So we get to the limited universe of Aristotle ; 
and to the unshaken conviction that everything created 
had a purpose and a meaning; and that the secret of 
its happiness or satisfaction lay in discovering the cause 
and the object of its being, and in “doing its duty.” 
We may pause a moment to wonder at the admirable 
simplicity of mind which tolerated this fundamental 
assumption. Every colloquy with a Sceptic or a 
Sophist was ended in favour of the Rationalist,—so 
soon as he had secured the admission that Nature had 
an end, each thing an épyov, or—in the most popular 
form of the thought—that 4 pious obdév parny Trove. 
This Nature or this Adyos were interchangeable terms ; 
and while the former retained all that notion of spon- 
taneous energy and beneficent creativeness which 
Aristotle gave it, the latter, as we have seen, was from 

a cloudy or logical abstraction gradually sara the 
lineaments of a Personal Intelligence.1 

§ 3. The Stoics, starting from complete materialism, 
recognised but a single Principle; but the ineradicable 
dualism of intelligence sets itself, and that which it feels 
akin and cognate to itself, in violent contrast to the un- 
conscious and formless substrate. The Aoyos of the world 

tends more and more to detach itself from its works, and 

from being immanent and implicit in things to become 
transcendent. It is doubtful if any system that has 
enjoyed a vogue, has ever been strictly and severely 

1 We need feel no surprise, then, if we find this Adyos takes the 
familiar garb of Olympian Zeus in the Syncretism prevalent throughout 
the Imperial Age ; is, on the other hand, identified with that rational 

Principle, after whose original exemplar the World-Soul fashions her 
material in complete docility. 
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Monistic. The common consciousness assures us, with 
the early Pythagorean systcechy, or groups of opposites, 
that things are in pairs; and we may say with con- 
siderable truth, that “most modern thought, and all 

modern endeavour, rest on a Dualistic hypothesis.” 
Stoicism, imported into Roman territory, adopted 
frankly the opposition of matter and spirit, in a word, 
Platonism; and the nature of man suffered a like 

schism, for which the unnatural or theatrical austerities 

of the earlier heroes have already prepared us, When 
we read Seneca or Epictetus or Aurelius, we feel we 
are in a Manichean atmosphere. The aim of the 
individual Adyos is to unite itself (not, indeed, too 
hastily or with undue impatience) to the universal 
Aoyos: exterior nature, with its blunt carelessness of 

our wishes or deserts, seems to be too dangerous ground 
for us to repose on; we must abandon it, though still 
murmuring the commonplaces of its divine order and 
arrangement. For our own physical frame no language 
of contempt was too exaggerated; and, like some love- 
sick medizval saint, the Stoic recluse sighed for deliver- 
ance, while he pronounced this world perfect and unique, 
with no ulterior object save ceaseless repetition. The 
query of the French dramatist, “Que diable allait-il 
faire dans cette galére?” arises to our lips, without 
deliberate irreverence, as applicable, not merely to this 
incompetent imprisoned ray of Universal Reason, which 
had somehow fallen into the snares of matter, but also 

to the Parent of all such imperfect emanations. It 
retreats further and further from things, and abandons 
the course of the secular series to itself. 

§ 4. Now the Gnostics, be it remarked in passing, had 
at least a logical and consistent, though fantastic answer 
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to this problem of the intermixture of mind and matter. 
But the Stoics could admit no such explanations to 
solve the difficulty. Their instinct (like all humanity, 
dualistic) was at variance with their reasoned philosophy, 
which pronounced things good, and descending from a 
single “Source of Life.” Hand in hand the Sage and 
his Divine Counterpart or Original retreated from an 
alien world, without in theory abandoning any of the 
tenets or axioms of the profoundest optimism and 
content. Man was made for a purpose; but precisely 
what, it was impossible to discover; and while the 
stout Roman character of Aurelius and the exigencies 
of his busy and responsible position keep him still 
faithful to the social instinct, and prevent the final 
plunge, yet there are not wanting symptoms of that 
somewhat morbid mysticism, which elevates as the 
supreme goal of the rational being the overcoming of 
its “otherness” in unconscious ecstasy, reunion with 
Universal Reason. 

(C) THE CONSTITUTION AND PsYCHOLOGY OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. In Stoic world, everything necessary and perfect, each in its 
several place; you may neither complain nor hate nor 
reform. 

§ 6. Only in Man may service be voluntary as well as compulsory ; 

mans “freedom”; he owes this (doubtful) blessing to his 
share in Adyos ;. yet in no true sense is he critic or agent. 

§7, Aurelius has no sympathy with Matter, no account of the 
relation of Soul and Body; sole interest in Spiritual 
part. 

§ 8. Problem of Psychology ; how many divisions in soul? (increas- 
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ing tendency in Monism to multiply differences rather than 

reconcile contrasts). 
§ 9. (Are vois and nyepourkdy interchangeable? vovs used an several 

senses.) 
§ 10. Instantaneous Conversion; Spirit always free if tt will -— 

Solipsism ; no quality, substance, or relation in outer things ; 

Spirit's thoughts on things alone real. 
§ 11. “As many worlds as spirits”; how is this imprisoned ray 

of Deity our very self? (transition from intellectual to 

moral differentia). 
§ 12. But Pantheism, intellectually incontestable, is morally incon- 

cetvable ; Aurelius had no resource in Metempsychosis ; his 

Spirit =the moral personality. 
§ 13. (Some uses of uxn in higher sense,—The Inner Self. 
§ 14. His psychology has no pretence to consistency (hints even of a 

fourth element); Aurelius errs in good company. 

§ 5. In this realm of law (without a lawgiver) every- 
thing has its appointed place. There is no evil, for 
everything is necessary, and contributes to the welfare 
of the whole, élse it would neither exist nor happen. 
The special function of each is to be found in its 
“ differentia,” that quality or faculty which marks it off 
from the rest of creatures. On nothing can you pass 
judgment, because nothing in such a world is super- 
fluous or disorderly. Even unlovely or terrible things, 
as the menacing grin of leonine jaws, have their own 
appropriate use and intrinsic beauty; and are not to 
be set aside as bad merely because they do not fit in 
with our selfish ideas of human convenience. Like 
all Pantheists, Antoninus is a stranger to that anthropo- 
centric conception of the world on which European 
civilization and Christian faith is founded. As to the 
ultimate equality of things, “good and bad” (as the 
words are currently employed), their “indifference,’— 
this doctrine recalls the modern school, which explains 
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the seeming conflict of ultimate principles as a mere 
passing phase, which gathers up and embraces the 
turmoil and contrast of a lower sphere in the peace 
and silence of the Absolute. If to complain of such 
a world is impiety, so, too, is it to attempt to alter or 

reform it. As there is no questioning of the ways and 
methods of Providence, so the very notion of change, 
improvement, progress is altogether eliminated. Each 
thing is in its place; its character and circumstances 
are all divinely appointed by that Power which may 
either, once and for all, have settled on the course of 

events, and written out in anticipation the whole book 
of destiny,—or with careful and particular solicitude 
may be even now guiding every trivial detail of the 
world’s course ;—Marcus will not venture to decide 
which of these views is correct. 

§ 6. Butclearly in man’s special conformation there is 
something exceptional and peculiar. The rest of the crea- 
tures form an orderly but unconscious retinue in the train 
of the King. Their service is perfect indeed, but involun- 
tary and.automatic. With man enters anew factor: that 

almost invisible point of Freedom, which at once tells of 
his close affinity to the Universal Intelligence, and also 
permits him to criticize it. The impulse to philosophic 
thought is curiously interwoven of the passionate desire to 
be free and the correlative yearning to discover and obey 
the Highest Law; and all searchers after truth are like 
Saint Christopher. Man has this double power ; first, 
of valuing and admiring the works of Creation, all the 
Stoics placing the precarious paradise of immortal heroes 
in closer contemplation of the mysteries of stars and 
their orbits; second, of determining himself freely and 

without reserve, in the very limited realm of Liberty 
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still left to him in the universal dominion of physical 
law. This very doubtful privilege he owes to his 
participation in the Adyos: indeed, the conscious 
spectator of the world, the deliberate moral agent, may 
represent but the waking vision of a Somnambulist 
Creator. Is Reason, is the will-to-live, startled and 

amazed when, reaching consciousness in man, it beholds 

the universe which its blind and undirected efforts have 
called into being? This is clearly a modern and 
romantic belief, which we should not try and discover 
in the system of Aurelius; but we may mention it here, 
to show how assailable, how open to logical attack, is 
his doctrine on human nature. Critic, he is forbidden 

to speak; agent, he is restricted by ascetic “taboo” 
from finding enjoyment even in the innocent diversions 
of life, and confined in a narrow prison-house of “ non- 
possumus.” His nature is conceived as abrupt dualism ; 
his ethics is limited to passivity and resignation. 

§ 7. An English bishop and Christian apologist has 
pronounced our body to be a “mass of matter with 
which we are for a time associated”; and most 

Idealists would relegate it, with all its pleasures and 
pains, to the dim phantom-region of the external world, 
neither more nor less cognate to us, nor more nor less 
approaching true being; emphatically like it, a Thing. 
The same sense of “foreignness” may be found in 
Marcus, who is far more an idealist than any prede- 
cessor in the Stoic School; who, as we have seen, has 

not yet reached that genial Platonism which reconciles 
the two opposing factors; has no knowledge of the 
Christian faith which somehow can consecrate the 
lower element while keeping it in proper subordination. 
He exhausts on this innocent envelope of the striving 
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spirit all the vocabulary of sarcasm, innuendo, contempt ; 

he might well be Saint Thomas 4 Kempis. We may 

here repeat what was said under a similar heading in 
Epictetus, that no Gnostic, no early Christian ascetic, 

could write more severely; and we shall substantiate 
this by a fuller examination. For he never accurately 
defines matter, or enters into the difficult problem of 
the interaction of soul and body; we must therefore 
pass to the unseen or spiritual part of man, if we wish 
to find his function and his “ differentia.” 

§ 8. Now here we are met by a considerable difficulty, 
for Marcus makes not the slightest effort to be con- 
sistent. Sometimes the invisible and truer portion of 
man is twofold, as with us, “body and soul”; at others, 

it is, like our “body, soul, and spirit,” threefold. Now 
we find soul (uy) violently opposed to the higher 
principle, as the vital element of mere animal life; now 
it includes it, or is even identical. Now it is true that 

we are perfectly familiar with this looseness ; for it is 
only on occasion that we find in Scripture the triple 
definition; and generally and in common parlance we 
are quite satisfied with the popular dualism. But in 
a system avowedly monistic, we are puzzled when we 
meet with this increasing tendency to multiply difference 
and accentuate, rather than reconcile, contrasts. But 

it is not without significance; our honest and sincere 
student of human nature cannot really find satisfac- 
tion himself in the Unitarian tenets he professes. Our 
modern society and hopes of progress rest upon a sense 
of “otherness” and conflict, and not upon any fatigued 
or impatient assumption of oneness. In iii. 16 we 
find capa, Wuyi, vois’ cadpatos aicOjcas, yuyis 
oppat, vod Soyzata, sensations, impulses, principles. 
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To be impressed with phantasies, we have in common 
with the beasts; to be at the mercy of the “ pulls of 
impulse” (vevpoo7racteic@ar), with beasts and bad men ; 
while even the bad use vovs as guide to obvious duties. 
In ii, 2 there is the same division, the yux7) now being 
termed mvevpatiov, and closely allied with the lower 
nature: “Whatever I am, capxia dot) «. mvevpartion, 
kal 7o ‘Hyewovxov. ‘ Despise the first ;—see what the 
second is! a breath, a vapour, nor always the same, 
but each moment exhaling and again inhaled.’ Third 
is the Ruling Principle; thou art old; suffer this no 

longer to be a slave.” So in xii. 3: tpia éotw é& dv 
cuvéctnkas’ copatiov mvevpatiov vods: of these the 
first two are ours only so far; it is our duty to tend 
them (exp Tod émrencioOar Seiv); but the third alone 
is truly our own (ro 8é tpirov povov Kupiws cov). For 
the two other elements he also has TO mepixetpévov 
cMpaTiov, TO aipduvToV TvEevpaTionV. 

§ 9. Now we may ask, are vods and #yeyovrxor inter- 
changeable terms? (for again in iii. 3 we find the higher 
called vods and Saiywv, the lower, including wuy7, 
with customary fervour, yf «. AvOpos). Not always; 

for in x. 24, instead of the “Hryeu. being our supreme 
Guide, a god within, it appears more like an inner 
sanctuary which we have to keep clean; Té éori pos TO 
‘Hryepovxoyv ; what am I making of it at this moment ? 
to what use am I putting it? is it empty of Mind? 
(unre kevov Nod gore), is it (a4modvToy K. ameryiopévov 
kowevias) divorced from the bond of fellowship? 
Surely not (mpooretykds x. dvaxexpapévoy TO capxidio) 
engrossed and ingrown into the flesh? It is clear 
from this that Marcus employs vods in two different 
senses—(a) identical with yew. (in the soul); (8) 
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referring to the higher Universal Reason, in the 

“ Averroistic” usage, into which man has indeed an 

inlet; but can lose such access by sensuality. Clearly, 
too, he believes that the Spirit (for so I may perhaps 
translate 7#yeu.) can be so immersed and engrossed in 
fleshly cares, as to lose its liberty ; unlike the Gnostics, 

to whom even in physical crime and degradation the 
untarnished Nods remains always pure ;—“% yAaoo 

opdpoy’ 7 Sé Ppnv aveporos.” Yet in viii, 41, when 
showing the various “hindrances we meet,” of aia@nats 
in body, of opuy in animal appetite, he continues: ta 
MévToe TOD vod tdva ovdels GAXOS elwOev ewrrodilev for 
this nothing in the world can touch, not fire, not steel, 

not tyrant, not ill-fame. 
§ 10. But just in this there is no real divergence, for 

it is the voluntary servitude of the Spirit which can dis- 
grace it, when it becomes the mere handmaid of body in 
long-sighted Hedonism ; it is proof against any assault 
from without, and becomes the victim only of itself. One 
of Marcus’ most striking and often iterated convictions 
is that at any moment, whatever its past, Spirit can 
recover “in the turning of an oyster-shell,” “in the 
twinkling of an eye,” this lost sovereignty. The will is 
always free, and requires only to see the good to follow 
it. Thus we have the Socratic and Platonic optim- 
ism and immediacy of repentance; without Aristotle’s 
caution, truer to nature and experience, about habit and 
the tyranny of custom, the gradual absorption of will- 

power in repeated action. When freed by its own 
unaided efforts, Spirit has an immeasurable power; it 
completely transforms the whole world, and colours it 
with its own hues. What it thinks, is; “not things, but 
thoughts on things” really matter (teaching alike of 
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Epicurus and Epictetus). For all the objective is 
neutral, an array of indifferent atoms or complex 
phenomena which wait for our notice, approval, inter- 
pretation, dissent, before they have any character in 
themselves at all. rtodro py) b7oAapBavéto K. wavTa 
ed éyes (see on ‘rod yis). Now it is Spirit that 
broAduBaver, passes judgment, gives verdict on this 
unreal phantom, this almost imaginary objective, a 
mirage in the desert. “If the poor body” (always the 
diminutive, iv. 39) “be cut or burned, fester or rot 

away, yet let that in thee which passes judgment take 
its ease (jovyatérw), knowing this, that what happens 
alike to good and bad men equally can be in itself 
neither bad nor good.” Similarly vi. 8: To ‘Hryepovixov 
é 7d éavTo éyeipov x. Tpétov, K. ToLoDY pev EéavTo olov 
dv elvas Oédyn, woody 8 éavtd gaiverOae wav To 
cupBaivov, olov aitd Oére. It can make of itself 

what it wishes; it can construe exactly according to its 
desire this neutral, or even chaotic and indecipherable, 
complex of material things. This is the pure sub- 
jectivity to which Philosophy always aspires; not to 
change things. without; not even, perhaps, to claim full 
knowledge (the “ding-an-sich” live apart inaccessible, 
and baffle our search); but to make things ours, to 
arrange the chance alphabet into a language of our own 
invention. This is true freedom, and it is the substance 
and sum of Stoic teaching, from its personal side. 

§ 11. Now it will be seen at once that, besides 

4 Compare, ¢.g., Epictetus, i. 11: Ti & éor: rofro; apd ye Addo # Ore 

eotev juiv ; whereit is the 6éyua we form in fullest freedom, that zs, as 

absolutely representing, even creating, the external fact, which in itself 

is blind and voiceless ; so ii. 16 (p. 155, Teubner): Ti ofv we rapdoce ; 

TO wédayos ; od GAG 7d Séyua, 
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the variation of nomenclature, there are certain grave 
difficulties ; (a) there must be as many various, yet 
equally momentous and valid, interpretations of the 
world as there are Spirits (“quot homines tot sen- 
tentie ”), and we have almost got back in the most 
dogmatic of ancient schools to the sophistic standpoint 
that dvOperos (each individual man) pétpov ardytwv ; 
and this recognition that subjective feeling, though 
real and true, is incommunicable, may account for the 

singularly scanty influence of Stoicism in public; (0) 
again (as we have already hinted), is this Spirit, as 
Epictetus and Aurelius so often assure, a “very portion 
of God, a refraction of the Universal Mind,” in which 

case, how can it be our “very own”? (cov, § 8, fin). 
Will it not, like the Gnostic AXon Christ, like the 

Averroistic Nots, in the moment of death desert 

the poor contemptible clay and soul, and be re- 
absorbed in the great central Reservoir? If it is 
the universal (mathematical and logical) principles of 
all sound judgment and right reasoning, must it not 
be exactly alike and identical in all men? In fact, 
we have here one of the most striking features of this 
transition period, viz. the passage from an ‘intellectual 
to a moral conception of the Spirit. The Spirit 
(whether vods or, as Aurelius prefers, myewovsxdv) is 
not the cold speculative reason, with its uniform and 
universally valid axioms and regulations, but the moral 
sense recognising, indeed, pure truth and the Sdypara, 
and needing logical training, but in the end, the 
conscience, the will, the moral personality, the special 
idiosyncratic in man, rather than that “typical” reason 
which is the same in all. Thus Marcus, along with the 
Christian teachers, becomes more moral, more personal, 
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and therefore involved in perpetual trouble when he 
tries to identify this separate, struggling, isolated point 
with the Supreme Being. 

§ 12. Intellectually, Pantheism is not only logical, it 
is (as Lewes acutely remarks on “ Spinoza”) inevitable ; 
morally, it is unthinkable. Now the whole difference 
of philosophic system depends on the one question, 
Whether the starting-point is from the moral or the 
intellectual side? And Marcus, in common with the 

rest of his age, is ready to abandon all rational sym- 
metry and dogmatism for ethical certainty, or for this 
inward pertinacious conviction, which in most good men 
is a substitute (or no unequal compensation) for demon- 
strable proof. It is obvious that he is as puzzled as 
Spinoza about the cause of Error; as Plotinus, in the 
process of the Many from the One, in aecounting for 
the diversities of the Spiritual principle in men, when 
all were equally divine! He had not the ready 
solution, of all the East, of Plato and Pythagoras, in 

Metempsychosis, in the long training of the soul 
through different lives and fortunes. He shows no 
trace of this belief. For him, as for Emerson, there 

is but one world; he would not hear of a missionary 
telling of the “other world” without a shudder at 
his impiety. He had not the Gnostic and Averroistic 
belief that the divine particle in each remains uncon- 
taminated by corporal contact, and vanishes away, pure 
and indifferent, like the Aton Christ, from the human 

sufferer. To him the ‘Hyepovixcy is rather what we 
call personality than intelligence. Hence his avowed 
difficulties, which do honour to his candour, and remind 

us that perfect symmetry is unattainable unless we 
prefer to sacrifice truth. 

10 
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§ 13. In vi. 32 we find that the higher nature is 
all included in the term wuy7. "Ex copariou eipt «. 
Wuyijs; but to the one all are indifferent (ddidopa), 
to the other all that are not its own proper functions (77 
8é Svavoia ad. dca ph é. adbrhs évepyjwara); and these 
are entirely in its power (wavta én’ avty). Here 
Sidvova = uy; while in vi. 14 yuyy, with the addition 
Aoyex7, represents spirit, and 6 Wuyi Noyixhy, KaBodixHy 
K, ToALTLKNY Tywov cares nothing for any other interest. 
Again, ix. 3, we have the popular dualism; expect the 
hour, €v 9 7d wuyapiov cov tod édvtpov exmeceitas. 
Similarly and in a similar context, on a peaceful de- 
parture from life, edxddws TO Yuyapiov ard ToD cwpaTos 
éEetneirar. Again, vy is identified with the higher 
nature (Rendall’s Inner Self), vii. 16, ro “Hyewovsxov 
avTo éavT@ ovK évoyder .. . TO SE uyapioy . . . 
obdév px dOn, where they are homonyms; whereas 
in ix. 36, 76 mvevparioy (? -xdv) (like all other things 
unreal and transitory), d\Ao TovodTov, éx TovTwy eis 
tadta petdBadrAov, where it may very well =the vital 

current, vivifying now one now another complex of 
matter. 

§ 14. We have added these passages, but with little 
hope of making the Psychology of Marcus clearer. 
Syncretist as he is, he adopts first one and then 
another system of bipartite or tripartite division. When 
he is speaking of the whole human complex, he terms 
it, after immemorial fashion, “body and soul”; when 

he is occupied with man’s invisible life, he has to define 
more guardedly. Indeed, there is not wanting trace 

of an “ Ego” above the vital centre of animal life, apart 
from the deity within, which like some attendant on a 
sacred shrine (vewxopos) has to keep the silver image 
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unsullied, forming thus a fourth element in the indi- 
vidual. But it would be easy to parallel, the slight 
confusion in any religious writer. Is the moral ideal, 
separable from the will and the personality, conceived 
as a sort of Divine “deposit” (apaxataOjxn) to be 
carefully guarded? or the very man himself, éywv 
wos? or the voice of an inward demon or spiritual 

monitor ? He who can discriminate the intricate subtle- 
ties of such a question will be able to settle the 
Medieval problem whether God created or obeyed the 
Moral Law; and the still older but similar question 
in Plato, whether the Ideas pre-exist, and form the 

exemplar to the artizan Deity, or are to be identified 
with his thoughts. The difficulty is perhaps after all 
purely formal and logical. 

(D) Man’s Funcrion AND PLACE IN THE WORLD: 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OF EACH BEING A KEy TO 

ITS PURPOSE AND HAPPINESS 

ANALYSIS 

§ 15. His a priori teleology; what is man made for? “ Social 
intercourse.” 

§ 16. “Reasonable beings made for each other” (list of axioms or 
“dogmas” kept ready for crisis or tenvptation). 

§ 17. “ Mutual service of men” (enshrined in rigid formula; indi- 
vidualism excluded); what 1s good for whole ts good for 
part. 

§ 15. We have now to inquire what is the function 
of this curious: creature, compounded of an actual 
particle of the divine essence, and of the vital force 
and dust of earth, common to all animals. And here 

we come to the most ingenuous assumption of the whole 
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treatise. No wonder Marcus had to have perpetual 
recourse to the Scyuara, those fundamental and yet 
startling axioms of the Stoic faith which alone could 
encourage him in the disappointments and vicissitudes 
of life, ‘Man is made for society.” Again and again 
with almost tedious repetition he, in his solitude and 
isolation, both of station and of temperament, impresses 
this axiom on himself. To bring together here the 
passages bearing on this teleology1 may not be out of 
place, as they build up the syllogistic fabric; “ Every- 
thing has an end; that for which he is born is the 

1 It is the same kind of teleology which anticipates all experience 
with the barren formula and syllogism: ‘‘Nature can do nothing 
in vain, nothing wrong,” ‘‘the gods could not do any injury to their 
creatures.” There is an absolute and exasperating want of empirical 
verification : there is no real inductive inquiry at all. Every avenue 
to accurate knowledge, as to any comfortable use and adaptation of 
phenomena, is closed by some preconceived idea as to the goodness of 
God and Nature. It is clear that the attitude of ‘‘ devout resignation ” 
in Marcus and in Epictetus is entirely borrowed from popular religiosity 
(like the compassionateness of Secularists to-day, which is so admirable 
and so unreasoning). To the man racked unjustly, with every refine- 
ment of torture, and dying as he knows the death of a dog, extinguished 
for ever, the universe is yet ‘‘the best of all possible worlds,” and 

Providence supreme. In such contexts and usages words cease to have 
any meaning. For a fine instance of this superb adhesion to teleologic 
axioms, commend me to ii. 11, where the subject is suicide aud death : 

& 62 xelpw wh mote dvOpwrov mas av rolro Blov dvOpdrou yxelpw 

mojceev ; Otre 5¢ kar’ dyvoiay otr’ eldvia wev ph Suvapévy dé mpopu- 

AdgacOa 7 StopAwcacPa raira, 7 Tov “Ohkwy Buors wapetdey Av ovr’ av 

TydKobrov tuaprev row tap ddvvapylay }mwap’ drexviay wa Ta 7’ dyaea 

kK. Kaka émlons Trois 7 dy. dvOp. x. Tois Kakols weduppérws cuuBalvy. 

‘Nature could not” (such is his magnificent and amazing faith), 
either through lack of power or lack of skill, have made such a blunder 
as to let good and evil indifferently befall the good and bad indiscrimin- 
ately.” An almighty power which can do no wrong, and which abides 

in our soul, and governs the universe! Why then this sense of pain 
and “otherness”? Why this constant solace and reminder ? 
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end for each; where is the end, there is the useful 
and the good relatively to him; man is born for 
reciprocity and social life; nothing that is good for the 
community can be bad for the citizen.” 

vill. 19: €xaorov mpds te yéyovev ‘amos dprtrenos. 
Ti Oavpdfers ; x. 6.”"Hduos éped mpos te epyov yéyova, 
kK. of Aovrot Oeoi,—and man is born for association ; 
ii, 1: Teyovapev yap mpos auvepyiav os modes as 
xelpes . . . TO ovv dvTimpdoce GdAHACLS Tapa gi'ow ; 
competition, self-seeking at the expense of others is 
“ ynnatural.”—iv. 3: Tad AoyiKda Cia ddrAnAWY evexa 

ryéyove.—v. 16: Odmep evexev Exactov KatecKevacTa, 
mpos Tode épetas' mpos 6 épetar Se, év TovT@ TO 
tédos avrod' Srov S€ Td Tédos, éxel K, TO TUMpepov K. 
*"Ayabov éxdot@ To dpa ayafov Tob RoyeKxod feov, 
kowevia. “Ors yap mpos Kowawviay yeyovapev, madat 
Sedeixras. Is it not obvious (he asks) that ra yeipw 
TOV KpevTTOvav Evexev, TA Oé KpEeiTTW GANAWY ; KpEiTTM 
5é Tov pév dnpiywv Ta Euapuya, TH 5é eur. TA Noyixd. 
Similarly xi. 10: doar &€ ye téyvar tav KpevtTovev 
&vexev TA xeipw Tovodawy' ovKody K. % Kown Pvows.—v. 

30: ‘O rod drov Nods Kowvwvixes. Temoinne yoov ra 
yelpo TaY KpevTTOVoY évexa K, TA KpEiTTW AAAHAOLS 
cuvypwocev, ‘“Opds ras brétake, cuvérake x. TO Kar’ 
akiav ameveev éxdoTos K, TA KpatioTevovTa eis 
omovoray adAndwov cuvyyaye—vii. 55: TIpaxréov 8é 
éxdotm oO é&9s TH KaTacKkedn’ KaTeckevactar bé Ta 
fev Routa Tov AoyiKaY Everey, TA SE AOYLKA GAANOV 
éxexev’ TO pev ovv tmponyovpevoy év TH Tod avd. 
KaTacKeln TO KowvwviKoy é.—xi, 18 (i.): Ei uy aropor, 
pias 4 Ta Gra SvocKodca’ ei ToT, TA yElpova TaY 
Kpetrovey évexev, TadTa Sé addAAwY.—vi. 44: 4 eur 
iors AoysKn K, TOMLTLKN, 
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§ 16. viii. 56, while denying Monopsychism and in- 
sisting on freedom and peculiar independence of each 

centre of consciousness, he allows, et kal éte pddora 

ddM)Nwv Evexa yeysvapev ; where Rendall transl.: “Be 
we ever so much made for one another, our Inner Selves 

have each their own sovereign rights.” So viii. 59: of 
dvOpwros yeyovacw addrAnrov eveev ; H SiSdoxe odv F 
épe.—ix, 1. As a fundamental and irrefragable premise, 
THs yap Tov drov diccws KaTecKevakvias TA NoyiKa FHa 
&vexev GXX7jNwv.—xi. 18 in a list of short: maxims which 
he is ever to keep on his tongue’s tip to meet any sudden 
crisis, 67s GAAnAwY evexev yeyovayev. Thus we shall 
find with the label cowwyixdv or wodutsxov, the whole 
argument for man’s social virtue is assumed, and the 
philosopher saved further trouble of proof.—iii. 4: 
o kowwvixod ... ovyyeves wav TO Novikov .. . KydeoOas 
mavtav avOp. kata THY Tod dvOpwrov piow é.—v. 29. 
Man is defined, without fear of doubt or denial, as 

Aoyixov Kk. KolwwviKov fdov.—ix. 16: Aoyixdy Kal 
moniTixoy CaHov.—iii. 5: Swou appevos «. mpecBurovu x. 
TodTIKOD K, ‘“Pawpatov x. apxovtos.—iii. 7: voépov 
morsTuxod Soov.—vi. 14: uy Aoyiny KadoduKy K. 
momTiKy (as above.)—vi. 44. My nature is Aoyuen «. 
mToXtTLK.—vVii. 68. The present occasion is for me oA 
aperis oyuns K. TWodTLKAS K. TO GUvVONOY TéXVNS 
avOperov 7 Ocov.—vii. 72. “Whatever 4 AoyKy x. 
moniTikn Svvayis (=the Spirit, the Inner Self) find 
to be neither voepdv nor Kowwrixov, it will despise. 
—viil. 2: Ti wréov émifntad, ef to mapov epyov Sedov 
voepod K. Kovwvikod x. icovopuou Oe. 

§ 17. In this perhaps tedious recital we shall at 
least see (what might escape us in a translation) how 
profound a conviction was this of the affinity and 
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mutual service of men, and how rigid the formula or 
language which expressed it. 

Nothing, therefore, that happens well for the com- 
munity, for the swarm, for the universe, is bad for 

citizen, the bee, the man. v. 22: “O TH wérdex ovK 

é, BraBepov, oddé Tov Toditny BAdmre.—yv. 54: TO TO 
opnver un acvphepor, ovde TH pedioon cuppeper.—x. 20: 
Suppéper Exact 6 péper Exdot@ 7 Tov dov Picus.— 
x. 83: OdAws dé pewvnoo Ste Tov dvaes woritny oddév 
Brame: 5 rodw od BrAATTE.—x. 6: obddv yap BraBepov 
TS pépes 6 TS CAM cuudéper.—vi. 44: 4 dé éun pious 
Roytx? K. TWOTLKH, TOS K. TaTpLS @S pev ’AvTavive 
pot ) “Padpn as Sé avOpaTr@ 6 Kocpos. Ta tats rodeow 
oty TavTais Mpéeduua, pdva é. pot aya0d.—vi. 45: boa 
éxdotm cupBaive, tadta TH “Ordw cuppéper. 



CHAPTER II 

MAN AND THE WORLD 

(A) THE Two COMMONWEALTHS AND THE CITIZEN, AS 
AGENT OR QUIETIST 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. Man is member of two societies, world and State (nearly always 
carefully coupled), each with tis duty, Resignation and 

Benevolence ; in the end, both virtues pass into mystic prety. 
§ 2. (Insistence on duties to gods and men.) 

§ 3. (=Passive and active side of morality.) 
§ 4. (=perfect contentment with both; will he ever attain this 

perfection ?) 
§ 5. Acqutescence and Resignation at last given the chief place 

among Virtues; Holiness and Justice include all others. 

§ 1. THERE are, then, two chief relations (which will 

best be described by the following series of quotations), 
one to the world and God, the greater city; the other, 

to the lesser community, human society. Marcus is 
nearly always careful to couple them; rarely do we find 
one apart from the other in independence. Resignation 
and acquiescence in the world-order, the passive side, is 
complementary to the active side, or vigorous beneficence 
and social virtue. Disappeared has all that fulmination 
and defiance against “ Fortuna” which characterized the 
more theatrical pages of Seneca. This he has learnt 

152 
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from Epictetus. Everything that comes to us is a 
direct providence, or our criticism is disarmed because 
the “canon” or rule to apply is ready. “ Nothing that 
is according to nature is evil; nothing that happens 
to us can make us worse: therefore every event is 
indifferent; no one can hurt a man but himself.” 

Perhaps no subject is more frequent than this twofold 
conception of duty, and, Marcus being chiefly a moralist, 
we shall have advanced far towards a complete under- 
standing if we notice the emphasis put upon the 
correlate virtues—of Resignation and Benevolence. The 
reason is in both cases the same: we are akin to the 
Creative Principle, and have a spark of His essence 
within; we are akin to our fellows here, and recognise 
in them the same affinity, the same sublime source of 
their being, though it may be debased and shrouded. 
Thus we are integral parts of the greater city and the 
lesser; the “whole company of rational people,” and 
the cosmopolis of the human brotherhood. To this 
wide diffusion of interest we may attribute the some- 

what rarefied patriotism of Marcus; wherein all active 
endeavour for the Empire of Rome and its especial 
responsibilities seems (save in a few passages) to have 
evaporated in a sad and neutral tolerance for every 
human creature. We shall see in the end how the 
extreme comprehensiveness and universality of this 
resigned and affectionate disposition leads insensibly to 
a self-centred attitude, the adrdpxea (self-sufficingness) 
of earlier sages; and in our last section we shall show 
how this, agreeably to the unselfish and feminine nature 
of the Emperor, passes again into a mystic and almost 
ecstatic consciousness that the true home of God is the 
human soul; the true end of man, not mere acquies- 
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cence in fate nor work among the brethren, but the 
serene contemplation of the soul’s essential oneness 
with the Author of all.—Thus the twofold duty, or 

recognition of the objective State and Law, greater and 
less, gives way before the new or newly-read teaching 
of the Deity within; for the call to philosophy is not 
the misery of the world of men, or the beauty or 
inexorable sequence of Nature, but the personal need 
of peace and salvation. 

§ 2. ii 15: (Best service of God within is) ca@apov 
maOous Siatnpelv . . . x. SutapertTHaEews THs Wpos TA eK 
Gedy x. dvOpwrrev ywopeva, and the first are aldéoupa 

de dperny, the latter gird 81a ovyyéverav.—iii. 5: Tois 
Geois Urotetaydtos éavTov (like some Socrates) «. Tov 
avOp. rpoxndopévov.—iii, 7. To this dual attitude the 
constant collocation voepoy (Aoyuedv) and saoduTeKoy 
noted above has reference.—iii. 9: tiv wpds dvOpdrrous 
oikelwow K. THY Tois Oeois axoNovOiay.—iii. 11. At each 
event say TodTo pév mapa Oeov jer... TodTO dé Tapa 
Tod suupvaAou x. cuyyevois. 13. Always remembering 
in each action ris dudotépwy mpos ddAnra cuvdécews 
Odre yap avOpamwov tu dvev rhs éml ta Ocia ovvava- 
gopas ev pages, ovt éurradwy (here we have the close 
association of the two complementary halves of man’s 
duty).—iv. 3. (On discontent, what is it aimed at ?) 
TH TOV avOp. Kaxia ; Tois ex TOV Sov arrovemopuevors ; 
(where we notice substitution of natural causes, in fate, 
for the divine (and almost personal) providence hitherto 
discussed). Nowhere has he stated his position so 
clearly and tersely as in v. 25: ’Eyo viv éyw 6 pe 
Gere. viv eyew 4 Kowl Dios, x. Tpdcow & pe vov 

mpaocew Oérer h éut iow. Here the universal 

Nature, which at this stage in his Meditations sup- 
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plants the gods, is the law of destiny, apportioning, 
severally, joy and sorrow to each: my peculiar nature 
is the social instinct of man, cowwdedrs, Kowvwvixes. 
(Though it is difficult in such interdependence and 
implication to insulate any one side, yet it_ will be 
necessary to speak more fully upon this half-contrast, 
half-conciliation of the two “ Natures,” the world’s and 

ours, because in this consisted the great crux of the 
whole Stoic philosophy.) 

§ 3. v. 27. Man’s duty divided into passive and active 
side of morality: dpesxopévny pev tols azrovepopevots, 
mowotaay S dca Bovretat 6 Aainwy . . . éxdatov voids 
k. Noyos. Here it may not be altogether fanciful to 
note in anticipation of Marcus’ final mysticism, that 

the personal within seems to compensate for the neuter 
and fatalistic without.\—vi. 16. Reverence for your 
didvoia makes you dpeotoy to yourself, x. Tots dvOp. 
evdppootov x. Tois GBeots acippovorv.—vi. 30: aldod 
Geovs, cHLe avOpwrrovs.—vi. 41. We can avoid blaming 

heaven and hating men (ueprapdodat Oeois x. avOpetrous 
puchoat), by knowing that only ta é¢’ jyiv are good 

and evil: then will there be no reagon either to 0ed 
éyxarécat or oTivat ordow Trodeuiou Tpds avOp. (where, 
after an interval, we may note the recurrence of 
orthodox phrases). — vii. 52: edtaxtotepos éml ois 
cupBaivovew . . . evpevéotepos mpds TA TOY TANGLoV 
Tapopdyata,— 54: tH mapovon ocupBdce OeoceBas 
evapes ely x. Tos Tapodow avOpwtrous KaTa SiKavoovvnv 
mpoapéperOat.—55 : Sia THY cupBatvovtwv co, opposed 
to Sia tev mpaxtéwy bd cov.—vii. 66. He asks 
Socrates if he can be thus contented, dpxeicOar ro 
Sixasos elvar TA Mpos avOpe@rrous, K. Gatos TA pos Aeods. 
—viii. 23: IIpdoow 71; LUpdcow én’ dvOpérmv 
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eiroilay avadépov.... SupBaiver ti wor; Séyopas emi 
ods Oeods dvadeparv K. rHy TdvToV mHynY ap’ hs TdvTA 
Ta yivomeva cuppnpveta (where, it may be noted, we 
find a mixture of the personal and placable providence 
of the gods, identified, or at least set side by side, with 

the scheme of predestinarian Fatalism). 
§ 4. In viii. 27 he adds another relation to the body 

(for I feel compelled to adopt Coraés’ reading, cwpariov 
for aitiov): Tpeis oyéoess’ 1) wey pds TO cwpaTion 7d 
mepixerpevor’ 4 Sé mpos THY Oeiay aitiay ad’ ts cupBaiver 
mao. Tava’ 1 Se mpds Tovs cvuBLodvTas.—viii. 34. As 
hand or any other limb cut off from body, so is 6 uy 
Oddwv 7d cvupBaivov . . . 0 dxowwvytov Te mpdocov. 
——viii. 43. The joyful satisfaction of my nature reached, 
if my Inner Self turn from none of our fellows and find 
fault with nothing which happens to men. (ps7 dzro- 
otpepopevoy yt avOpdrrwv Tiva, ujte Te TOY avOparrots 
oupBawovrwv), This is true health, tyes eyew 7d 
‘“Hycpwovixov.—ix. 6. What suffices (dpxei) for moral 
judgment and so for perfect happiness and content: 
4 Tapotoa mpakis Kowwrvixn x.  Tapovoa Sidbecus 
evapeoTiKH Tpos Tay TO Tapa Ths éxTos Aitias oup- 
Baivov.—ix. 31. ’Atapakia pév epi rev aro THS éKTOS 
Aitias ovpBavovrwr’ Sixardrns 8é év trois Tapa THY éx 
cod aitiay évepyouuévots. (Here note in passing the 
clear emphasis on the freedom of the will; man’s 
agency is the single exception in the chain of fatal 
and predetermined series. Stoicism, in some points 
the very counterpart, is in others the very opposite, of 
Calvinism.)—x. 1. Marcus somewhat despondingly asks 
if his soul will ever be such as to live with gods and 
men in fullest sympathy, Oeois te x. dvOpmrous ocup- 
modiTever Oar @s punte pempécOas TL avTOds, wnTE KaTA- 
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ywooxerbat ix’ adtav.—x. 6. The happiness of the 
citizen’s life (edpova), mpovovtos bia mpakewv Tois Trode- 
Tais AvotTEAOY K. Step av 1 TOdS aTrovéun TOOT 
aoragopévov (which, of course, applies both to the 
greater and the lesser Commonwealth of Nature and 
of human society—x. 11. A man recognising near 
approach of death, devotes himself to two things, dvaKcev 
drop éavTov Sixaroctvy pev cis TA Up’ EavTod evepryotmeva 
ev 8€ tots GAs cupBaivovor tH TaY bAXov Puce .. . 
and again, 600 TobTows apxovpevos . . . Suxatomparyeiv' TO 
viv mpacadpevoy K. pirciv TO viv drrovewomevov EavTa.— 
xi. 13. To such a man, what evil can befall? ef qroveis 

To TH pio. cov oixeloy Kx. Séyn TO viv TH TOV brov 
goa edxaspov. 

§ 5. xi. 20. A very noticeable passage; for here, for 
the first time, he assigns the first place to the passive 
virtue of acquiescence and resignation. We are here 
far on our road from the visible commonwealth in 
the pilgrimage to the soul’s true home; Marcus is, 
after all, a Quietist, though, like Mme. de Guyon, he 

shows wonderful aptitude for business, a wonderful 
readiness for cheerful endeavour. IIpdés oovdrnta ydp 
k. OeocéBevav Katerxevactar ovy HrTov 4 mpos SiKato- 
ouvnv. Kai yap tatra év elder eos ths edxowwvncias 
padXov 8é pec Btepa TOV SixavoTrpaynudrwv. (Rendall 
excellently: “(Our Inner Self) is made for holiness 

and God-fearing no less than for justice. These two 
are included in the thought of world-communion, nay, 
are prior even to the dues of justice.”)—-xii. 1. Thus 

éoroTns and Sixatoovvn include all other virtues, the 
whole Duty of Man: “You can at once have all, 
compass the whole end of life, dav amevOivys (Td mapov 
Hovov) mpos oovdtnta «. Sixacoovvny; the former, va 
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pidfs 7d arrovepouevov, the latter, wa... déyys Te 
TaANOH K. Tpdcans TH KaTad vomov K. KAT’ akiav.—— 

xii, 24: él pédv dv woe’s. .. . ert Se rev ewbev 
ovpRavovtav.—27. Nothing more worthy of Philo- 

sophy than to make oneself Sixasov, owppova, Ocois 

éréuevov (where cwdpova adds the purely personal 

relation to self, we noted once before; which usually 

is, without doubt, included in the social, but which, 

even to Marcus, was beginning to have a paramount 
interest).—xii. 32: Mndev peya partdafou 7 To ws pev 
4 oF dvow aye Toei, macxew S& as 4 Kown Dou 

héper. 

(B) THe Prosiem oF “CONFORMITY TO NATURE” ; 
VARYING DEFINITIONS OF Sicus 

ANALYSIS 

§6. Difficult task of disguising difference of world and man; ts 
man to be identified or contrasted with Nature? which 
nature ts to guide us ? 

§ 7. Post-Aristotelians preoccupied with their own peculiar nature ; 
the world outside, unknowable and surrendered to Fortune. 

§ 8. Result; pure subjectivity ; man out of a place in a realm of 
fixed law; no assured confidence im efficacy of “ Virtue.” 

§9. Had it any place in a Divine yet transient world? belief in 
personal deities revives (Boissier). 

§10. The “differentia” of man something isolated and unique; 
conflict to-day between scientific and Democratic (Christian) 
tdeals. 

§11. Ina changeless and unprogressive universe, man has no other 
duty than to be still; promised or assumed unity and affinity 
in the two conmonwealths disappears. 

§ 6. Now this last quotation will form an excellent 
link to unite the series just completed with a new set, 
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very similar to the foregoing, occasionally (as in this 
case) cutting across them. And these point to an 
essential difference or disparateness in the nature of 
man and the Nature of the Universe,—my peculiar 
nature, and that universal power with which we are 
sometimes identified and absorbed, sometimes set in 

more or less conscious contrast. This recalls one of the 
most interesting phases in the early history of the 
Stoic School. . 

The Phenician (?) founder of the School, adapting a 
certain Oriental gravity to the maxims of the Cynics, 
had ingenuously proposed the rule “ Follow Nature” as 
the end of life and the only certain guide to happiness. 
For to the Hellene there was no question as to the 
interested end of all speculation or practice. An un- 
selfish objective standard based on the needs of the 
State or of individuals, was to them inconceivable. 

Does not Marcus himself; most unselfish of men, lay 

down wavri yap ovyyvdpn 70 idvovy dyabov Entodvtt ; 
xi. 16? Now the acute Greek mind was not long in 
discovering the worthlessness of such ambiguous advice. 
The Cynics, spoilt children, flattered and indulged and 
deemed almost divine because they sank below the 
ordinary average, had attempted to conceal or expel 
the distinctively human in man. They reverted to 
primitive barbarism, while boasting the citizenship of 
the world; and it is by a supreme irony that later ages 
looked on Socrates as a Cynic, who so stoutly professes 
his indifference to natural phenomena, and his in- 
debtedness to human society alone for all he knew and 
cared about. But, in the ample leisure for reflexion 
after Alexander’s conquest, and the complete separation 
of active and theoretic life, the new disciple of the 
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Phenician saw the need for clearer definition. Which 
Nature was to be our guide? the external or the in- 
ward? the general or the peculiar and special? Clearly 
the founder meant to inveigh broadly against the 
luxury and complexity of civilized life; for there is 
nothing to show that they seriously contemplated what 
we should call a higher ethical standard! It was a 
recall to simplicity, and (like most Hellenic systems) a 
protest against the conventions and tyranny of City-life. 

§ 7. But the keynote of all these post-Aristotelian 
Schools is the sense of solitariness, of enforced inaction, 

of subjective and incommunicable perfection. The Stoic 
or Epicurean or Sceptic, whether Greek or Roman, is 
always “ Athanasius contra Mundum”; shut up in the 
very narrow limits of his own impressions, invalid for 
anyone but himself. Stoical dogmatism only threw a 
veil over this mournful doubt; and even if it was 

sincerely believed, could only amount to this: that 
Nature, Source and Guide of all, was certain in her 

workings, and inexorable, and out of range of human 
understanding or sympathy. The frequency of these 
assurances, addressed to oneself, that the “ Universe is 

good, and no harm befalls the wise,”—the rigidity of 
these formule learnt off in the School, and held in 

readiness in the mental arsenal for any emergency,— 
seems to show how superficial was their professed con- 
tentment with the world as it is. 

1 For example, there is nothing to prove that the School interfered with 
Hellenic gpws. It may be to-day condemned as ‘‘ unnatural,” but it was 
never included in any condemnation.of 7a rapa pctv, and was certainly 
practised or allowed by Stoic leaders. For Aurelius did not owe to 
Stoicism, but to Antoninus, his resolution ‘‘to give up boy-favourites.” 
Epictetus (in common with most Cynic and Stoic dogmatists) believed 
that naturally xowal al yuvatkes, 
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Gradually the Divine element or Nature retreated 
into the region of the unknowable; though, like the 
gods of Epicurus, it was still pursued by the voice of 
eulogy and thanksgiving. But man was really left 
alone in a foreign element and in the middle of a 
society which, though of kindred origin, was out of 
harmony. And a new potentate was (illogically) ad- 
mitted to share the monarchy of the world: Fortune, 

borrowed somehow from Aristotle’s half-serious impeach- 
ment of the “sublunary sphere” and its uncertainties. 
At any rate, the actual “ Nature” around the wise man 
was the realm of a Chance, which appeared now as a 
mere result of natural forces, now (in their theatrical 
declamation) as a fanciful and malevolent sprite. It 
was clear that this domain of fickleness could provide 
no safe criterion for human behaviour. He was thrown 
back upon his own resources; and there alone could he 
find help. 

§ 8. Thus the dogmatism of the School becomes 
in practice pure sophistic subjectivity, and prepares 
the way for the wonderful discovery of the Imperial 
age that God could be born in the believer’s heart ; 
or was, unseen and unsuspected, already there. But 
the earliest correctors of the ambiguous maxim are 
still sober and commonplace. Man’s special nature 
was to be “logical” and “social.” The workings of the 
other nature he could never understand, and so must 

accept with the best grace possible. Their encomium 
of the unity of the world, the solidarity of human 
brotherhood, never disguised their conviction of aliena- 
tion. They “protested too much”; and we may ad- 
mire either their unswerving allegiance to erroneous 
logic, or their pious resignation ; for others with greater 

Ir 
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plausibility had from the same data proved the world 
to be the devil’s work. Let us examine of what kind 
was this divine environment, in which the Sage felt 
himself so little at home. It was a complex system of 
unalterable law, which had existed from all eternity, or 
at least from a far-off catastrophe of fire, a “ Ragnarok,” 
in which even the gods were reabsorbed. The notion 
of progress, of advance, was therefore both impious and 
inconceivable. The moral life of man, on which they 
laid so much stress, existed in this complex of automatic 
perfection a thing apart, strange and uncomfortable. 
There was no efficacy in virtue, no result at all, except 
the serene composure in the good man’s soul; which on 
occasion could be exchanged for the defiant hatred of 
the disillusioned Brutus: ® tAAwov ’Apety, Adyos dp’ 
oP eyo Se oé ws epyov joxouv. 

§ 9. For it is impossible to see what function virtue 
or moral effort can perform in such a world, divine and 
therefore stationary, fire-born and therefore transitory. 
We may readily expect the truly earnest minds to turn 
from the frank materialism of the early School to a 
more spiritual conception, and to ally themselves with 
religious faith. Epicurus is very pregnant and com- 
mendable in his well-known query: “ What is the use 
of ridding ourselves of the fear of heaven if we are to 
bow to natural law? Better were our former masters ; 

for, tyrants though they were, they were at least pro- 
pitiable, whereas physical fate is inexorable, blind, 
uniform.” Marcus, as we have seen, continually wavers 
between the impersonal Nature (} Tav d\wv dais) and 
the more comforting personal sense of gods in the 
universe, apportioning to each man his lot. It was 
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assuredly the urgent need in morals of some reinforce- 
ment, from tradition and popular sentiment, that led to 
this new alliance (called Syncretism) between the exiled 
deities and the new mechanical theory of the universe. 
It was the personal finite reason protesting against the 
cold or immoral dictates of the “ Pure or Speculative 
Intelligence.” The former can never be satisfied with 
general laws, or with an assurance of its own nothing- 
ness. He will seek relief in the most unexpected and 
unpromising quarters. Boissier in his Roman Religion 
has well described the revival of Faith in the first 
two centuries after Christ. The utter lack of corre- 
spondence in Scientific Fatalism, between the effort 
and recompense, the labour and the success, in 

the case of moral action, will surely drive average 
men to careless indifference or pleasure; and no 
ceaseless Buddhistic repetitions of formule will save 
the sensitive soul from despair. The outer Nature, then, 

had nothing in common with man’s moral and social 
instinct, and provided no certainty for its exercise or 
usefulness. 

§ 10. The “differentia” of man, his oixelov épryoy, 
the theoretic contemplation of the laws of being, 
his sense of sympathy with his kindred, was some- 
thing utterly distinct and abhorrent from the rest 
of natural things; it was not in the same plane. 
This was never, indeed, divulged in so many words 

by the Stoics; indeed, the fallacy of the Law of 
Nature, as prescribing morality, lasts well into our own 
days; but they were dimly and uneasily conscious of 
the gulf. It was Professor Huxley who clearly pro- 
pounded in his Evolution and Ethics what had been long 
suspected, that there was no affinity whatever between 
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the two realms.!_ The “onus probandi ” rests with those 
who, like Dr. Drummond, believe there is only one set 
of laws in the universe. There may be pleasant and 
frequent analogies, or unlooked-for harmonies ; but these 

should never obscure the intense initial contrast, on 

which depends our European fabric and our personal 
hope. Only such fantastic anarchists in theory as 
Nietzsche, “ Maxim Gorki,” Méréjowsky, can afford, or 

perhaps are bold enough, in innocent speculation to 
follow logically on the lessons of Nature; and show that 
the subservience of a once aristocratic world to demo- 
cratic Christianity is one long mistake, and must be 
rectified by a return to the primitive instinct of rapine, 
plunder, and the pride of strength and cruelty. All 
this, though happily only a wild theory of a few kindly 
and gifted individuals, is quite in accordance with 
Nature’s advice to the nascent soul. The axioms of 
scientific Naturalism have become wearisomely familiar 
to us in the past thirty years; “the struggle for exist- 
ence,” “the weakest to the wall,” “the survival of the 

fittest,” and (may we add ?) “the Devil take the hind- 
most.” No wonder that a compassionate democratic 
Socialism, built on the substructure of Christian ethics, 

feminine, self-forgetting, calls for an end of this cease- 
less warfare and carnage, at least in the human family ; 
and others desire to include even the animals in the 
general truce. The nineteenth century ends in a 

1 He must cordially have approved of one passage in our author, where 
the discontinuity and essential diversity of natural and moral are recog- 
nised with unusual force ; vi. 17: “Avw kdrw Kdchp gopat rdv ororxelwy ! 
‘H 8@ ris dperfs klynous év obdemig rovrwy dvdG Oeidrepdv Te x. 6dG Sucemt- 

vonry mpoiodoa evodel. (R.: ‘‘ Upwards, downwards, round and round 
course the elements. But the motion of virtue is none of these ; of some 
diviner mould, it pursues the even tenor of courses unimagined.”) 
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Dualism. In spite of some laughter at the “ water- 
tight compartments ” of scientific knowledge and religious 
faith, this is the normal attitude of the educated mind ; 

not, indeed, in the Gnostic or Lactantian. sense that the 

physical world was created originally, or is now for a 
time entirely administered, by the evil principle; but 
rather in this conviction (. . . at first negative, and 
then expanding into a very exuberance of postulates and 
corollaries . . .), that our nature and “differentia” is 
essentially distinct from anything else in the world ;1 
that our duty is to attack, control, and subordinate 

material forces ; to contradict the blind or remorseless 

advance of the Cosmic Process, and snatch from its jaws 
the weaker and even unpromising members of the human 
family. To justify this attitude, to encourage this 
seemingly fruitless endeavour, they appeal, not to reason, 
but to a common consciousness, and to a moral instinct 

which they cannot expel, to a personal hope which they 
find it hard to explain. Secular Science and Christian 
Democracy are at issue on this point. The former are 
more concerned for the freedom of truth and discovery, 
the creation of a more perfect race by selection and 
adaptation, than for the preservation or enlightenment 
of the tiresome weaklings who crowd our overgrown 
cities. The twentieth century will see the fresh varieties 

1 Read the whole of the Pessimistic conclusion of Book II., especially 
the words 6 6¢ Blos, wéNeuos kal Eévov émcdnuta, for the true home and 

fatherland of man is the Cosmopolis, and the Sage will ever be a stranger 
in the haunts of men; cf. xii. 1: "Eon dvOpwros détos rod yevynodvros 

Kéopou, x. avon Eévos dy ris marplios. Thisis no sober advice ‘‘Spartam 
nactus es, hane exorna,” in which the river of patriotism, confined in 

narrow banks, runs deep and strong: but a call to a worship of Nature, 
the Actual ; to Aurelius, a pure and holy cult; but, from the same pre- 
misses, to others a eulogy of brute strength and natural appetite. 
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of the age-long contest of logic and abstract speculation, 
with the forces and prejudices of “ unregenerate ” human 
nature; refusing, in a strong sense of personal value, 
to be made a tool for the furthering of the kingdom of 
Science, the advance of the Millennium, or the triumph 
of the “ Over-man.” 

§ 11. What seems most to have impressed the 
Greeks in their criticism of the Universe was that you 
could not know its purpose in the same way you could 
understand the motive of a friend or fellow-citizen, and 

that you could not foresee or avoid the certainty of its 
operations. This humiliating ignorance or impotence 
is thinly concealed beneath hymns to the majesty of 
God, as Nature or as Fate; for it is surely superfluous 
to remind the reader that the three terms are inter- 
changeable. Acquiescence is therefore the sole virtue, 
face to face with the workings of unknowable law 
and sequence; and the constant rebuke of discontent 
(Svcapéornots) may be due, partly to a religious sense 
of impiety, partly to a more practical dislike of the folly 
of temper and grumbling at what cannot be helped. It 
was a “counsel of utility” as well as a “counsel of 
perfection.” As for any anticipation of the Baconian 
“regnum hominis,” or modern scientific improvements, 
we look in vain. Clearly, Lucilius and Seneca, to name 
two instances, believed it was sacrilege either to ex- 
plore practically the secrets of Nature or to adapt such 
knowledge to human uses. Both struck across that 
curious religious feeling which identified God and the 

world, and that sense of self-sufficingness in simplicity 
which was the starting-point of the Cynic and Stoic 
system. Seneca might, indeed, enjoy and use as a 
wealthy nobleman, but he could not justify as a 
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philosopher, the multiplication of conveniences and 
comforts. Therefore, in this changeless world, eternal 

(at least in relation to us), we hope for no advance, no 
effort is of avail, and Quietism remains the sole rule of 

conduct. We may add that we shall find the same 
depressing consciousness of vanity, of the futility of 
striving and endeavour, when we come to social rela- 
tions. As the Universe is in the last resort impenetrable 
by knowledge and prayer, so each of our kindred is in 
his soul a “windowless monad,”’ inaccessible to our 

influence. An independent disaggregated Atomism is 
the result of this boasted unity and affinity; and it is 
only the wholesome instinct of the Roman and the 
aristocrat that keeps Marcus not only to the passive 
tolerance of men he cannot understand, but to active en- 

deavour in a society which is incurable and unchanging. 

(C) INHERENT DIVERSITY OF THE NaTURE or MAN 
AND THE WORLD 

ANALYSIS 

§ 12. (Texts of diversity between man’s nature and the world’s.) 
§ 13. Hach man a law to himself; he veers round to a complete 

subjectivity ; negative attitude to Nature and men; positive 
guidance only from within. 

§ 14. “ Follow own constitution”; careful “physiology” necessary 
: for virtue. 

§ 15. Stote creed no real support for his nature (or instinctive) good- 
ness; only a mere appendage; he feels, but he camnot 
communicate or convince. 

§ 16. Marcus errs in believing himself indebted to Stoicism ; Science 
and System teach him nothing he did not know before. 

§ 12. We may now examine the passages in which 
man’s special nature is contrasted with the Universe. 
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ii. 9: Tovrov dei Se? peuviicbas ths 1) TaY Gav Dvats 
. ths 4 uh K. wes abrn mpos éxetvnv exovea kK. GTroidy 
TL mépos omroiov Tov SAov odca.—iii. 1. He speaks of his 
words carrying conviction only to 7@ pds THy Biow x. 
Ta TaUTys épya yvnciws @xewpévm (well translated by 
Rendall: “Him only who is in harmony with Nature 
and her sincere familiar ”).—iii. 4. This class is termed 
in the old and almost obsolete phraseology of the earlier 
School: rav sporoyoupévas TH Bice: Brovvtwv.—iii. 9. 
Harbour in the Inner Self no thought (é7roAnyus) which 
is dvaxodovOos Th Dice x. TH TOD AoyLKOD Cwou KaTa- 
oxevy (this is the first technical occurrence of this word, 
which is used for man’s physical and mental conforma- 
tion about fifteen times, and always in similar contexts). 
—iv. 25. The life of the good man dpeoxopévou pév Trois 
éx tov “Odwy atrovewopévors, apkovpevov b& TH idia 
mpdter Sixaig x. Siabéces cdpevel. Here note that 
Marcus gets no active or practical encouragement or 
advice from the world’s course; he is negative in this 
regard, merely motionless before that which befalls : 

“Beneath the bludgeonings of Chance 
My head is bloody but unbowed.” 

This defiance he restates as pietistic resignation. His 
practical life, its positive content, he gets from an inner 

voice calling to works of mercy and fellow-feeling, to 
which there is no clue outside. 

So 32: It is the “special endowment or equip- 
ment,” the “diversity of gift,” that is to be the guide, 

rociy To Kata TH idiay KatacKedyy «. TovTov ample 
éyecOat. This law of one’s being, more cogent severally 
than the outer Law, is called 6 Adyos Tis mapacKedns, 
iv. 5, where Rendall translates “reason of its con- 
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stitution,” namely, that of an intelligent being.—v. 3. 
Think not, trouble not for others: evd@elayv mrepaive, 
axorovbav TH pice TH idia x. TH Kown pia 8& apdo- 
tépwv TovTwy % odos. The way of both is one; here 
Marcus may conscientiously believe, but he cannot 
convince the reader.—yv. 25. “ Let him look to his own 
fault; I can’t be troubled; it is his nature. I have 
what the universe’s nature wishes (% xown Bvous), and 
I do that which my own special nature wishes me to 
do” (4 éun pvaus). 

§ 13. vi. 43. Again, “the diversities of gifts, and 
differences of operation,” correcting the old impossible 
ideal of a purely “typical” excellence, in a favoured 
aristocracy ; and seeing the value of the co-operation of 
things and faculties essentially diverse, and even an- 
tagonistic. Still, we are veering round to a complete 
subjectivity, which cuts the ground from any universal 
moral judgment, and leaves each man free and un- 
criticized to go his way. “Does Sun demand to 
perform the part of the Rain? Again, each single 
star—are not all different, yet all co-operating to the 
same end ?” (ovyi Suddopa pev cuvepya Sé mpos TadTov,). 
—vi. 44: Supdpépes & éxdore 7d cata tHv éavtod Kata- 
oxeiny x. pvow (and my constitution, as I have learned 
in the Schools, is both rational and social)—vii. 58: 
Kara tov doyov ths ofs picews Biovv ce ovdels KwAVoES 
Tapa Tov Aoyor THs KowHAs Picews ovdev cor cuuPyoeTas. 
—vii. 20. The positive guide always his own nature 
4 Katacketn Tod avOpmrov.—vii. 55. “Look not on 
others with their Inner Self, but look straight in front” : 
él ti ce 4 Pvais odyyel, } Te Tod bAov Sid TOV oUp- 
Bawovrav cot. 4 oF Sia TOV TpaKTéwy bd cov. Notice 
the immediate subdivision of the ambiguous term into 
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its parts, which are more or less incompatible, not “ in 

pari materi”; and note also that the outer Nature 

gives no positive guidance——viii. 12. “ When you rise 
sluggishly in the morning” (a special failing of the 
Emperor, as it would seem), remember that é7t xara 
THY KatTacKeiny cov ott K. KaTa THY avOpwTrLKHY iow 
Td mpakes Koweovixas amodiddvat, whereas the faculty 
of sleep is no “ differentia,’ but is common to man with 
the unreasoning animals: 6 8¢ kata pvow éxdotp ToTO 
oixesdtepov Kx. mpoapvéotepov Kat 61) Kal Tpoonvéctepon. 
For Marcus is: struck by the laborious failure of the life 
of pleasure and self-indulgence, -and, in his perfectly 
frank search for personal satisfaction, finds in social 
action alone his peculiar duty, and therefore (so ran the 
syllogism of Teleology) his abiding contentment. 

§ 14: For (viii 26) eddpoctvn dvOpmrov ‘roveiv 
Ta Sta avOpwrrov. “Idi0v 5é avOperrou, etvova mpos TO 
opoduroy . . . émiewpnois THs TOV GrAwv Diceas x. 
TOV KaT avTHY ywouévov. Here is man’s function, in 
double réle of critic and appraiser of Nature, and agent 
in-the smaller world; this corresponds with the de- 
finition Noyixdv, TroAiTLKOv.—viii. 45. Whatever befalls 
é&w tov éuov Aaipova thewy . . . eb Eyou Kk. evepryoin 
kata 7o é&fs 7H idia KatacKevg.—viii. 52. Knowledge 
of self and of world (two quite different studies) indis- 
pensable for correct moral action: ‘O pév py efdas 8 Th 
€or) Kécpos, od oldev Srrov éativ. ‘O Sé pn cides mpos 
& re mépunev ovK oldev Satis €. ovdé Ti é. Koopos. ‘O 8é 
& tt TovTwy aroduT@y ovdé pds 6 TL TépuKen ciTrOL. 
It may be questioned whether Marcus found that the 
wider knowledge (the ¢vovodoyia of the later books) 

really threw much light on man’s social duty. Science 
has always exerted a benumbing influence on the eager- 
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ness of common life; and it must be remembered that 

the so-called Stoic “theology” is but a department of 
natural investigation —iv. 29: mosjoov 5 viv 4 dicts 
arrattel, a formula which recalls the old inexactness of 

the canon, “ Follow Nature,” and gets over the difficulty 
of reconciling the two duties by confusing them,—a 
trick common to all Pantheistic systems.—ix. 42. Man 
fulfils the purpose of his nature, lives agreeably to his 
constitution in moral agency among his fellows, and 
therefore, by a certain (optimistic) law, gains fullest 
satisfaction: (limbs of body) cara thy idiav KatacKkedny 
évepyovvra areyet TO idvov (where Rendall : “ Find their 
reward in realising the law of their being”). OdrTw 
kK. 6 advOpwros evepyetixds Tepvews, when he does a 
kindly action, wemoinxe pds 5 katecxebactat K. yeu TO 
€auTov. 

§ 15. It is, of course, far from our purpose to doubt 
the sincerity of the Emperor's experience. Had he 
been convinced of the fortuitous atomism of the world- 
process, he would still have found his highest pleasure 
(for he never shrinks from hedonistic terms) in “ showing 
mercy and pity”; and we should admire him no less. 
What we want to point out is that his abstract and 
logical Monism gives no better support, explanation, 
encouragement, for the life which (by a somewhat 
foolish anomaly) is called “self-denying” (for éyeu 76 
éauroi). This civic virtue flourishes independent of his 
philosophic creed, because he is “ Antoninus and a 
Roman,” and still more because he is “ permeated with 
religious faith in a Providence which Stoicism proper 
did its best to expel.”—x. 33. That it was ultimately 
no School “ maxims,” but his empiric conviction, which 
led him to the social life, is clear again (as to #dumaGodaw 
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% tpudy) ; so it should come natural to you 76 émi Tis 
. tromumrovans Uns Toteiy Ta olKela TH TOU avOpetrov 

katackevg dmrdvavow yap Sei drokapBavew wav 6 
ékeots Kata THy idiav pvow évepyetv. Such action is to 
him “love, joy, peace”; his subjective delight (incom- 
municable to others) sets the stamp of Nature’s approval 
on his choice. It is only by accident or carelessness 
that he acts otherwise. So the ultimate test is this 
subjective feeling; and everyone else must be left to 
follow his own particular bent. For Marcus, though 
convinced himself of the superiority of the social life, 
of tolerance and self-denial and concession, canhot con- 

vince others, and does not attempt to. It may here 
perhaps be remarked that in a sense all systems, even 
of the austerest deontology, are in the last resort 
“hedonistic”; for the only reason of acceptance is 
approbation, and approbation of the good is the highest 
form of pleasure. On this final “ hedonistic ” standard 
there is a very beautiful and acute passage in Seneca, 
Ep. lxxvi.: “Pro patria moriaris .. . salutem omnium 
civium tua redimas ... non tantum patienter sed 
libenter. Si hoc facturus es, nullum aliud bonum est: 

omnia relinquis ut hoc habeas (‘ went and sold all that 
he had’; for here is ‘the pearl of great price’). Vide, 
quanta vis honesti sit? Pro Republich morieris .. . 
interdum ex re pulcerrima magnum gaudium etiam 
tempore brevi ac exiguo capitur; et guamvis fructus 
operis peracti nullus ad defunctum exemptumque rebus 
humanis pertineat, ipsa tamen contemplatio futuri operis 
juvat: et vir fortis et justus quum mortis sue pretia 
ante se posuit, libertatem patric, salutem omnium pro 

quibus dependit animam, in summ4 voluptate est et 
periculo suo fruitur.”—x. 36. Man’s function is now, by 
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oft repetition, beyond all controversy ; Td iésov eos 
Siacwfew.)—xi. 5. The whole position is put very clearly : 
‘Tis cod % téxvq; dyadiv eivar. Todro dé mas Kadds 
yiverat ex Oewpnyatav, TOv pev Tepl THs Tod Gdov 
Piccws trav S wept Tis iSias Tod avOpa@rrov Katackevifs ; 
It never seems to occur to him that the lessons of the 
two seem sometimes to come into conflict ; that the life 

of devotion to an ideal, realized not in oneself but in 

others, is an absolute defiance flung in the face of 
Natural Law and the Cosmic Process, and not a maxim 

derived from scientific study.—xii. 23. In proving 
“ Death no Bane,” Tov xaipdv x. Tov Epov Sidwow H pivots 
Tore pev Kal 9 idia drav év ynpa, TavTas Se 4 TOV “Odwv. 
(R.: “Nature sets ‘the right time and limit’; some- 
times the individual nature with its bidding of old age, 
but in any case Nature at large, who by constant 
changes of the parts keeps the whole Universe ever fresh 
and vigorous.”) While, to conclude, we have in the 

citation already given above, xii. 32, a good and final 
distinction between the passivity (quietism) of the first 
rule, the activity of the second. (% o7 gious . 
move, méoxe O€ .. . 7) KoLVN Bvous héper.) 

§ 16. The sum of the whole matter seems to be 
this: Marcus finds in himself an eager and uncon- 
trollable impulse, born of his temperament, early 
training, and high station, towards charitable and social 
endeavour (of a somewhat restricted kind, and neither 
enthusiastic nor self-forgetting). He suffers much if he, 
in this daily self-examination, discover opportunities for 
this exercise overlooked. This sense of failure in the 
only sphere of his free agency is the sole thing capable 
of causing him pain. All outward circumstance, even 
the success of his kindly efforts, is quite immaterial. 
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“No one can change his character,” says Cardinal 
Newman; and Marcus would have been unselfish, in the 
same curious desponding way, among savages, and in face 
of the certain dissolution of souls in an accidental world. 
But his character is a beautiful and divine gift, and 
shines and burns like the good deed in a naughty world, 
irrespective of any fuel derived from Stoic tenets. Nay, 
rather these latter are incapable of obscuring the innate 
kindliness, the religious unction, of the noblest of Roman 
Emperors. His devotion gets no confirmation from an 
unprejudiced survey of the world; nor can he make 
others think like him, that the “ Beauty of Holiness” is 

the aim of the rational creature. 



CHAPTER III 

ABSOLUTE SUBJECTIVITY 

(A) CompLete ISOLATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL FROM 
THINGS AND FROM HIS FELLOW-MEN 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. (1) Personality, a “windowless monad,” impenetrable (later 
to be contrasted with his psychic solidarity); (2) Things 
absolutely still and lifeless. 

§ 2. Duty to others= negative tolerance; mind and motive of other 
men beyond reach and understanding. 

§ 3. Others cannot help their acts, and 2 is vain to be indignant or 
eager to reform. 

§ 4. There must be such people in a world of all sorts; why then 
blame or despise? (no Standard or Value left except 
(Hegelian) fact of existence). 

§ 1. Arrer the emphasis on the peculiar “ propriety ” 
(t8vov) of man’s character, duty, and nature, which has 
emerged in our last series of passages, we must advance 
still further towards the isolation of the personality, not 
merely from the rest of creatures, but also from its 
especial kindred. “Forget also thine own people and 
thy father’s house.” And this doctrine of the impene- 
trable solitude of each Soul is all the more astounding 
because it is combined with a genuine belief in the 
solidarity of all rational beings, and with many phrases 
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of the most uncompromising Monopsychism. We may 
be thankful that Marcus makes no attempt to be con- 
sistent or symmetrical; we are content to find in this 
very confusion of his thought, assurance of his perfect 
sincerity. We must put side by side (1) those sections 
where he pronounces the Soul (the real or “ Inner Self”) 
of other men to be inaccessible to his influence, or, 

strictly, even to his sympathy. (We shall in the next 
chapter note those passages in which he theorizes on 
the ultimate unity and identity of all Soul. In the 
one case, the distinction, the separateness, is final; in 

the second, it has no existence. In the one, personality 

is the single irrefragable fact of experience; in the 
other, it is a pure illusion. Which of these dogmas is 
the real belief of Marcus, I know not; I incline to 

think he felt his solitariness too keenly to give more 
than “ lip service” to the hypothesis of a Single Soul or 
intelligence common to all men.) We shall add (2) 
those very striking passages in which he shows the 
absolute stillness of things, the absurdity of the belief 
that they have life and movement in themselves, or 
even sway or control our consciousness. 

§ 2. On a closer survey, the social duty is attenuated 
into a negative tolerance of other men; a duty which is 
rather to oneself than to others, of never feeling annoy- 
ance, anger, indignation at their faults. What they say 
about one is indifferent, and the wise man should pay 
no attention to report or fame. Sometimes the reason 

is the general Stoic belief that happiness cannot depend 
on anything external to consciousness (év tais dAXaus 
wuyais tWWéaGas THY edporpiay, ii. 6); sometimes, when 
even Marcus is unable to conceal his contempt, because 
we realize how worthless is the judgment or the gossip 
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of such men. Other men’s wrongdoing, pleasure, in- 
gratitude, and the like are due to: ignorance of the 
cardinal axioms.—iii. 11: cuyyevots . . . ayvoodvTos 
pévton 6 Te avT@® Kata vow éotw: for of nothing is 
Marcus more certain than of the Platonic dictum, “ All 

vice is ignorance ” (ii. 2, iv. 3, vii. 62, 63, x1.18). But 

his fault has nothing to do with the Sage. duapraver 
TiS; éavTd apapraver.—iv. 26: ‘O dwaptdvev éavt@ 
dpaptave o ddiucav éavtov adixei.—iv. 38. We are 
invited to look at the Inner Self of other men, ra 
Hryepovixd avtav ba8dere, while in the next section we 
are warned not to suppose our evil or our good dwells 
there ; éy ddotply Hyewovik@ KaKxdv adv ody thictarat 
—v. 3. éxeivou-pév yap WBuov hyepovixdy éxyovar x. idia 
opun.xpavrar' & ov  weptBdérov. Here the mind, the 
motive of others, is beyond our reach and understanding ; 
the verb here is quite consistent with iv. 38, for it im- 
plies anxious interest; there, a piercing but momentary 
serutiny.—v. 25: a@ddos duaptdaver tu eis ue; drperas’ 
iSiav ever SidOeow (diay évépyerav (so that even ef 4) 7odus 
Brdarrerar ovK dpyrotéov TH BAAdTTovTt, v. 22). He 

uses a somewhat offensive analogy to show how fruitless it 
is to quarrel with or seek to alter another person’s nature 
or function.—v. 28: 76 ypdowve punts dpyity ; wnt. TO 
BLootoup ; Tico. Toimoe ; TowdTov oToma exet.—vi. 22. 
Concentration of self and the “even tenor” (edpo.a) of 
a consistent life makes it difficult to reprove and correct 
others: “Ey 76 éuavtod KxaOjKxov trou Tadda pe ob 
TepioTa Frou yap dapuya  droya 4 Terhavnueva 
(iii. 11) «. tTHv o8dv ayvoodvra, 

§ 3. vi. 27: [lds apov é. un eritpémew rois av, 
oppav émi ta pawopeva avrois oixeia x. cupdépovta ; 
and this you don’t do, 8tav dyavaxris Oty dpap- 

12 
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tavovct. Bépovtar yap mavtws os él oixeia x. 
cuudépovta avtois. “But it isn’t so.” — “ Very 
well, teach them that, and show them the way 
without vexation ” (odxoby SidacKe x. Setxvue pa) drya- 
vaxtov). Similarly v. 28: Seitov, brouvncov! Ei yap 
ératet, Oepareticers Kk. od xpeia dpyfhs—vii. 55: My 
mepuBrérrov addérpia aryewovexd ... mpaxtéov éxdot@ TO 
ffs Th KataoKevy.—vii. 71. Complete “inwardness” or 
subjectivity of this moral aim: “ You can escape your 
own evil; other men’s you cannot” (yeAoidy é. THv pep 
iSiav xaxiay py hetyew 6 nal Suvatdv é thy 6 Tov 
dAnrav dete Strep adtvarov).—viii. 4. You will never 
reform them! ovdév #rtov 1a adTa Troujcovet, Kav oD 
S.appayys.—viii. 14. If he has such principles (Soyuara), 
there is nothing surprising if he behaves so: «. weuv7- 
copat OTe avayxateras oto Tovey, R.: “I shall not be 
surprised or shocked at his doing such and such things ; 
I shall remember that he cannot do otherwise.” (We 
may perhaps wonder, even if Marcus will not, at this 
use of “compulsion”; for his entire system is founded on 
the absolute freedom at any given moment of the soul 
to choose the right.)—The relativity of the standard is 
very clearly put in viii. 43: Evdpaive: ddAdov adrdo" éue 
dé dav tniés Eyw Td Hyepovixdv. It is natural, then, 
that he should avow that only certain natures or 
characters can see the cogency of his arguments; iii. 3: 
Toda ToiadTa ov TavTl mibavd pdvm Sé TO Tpds THY 
hicw .. . ynoiws @xewpévy.—The only legitimate 
and (not very effective) instrument of moral reform is 
persuasion ; but one asks, What if the sinner refuses to 
recognize the postulates? Ei uév duvacar petadidacke’ 
ed S¢ py, méuvnoo Ste mpds TodTo 1) evpévera cou SédoTat, 
ix. 11; similarly, ix. 42: "Odrws 8¢ eEerrs cor peta- 
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Siddone Tov werdNavnévov.—ix. 20: Tod a&drov dpudp- 
Tha éxel Sei katadureiv.—In viii. 61: Eiovévas eis 7d 
Hyeuovixov éExdorov' Tapéxye Sé x, érép@ TmavTi eiorévat 
eis TO EavTOD HY. ; 

§ 4. We have only an apparent inconsistency 
between the earlier contrast Su¢@Aevre and zrepiB8rérov 
“Let others see your principles, your motives; and 
do you take their measure, and see if their judg- 
ment should carry weight.” The whole of the 
last paragraph in the Ninth Book is interesting: 
“When you stumble on the shamelessness of another, 

: straightway ask yourself: Avvavtau otv év TO Koopo 
dvaioyvvtos pn elvar; ob divayras (“ offences must needs 
be”). M7? obv dtraires 6 adbvarov, els yap x. odds é. 
TOV dvarcyivTav, ods avaykn év TH Koopm elvas. 
Apply the same canon in case of the villain, the traitor, 
and every kind of sinner (70 yévos Trav TowodTwr, advvaTov 
é. ph brdpyew. . . . Ti dat candv i Edvov yéyovev ei 0 
amaidevtos Ta Tov amawetTou mpdoce ;);—we must 
gently protest against the assumption in the last sen- 
tence. If all these different characters are needed for 
the furtherance of the World’s Purpose (whatever that 
may be),—so that, as Burke says, “ we have that action 
and counter-action which in the natural and in the 
political world, from the reciprocal struggle of discordant 
powers, draws out the harmony of the Universe,’—-why, 
we ask, does Marcus apply a bad and contemptuous 
name to any one of these diverse, yet (in their proper 
place) meritorious, units? It is not as if a final 
standard had been agreed upon. After all, there could 
be no standard of merit except the fact of existence. 
Yet while Marcus here outstrips the proper limits of 
indulgent and indifferent critic, we may clearly see his 

é 
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profound conviction of the uselessness of reform, of any 
anticipation of a better state of mankind. A God 
cannot develop; the universe was divine or indeed 
God; therefore it were impious to connect change for 
the better either with the greater Commonwealth of 
Natural Law, or the lesser state of reasonable beings, 
which, in some unaccountable way, boasted a still closer 
affinity with the Source of Life. Therefore in a City 
it is no use to extirpate abuses; therefore, the whole 
mirage of life is meaningless, and time, instead of mak- 

ing for some “ far-off divine event,” is mere monotonous 
succession of the same tedious commonplace.—In x. 4 
we have the better side of this tolerant Indifferentism, 

which is surely a dangerous virtue in a supreme ruler ; 
——what would our Liberals say to the dethronement of 
their noble Discontent ?—Ei pév ofdareras biSdonew 
evpevdas Kal Td mapopdpevov Serxvivar. Ei 8é advvareis 
seavrov aitiaicOas i nde ceavtov. What if by some 
curious chance he is here speaking of the young 
Commodus and some boyish escapade, in which, never- 

theless (as in the repulsive episode in W. Pater’s 
“Marius” about the broiled kitten), plainly emerged 
the ill-conditioned brutality or the madness of precocious 
Cesarism? It is noticeable that the Emperor never 
speaks of the remedial power of punishment. It is 
strange to meditate upon the possible consequences to 
the world of a little well-placed severity in the early 
treatment of his son. 

1 How deeply pathetic is his double repetition of the old tragic line, 
where he comforts himself for Heaven’s desertion : ef 5’ juedpOnv ex Ocdv 

Kk. wats’ éud exet Adrvyor kal robro (vii. 41, xi. 6) ! 
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(B) Mora ErrorT EXPIRES IN TOLERANCE OF EVIL 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. Excuse for sinners carried to verge of denying moral obligation 
(no spiritual criterion) ; Absolutism in every age. 

§ 6. Denies reality to Sin as to Evil; only ignorance (amiability 

a fault in a ruler), 
§'7. Cause of failure; Aurelius has all the feminine virtues; a 

“ slave-morality”; bluff and sturdy soldiers reconstruct 

fabric of Empire. 

§ 5. x. 30. Excuse for the sinner: Pidferae ri yap 
mouoe; which Rendall well translates: “He cannot 
help himself; what else can he do?” ei Suvacas dgenre 
avtod 7d Biatouevov (we have already seen the slight 
air of mystery attaching to this“ compulsion”). Is it 
force of habit, or ignorance, or result of bad principles ? 
(Soyuara). If we follow another series of passages in’ 
which man’s inalienable freedom is brought out, we 
shall decide that it is imaginary, and can be removed 
at pleasure by the Will. But here it appears to be 
a real hindrance. In some later Platonist sand some 
coeval Christians, it would certainly imply demonic 
possession, the enslavement of the Will (as in Rom. vii. 
and the évovxodca dpuaptia). The real and pathetic 
remoteness of Marcus, from his own time, the in- 
terval or bridgeless gulf between the Emperor and his 
courtiers and family, may be discovered in the sad 
maxim, xi. 8: ‘Ouodapveiy pev, uy spodoypareiv 8é, 
admirably paraphrased or modernized by Rendall’s 
“So, then,—one at core if not in creed.” So, ix. 3, 

he finds consolation for death in the thought, 8ts od« 
am’ avOpaTav opodoypatovyteav co. } dmadndayn éorar. 
Todto yap povov ... dvOcidxev dy x. xateixey ev TO 
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Civ, ei ovthy édetro rois ta abta Soypata mepereoun- 
pévois. Nav & pas dc0s 6 Koros ev TH Siadwvig Tijs 
cupBidcews dor eireiv’ “OadtTov EOouw, @ Odvate 
pH) Tod K. avTos émiAdOwpas éwavTod.”—xi. 13: Kara- 
gpovnces pov tis; Owera. (That is his business 
entirely ; I, too, will look to myself, that I be not 

found doing or saying aught deserving of contempt.) 
Micnoe ; deta. “AN éym evtpevys x. trews ravtl 
(and ready to point out his fault or omission 7d 
mapopmpevov).—Fifth of the maxims laid down in 
xi. 18 comes ovdé ef duaptavover KateiAnpas’ ToANG 
yap nal Kat’ oixovoulav yiverat, Kal édws moddd Set 
mpotepov pabeiv iva tus mept adAoTpias mpakews KaTa- 
AnTTLKOs Te atrodnyynrat. Rendall: “You cannot even be 

sure if they are doing wrong; for many actions depend 
upon some secondary end! “Jn short, one has much 
to learn before one can make sure and certain about 
another’s action.”"—-This tendency is leading slowly but 
surely to an absolute denial of the moral standard ;? 
to the peculiar temper of the philosophers of the 
“ Absolute” : who, determined to reach Unity somewhere, 
abandon the ethical standpoint as dualistic and im- 
perfect, and perhaps feel enamoured of a speedier route 

11 am inclined myself to connect this difficult word with the familiar 
Patristic usage: ‘‘ adaptation of means to ends, condescension to human 
capacity, scheme of salvation accompanied by many seemingly incon- 
gruous details in the pursuit of the grand aim,—all the somewhat misty 
complex of ideas bound up in the idea of the Divine Stewardship, which 
(I need scarcely remark), in the Latinized ‘‘ Dispensation,” disappears 
entirely. 

2¢.9. what would some people make of this, ii. 8: Tovs rots ldlas 
puxis Kwyuace wh mapaxoovOodvras dvdyKn KaKxodamoveiy? Neither 

substantive suggests any spiritual criterion; and while the maxim 

might suit the purity of Quakers’ ‘‘ Inner Light,” it might also condone 
the excesses of the Kingdom of Munster. 
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to knowledge than by a process retaining the “other- 
ness” of subject and object. 

§ 6. St. Paul’s constant advice, “Judge not another 
man’s servant,” and his insistence on the subjectivity 
of Ideals, yet never disturbs the grand and broad 
outlines of the moral fabric. But Aurelius—warping 
his better Roman judgment in a school where all 
“offences are equal,” and “all men either wise or 
fools, saved or lost,” where everything is bluntly black 
and white, and nothing shades off in an indistinct 
borderland—goes far towards denying reality to sin 
and evil altégether. At most, it is but subjective folly, 
result of poor principles; try and persuade the sinner, 
gently remonstrating, and he may mend his ways. 
In the Ninth, xi. 18: mpdws rapawys x, petadiidoxns, 
in words which strongly recall the aged and indulgent 
Eli. (“Seize the moment when he is bent on mischief; 
try quietly to convert him to a better frame of mind ” :— 
“ Not so, my son, we are made for other ends ; you cannot 

hurt me, you hurt yourself, my son.” R.). Mn, réxvor' 
mpos dAdo Trepicapev. ~“Eya pev ov py BraBa, ov bé 
Brdrryn, téxvov It is an unanswerable argument 
against Plato’s “ Philosopher-King,” that the essential 
qualities of a Sage are precisely those which are likely 
to be mischievous in a Ruler. Let us, as leaders of 

men, have no cynics, but rather eager and enthusiastic 
strivers for what they believe to be right. Lewis xV1., 

1In spite of this loving formula, we find Marcus, v. 20, arranging 
(in a certain aspect) even fellow-men among déidpopa, ‘‘In one sense 

quiv é. olxeéraroy &v@pwros, inasmuch as we must do good to them and 
bear patiently with them ; a6’ cov 5 évicravras Ties els Ta olxeta Epya, 
dy re Trav ddiaddpwv por ylverac 6 dvOpwros obxy Focov 7} Hos 7 dvewos 7 

Onploy (= ‘* in so far as individuals obstruct my proper action, man falls 
into the category of things indifferent.” R.). 
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if not an incapable, was a “ philosopher-king”; yet the 
success of that unaccountable movement, the French 

Revolution, was due to his (unconscious) following 
Marcus’ rules. A point of view so lofty, an outlook so 
sublime, of that man and his petty passions and struggles 
are but the turmoil of an ant-heap,—a judgment so 
tolerant that it finds excuse for every unisdoer,—these 
are not proper qualifications in a statesman or a 
sovereign. There is surely nothing gained by belittling 
human life, by depreciating human concerns. Nor does 
the ascetic advance morality by arousing contempt for 
the body. The politician or the king who fails is not 
the one who takes a side and boldly embraces even his 
proved mistakes; but the one who loses faith in himself, 
has no convictions, and sees everything in one dim and 
dreary atmosphere of grey. 

§ 7. At the end of the section he reaches a climax, 
and decks his pathetic maxim with a quite Platonic 
poetical trope: “ Tenth, and lastly—a gift, so please you, 
from Apollo, leader of the choir” (ef 5é BovrAe, Kal 
décatov mapa tod Movonyérou SHpov AdBe, Ste TO wy 
akvodv duaptdvew pavinov’ dduvarou yap épierat). It is 
madness to ask that evil should cease, or that the bad 

should stop sinning—xii. 12: ro é£fs TH Dice (for 
natural consequences), uyTe Oeots pewmrréov' ovdev yap 
éxovTes 4 dxovrTes duaptavover pyre avOpw@rrois’ ovdev 
yap ovxyt dkovtes. “Not oddevi peumréov. A more 
absolute émoy7 or suspension of judgment for want 
either of materials to form a criterion or from lack of 
any standard whatsoever,—you will not find in Sextus 
Empiricus !—xii. 16: 6 py 0é\wv Tov haddov duaptaver, 
dpotos TH pH O€dovtTs Thy oun drov .. . Pépew K. 
Ta Bpepn KkravOprvpiverOar, x. Tov tarmov xpeuerivew 
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x, dca GAda dvaycaia, Ti yap maby, thy ew eyov 
rovavTny; ef ody yopyos el TabTyv Oepdrevoov. (“What 
else can result, his heart being what it is? If it 
agerieves you, amend it!”) The “sins or short- 
comings” of the particular are necessary (avayxaia) 
and indispensable; “partial evil is universal good.”— 
viii. 50. An angry critic, stung by a bee, or annoyed 
that a fig is unripe, or a thorn in the track, asks crossly : 
Ti 8 nab eyivero tadra év tH Kooum; you will be 
laughed at by any student of Nature, ¢vaiddoyos, 
(answers Aurelius) @s dv x. bd TéxTovos K. oKUTEws 
... if you were to be aggrieved that in his workshop, 
év T@ épyaotnpio Eéouata Kk. TepITENpaTA TOY KaTa- 
oxevatowevoyv opas. Nature, divine though she be, 
must have her failures, her misfits, her refuse,—and 

she has no place outside herself to put the rubbish. 
All is “Kismet”; and with God there are no dis- 

tinctions, for all is perfect. 
We have not the slightest wish in the foregoing to 

underrate the personal character of Marcus. No light 
words or settled treatise could destroy the beauty of 
the man, devoted to the undeviating pursuit of the 
right, or undermine his fair fame. But he is to us 
so worthy of respect and homage, not because, but in 
spite, of his tenets. The Stoic school nearly spoilt the 
noblest of the Romans, and certainly helped to sadden 
his life with a sense of failure and inefficacy. He has 
all the Christian virtues (except joy), which Nietzsche 
stigmatizes as “feminine.” His is distinctively a “slave 
morality.” He is weak as a ruler because he sees too 
far as a philosopher. In his eyes nothing is worth our 
attention, and the faults of others concern themselves. 

A little more righteous indignation, a harder line 
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between essentials and “indifferents” in behaviour, and 

the world might perhaps have been spared the sanguinary 
turbulence of the next hundred years. Truly, when 

Diocletian rebuilt the shattered palace of civilization, 
the crumbled edifice of the Roman State, he forgot 
every maxim of Marcus. He was not for that any the 
less the Camillus, the second founder of the Empire. 

(C) Soul, WITHOUT REAL CONTACT WITH THINGS-IN- 
THEMSELVES, CAN ASSIMILATE AND TRANSMUTE 
INTO MATERIAL FOR ITS OWN NURTURE 

ANALYSIS 

§ 8. Absolute independence towards outward things; still they may 
be transmuted from dross into gold by Soul as in a crucible ; 
all can become material for Virtue. 

§ 9. World of phenomenon has no substamtive existence ; a glittering 

mirage (Porch-Materialism ends in pure Idealism) ; attitude 
as of Magician to Spirits. 

§ 10. None of them really come to us; tt 4s we who “call them in” ; 
source of impressions unknowable. 

§ 11. Man in Solitude; spite of a theoretical Citizenship in two 
worlds; prevalent “inwardness” or mysticism of the age 
leaves clear trace on Marcus. 

§ 8. The Sage, in spite of the highest political 
prerogative, cannot issue forth from the magic circle of 
his own principles,—I had almost said “impressions” ; 
but he has the complete mastery and control of these; 
he can transform the sense-message at will; for wavra 
brrddmyus and his drodqys is free and final. Now 
what is his relation to the events, to the “things” of 
the world? A similar and absolute independence. 
Each man is accountable to no earthly power save 

, 
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his own “Inner Self”; and has found the secret of 
transmuting the base metal of outward occasion into 
the alchemist’s gold of noble choice. Everything is 
material, #7, for virtuous action. The finest and 

clearest passage on this subject is at the opening of the 
Fourth Book: Td évdov xupiedov Stay kata ddow éyn, 
ovTas éoTnKke Tpos TA GupBaivovta wBaTE del mds TO 
ddvarov x. Suddpevov petratiberOar padias. (R.: “When 
the Sovereign Power within is true to nature, its 
attitude towards outward circumstance is that of ready 
adjustment to whatever is possible and offered for 
acceptance.”) “TAqnv yap droretaypévny ovdepiav pret 
( =sets its affections on no determinate material) dA.’ 
Oped mpos Ta Hyovpmeva pel” brreEarpécews ( = “ keeps 
each impulse and preference conditional and subject to 
reservation”). Td 5¢ dvtesoarydpevov tAnv éavT@ rrovel, 
Somep 7d wip 8rav émixpath tov ereyrurrévTov 
(ip dv adv ptKxpos Tus Adyvos éoBécOn). (“ Obstacles 
encountered it converts into material for itself, just as 

fire lays hold of accumulations” [? gets the mastery 
over all the fuel flung upon it], “which would have 
choked a feebler light”? To &8€ ANawmpov rip tayioTa 
efwxelwoey EavT@ Ta éripopovueva K. KaTHVddwoey kK. 
éF aitav él peifov HpOn. (“For a blaze of fire at once 
assimilates all that is heaped on it, consumes it, and 
derives new vigour from the process.” Rendall, iv. 1.) 
—So v. 20. Ilepirpéme: yap x. wcOiornot wav 7d Tis 
évepycias kodupa % Aidvoa eis To Tponyoupevov. (“ For 
the Understanding modifies and converts every hindrance 
to action into furtherance of its prime aim. So that 
checks to action actually advance it, and obstacles in 
the way promote progress.”) For Marcus, to whom 
nothing is in unqualified fashion “good but the Good 
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Will,” lays no claim to extensive sovereignty. It may 
be remembered that Fichte, in one of his eloquent 
popular writings, rests upon this noble feebleness of 
the will in the exterior world, a supreme argument for 
human immortality—So vii. 68: del yap jou 76 mapov 
try dperis «th. lav yap 1o cupBaivov bed 4 
avOpare eorxeodra. (adapts and assimilates to itself)— 
x. 31: th yap ote mdvta TadtTa ado TAHY yupYaopata 
Abyou éwpaxdtos axpiBas K. pvowdoyas Tav TO Bi; 
Méve ot péypis eoxedons cavtd «x. TadTa, as 6 
éppopéevos orouayos Tdvta éorxerol, ws TO AapwArpov Tip 
(= iv. 1) dre dv Barys proya é& abtav x. abynv Tore’. 
(Rendall: “ What are they all but exercises for Reason, 
scientifically and philosophically facing the facts of 
life? Persevere, then, till you make them part of your 
own being, just as the healthy stomach assimilates its 
food, or a quick fire burns everything you throw on it 
into flame and light.”) 

§ 9. Now it must be noted that this process entirely 
depends upon the Soul. In themselves, things are 
blind and dumb, colourless and immovable. It is we 

who draw them to ourselves, call them as it were 

within range of our Reason, and submit them to the 
alchemical process. In themselves they have no 
substantive existence: the world of phenomena is a 
glittering mirage; it is mdyd (or illusion). To such 
idealism, tending even towards solipsism, has the early 

materialism of the Porch been forced !—iv. 3. Keep 
among the “weapons most ready to hand,” év rots mpo- 
xetpotdtois, these two convictions, év pév ste Ta 
Npdypata ovy dmrrerar ths wpuyfs, GAN e€w ~oryev 
Gtpepodvta’ ai Sé dyAqjoes ex povns Ths evdov w7roA- 
gyews, (“Things cannot touch the Soul, but stand 
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without it stationary; tumult can arise only from views 
within ourselves.” R.) He repeats this with emphasis ; 
v. 19: Ta& Mpdypara avrd odd orwotiwiv wWuyiis 
darrerat, od8" zxet cisodov mpds wuyny, ovde Tpéyar ovde 
xivhoas uyny Sivatas, Tpéret d& K. KivEel adTH éavTHY 
povn, Kk. olwv adv Kpidtov Kxatakidon éavtyy toadra 
éavTh Totes Ta mpocvdertata. (“Things material 
cannot touch the Soul in any way whatever, nor find 
entrance there, nor have power to sway or move it. 
Soul is self-swayed, self-moved; modifying the objects 
upon which it plays into accord with the judgments 
which it approves.” R.) Thus an outer world, that 
unsubstantial fabric of impressions to the creation of 
which we contribute so much, reading ourselves into 
it rather than. yielding to its impress,—this Heraclitean 
separate domain of each consciousness where no other 
guest or companion can be admitted,—is a phantom 
called up or exorcized at our will—vi. 8: 7d ‘Hryepovixdv 
é. 7d éavtd éyeipov Kx. Tpérov x, Tovoby wey éavTd olov 
dv x. Oédy trovodv 88 Eavt@ paiverOas wav To cupBatvov 
olov avto Oédeu (=“self-excited and self - swayed, 
which makes itself just what it wills to be, and all that 
befalls seem to itself what it wills.”) Paoyeva mere 
deceptive semblances,—exercising no power or influence 
at all on our judgments.—vi. 52: "Efeote wept tovtwv 
pndev bTrodauBdvew x. wy dydclobar TH Wuyp. AdTa 
yap Ta Mpdypara odk exer vow rointixhy TOV TweTepov 
kpicewv.—So ix. 15: ta TIpdypata ew Oupav éoryxev 
(stand without the doors obedient servitors, waiting 
for our call, meaningless congeries of letters expectant 
of an arrangement into an alphabet, a rational 
sentence), avTa éf’ éavtav pndev pte eidota tepi 
avtav unt amopawdéueva, They have no message ; or 
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rather like ghosts, cannot speak unless first interrogated 
by a mortal. It is only the craven soul who yields to 
the notion that they can tyrannize. “Lupi Mcrim 
videre priores.” The bold magician confronts the 
apparition in his own good time, undeterred by the 
disconcerting yet harmless gibbering of the Spectres. 
Rather it is he who summons them at pleasure; of- 
themselves, they cannot and dare not burst into his 
solitude. Ti ody darodaiverat wept aitav; Td 
‘“Hyewovitov.—So once more xi. 11: Ei peév ody otk 
épxerar én o& Ta& Mpdypara av ai Sides «x. duyat 

GopuBodct oe, GANA Tpdmoy Twa avTos én’ éxelva pyn. 
Té yobv xpipa oO mept aitav jovyatéro, Kaxeiva 
pevel dtpepodvra (not budging, not stirring a foot inside 
your magic circle, like docile and well-disposed Ariels). 
R.: “The things it so perturbs you to seek or shun, do 
not come to you; rather you go to them; only let your 
judgment of them holds its peace, and their side will 
remain stationary.” 

§ 10. xi. 16. The fairest life (kaAAtora Siafqv) comes 
from “ indifference” to all things not under our power: 
Hepynuévos Ore ovdev adrav bmrodn ww Tepl avTod piv 
eprrotes 008° epxerar ef? ads. “AAAG Ta pev drpepet 

hyets b& eopev of Tas Tepl avTav Kploeis yevvarTes K. 
(olov) ypdpovtes év éavtois, éEov pev pn ypddew é&ov 
5é Kay mov AdOn edOds éEareinpasr. R.: “Nothing can 
imbue us with a particular view about itself or enforce 
an entrance; things are stationary; it is we who 
originate judgments regarding them, and, as it were; 
inscribe them upon our minds,—when we need inscribe 
nothing, or can instantaneously efface any inscription 
written there unawares.” The Sophists had claimed for 
the individual the most perfect freedom in assent and 
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acceptance of convention; the Sceptics (as Sextus 
Empiricus shows us throughout his work), while pre- 
serving this fundamental subjectivity or relativity in 
theory, had insisted in practice on the wisdom of 
following the “custom of the country”; and Lucian 
the popularizer of this half-agnostic, half-dogmatic 
reaction in favour of society, rejects with ridicule and 
indignation the pretensions of mystical egoism. He lays 
down the rule that happiness is found only in the 
“Common Life, and in wise submission to common- 

place” (Biov xowdv draco. Brody a&av x. cuutrodTeton 
Tois TroAAOis, ovdév GAACKOTOY K. TeTUpwpévoy éNTri€wv. 
Hermotimus). 

The Stoic while seeming to canonize the social aim, 
speaks and writes about it in such a way as to leave 
a loophole for evading its responsibilities; partly by 
preaching the claims of the wider éAis of Nature with 
which they supposed themselves in fuller sympathy, 
partly also by advancing the policy of abstention, “as 
God in the world, so the Sage in society.”—Again, the 
early Sophists, the “Aufklirung” of ancient Greece, 
taught a complete subjective impressionalism; and as 
man in his social life had no real guide or criterion 
but utility, so in his more personal side he was alone 
in the middle of incommunicable sensations which were 
valid only for himself. It is perhaps reserved for Marcus 
Aurelius to declare that the unknowable source of these 
varying feelings and emotions is itself, like the supposed 
fabric of the moral and Social Law, pure hallucination. 
It is true that he does not commit himself to denying 
the existence of phenomena; but they exist purely 
subjectively, in the terms and at the will and pleasure 
of the mind, which neglects, estimates, or employs. 
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Seduced by this motionless, yet inviting mirage in life’s 
wilderness, the unwary soul submits itself to a voluntary 
slavery; “me rebus subjungere conor,’ the modern 
“adaptation to environment” (a phrase which the 
Emperor must have condemned as abandoning life’s 
central truth). “Te facimus Fortuna deam Cceloque 
locamus.” But the Sage, like Adam amid the lower 
creatures, gives names and values to things which in 
themselves have neither meaning nor coherence. 

§ 11. Thus, in spite of theoretical citizenship in 
natural and social commonwealth, the Sage is driven 
back into himself. We are now approaching the most 
significant part of Marcus’ Philosophy, — just that 
notable point of transition in which the influence of 
Plato supersedes that of Zeno and Chrysippus. Of 
extant authors in that age, Dio Chrysostomus is the 
last who preserves the somewhat narrow common-sense, 
the mental balance, the acquiescence in superficial 
verities, which we usually associate with Stoicism. 
Excluding Lucian, who like Voltaire had no originality, 
and belonged to no recognized school but that of opulent 
“bourgeois” respectability,—all the rest are tinged 
with mysticism: the sense of worlds undreamt-of 
by the vulgar, to which access was found through 
meditation or orgiastic cult. Aristides unites the 
beliefs of “ Christian Science” with the study of nightly 
visions, that borderland of the soul in which two 
consciousnesses may be distinguished (see Von Drel’s 
Philosophy of Mysticism), and the “astral body” be 
united to its cognate spirit, the Earth-Soul. Appuleius, 
like some allegorist of “Cinderella” and “Jack the 
Giant-killer,’ cleverly interweaves with a well-known 
romance certain significant episodes, as “Cupid and 
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Psyche,” with a view to a Platonic moral, and finds 

in the deliverance from carnal snares the work of Isis 
on behalf of her votary. Numenius, one of the obscure 
links in the transmission of the Platonic tradition, 

represents to us rather the general tendency to 
Trinitarian doctrine; but we need not doubt that 

his ethical system founded on this was a direct and 
personal illumination. “Inwardness,” or the intrinsic 
treasures of Soul, was the predominant idea; and 
we look confidently in Marcus for further illustration. 
Nor are we disappointed. 

13 



CHAPTER IV 

HAPPINESS AND DESTINY OF MAN'S SPIRIT 

(A) SELF-SUFFICINGNESS OF THE SOUL 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. The impregnable fastness of the Soul. 
§ 2. Contentment with Self the supreme End; a self-centred peace ; 

“our true and intrinsic good cannot depend on another.” 

§ 3. Little success in convincing others of Aéyos indwelling ; average 
man prefers to be left to zest and uncertainty of old life. 

§ 4. “Serenity” the unvarying aim of the Schools (various 
synonyms. 

§ 1. We will first examine those passages in which 
he dwells on the “ Self-sufficingness” of the conscious 
spirit ; we shall then notice the unquestionably mystical 
language of certain sections, where we seem to be 
reading Plotinus a century before his time; and con- 
clude the survey of the Doctrine of Man with a 
collection of those phrases which speak of the “ Deity 
Within,” and from the crude materialism of early Stoic 
identification of voepdv dp in Man and in God, elevate 
a system, more or less complete, of mystical Theology. 
“Colum non animum mutant qui trans mare 
currunt”; similarly Marcus reproves himself for desir- 
ing artificial seclusion, dyporxias x. aiyiadods «. dpn 
.. . When it is at any moment within our power to 

194 
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retreat to the undisturbed fastness of our own soul, 

and there find a peace which passes understanding : 
é£ov ts av @pas Oedrrjons cis éautdv dvaxwpetv’ ovdamod 

yap 00 haovyiwrepoy ot’ ampaypovéstepoy avOpwtos 
avaxwpel % eis Ty éavtod uynv, uddc® Boris exer 
&Sov tovadTa els & eyxipas ey mdon evpapeia evOrs 
yiveras. R.: “Nowhere can man find retirement more 
peaceful and untroubled than in his own soul; specially 
he who hath stores within, a glance at which straight- 
way sets him at perfect ease.” For the soul is free if 
it will but recognise and claim its empire (one of 
independence rather than actual mastery), od« émt- 
puyvirat relws 7) TPdyews Kivoupévp TvedpaTe (pneumatic 
current of life and the vital emotions) 4 Asdvoa, 
éredav amrak éauthy adohdBy x. yvopion THY iBlav 
@ouciav.— vii. 28: Eis caurév cuvethod. PDiow yap exe 

TO RoyiKdov ‘Hryepovirdy éavtS dpxeioOa. SixavomparyodyTe 
k. Tap avTo TodTO yadyvny éyovtt. The verb dpxéw 
in its impersonal neuter sense dpxe?, “it is enough, it 
suffices,” is used in a technical sense about a dozen times 

of the “ sufficiency” of things before us as an occasion 
(apopum) for moral action; but its chief technical use 
is in the passive, in which it refers to the contentment 
of soul with itself—ii. 6. He gives himself full per- 
mission to follow the new Ideal, if he can discover 

anything better (xpeirrov) than justice, truth, temper- 
ance, courage-—which he sums up as «xa@dmaké rod 
dpkeioOar aur Tv Acdvoray.—iv. 25. Coupled with 
contentment with the apportioned lot is the truer and 
inward satisfaction of the man, dpxoupévou TH i8ta mpd£es. 
—iv. 32. He pities the foolish strivers of yesterday, 
dead and forgotten now, who “went after other gods,” 
adévtas Toeiy TO KaTa THY iBiay KaTacKevhy K, TOvTOU 
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GmpuE éyecOar x. TovT@ adpeiobu.—v. 14: “Reason 
and the reasoning process are in themselves and 
their action self-sufficing faculties” (Svvdpes etow 
€autais dpxodpevat), 

§ 2. He forgets, perhaps, that the exercise of the 
intellectual faculty is “its own reward,” if it in any way 

attain truth; whereas the soul cannot but mourn the 

ineffectiveness of moral effort. Doubt of the former 
does but lead to a scepticism which is far from 
unpleasing; but a sense of futility, however comforted 
by eulogy of the initial act of willing, cannot but lead 
in the other sphere to pessimism.—vii. 66. We must 
ask if Socrates was then content (ef éOvvaTo dpxeioba 
t@ Sixatos elvas xtA.—The word, pregnant with a 
technical meaning, occurs six times in the Eighth Book, 
of which the more interesting are § 7, “Apketrar maca 
vais éauti evodoton—§ 45 (already quoted), the 
deity within dpxotpevos, “if it can feel and act after 
the ordering of its own constitution.” R—§ 48: 
*Axatapdyntov yivetar ro "Hryeporixdy Stay eis éautd 
suotpadéev dpxéoOy gourd; The Self-sufficing Soul invinc- 

ible.—ix. 26: ’AvérAns pipia Sid 7d uy apreicbar To 
o@ ‘Hycpovixe, Totodvty tadra eis & KaTecKxedacrat.— 
ix. 42: Ov dpxet tovt@ St. Kata iow THY ony TE. 
émpakas dna ToUTOU picOov Enreis; ws eb 6 dPOadrpods 
dporByy amnres Srv Bdéret. There is nothing beyond 
the performance of the individual act in accordance 
with eternal “dogmata”; there is no recompense here 
or elsewhere; but, what is far more dispiriting, there 

is no real assurance that the Right will ultimately 
prevail ;—for by the very terms of his creed Marcus 

cannot put off to some future time in a gradual process 
(to which even his poor actions could contribute) a 
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Perfection which was ever present, here and now. -So, 
for justification of its behaviour, Soul looks within to 
the peace which arises from a view of life essentially 
negative, self-centred, and abstentionist. See also 

xi. 11.—Nothing exists for the Reason except its 
own (voluntary) judgments, its drdAqyus; and this 
is always under its control—ii. 15: [dy smédyps 

iv. 3 (ad fin): ‘O Kodcpos adrolwois' 6 
Bios snédyfs (where Rendall’s admirable translation 
perhaps misses a little the sadness of the diction: 
“The world is a process of variations; life, a process 
of views”).—iv. 7: "Apov rhv tarddn pu, jptar Td 
“ BéBrawpa.” “Get rid of the assumption; there- 
with you get rid of the sense, ‘I am an injured 
man.’ ”—vii. 33: ‘H Asavowa thy éauris yodyvny Kara 

{$5 Lopdw Siarnpel x. ob yelpov To ‘Hyewovixov yéyove. 

R.: “The understanding in abstraction” (or “ according 
to its view”) maintains its calm, and the “Inner Self 
is unimpaired.” } 

§ 3. viii. 40. Marcus has but scanty hope that the 
average man will identify himself, as he advises, with 
this abstracted but impotent Reason. Here is a little 
colloquy: “Take away your own view of what you 
regard as painful, and you stand unassailable. ‘But of 

1 Very noticeable is his subjective usage and definition of the objective 
etuotpos, V. last §. 7d dé edporpos, dyabhy moipay ceavTe doveluas, 

and the ‘‘ good fortunes or lucks” which most men deem external to 
themselves, or to be obtained by propitiating capricious deities, in any 
case, not beneath their direct control,—are dyaGai rporal puxfs dy. 
dpyat dy. rpdtes. For it is incredible that our true good could be in 

any one else’s hands. Thus Teleology influences ethics, but is not 
permitted to reconstruct metaphysics; for purpose without a personal 
aim is inconceivable. Mere mechanical interaction of parts cannot, 
without violence to language and prejudice, be termed an end-in-itself. 
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what you is this true?’ ‘Of Reason.’ ‘But Reason and 
IT are not the same.’ Very good; then spare Reason (?) 
the pain of giving itself pain; and if some other part 
of you is amiss, let it keep that view to itself” (dav 
ahérns tiv ony inddnpw . . . adtds ev aoparertdtp 
fornxas—Tls abtos ;—o Adyos— AN’ ovk eipt Adyos.— 
"Eorw xtd. Here is a difficulty and a new feature 
in Stoicism. Aurelius, like all mystics, identifies his 
real self with an attenuated spiritual and divine 
principle which has nothing in common with human 
interests. Now the average man refuses to consider 
himself in the light of an “organ of impersonal 
Reason,” or as a character in someone else’s dream.} 
The whole relation of this Nods @upaOév ciciwy to 
the complex human framework, where it is for a 
time and to no purpose imprisoned, is beset ‘with 
doubts and problems. We shall have to examine, 
when we approach the Universe from the objective 
side, the passages in which Marcus in theory recog- 
nises the monopsychism, which in his practice he so 
clearly rejects. Now, what is this Adyos in the other 
man, of whose very presence he is unconscious? “ Per- 
chance he sleepeth, and must be awaked.” A divine 
indwelling, but solely in potentiality (Suvdmec), and in 
the vast majority of men never reaching efficiency,— 
a puzzling and, perhaps, useless belief. The nature of 
man tends to break up from the popular dualism of 
soul and body into a number of distinct parts,—the 
six or seven selves of Indian mysticism,—the ‘Hrye- 
povixor, the Diancea, the Adyos, the Soul, which every 
now and again have a sharp contrast of outline, though 
we know very well they are in the end identical :—and 

1 See the last scene in Alice through the Looking-Glass. 
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most difficult of all—the constant representation of the 
Soul “as the pious verger of an Idol in an unspotted 
Temple,’—-an “Ion” without his unreflecting joyous- 
ness. The question still remains, “What is a particle 
of God doing in that unpromising dungeon?” Is it 
true even with the Pantheist that the source of life 
attains “self-consciousness” in man? Is it not true 
that it only reaches this doubtful blessing in the rare 
and infrequent Sage,—who then, mouthpiece of the 
Almighty or his very self, unhesitatingly condemns .the 
Cosmic Process as cruel and meaningless? Yet for 
the average man, happy in his delusion, it retains its 
charm and zest. The feud between Philosophy and 
the people of which Plato spoke, in its new phase of 
“ Science versus Democracy,” bids fair to be perennial. 

§° 4. We return to simpler topics. viii. 28: ‘O 
Tovos HTOL TH TwopaT KaKov' ovKody amropawéicbw, 7 
TH Wuyn GAN eeotw airy thy lav aidpiav x. yadyvny 

Siagurdocew Kk, py vToNapBavew Ott Kaxov. Tlaca 
yap Kplows «, opun x. Gpekis x. ExxrArors evBov x. ovdev 
Kakov @0 avaBalver.—ix. 13: é&éBadov tacav cepi- 
otacw (he corrects the words é&f\Oov, because é&w 
ovK WV adr évdov év Tais bwodjpect). So 32: wodAd 
Tepicod mepicrely THY evoxdovyTwy cot Sivacat, bra 
él TH bwodjpe. cou xesueva—The same is true of 
other men’s unkind actions; they have no real objective 
existence, and exist in and harm only their souls, being 
no concern of ours; xi. 18 (7): ody at mpakes adtav 
evoxyrodaw huiv' exeivat yap é. év Tols éxeivev HryewoveKots, 
GXW’ ai jyerépas swodhpers—xil. 8. Among maxims and 
definitions, he reminds himself éte mdvra swédnps ; 80 
22,26: "Ore ravta bndknys’ x. airy emi cov. "Apov ody 
bre Oérets THY STOAnpW, K. BoTTEp KaprpavTL THY dKpay, 
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yahivn orabepa Travta x. Kédros dxdpwv (a beautiful passage 
though the dre OéAes is untrue to the experience of most 
men ; which Rendall thus translates: “The view taken is 

everything, and that rests with yourself. Disown the 
view at will; and behold the headland rounded, there 

is calm, still water, and a waveless bay”). So 25: 
Bare to tHv ixéddnbw, x. céowoar! There’s nothing 
outside corresponding to your fears, hopes, anxieties. 

The words used to convey this imperturbable serenity, 
single point of equilibrium and permanence, in an 
unstable and dissolving world,—are mostly common to 
other Stoic writers, though Marcus inserts some of his 
own. Above all, he delights to employ the terms of 
Hedonism, as religious writers sometimes seem to profane 
heavenly raptures by the similes of earthly love. As 
Seneca borrows his texts for the Lucilian sermons from 
Epicurus, so Marcus takes from the Cyrenaic school of 
sensationalism the language of voluptuous enjoyment. 
One term in very general use, @rapa€/a, he uses once 
only (just as adrdpxea and etdaiovia occur but once): 
aiOpia, yadnvn, adutria, TO atravOpacas (“ gain unclouded 
calm,” ii. 4), edfwetv, edOuuia (a Democritean word), 
evpdpeia, evporpia, evodia, and evodeiy several times, 
edpous and evpociv, edpvywpia (recalling the Psalm: 
“Thou hast set my feet in a large room”), evoradety, 
evaxoreiv, evppootrn, and evdpaivery often—x. 1. A 
unique instance, j¢67on is used in a good sense, and 
coupled with dpxeoOyon, and in same section where 

yoovn is used in its invariably bad sense; for in 
twenty-three places it is that which the good man 
shuns and the vulgar identify with the Good) dupndia 
(in good sense), cwrnpia, tryiea, padpivev: while 
drroAavew is used now of lower pleasures; iii. 6: 
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Tov apictou evpicxopuévov drrédave . . . atrodatcess 
ndovav ; now of delight in the higher life, Tore yap 
GmrroTHTos awodatces, x. 9; and Tt Aourov 4 dmohadew 
Tod Chv (xii. 29), cvvdrtovta addo é GdAdr\w ayabov ; 

v x. 83: "Amoravow yap Sef trodayBdavew wav 6 Te 
éeotw Kata thy lav dicw évepyely (whereas three 
times in viii, 1 and x. 1 the word has a bad con- 
notation). 

In the same direction points the frequency of the 
word év8ov to express the true life of man, whether 
as epithet of Daemon (ii. 13, 17, iii 16), or in 

another metaphor of the will (Td &8ov «upsedov, iv. 1): 
*EvBov Bdére.—vii. 59: “Evdov yap 4 wHyn Tod ’Ayabod 
Kk. dei avaBrvtew Svvapévn édv nal oxdwrns.—x. 38: 
Méuvnco ott 1d vevpootactoty éotw éxeivo Td evdov 
éyxexpuppevov . . . éxelvo on éxelvo (et Sei eizrely) 

1 That for the Stoics, as for the followers of Epicurus, a felt and 
experienced satisfaction, and not an outward code, is the final criterion, 

no one can doubt who reads Marcus carefully (or, for that matter, 
Epictetus either), As with Socrates in the Memorabilia, virtue 
results from the discovery that there are pleasures more intense and 
lasting than those of ‘‘sense” (ére n8lw ro’rwv).—v. 9. To the objector 
that sensual gratification is rpoonvécrepov, he eagerly denies the position ; 
it is due to inexperience Oedou: el mpoonvéorepov pweyadoyuxla édev- 
Gepla awrdérns evyvwpocivy saiéryns. Adris yap ppovijcews (which, as 

embodying something of speculative knowledge, he puts after the pure 

moral virtues) tl rpoonvécrepov ; Bray rd darracrov K. edpov ev waot Tis 
mapaxodovOyrikis K. emiuornnovixhs Suvduews evOvpnOys (‘Smooth un- 

halting flow of its intelligence and apprehension.” R.). 
Again, we shall have to notice later, vii. 13: oJrwce . . . edopaiver 

7d evepyereiv, and again odmw ws caurdv ef roy, where the test of 

attainment is the pleasure derived from a virtuous action; it is the 

stage where to the wise jdéa are 7a pice: fda, in a perfect accord 

between objective truth and inner desire; or Clemens Alexandrinus’ 
ascent from mloris to yous. So viii. 1: Iemelpaca: yap wept réca 
mravnOels ovdapod edpes rd ed SHv . . .3 vil. 67: ev dAlyoro.s Ketrae 7d 

edSatpdvws Bidoa, 
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dvOpwmos. (The Will, the Power within which pulls 
the wires in life’s puppet show.) 

(B) MysticaL TENDENCIES AND THE DOCTRINE OF 
“DEITY WITHIN” 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. Soul as a “self-rownded sphere” ; as an Emanation from God ; 

as a Demon within. 

§ 5. This preoccupation with the interior disposition 
issues in vague mystical language, like later Platonic 
rhapsodies ; xi. 12 is, perhaps, the most notable passage : 
“The soul becomes a ‘self-rounded sphere’ when it 
neither strains outward nor contracts inward by self- 
constriction and compression, but shines with the light 
by which it sees all truth without and truth within.” 
Shaipa puyis adroeidns stray pnt” éxreivytas emi te 
unr gow cuvtpéyn pate omreipntar pyre cuvitdvy GAAd 
gor Adumntar, @ THY GArAnOewav opa THY IIdvtwv x. 
thy év abty. So viii. 41: “Orav yévntat odaipos 
Kukdotepys wévet (where R.: “The freehold of the Mind 
none other may contravene . . . so long as it abides 
‘poised as a sphere self-orbed’”).—xii. 2: “God sees 
men’s Inner Selves stripped of their material shells 
and husks and impurities. Mind to mind, His mental 
being touches only the like elements in us derivative 
from Him.” ‘O @eds mavra Ta jyewouKa yuuva Tov 
DLKaV aryyeiwv x. prolwv x, Kabapudrwv opd. Move 
yap t@ ‘Eavtod voepd wovev drteta tov é& ‘Eavtov 
els tadta éppunkdtwv x. amwyerevuévov. We have 
now reached the final stage, when the soul of man is 
definitely pronounced not merely Divine, but a part of 
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God’s very essence; the remaining passages need no 
comment, they speak for themselves; and we may 
remember that in Marcus’ lips these words are no 
trivial or idle metaphor as in early Stoicism, but the 
profoundest truth—ii. 1: Oelas dmopoipas péroxos.— 
4: Sef aicOécOas Tivos Stotcodvtos Tov Kocpov &rdppoa 
bréorys.—13: apxet mpos povm TO evdov éavTod Aatpon 

elvat.—ii. 12. Reason’s part it is to consider was 
amreras Ocod dvOpwros x. Kata Ti éavTod pépos Kx. OTav 
Tas Swaxéntar TO Tod dvOpw@rov TodTo popiov. These 
reservations are entirely out of place in any monistic 
system; still more in a scheme of materialistic monism. 
“Every part of man touched God, for God was all.” 
The indifferent Gnostic was far more logical in his 
doctrine of the uncontaminated indwelling of the 
divine spirit quite irrespective of any act of the 
animal complex. The companionship was never riven 
apart. We can see how the Emperor, for all his theory 
of unity and acquiescence, trembles on the brink of a 
dualism so unabashed that mysticism becomes the only 
remedy. —17: (purocopia) ¢ év TO Typely Tov évdov Actuove 

. dow. —iii. 3: Td ev rap vous K. Aaipev, TO Oe 7 
k. AUOpos.—iii. 4: ‘Iepeds tle . . . «. bmovpyos Gedy, 
xpepevos kK. TO evdov iSpupévm avtod (=priest and 
minister of the Gods, using also as some sacred oracular 
shrine that deity planted in his breast; Saint Cadog’s 
definition of conscience, “eye of God in the soul of 
man.”—iii. 5: 0 év col Oeds éotw mpootdatns.—iii. 6: 
Tov évidpupévou év col Aaipovos. . . . 6 yap Tov éavTOD 
voov x. Aaipova (=iii, 3) . . . mpocddmevos . . . ov 
orevater.—iii. 12: Tov éavrod Aaipova xabapov éotata 
tnpelv.—iii. 16: Tov 5€ &dov ev tO orHOer iSpuuévov 
Aaipova ut pupew ... GAA thewy Svarnpetv.—y. 10: 
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ovdels 6 dvayedewr TodToy TapaBivar (= Tov éuov Bedv 
«, Aaipeva)—yv. 21: réav év col td pdtiatov Tina’ eore 

8é todto 1d ’Exelvp opoyevés.—v. 27: ux . . 
mowodcav boa BovrActat 6 Aatpwv by éxdot@ mpooTarny 
(=iii. 5) «. hyéuova 6 Zeds Boxer, anéonacpa éavTov.— 
viii. 7: “H tod dvOpwrov pvous pépos éoriv dvewrodiotov 
Dicews x. voepis x. Sixatas.—viii. 45: EEw rov émov 
Aaipova thewy (= satisfied, dpxovpevov).—xi. 19: Totro 
HTTOwéevov . . . Tod év cou PevoTépov pépous TH aTLWo- 
Tépa xk. Ovnth poipa—xii. 1: édv 7d ev cot Oeiov 
Tiynons.—xii. 2: Souls tov é& ‘Eavrod . . . éppunxo- 
TOV K. amTwyxeTevpevov.—xil. 3: Trews Te cavTod 
Aaipor. SiaBiavaz—23: OttTwm yap x. Scopdpytos 6 

epouevos kata taiTa Bed. R.: “ vessel of God” (cf. 
viii. 2: icovopuos Oed)—xii. 26: 6 éxdortou vois Qeds 
Kk. éxetOev éppinxer. 

(C) THE PROBLEM oF MONOPSYCHISM 

ANALYSIS 

§ 6. “Solidarity of Soul-nature” ; all from voepov to which man 
has “inlet” at will (Emerson). 

§ 7. Averroism and its problems ; “how can the true self be identt- 

Jied with this alien portion of God?” 

§ 6. We have now to consider (1) the strange 
problem of Monopsychism already hinted at; and (2) 
the ultimate destiny of the (so-called) individual soul 
after death. We note the “indifference” of other 
men’s souls clearly set forth in viii 56: Td ud 
MpoaipeTiK@ TO TOD WAncliov mMpoaipeTiKdy émions 
abdidopov éotw, just as his tiny vital force and poor 
flesh. Kat yap e 6Ts wddwora dAdAnAwY evexev yeyo- 
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vapev Gums TA HyemoviKa Huov ExacTov Thy idlay Kupiay 
éyet. Here, as we saw above, the independence of each 
soul is maintained ; tva pa ém’ GAdXw 7 TO eve atuyely. 
Still, 54: Mnxéte povoy ouprvety Tre Teptéyovte 
Gépt, adr’ dn Kk. ocupppovely TH TepiexovTs TavTa 
Noepd>. Ov yap Arrov 4 voepa Sivayis TavtTn KexXvTAL 
Kk. Svatrepoitnxe TO oracas Svvawévm Hrrep  aepodns 
T@ avarvedcat—iv. 29. He is an offshoot separated 
from the State, o tiv iStavy wuyny Ths Tov AoyiKaY 
arocxyifoy pias oons.—iv. 4: Ei 76 voepov juiv xowsdy, 
kK. 0 AOYos Ka’ by AoYiKOL eopev Kowds. Ei . . . TodTO, 
K. 0 vopos KoWWOs' ef TOTO, ToNTaL éopev' . . . Ef TODTO 
6 Kocpos dodver modus é. (the intermediate steps of 
the progressive Syllogism are unimportant)... 
*Exeidevy Sé x THs Kowhs Tavrys ToNews, K. AUTO TO 
Noepév x. Aoyixdy «. vouixdv jyiv . . . daomep yap 7o 
ye@dés prot ard Tivos ys amomepépiotal, KTK. . . . K. 
TO Oepuov x. mup@des &k Twos idias rnyIs .. . 0TH 
67) K. TO Noepsv Het mroGev. 

This doctrine is expressed in general terms, iv. 
40: ‘As & fdov tov Kocpov, piav ovoiav x. yuyny 
ploy émréyov, ovveyas émwwoelv, x. Tas eis alaOnow play 
Thy tovTov mdvra dvadidotat, K. TOS Cpu pa mavTa 
mpdoce ... Kk. ola Tus 9 oUYYNaLS K. TUMpHpvars (“the 
contexture and concatenation of the web”). Man 
has thus an “inlet” at pleasure into the rational 
element, as Emerson might say, into the Over-Soul; 

but this section implies that the privilege is but rarely 
claimed, and but seldom exercised. How then can we 

reconcile this with the statement of absolute identity ; 
such as is affirmed in some of the previous citations, 
and appears with certitude in the later Books? For 
example, ix. 8: What could well be more “ Averroistic ” 
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than this? (to use an inaccurate but convenient ex- 
pression): Eis pév ra ddoya Coa pia uy Siypytac 
eis S€ Td Aoyexd pla voepd >:woy7 peuéptoTar,—adamrep 
kK. pla yh dori drdyrev tav yewdar x. évi path opdpev 
k. &a aépa dvarvéopev, (R.: “The Soul distributed 
among the irrational animals is one, and so too the Soul 
instinct with mind, that is portioned out among the 
rational; just as earth is one in all things earthly, and 
the light one by which we see, the air one which 
we breathe.”) Again, ix. 39: [’Hrov] dod pds anyns 
voepas mdvta ws évi cduats émicupBaiver. (“| Either] 
All things spring from a single source possessed of 
mind, and combine and fit together as for a single 
body.”) Although cast in the form of an alternative, 
Marcus clearly here sets forth his personal faith. In 
another statement of alternatives, #ros oxedacpos . . . 
H tTpom? (x. 7), he uses absorptionist language; but it 
is not clear whether he here wishes to express the 
resumption of the logical as well as the physical part 
of his nature; though, as he cannot exclude, he may 
well be supposed to include dore x. Taita dvadnd- 
Ojvar eis tov tod Grov Adyov elite Kata Teptodov 
éxrrupoupévou elt’ aidiows aporBais dvaveoupévov.— 
Similarly 14, he speaks of 79 mavra Sidovon x. 
arrodapBavovten Dicer. 

§ 7. xii. 2. The souls are, as we saw, spoken of 
as flowing forth from God, like the several channels 
all owing origin to some fount or lake (é€& éavrod 
éppunxéra and drwyerevpéva),—ijust as § 26, éxefOev 
éppunxe. So in xii. 32 apportionment of tiny piece 
of time, substance, soul, to each, woarov Sé rhs SAns 
ovatas (atropewéptotas éxdotw); woctov 88 rhs brqs 
apuyjs; where he seems to include the vivific and the 
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intelligent principle ; though it might be maintained that 
he meant the former alone, and that for the voids, he 
reverted to the old legend of a guardian angel, set 
apart to each by Zeus, a distinct being, cupiws oor; 
but other passages display impartially the other and 
contradictory view. So it becomes difficult to see how 
(xii. 3) the third element in man, this very vots, which 
is itself a God (@eds), can be povov xupiws adv; especially 
if we find these words at the close of the book; § 30: 
“Ev das HArtov, Kav Sielpyntrar tolyous dpeow addows 
pupios. Mia otcia Kxown Kav Sucipyntat iBlus mowwis 
copact pupios. Mia yuyn Kav dicect 5. puplass x. 
iSiats mepvypadais, Mia voepd wpuyn Kav Siakexpicbar 
Soxq. “Now the rest of things though one in origin 
are dvaicOnra and dvoixerwt’ addjdoLs; they are held 
together by the Central Principle (ro voodv) and by— 
gravitation (! to él tadta BpiPov), Ardvoia &é idiws 
él TO Guopudroy teiveras x. ovvioTaTaL K. ov SieipyeTaL 
TO Kowwvixdy maOos (instinct of association or com- 
munity cannot be held apart).” But this is clearly 
a Counsel of Perfection, in a better world; it is not 

Marcus’ concrete experience, which tells him that he 
has nothing in common with other men except a 
sympathy and compassion, all on his side and unre- 
quited after all. 

(D) ImmorvaLity 

ANALYSIS 

§ 8. Close connexion with preceding problem of individ. and 
univers, soul; whether souls survive or not, indifferent to - 
moral duty. 

§ 9. Soul “ capax eterni” but not therefore eternal ; world’s interest 
to dissolve and rearrange ; extinction or transference ? 
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§ 10. (Texts illustrating his doubt of personal survival.) 
§ 11. Pessimistic scorn of Immortality. 
§ 12. “If the gods could have bestowed it, they would have” (=a 

complete justification and Theodicy). 
§ 13. Marcus, however sceptical, feels himself safe with the Higher 

Powers. 

§ 8. The same problems as to the relation of indt- 
vidual and wniversal Soul wait around the question of 
Immortality. It is interesting to notice that of these 
ultimate and metaphysical points, “God, freedom, 
immortality,’—the Stoic pronounced ex cathedrd upon 
the second alone. Certainty, except in the one fact of 
moral liberty, was no part of the later Stoical develop- 
ment. Every question is posited as an alternative; 
whether the world is ruled by Providence, or whether 
there is a mere “ Welter” (xuxewv), cannot possibly 
concern my nature, which as rational and self-deter- 
mining can only find the end of its being in moral 
action! So, whether Souls survive or not, affects in no 

degree my principles (Seyuara) of life’s duties. Like 
Kant, Seneca Epictetus and Marcus seem to agree 
in subordinating speculative certainty; the practical 
problem was no problem to them. And the stimulus 
to this was probably the same in all; a quite personal 
“or instinctive prejudice in favour of a course of conduct 
for which the arguments are by no means conclusive. 
Kant preferred to talk loftily of “Duty” (whatever 
meaning he attached to the idea); while the Roman philo- 
sophers, with Hellenic sobriety and self-centred common 

lix, 28: Td 5@"Odov etre Odos, ef exer mdyra (‘ All’s well with the 

world”) etre 7d elxi, wh xal od elx#.—xii. 14 (quoted in full elsewhere), 

el duppds dvyyeuovevros, dopevlfe Bre dv rovodry KrAvdwve adrds exes ev 

cauTg@ Tia vody tyenovixdy,—which may be a sublime defence, but is 
very illogical, 
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sense, preferred to speak of the pleasantness and the 
peace of this loyalty. But the rejection of Eudemonism 
implies a fallacy; and there is no doubt that, roughly_ 
speaking, all systematizers of schemes of Duty are 
convinced that “Honesty is the best policy.” So the 
cogency of the appeal, in favour of conduct devoted 
to the common good, remains independent, irrespective 
of the settlement of speculative questions. And that 
is well; for upon this weightiest point of human 
immortality, Marcus makes no definite pronouncement : 
—indeed, his testimony is more than impartial, it is 

almost but not quite negative. 
§ 9. In one of the very earliest passages on the 

Soul—yv. 32, we find its capacity for comprehending 
eternal things and the “beginning and the end”; ris 
ody wpuyn evtexvos x. emiatiwwv ; (“who then is that 
faithful and wise servant?”) 4 eiSvia dpyny x. Tédos 
x. Tov Ov GAns THs ovcias Sinxovta Adyov (the Reason 
that pervades all things) x. 8a savtos rod aidvos 
Kata mepiodous TeTaypevas oixovonodvra To IIav. Now 
it is the peculiar teaching of all “ Averroists,” ancient 
and modern, that the human Soul is dignified with the 
knowledge of everlasting truth ; but that this constitutes 
no argument for believing in the bestowal of an abiding 
consciousness on the spirit so honoured. Sometimes all 
the language of personal immortality is employed with 
unconscious ambiguity, merely to convey the fact that 
Soul here has insight into abstract mathematical truth, 
and into (so-called) moral ideas. Constantly pre- 
occupied “with the thought of approaching death and 
the vanity of human life, Marcus is continually 
reassuring himself that there is nothing terrible in 
dissolution, as the debt of Nature, in harmony with 

14 
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the world’s interest; as it freshens itself by altering 
and rearranging atoms, and thus brings birth of new 
creatures from the death of others. From this law 
why should man alone claim exemption ?—v. 33: Té odv 
ére 70 evtavOa xatéyov ; sensibles and sense are unreal 
and fallacious: avré 8¢ 7d Wuxdpioy dvabuplacis ad 
aipatos. Has he forgotten in this materialism the 
high affinity claimed for spirit? or is this not to 
include the sublimer element set free by death? The 
moral is qepipévery thew THY e’te oBéow ele petdotacw 
(“serenely to await the end, be it extinction or trans- 
mutation”). Death is the great leveller—vi. 24: 
(Alexander and his stable-boy on a par) 7Tov yap 
Ejpencav eis Tos avtods Tod Koopou ozeppatixods 
Aoryous’ 4H SrecxeddcOncav dpuolws eis Tas aTopovs: the 
Stoic and the Epicurean account; it is difficult to see 
wherein consists the superiority of first over second.— 
So vii. 32: Ilep) Oavdrou' 4 oxedacpos ei dTomos, et 
evocts, Hrot oBéors 7 petdotacis,—vii.-50. After quoting 

with approval Euripides’ “ Chrysippus,” Growth of earth 
returns to earth; || Seeds that spring of heavenly birth || 

To heavenly realms anon revert—rodro didAvows THY 
év Tais GTOpols AVTEUTAOKGY, K. TOLOUTOS TIS TKOPTTLG {LOS 
tav amtaQav otovyeloy (“dissolution of the atomic 
combinations and consequent scattering of the impassive 
elements”). Here Marcus is a complete Lucretian 
for the nonce.—vi. 28. Death ends not merely sensation 
and appetite, but is also dvdmavAa . . . Svavontixhs 
dveE0dov, where Rendall’s “searchings of thought” 
suggests, perhaps, to a casual reader, rather the ceasing 
of anxiety than the extinction of conscious thought 
altogether, which I take to be Marcus’ meaning— 
vii. 10. First let us note Marcus’ consistent dualism 
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f substrate’and cause (evuAov . . . aiti@des, or as here, 
itvov): lav 1é evudov évadaviveras tdyvota TH TeV 
Orwr otcia, x. wav aitiov eis Tov Tdv“Odwy Adyov 
raxioTa arokapPdverar,—and we cannot doubt that 
fuy7 is included in atria. (R.: “every cause is quickly 
‘eassumed into the Universal Reason.”)—viil. 25: 
Jefjoes rot oxedacjvar TO cuyKpiaTLoY cou } oPecbyvar 
-O Tvevpatiov 7 peTacrhvar x. addayod KatatayOjvas. 
“ Hither your mortal compound must be dispersed 
nto its Atoms, or else the breath of life must be 

xtinguished, or be transmuted and enter a new 
mrder.”) + 
§ 10. We may note that it is just possible to give 

1 slightly more personal and hopeful meaning here, 
ihough, on the whole, I believe Dr. Rendall’s translation 

sives the true sense; “transferred to another command, 
uid be set on duty in another sphere.’—iii. 3. Com- 
oaring life to a voyage, and marvelling at the reluctance 
“wf passenger to disembark, although he has reached his 
lestination; té Tatra; évéBns errevoas KatHyOns’ 
ixBnO. Eé pev ep erepov Biov, ovdey Oedy xévov  ovdé 
inet? ef 88 év dvaicOnoig Taton . . . avéxouevos kK. 
\atpevorv.—tTo this possible interpretation § 58 lends 
iome countenance: ‘O Tov Oavatov doBovpevos, irot 
wacOnciav poBeitat 4) alcOnow érepoiav. ’AXN elite 
wert, OVE KaKod TLVOS aicOjon (“no pain in death, 
‘or it implies extinction of percipience,’ the teaching 
of all the Dissolutionists); e’re adXovorépav aicbnow 

1 Cf. Herbert Spencer in his latest work, Facts and Comments: 
‘What becomes of consciousness when it ends? We can only infer 

hat it is a specialized and individualized form of that Infinite and 
ternal Energy which transcends both our knowledge and our imagina- 
ion ; and that at death its elements lapse into the Infinite and Eternal 
inergy whence they were derived.” 
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KTHOn, Gddolov Lov gon Kx. TOD Hv od Travoy. This 
may mean mere transmigration of the vital energy into 
other animals’ bodies; or it may imply continuance of 
the consciousness. (“If sensation is changed in kind, 
you will be a changed creature, and will not cease to 
live”) But though it is (with iii. 3) the most decided 
passage we have yet encountered, a survival of some- 
thing in another phase of existence,—-we may certainly 
wonder that, with his peculiar theories, he chooses the 

low word atcOnous to express that in man which rises 
superior to death!—I will merely quote ix. 36: 7d 
mvevpaticoy (? with Casaubon mvevpatiov) dAXo Totod- 
Tov ék TovTwy eis Tatra petaBdddrgov: the vital or 
pneumatic current flits from body to body, quickening 
now one, now another of these congeries——That the 
whole series of passages merely implies the indestructi- 
bility, as of matter, so of vital force, receives weighty 
confirmation from our next.—x. 7: "Hos yap oxedacpds 
arouxelov é& dv cuvexpiOny (80 viii. 25) 4 tpowh Tod 
pev otepeuviov eis TO yeades Tod S€ rvevpaTteKod (here 
Casaubon is silent) eis 7d depddes' Bote x. TadTa 
dvadypOivar ets TOY ToD dAov Adyov (whether it suffer 
“Ragnarok” at stated intervals or renew its youth 
with perpetual change). He continues significantly 
and in quite a modern spirit. R.: “Do not regard the 
solid or the pneumatic elements as a natal part of 
being; they are but accretions of yesterday or the day 
before, derived from food and respiration.” Now clearly 
in such a passage he says nothing about the voids or 
the Aaivov (whether as identical or distinct). Perhaps 
voos without this material envelope and vital current 
to which it is strongly attached, loses all its definiteness, 
and sinks back, mere logical abstract truth, into the 
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reservoir of Universal Mind.—xi. 3: “O for the soul 
ready, when the war of dissolution comes (dav 76n 

drohuOjvar Sén Tod cwparos), for extinction, or dispersal, 
or survival! (#rou oPeoOivar 7 oxedac0ivor 7) cuppervac). 

—xil. 1: “Tf, then, now that you near the end, leaving 
all else alone, you reverence only your Inner Self and 
the God within, if you will fear, not life sometime 

coming to an end, but never beginning life at all in 
accord with Nature’s Law,” and («. yu) To mwavoecOas 
mote Tov Civ hoBnOis, GAAa TO ye undéroTe dpEacOas 
kata vow hv) a clear instance of the Kantian 
indifference of Moral Duty to speculative certitude,— 
but without the comfort of the postulates. 
§ 11. xii. 31. R.: “Why hanker for continuous 

existence ? (ri émifnrels To SiaryiverOas ;) Is it for sen- 
sation, desire, growth ? or, again, for speech, utterance, 

thought ? Which of these seems worth the craving ? 
(ri TovTwy moBov cor doy Sone?) If each and all of 
these are of small regard (edxatadpovnta), address your- 
self to the final quest, the following of reason and of 
God.” GAG paxetar TO TiYsdv TadTa, TO dyOecOat ci 
81a Tob TeOvyxévas otepnoetat tis ai’tav. To honour 
these things of earth, and to repine because death deprives 
us of them, is inconsistent with this true end of life. 

In conclusion, I come to two rather lengthier sections, 
in which the problem of souls is considered: iv. 21. 
He approaches a rather quaint and “ Scholastic ” 
difficulty: “If souls survive death, how is the air 
spacious enough to hold them from all eternity ?” (e 
Stapevovow ai yuyal xtdr.). “How,” we reply, “ does 
earth hold the bodies of generation after generation 

17Taira must refer to the list of human faculties and not to the Adyos 
and Qeds just before, even if the construction were grammatical, 
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committed to the grave? Just as on earth, after a 
certain term of survival (mpés fvtwa émidiapovyy), 
change and dissolution of substance makes room for 
other dead bodies (wetaBory x. Suddvers) ; 80, too, the 
souls, transmuted into air after a period of survival, 

change by processes of diffusion and ignition, and are 
resumed into the seminal principle of the universe, and 
in this way make room for others to take up their 
habitation in their stead” (e’s Tov dépa peOiotapevar 

. . rl rocdy cuppelvaca wetaBadrovar K. YéovTaL K. 
eEdrrovrar eis tov tav “Od\wov orreppatixdy Aoyov 
dvahapBavonevat . . . xepav tals mpocovvoixiLopevars 
mapéxouct). “ Such is the natural answer, assuming the 
survival of Souls, éf’ brobéce: tod Tas Yuyas Srapéver.” 
He is strictly impartial here, and settles with a logical 
answer a purely logical conundrum ; but is may be noted 
that even in the more favourable “ hypothesis,” as he 
terms it, the souls of the righteous only last a short time, 
and soon melt and dissolve into the Universal Reason ; 

here at least Marcus is plainly “ Averroistic.” 
§ 12. The final and by far the most important (and 

disappointing) passage is xii. 5: “How is it that the 
gods, who ordered all things well and lovingly, over- 
looked this one thing: that some men elect in virtue 
(having kept close covenant with the divine, and 
enjoyed intimate communion therewith by holy act 
and sacred ministries) should not, when once dead, 
renew their being, but be utterly extinguished?” (Ids 
more TdvTa Kaos K. PiavOpwras Svatakdytes oi Geol 
TodTo povoy TrapeiSov,—ro évious .. . kal mad ypnoTods 
kK. wreloTa pds TO Oeloy Batrep supPBdrata Oeuévous x. 
ért marelotov 8v spy dclwy x. iepoupyiav cuvidas TS 
Gel yevopevous, ereidav adrak drobdvacs, unkére adOis 
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yiverOat, GAN eis TO TavteAes a&weoByxévar;) “If, indeed, 
it be so, be sure, had it been better otherwise (érépws 

éyew er), the gods would have had it so. Were it 
right, it would be likewise possible. Were it according 
to nature, nature would have brought it to pass” (e yap 
Sixaoy Hv, HY av x. Suvativ, K. ef KaTa piow, AveyKev av 
avtTo 4 Siow. "Ex 8 tod pr) obtws eye, etwep ody 
otras éxer), “From its not being so, if as a fact it is 
not so, be assured it ought not so to be (matovcdw 
TO pn Sefjoat «Tr.). “Do you not see that in hazard- 
ing such questions you arraign the justice of God 
(Scxatoroy7)? Nay, we could not thus reason with the 
gods but for their perfectness and justice” (ovm dv & 
ow duerdeyopueba Tois Oeois, eb ty Aptotou x. Sixaroratot 
eiawv). Ei 8¢ robo, ov« dy Te mepteidov adiKds K. ANOyws 
HpeAnpéevoy Tov év TH Staxocpyoer: “ And from this it 
follows that they never would have allowed any unjust 
or unreasonable -neglect of parts of the great order.” 
This is perhaps the most striking passage in the whole 
book, and demands now some consideration. 

§ 13. We must not press down Marcus to a dogmatic 
statement ; he is only concerned to vindicate the Divine 
goodness at all cost and under any condition or circum- 
stance. “ Whatever my experience or discovery in life 
may be, it shall not interfere with this belief of mine, 

whether it be instinctive or a scholastic maxim, learnt 

by heart at the beginning of my career.” How nobly 
irrational is this prejudice in favour of a School thesis ! 
There is no foundation for his belief except the formal 

1 Implying, I suppose, that we are indebted to them (1) for the faculty 
of criticizing reason, by which we ean ungratefully impeach the Cosmic 
Process ; (2) for their patience and long-suffering, by which they listen 
without anger to our murmurs, 

XN 
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syllogism of the Porch, by which you could prove any- 
thing and be none the wiser; and (here is the really re- 
deeming feature) an unassailable personal conviction 
which has come to him in spite of the gloomy issue of his 
philosophic reflexion, that “God is gracious.” Here is 
religious faith, very vague and very much entangled in 
a whole mass of pantheistic “credenda,” but sincere, 
authentic, vital. And, with the right instinct of the 

Christian, he will at once sacrifice God’s almightiness 
to His goodness; “ perhaps the gods could not recall a 
man from the gates of death.” This is implicit in the 
central part of the section. So J..S. Mill willingly 
abandons the more or less meaningless dogma of infinite 
power, because thereby he arouses the strongest emotion, 
the most redoubtable propaganda in the world of men, 
the spirit of chivalrous loyalty to a cause not yet won. 
Or, again, we may suppose that the gods are but the 
subordinate ministers and satellites of the Zimeus, and 

that Nature antecedes their loving providence by a 
stern fiat separating the possible from the impossible. 
Whichever it may be, Marcus clearly feels himself “ safe” 
in the hands of the higher powers. His reasoning is 
absurd to the last degree ; not a single important word in 
the paragraph could retain its customary sense if he is 
allowed to argue in that stiff and formal manner; every 
definition evaporates into thin air. But who are we, to 
judge another man’s faith, or penetrate into the sacred 
recesses of: the inner temple? Suffice it that in this 
last great trial Marcus was tested in the furnace of 
God’s abandonment, and was not found wanting; so 
unshaken was his belief, so triumphant his heart and 
character over the coldness, the inadequacy, of his 
philosophic creed. 
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(£) BELier IN IMMORTALITY ESSENTIAL TO THE LOGICAL 

THEORY, IF NOT TO THE Pursuit, oF MORALITY 

ANALYSIS 

§ 14. He preaches the very reverse of a current belief to-day, “im- 
mortality without Religion” ; incalculable effect of a scientific 

proof of Thanatism. 
§ 15. To-day, for half the human race, there is no God, but un- 

questionable belief in survival (on this morality can be 

based, not on a barren Theism). 

§ 14. But there is another and still more interesting 
question that this section raises. Marcus contemplates 
with calmness, “ RELIGION WITHOUT IMMORTALITY.” To- 

day there is some prospect of the exact reverse, 
“IMMORTALITY WITHOUT ReLicion.”? So completely 
has the standpoint changed! A belief in the survival 
of the conscious spirit is, I believe, absolutely essential, 
if not to the practice, at least to the reasonable pursuit 
of morality. Morality in the main is instinctive, and 
depends very little on ethical teaching; indeed, the 
ethical teacher feels himself always stepping on the thin 
ice of the sceptical inquiry, “ Why must I do right?” or 
the volcanic fires of passionate anarchy. But I readily 

1Dr. Rendall has a very interesting sentence, cvii., on Marcus’ 
Thanatism, though, as I have explained, I cannot recognise the parallel ; 
evii. : ‘‘ Just as the devout Christian willin his self-communings face the 
moral corollaries consequent on a denial of the Resurrection or of a 
future life ; so, too, Marcus will entertain and test the consequences of 

postulates to which he himself gives no assent.” It seems clear that in 
the second case (though not necessarily in the former) the word ‘‘ moral ” 
would cease to bear its Kantian sense. It would either imply an 
arbitrary law of a tyrant who had called us from animalism to tease and 
tantalize us with illusions and pains ; or the convention of society, which 
might or might not remain binding in practice, though in theory it 
would be indefensible, in the complete absence of any standard which 
could measure human life and its hopes and self-devotion, 
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allow that morality is independent of ‘a belief in a 
personal Creator and Judge. Moral behaviour, which 
resists the solvent of atheism, could not possibly con- 

1 How completely independent the moral sanction is in Marcus’ eye 
of any theological presupposition, is seen in vi. 44: Hi ev of» ¢Bovdet- 
cayro mepl euod x. TOY enol cuuBivar dpeAdvrwy (particular Providence) 
Kah&s eBovevcavro. It is not easy, even for a moment, to imagine a 
god to be &Bovdos, and for what cause should they wantto harm me?... 
But if their providence was not special, but general, all follows in the 
unbending course of things, and I must be content (domdfecOa x. orépyew 

é¢eikw). But there is yet a third possibility, the Epicurean hypothesis, 
el 3’ dpa mepl undévos Bovdrevdyrar (miorevew wey odx Sovov), R.: “If, 

indeed, they take no thought for anything at all,—an impious creed,— 
then let us have done with sacrifice and prayer and oaths and all other 
observances by which we own the presence and the nearness of the gods ” 
(@s mpbs mapévras x. cuuB.obvras rods Oeovs, going in and out amongst 
us). But if, after all, they take no thought for any concern of ours, 
then is man thrown back upon himself ;—éuol mév ébeors wept éuavrod 

BovdeverOa uot 5’ ore oxéyis rept ro cuuépovros (which, of course, is 

interpreted in wider sense—the weal of smaller or greater commonwealth, 
promoted by social activity and religious quietism).—x. 6. Etre Grouwot 
etre Bots, mpGrov xeloOw dre wépos eis Tod “Odov vrd Pioews Siocxoupevou" 

érevra bre exw rus olkelws mpds Ta dpoyev# pépyn. (R.: ‘Be the word 

atoms, or be it nature’s growth, stand assured, first, that I am a part of 

the whole at nature’s disposition (?) ; secondly, that I am related to all 
my kindred parts.”) Certainly dvcews is odd; an alternative is pro- 
pounded, and its solution pronounced immaterial, or at least subsequent 
and secondary to certain immovable axioms ; and yet, on closer survey, 
we find these reposing upon acceptance of one hypothesis (as in the 
Thectetus, where the very word under discussion creeps stealthily 
into its own definition !). Nor does the suggestion diorkodpmeros help us 
much, though clearly a man might recognise a sort of purpose or end in 
his own nature, while refusing to see in the world without anything but 
the play of accidental and unconscious forces. Marcus is not one of 
such dualists; in the reason within he sees irrefragable testimony to 
the ordering mind without, though he carefully fortifies himself against 
the other contingency. For ethics must be absolutely emancipated from 
presupposition, must depend solely on a man’s consciousness, sense of 
the fitting, artistic proportion (as in so much of Hellenic morality), 
exhaustion of all other remedies for the restlessness and pangs of life 
(werelpacat tood wAavyOels /). 
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front the certainty of dissolution. The whole attitude 
to life would be so transformed that a new series of 
eudemonistic maxims or suicidal appeals would arise to 
meet this moral certainty,—that man was an animal 
who had gone astray from Eden, cursed with the last 
terrible imprecation of a secret but malignant power,— 
in a word, rational; that faculty in us which halves our 
pleasures and doubles our pains. The civic code of 
respectable convention and reciprocity would struggle 
in vain against this conviction; and fanaticism or super- 
stition alone could reconstruct the shattered fabric of 
society, or mount guard over the security of the weak 
and the rights of private property. Nay, the popular 
voice, always on the side of conservatism and approved 
friends, might rise in angry and indignant clamour 
against those shorteners of life as they dealt their hope 
adeathblow. <A tumult followed the elimination of eleven 
days; what might we not expect to be the fate of the 
scientist who could disprove beyond a doubt the survival 
of the Soul ? 

§ 15. But here is the point of interest: this is quite 
unlikely,—regarding the matter in historic probability. 
The signs of the times, the arguments of the wise, the 
eager curiosity of society, are all telling the other way. 
The massive weight of cumulative democratic testimony 
is heavy in the balance; for nearly half the human race 
there is no God, but the soul is indestructible, creating 
its own recompense, passing verdict on itself, shaping 
its unending destiny. It is quite conceivable that man’s 
Soul may be immortal, but that there is no power in 
the universe (beyond the unknown and unconscious 
ground) to which the name of God and the attributes 
of religious worship can apply. A Society founded on 

s 
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the one hypothesis we see in the Buddhistic community 
of sympathy and compassion, by no means nihilistic or 
unethical; there is nothing in such tenets to counten- 
ance rebellion or the overthrow of the moral law. But 
a Society founded on the sense of the unreality of what 
we term Soul, the illusion of personality, is not only 
inconceivable, it is contrary to the experience of all 
human history. Marcus did not think so: but he wrote 
to comfort himself; he could not have expected that 
his arguments could appeal as rational or sober to any 
of his contemporaries, or to the average man. His 
subjective resignation comes of strongest faith, which 
his intellectual scepticism cannot overthrow. 

APPENDIX 

ANALYSIS ° 

A, No definite pronouncement or even unmistakable tendency; only 
concerned to show morals 1s indifferent to such speculations. 

B. No metaphyste, only a doglike fidelity to Duty (he wavers between 
physical fatalism and religion). 

C. No doubt his ultimate personal hope; “the soul released would 
rejoin the gods.” 

A. I cannot, I fear, entirely assent to Dr. Rendall’s inter- 

pretation of the Emperor’s views on Immortality, which is the 
ultimate problem. To me he is not the dogmatist in science 
or theology which his translator believes. The sometimes 
interminable series of “seu” or “sive” in Roman poets, the 

heaping-up of possible explanations of phenomena (such as 

the Nile’s rising), without giving any view or opinion priority, 
seems to point to a wholesome suspension of judgment thus 
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prevalent, and to find its counterpart in the ro. droyo. 7H 
xéopos, which recurs so often in these commentaries with its 
pendant <ire oBéois cite perdoracts. I quite agree that 
“death, wherever he has occasion to give clear and simple 
utterance to his own thoughts, 7s always a dissolution of being, 

that is the end of action, impulse, will, or thought, that 
terminates every human activity and bounds our brief span 
of life with an Eternity that contains neither hint nor hope 

nor dread of further conscious being,” ii. 11, 12, ix. 21, 
x. 29, xii. 35, with the single reserve that “is always” is 
read, “is represented in many passages.” I will also grant 
that (1) the Stoic system with its odd and disconnected 
individualism is strangely silent on this topic ; (2) that Marcus 
himself, with all his contempt of life and the exceeding 
futility and barren domain conferred on the Soul, is, like 
many mystics and most Asiatics, indifferent to continued 
being. But I do not think a definite and dogmatic pro- 

nouncement can be elicited from a comparison of passages. 
I could never endorse statements so sweeping as: “ His own 
belief is that death ends sensation,” cvii. “In his own con- 
viction Marcus nowhere seems to waver,” cvi. ‘The denial 
of the hope of immortality is settled and complete,” cix. 
‘His attitude to Atomism or to the ‘future state’ of the Soul 

is sound and coherent,” cv. For let us apply the same canon 
to the constant hypothesis of alternative xuxedv 7) xdonos as to 
the oBéors 7 petacracts. Rendall believes that the belief in 

an Ordered Universe is absolute; though Marcus often plays 
with the opposite theory, and points it to show that it is 
indifferent in its effect on morals. If so, the oféo.s may 
equally (as the most emphatic declaration of Thanatism) re- 
present a possibility which he nevertheless regards with no 
favour; and perdoracis, as I have pointed out, may quite 
conceivably imply a new sphere of activity, a new rearrange- 
ment, a new part. But my own view is that both these are 
in the same category; they are really alternatives in both 
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cases. His whole concern is to show the independence and 

autonomy of the moral judgment. His scientific or dogmatic 
knowledge is always cast in this sceptical form. He quite 

sufficiently guards himself from any definite decision. 

B. To use the word “conviction” in any context but the 

moral sense, is misleading. By all means, his predilection is 

for an ordered world, the existence of gods, even their provi- 
dential care, if not of particular, at least of general laws; and 
for a Soul, a reassumption into that reservoir of Soul-life 

(a belief which we connect with the term “ Averroism”). 
But he certainly will not dogmatize; he has passed through 
and abandoned the phase of eager science; he grasps in his 
intellectual survey not the uses but the vanity of things ;— 
their incredible meanness when analysed into their elements ; 

his @vovoAocyia is moral and reacts on self, not scientific and 
objective. He has in effect no metaphysic; only a dog-like 
allegiance to this inward sense of duty, which has spoilt his 
life, setting him on a peak of loneliness aloof from earthly 

pleasures and amiable illusions, away from his fellow-men. 
And those one day, gathering round his dying bed, will say, 

“Now we have got rid at last of our pedagogue!” He does 
not see that his indifference to such questions (if it was not 
assumed), his emphasis on the “good will alone being un- 
reservedly good,” — places him for the ordinary man in a 

position utterly illogical. Why this unswerving loyalty to 

a principle? The “final triumph of the right,” or any “ far- 
off divine event,” are meaningless phrases to this apostle of 
the “Eternal Now.” I quite admit the instinctive courage 

and self-devotion of a martyr to a cause,—say, the regenera- 
tion of mankind through Nihilism, “in sure and certain hope,” 
as Tourguenieff so pathetically describes, of personal ruin 
here and extinction hereafter. But idealism (as emotion and 
a wager of hardihood or defiance) will do wonders in rein- 

forcing the moral instinct (as the craving for martyrdom) ; 
and Marcus had no trace of this. The “ good soul” may very 
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likely vanish and be as if it never had been. (od8apod 7 
érovdy, the invariable loophole of evasion.) And there is no 

cause at all in the world for men to fight for; everything is 
at once divine, monotonous, and predestined before all the 
ages: to struggle is impious in the theologic, useless in the 
scientific sphere. ‘There remain passages,” says Dr. Rendall, 
“in which other views ate broached, and which some have 
interpreted as a wavering back on hope, inconsistent with his 
philosophic creed.” To my eyes this is precisely the significant 
feature of the book; the contest between this religious and 
this materialistic or fatalistic conception of the Universe. 

C. His profound belief in Divine interposition in the lives 
of individuals (see i. 17, “help vouchsafed by dreams”) is 
not only clearly stated in the commentaries, once or twice, 
but is corroborated in all his correspondence with Fronto. 
He uses it sparingly here, because his mind wants reinforcing 
against the doubts and suspicion of the world and its goodness, 
creeping in through the “joints of his Stoical harness,”— 
which assuredly he seems sometimes not “to have proved.” 
His real weapons, his few pebbles for slaying giant Despair, 
certainly come from no intellectual armoury, but from the 
early training, the immovable conviction and insight of a 
loving and sympathetic nature, great in spite of his creed. I 
conceive that ultimately Marcus believed that the soul of the 
wise joined the gods, whatever meaning he attached to this 
expression. Christians to-day recognize the extreme hazard 
of defining a future life; some desire eternal rest; some 
continued work, to be “‘ruler over ten cities,” or to “sit 
on thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel”; others 
(perhaps a majority of the human race) look upon the ex- 
tinction of consciousness as a final blessing, too great to be 
hastily grasped, but to be patiently won through repeated 
pangs of rebirth. It is inconceivable that Marcus could have 
believed the Ruling Principle, the Inner Self, the God Within, 
to disperse into thin air. On what could he found the 
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superiority of man to the beast? If this colourless absorption 
into Mind again seems but a poor travesty of an immortal 

hope, let us at least not find fault with Marcus. He believed 
“the soul returned to God who gave it”; and not one of us 
to-day can say more.’ “He whom the gods lent us, has 

rejoined the gods.” 



CHAPTER V 

THE UNIVERSE, ETERNAL AND DIVINE, AND 

TRANSIENT AND CONTEMPTIBLE 

(A) Toe PERPETUAL FLUX AND MOoNOTONY OF THE 
‘W ORLD-PROCESS 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. Hard to reconcile his devotion to God, and his hate or scorn 
of the universe which embodies Him (how can whole be good 
when parts contemptible ?). 

§2. The One Imperishable Nature, both transient and ever the 

same; dignity and vanity of the world. 

§3. His manifold titles (does it betray vacillation from personal 
providence to scientific fatalism ?). 

§ 4, Texts on the fleeting yet monotonous character of the Cosmic 
Process. 

§ 1. DiFricutt as it is to sever the objective science 
of Marcus from the subjective survey of his own nature 
(for the former is but the reflex of the latter), we must 
nevertheless attempt now to examine with dispassionate 
detachment his views on the Universe and the Source 
of Being. We see that Marcus, in common with the 
greater number of speculators in the second century, is 
at heart a Gnostic. He is only saved by his otiose and 
theoretical Monism from the conclusion of St. John 
(1 John v. 19: OvSapev Sé dtu ex Tod Ocod ecper x. 

15 

é 
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6 Kdcpos Gos ev TO Tovnpe Keita) and his reverence 
for the divine spark, and his depreciation of human life 
and nature are distinctly Basilidian or Valentinian,— 
fundamentally dualistic. As with man’s soul, alien 
sojourner in a contemptible framework of corruption,— 
so with the Supreme Power. It is hard to reconcile 
the praise of God with the scorn of the visible Universe 
which embodies Him. In what part of the world, in 
what corner of Nature can He reside, where all is 

pitiable or disgusting? Has he a foothold any more 
secure in the realm of History or Time? Marcus’ con- 
tempt of Zime is perhaps even more striking than his 
dislike of Matter: and yet, by the very terms of his 
hypothesis, God reigns supreme in both departments, 
and is so far from merely guiding or superintending a 
somewhat stubborn and indocile complex,—is sub- 
stantially identical with it. Marcus Aurelius is not 
the first philosopher who has thrown the black cloak of 
Monism over a militant and meaningless array of par- 
ticulars. The Canonists of medieval times when egoism 
was rampant unrestrained, and central authority or 
national cohesion unknown, elevate the pretensions of 
the universal sovereign of the Christian Republic,— 
Pope or Emperor; and the grandeur of their attributes 
varies in exact proportion to the inefficiency of their 
control. A pessimistic disillusion with each fragment 
of life and its ideals, love, ambition, knowledge—seems 

to lead surely to an unwarrantable deification of the 

whole; the illusion of “ Sorites” in which at a certain 

point the sum of despised particulars becomes somehow 
Divine. Nothing is more remarkable than the course 
of that School, which, beginning with rejection of the 

“ Will-to-live,” culminates in the mystical resignation 
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of Von Hartmann. Pietism, like the sympathetic 
instinct at the root of practical morality, is deeply 
engrained in the heart; while the obvious folly of 
rebellion lends the sanction of utility and personal 
interest to the creed of acquiescence. “ Ducunt 
volentem fata nolentem trahunt.’ Only in undis- 
ciplined Russia,’ borderland of the entranced East and 
the stirring West, are there signs in exceptional natures of 
a final and reasoned rebellion against the Universal order 

§ 2. Now Marcus is eloquent alike on the majesty 
of God and the triviality of the Creature, in the double 
domain of Time and Space, History and Nature. 

He enlarges impartially on the transience and the 
sameness of the imperishable nature. He adopts with- 
out hesitation the axiom of the early Ionians, that the 
whole process leads to nothing, and is but the ceaseless 
arrangement, combination, and rearrangement of an 

original and unchanging substrate. With modern 
science he clearly recognizes that matter is inde- 
structible, and that ingredients, whether atoms or some 

other primordial unit, after performing their duty in 
one body pass on to other posts. We have nothing but 
Heraclitus again with his doctrine of the flux of things 
and the Logos, all pervading, alone the real; only tinged 
with a deeper sadness, an intenser though still re- 

1 We may perhaps here note the extraordinary resemblance of Tolstoi 
to Marcus Aurelius. Whether it be insistence on moral duty, tolerance 
of evil, ascetic contempt of human love in all its forms, an utter 
inability to understand logic or follow an argument, strange and fasci- 
nated disgust of the petty details of life,—Marcus is but a Tolstoi 
enthroned, Tolstoi a restatement of the inspired pessimist. To the 
latter, all forms of legitimate affection are rapa pow ; yet the sexual 
instinct is the tyrant and torturer of the young. Not for that reason 
does he impugn the order of things, nor examine more closely into the 
redoubtable difficulty of defining ‘‘ Nature.” 
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strained sympathy with the human,—hands groping, 
spite of the dogmatism of the Schools, after a closer 
and personal relation with the source of all (ef dpa ye 
ayragnoeav abtov x. eUpoev), The vanity of things 
is the perpetual theme of Marcus ; but we shall attempt 
in the following co-ordination of his fragmentary and 
detached aphorisms to display how complex is his 
doctrine, how irreconcilable its parts. 

§ 3. The many titles given to this ultimate Being 
show how confused the Emperor becomes when asked 
to define; he varies between the extreme limits of 

devotion to a personal God (Zedvs) and the most 
abstract scientific Impersonalism. It is 1d yevvav 
mavta Hor, oO yevvnoas Kocpuos, TOMS K. TodLTELA F 
mpeaButdarn, Torts Atés, Beds, Geol, Kocwos (simply), 
Aovyos generally or with addition Adyos orepparixds, 
dros Kocwos, 8dn obcia, TO Gdov, TA 6Aa, eiwappévor, 
or -, TO cuyKkrAwOouévor, avdyKn, TO ocupmpeworpapyevov 
(expressing itself in oixesotns Oavpuacia, émicivdeos, 
cvETVOLA, TUEpHpYoLs, aivYNoLs, aivdeors iepd), and 
gvors either absolutely or with xoivn, 4 Tav Gdwv or 
tod Grov Puiais, ) TOV Oedv mpdvora, abyKAwWoIs K. 
émimdoKn THY Mpovolg StocKoupevwy, AOyos 6 Ta bra 
Soucy, 4 mdvtov my}, Ta Gra Svoixodca picts, f 
éxtds Aitia, 7d Tédevov Edov, TO ayabdv x. Sixacov x. 
Kadov, TO YevvOv TdvTa K, oUVEXOY K. TEpieyoV K. TEpL- 
AdpBavoy Siarvdpeva eis yéverw Exépwv spolwr) % 
ndvra Siodca x. drodapBdvovea Piows, TO Tod Kécpov 
HYEMOVLKOV, % TOD Grou Sidvota, TO aiti@des. It is not 

1 Where we wonder vaguely how ‘‘ goodness and justice” have crept 
in as qualifications or attributes of this reservoir of physical life! 
Has he forgotten the wise antithesis of vi. 17: gopal rdv crovyelwy and 
dperfjs klynots ? 
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permissible to see gradations or stages of divinity; for 
the whole hypothesis is that God and the world are 
one, and that there is but a single cause. At the same 
time, Marcus (as in his psychology) is betrayed fre- 
quently into popular language. He sees visible gods in 
the firmament; he recognizes his individual Mentor 
within as the gift of Zeus; and he sometimes appears 
to contemplate, with the possibility of Atomism, a 
Platonic recession of the Highest from a world which 
is not now in direct relation to Him, but follows 

blindly an immutable sequence. This universe (like 
Spinoza’s God with his two attributes, Thought and 
extension !), though one and integral as the Parmenidean 
sphere, tends in reflexion to divide into airi@des and 
bduxdv; and we need scarcely add that, like man’s 
spirit in his body, the higher principle tends to set itself 
in opposition to the lower, and in the last resort to 
claim complete freedom in Transcendentalism. Indi- 
viduals in particular are “passing soon and little 
worth”; the reality underlying is the Aoyos o7reppa- 
ttxds which requires consummate powers of analysis to 
be distinguished from the Platonic Idea. 

The sum of the world is unchanging, and is always 
new and fresh because of the perpetual shifting of the 
parts It is thus a single living being in which each 

1 Wordsworth’s ‘‘ Excursion ”— 
**The monitor express’d 

Mysterious union with its native sea. 

Even such a shell the universe itself 
Is to the ear of faith ; and there are times, 

I doubt not, when to you it doth impart 
Authentic tidings of invisible things ; 
Of ebb and flow, and ever-during power ; 
And central peace, subsisting at the heart 
Of endless agitation.” 
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part as leaf on tree depends upon the whole and takes 
its meaning and its sustenance from this close con- 
nexion. To stand aloof and claim independent being 
is a gross sin, though unhappily (and incomprehensibly) 
it is possible to man, alone of living creatures. But it 
is needless and tedious to multiply these obvious corol- 
laries from the Pantheistic hypothesis ; they are deduced 
by a sovereign logic, common to all minds and all ages.? 

1 For example, Emerson is a more genial Marcus Antoninus, and a 

little but interesting book (the Zeit Geist, by L. Dougall) seems to 
represent on Canadian soil the same peculiar features of American 
‘*Transcendentalism ” and Roman Stoicism. In all, there is a signifi- 
cant family likeness quite free from any conscious imitation. Compare 
Bartholomew Toyner’s new vision of the Divine Nature: ‘‘ He laughed 
within himself as he thought what a strange childish notion he had 
had . . . that God was only a part of things; that he, Bart. Toyner, 
could turn away from good ; that God’s power was only with him when 
he supposed himself to be obedient to Him!... With the children and 
maidens there were pleasure and hope ; with the older men and women 
there were effort and failure, sin and despair. The life that was in all 
of them, was it partly of God and partly of themselves? He laughed 
again at the question. The life that was in them all, was all of God, 
every impulse, every act. . . . His father’s cruelty, the irritable self- 
love, the incapacity to recognize any form of life but his own, it was of 
God,—not a high manifestation: the bat is lower than the bird, and 
yet it is of God. . . . He saw that the whole of the Universe goes to 
develop character ” (Marcus was not so anthropocentric !), ‘‘ and the one 

chief heavenly food set within reach of the growing character for its 
nourishment is the opportunity to embrace malice with love, to gather 
it in the arms of patience, convert its shame into glory by willing 
endurance. . . . Man, rising from the mere dominion of physical law 
(which works out its own obedience) into the Moral Region where a 
perpetual choice is ordained of God, and the consequences of each 

choice ordained. . . . Nothing is ever outside of Him ; what happens 
after we have done a thing is just what must happen . . . so that we 
can never hope to escape the good and evil of what we have done; for 
the way things must happen is just God’s character that never changes. 
You see the reason we can choose between right and wrong, when a tree 
can't or a beast, is just because God’s power of choice is in us and not in 
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It only remains to give illustrations of these tenets in 
the Emperor’s own language, and to inquire if any 
system coherent and compatible with the postulate of 
responsible moral action can be therefrom derived. 

§ 4. The world as fleeting and yet monotonous —ii. 
12: was mdvta tayews evadhaviteras TO Kdopw avdTd 
TA comaTa... TAS cited K. EUKaTappovyTAa K. puTTapa 
x. edpOapta x, vexpd (this discovery is the part of voepa 
Sdvapus, thereby set in dualism over against a visible 
which it despises and cannot control)—ii. 14: Kady 
tpiaxitia érn BidcecOar pérrgs, etc... . mavta é& 
Gidiov époadi x. avaxuxdovpeva, x. ovdev Siadéper 
morepoy év éxatov érecw ev Siaxocios 7 ev TO 
amelip@ xpove ta aitd Tis dwerat. (This indifference to 
Time or progress is an infallible sign of Mysticism.) 
—The famous (iv. 3) 6 Kdcpos ddAXoiwors’ 6 Bios 
bodnYus, which somehow loses its tone of despondency 
in translation. iv. 36 : Ovdev odtw dirt 4} THv ”“Odwv 
Diois ws TO Ta dvTa petaBddrew «K. Toteiy véa dpowa, 
—A3: Tlorapos tis éx Tadv ywvopévor x, pedpa Biaov 6 
Aiov.—y. 10: ’Ev rowdre obv t6bo x, pind x. TooavTy 
fice THs T odcias K. TOU ypdvoU'K. THS KiWHTEWS K. 
Tov Kivovpévoy (“I can imagine nothing that de- 

them. . . . Something of the secret of all peace—the Eternal Now— 
remained with him as long as the weakness of the injury remained. .. . 
His mind was still animated with the conception of God as suffering in 
the human struggle, but as the absolute Lord of the struggle ; and the 
consequent belief that nothing but obedience to the lower motive can 
be called evil.”"—When returning health forced him to descend from 
this lofty air: came ‘‘ the soul-bewildering difficulty of believing that 
the God of physical law can also be the God of promise ; that He that 

is within us and beneath us can also be above us with power to lift us 
up. . . . No one had told him about the Pantheism which obliterates 
moral distinctions, or told him of the subjective ideal which sweeps 
aside material delights.” 
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serves high prizing or intent pursuit”),—v. 23: 
TodraKts evOupod TO tdxos THS Tapaopas x. breEaywyhs 
Tov dvtav K. yivouévav (“sweep past and disappear ”)* 
"H te yap ovcia olov rotayos év Sinvexe? pice . . 
auvéxeot petaBorais . . . ayéSov ovdev éoras, and the 
customary moral of absolute indifference and contempt. 
—vi. 4: Hdvra ra trroxepéva tayiota petaBanrei, x. 
Hrot avabumabhceras (clrep vaTat 4 ovcla) 7 oxedac- 
Onoerar (in no case any abiding connexion or sym- 
pathy)—15: Ta pév omevda yiverOar ta Se orredvoet 
yeyovévas (impatient to come to the birth, as others too 
have done) «. Tov ywvopevov Sé Hdn Tt dméoBy’ pices 
kK. GAdolwoes avaveotar Tov Kécpov Sinvexds, woTrep 
Tov drreipov aidva % Tod ypdvou adiddAerros Popa véov 
dei Tapéyetat. ev S84 TodTw ToTdpw Ti dv Tis TObTwY 
tov wapabeovtav éxtiunoeev; (Is it not as foolish as 
“setting one’s love on some sparrow that flits past and 
in an instant is out of sight ?”)—-vi. 46: da77ep mpocic- 
Tata. oo. (as it occurs to you) Ta év TO augiledtpe and 
such like places, as del Ta adTa dpmpeva K. TO opoetdes 
mpookopi Tv Oedy toes (monotony of tedious repetition 
“makes the spectacle pall”) todro x. éi ddou Tov Riou 
TdoXelV' TavTAa yap avo KadTw Ta atta K. ex TOV AVTOD. 
Meéy pt Tivos obv ; (almost a prayer, “O Lord, how long?”). 
—vi. 59: @ 3 Tdyews 6 Alay rdvra Kadvwpet.—vii. 1: 
"Ordws avo Kata ta ata . . . ovddy Kawov, mdvTa K. 
auvnOn K. ddtyoxpovia,—10: mavtTos prin TayioTa 
éyxataxwvyuTar TO aidvi.—I18: ti yap divatar yxapis 
petaBodijs yevécOar; ri dé Pirrepov 7 oiKesoTepoy TH 
tov drov Dice: ;—vii. 25: wav dc° opas scov ota 
petaBarel 4 Ta Sra SiovcKodca Duvous, x. dAra éx Tis 
ovoias a’Tav troimeoes, etc. iva del veapss 7 6 Koopos 
(like a thrifty housewife who has no further stock 
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to draw upon, turns and adapts the old material). 
Similarly, viii. 50: 4 tadv ddav gious ew ovdev ever 
Gra Td Oavpactoy tis téxvns . . . Ste mepropicaca 
éauTiy Trav To évdov (SiapGeiperOar x. ynpdoKew x. 
a&ypnotov elvar Soxovv) eis éavTiv fperaBddde, «, OTe 
mad dAdNa veapa éx ToUTwWY Tole. . . . dpKetrar odY 
Kk. yopa...k. tn... Téexvn TH sia. (Here 
Nature personified as conscious artist, and as examplar 
to Sage of self-sufficingness.)—vii. 49: ‘Opoeidh yap 
mavtws éota (namely, future will be exactly like the 
past; compare Leopardi’s dialogue about the “New 
Almanac”) «. ody olév te éxBivar tod fvOuod Tav viv 
ytvouévev (whence it is the same to chronicle for forty 
or ten thousand years). Tié ydp mdéov dyes ;—viii. 6: 
‘H rév bdwv Gicis todto Epyov eye, TA Mde SvTa eel 
perariOévas petaBdddrew aipew evOev Kx. ened épeuv. 
mavra tpoval ... mavta ovvnOy—ix. 19: Tdvra 
év peraBodf' x. avTos ov év Sinvexel GAdoLwoE K. KATA 
tt POopa x. 6 Kécpos 8é Gros. (Strictly this is untrue, 
“corruption” has no meaning in relation to the Cosmos, 
whose sum remains always the same.)—ix. 28: Taira 
é. ta tov Koopou éyxixdia dvw Kxdtw é& aidvos eis 
aiava.—29: Xedppous 4 Tov drwy aitia’ wavta Péper. 
—28 (iter): "Hén mdvras jas 4 yf Kadvwer ereta 
kK. avTH petaBadel’ Kaneva eis dmetpov peraBarei x. 
wad éxeiva eis drespov. Tas yap émixupatwooes TOV 
peTaBorGv Kk, GANoL@TEwWS evOvpotpEves TLS K. TO TAXOS 
mavros Ountod xatadpovyce. (‘The billows of change 
and variation roll apace; and he who ponders them 
will feel contempt for all things mortal. The Universal 
Cause is like a winter torrent; it sweeps all before it.” 
R.)—ix. 35: (wetaBory) Toit dé yaipes 4 Tay Srdov 
Dios xaP Hv wavta nadds yiveras x, €& aidvos spoedas 
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éyiveto, x. eis daretpov rowad@ érepa éorar. (He 
betrays an unhellenic passion for “everlasting,” “in- 
finite,’—and from the permanence of Aristotle’s limited 
globular system reverts to the perpetual series of 
corruptible universes scattered in infinite-—in which 

Jonia anticipated modern science not solely in evolution 
but in astronomy.)—x. 11: Ids eis dAAndNa wdvta 

A t A 

peraBddder . . . Simvenads mpocexe . . . weyadodpoourns 

mountixoy (but we may be allowed to wonder why 
contemplation of the ignoble destiny of “ Cesar’s dust” 
should elevate the mind! This dwelling on the sordid 
side of Materialism is not the way to encourage 
Spiritualism.)—x. 27: Suveyds éemivoeiy was tavta 
TowadTa omola viv yiverar «. mpocbev éyivero.—xi. 1. 
In an eloquent passage on the powers of the Rational 
Soul. “Ets 8¢ qepiépyeras tov Srov Kocpov x. Td trept 
aurov Kevoy Kk. TO oxRwa avTod ... K. THY TEpLodiKnDY 
Tadtyyevesiav Tay Odwy éeuwreprrapBdver (“encompasses 
and comprehends the cyclic regeneration of the Uni- 
verse”); «. mepuvoei x. Oewpel StL ovdSev vedtepov dypovTat 

e poe on >Q\ id: 2 e Non 8 \ ot pe? Huds ode mepuTTOTepov Eldov of mpo Huav' Gra 
TpOTOy Tiva 6 TecTapaKoVTOUTHS . . . TavTa Ta yeyovoTa 
kK. Ta éoopeva éEdpake Kata TO ouoedes (“ our fathers had 
no fuller vision, nor will our children behold any new 
thing ”).—xii. 21: Mer’ od modv ovddels otdapod gon 

3O\ + a led ra Or es A a nr 

ovdée TovTwy TL & viv Brérets Ovde TOUTWY TaV VoV 
, a \ , 

Bwotvtev., “Atavra yap petaBdddew K. Tpétrea Bat K. 

POelpecOar rrépucev, iva Erepa epeEfs yivntas (though 
as he warns us, xi. 34: wavtd peroBohal ove eis TO BI 
dv GAN eis TO viv py dv).—xii. 23. Nature strikes 
the hour for death; 4 Trav GrAwy .. . Hs TOY pepov 

#5. b a e Ec / 
petaBadddvtwv, veapds Gael K. akualos o cvpras Koopos 

Siapéver—24: dcaxis av eEapOys, Tadta dyret TO Spoedés 
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Td édtyoxpénov, — 26: (EsreAdOov) tod Ste wav ro 
yiwdpevov ottas dei éyivero K. yevnoeTat K. voV TavTa- 
xod yiverat, The central idea is easy to understand ; 
rejuvenescence through never-ceasing change; the 
Universe stationary in its total, flickering and kaleido- 
scopic in its parts). (Upon these conceptions, purely 
physical as they are, we must feel surprise when an 
idea of purpose, justice, or love is superinduced.) 

(B) CREATION AND PROVIDENCE,—HOW FAR 
INTELLIGIBLE ? 

ANALYSIS 

§ 5. Problem: is all predestined, or ts there room for God’s special 
interest and intervention? (will not commit himself). 

§ 6. Everywhere traces of conflict between scientific and religious 
interpretation ; inclines to belief in Providential govern- 
ment, but leaves morals unaffected by these questions. 

§ 5. As to the question of “ Creation in Time,” and 
the cessation of a Providential government, there are 
two interesting passages, which prove how much 
inclined Marcus was to cast his hypothesis into the 
form of a “Sceptical alternative.”—vii. 75: ‘H rod 
drov Bios eri THY Kocporrotiay Spunse (the “once 
upon a time” of fairy stories: once “the impulse 
of Nature” advanced nimbly to the task of world- 
building). Nov &€ jroo wav To ywopevoy Kat émaxo- 
AovOnow yiverat (“all that now happens follows in 
the train of consequence” = fatally), 9 dAoyora x. Ta 
kupi@tata é. ép & qoveirat idiav Spphy Td Tod Koopou 
‘“Hyeuovixov ; else you must deny reason to the sovereign 
ends which guide the impulse of the World-Soul. Such 
is Dr. Rendall’s translation; but it puts a dilemma 
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instead of the sceptical alternative which seems to me 
lurking in this difficult passage. Now ix. 28 gives 
much the same language, and it is worth while to 
compare the sense: "Hos ef’ éxactov Spyd 4 Tod ddov 
Atdvoa dmep ci & amodéyou 76 éxelvns oppnTor. 
"H dmat dpunoe, ta 8& dowd Kat érraxodovOnow. 
“ither the World-Mind imparts each individual 
impulse—in which case, accept the impulse it imparts ; 
or else it gave the impulse once of all, with all its long 
entail of consequence” (reading xatevteiver, a brilliant 
and plausible emendation for the text ri év ruvi, and 
Coraés’ cal ti évreivy, which is quite in Marcus’ manner, 
x. 31). Now the distinction in both these obscure and 
perhaps corrupt sections is between a special and a 
fatal or universal Providence. Marcus is concerned to 
show in either event, resignation is the fitting attitude 
of the Sage. Can we allow a “ knowledge of particu- 
lars” to God ?—eg. vi. 44, he puts the hypothesis of 
the restriction of Divine interest (or power) to the 
greater laws; to the larger issues of life:—Hi 6é uy 
éBovretoavto kar iBiav epi euod rept ye Tav Kowdv 
mdavtTws éBovretoavto, ols Kat éraxoXovOnow K. TadTa 
cupBaivovta ... otépyew dpetaw. Is He not eternally 
engrossed either in Himself or in contemplation of the 
Type? Here, it seems to me, Marcus tries to exempt 
from the operation of this rigid and indefeasible sequence 
certain important events in the world-order, towards 
which -Providence still makes an exceptional and 
peculiar movement of interest and concern. In the 
latter passage he goes so far as to say, é@ &xacTor, 
each trivial event, circumstance, casualty is Divine 

(as according to Christian teaching). In the former, 
if I may extrude the (to me) incomprehensible word 
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aroyiora, we see detailed vigilance of Providence is 
restricted to “great heroes and great haps” (as in 
Lucan, “Humanum paucis vivit genus”; and Cesar’s 
taunt to the mutineers who think the gods care for 
their petty lives). These he calls ra xupiotata; and 
towards these, not predetermined by course of Fate 
and unravelled string of destiny, the World-Soul makes 
a special and impulsive onslaught. (Could ddrdyiora 
mean “as yet not predestined, still leaving scope for 
special settlement”; or could we read ddoyicrws 7, 
“yequiring no particular exercise of reason,’ etc. ?) In 
any case I am clear there is a distinct antithesis 
between the more religious and the purely scientific 
conception of the world-order; and that whatever 
private opinion Marcus may hold, he is not going to 
commit himself either here or elsewhere. 

§ 6. ix. 1. (Impiety not to regard pleasure and pain 
as 7 Kolvn Biot does: She treats them “ indifferently,” 

éxions, by which I mean,) 1d cupBaivew éerions ta 
To EAs Tols yuvopévoss K. erruywwopévols Opuy Tit apyaia 
THs IIpovoias (“that they befall indifferently all whose 
existence is consequent upon the original impulse of 
Providence ”)—xa®? iv dé Twos apyis Spunoev earl rHvbe 
Thy Svaxoounow (“which gave the original and first 
momentum to the cosmic ordering of things”), cvAAa- 
Bodca twas Aoyous Tdv éecouévar x. Suvdpers yoviwovs 
agopicaca, trocracewy Te x, weTaBordy x, Siadoyav 

rovovrwv (“by selecting (?) certain germs of future 
existences and assigning to them productive capacities 
of realisation, change, and phenomenal succession.” R.). 
The conflict in his mind between the religious and the 
scientific explanation of the world appears in every 
reference to Providence—ii. 3: Ta trav Oedy Mpovoias 
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peotd. Ta ris toys ovK dvev picews 7 TVyKAWTEWS 
kK. émuTdoKhs Tov Npovoia Ssorxovpévav. (“In the 
gods’ work there is providence everywhere. For the 
action of chance is the course of Nature, or the web 

and woof of the dispositions of Providence,” which gives 
the sense admirably, though ov« dvev does not imply 
identity.) Idvra éxeiOev pei, mpdccots 86 16 ’Avay- 
kaiov, kK. TO TO OAD Koop cvpdépov vb pépos él. 
“From providence (the personal and religious view) 
flows all; and side by side with it is necessity and 
the advantage of the Universe” (the scientific and 
impersonal), “of which you are a part.” Here there 
is a compromise; both views are stated in a parallel; 
they are neither reconciled nor allowed to quarrel, only 
held in leash.—ii. 11, in a celebrated vindication of 

Death, ef pév Oeol clow oddev Sewvdv (kax@ ydp ce ov‘ 
av mepiBdrovev) ei S& Hrow ove eioly 7 ov pédet adTois 
tav avOpwreiov, ti wor Chv ev Kooum Kev Oedv 7 
Mpovoias xeve; ’AAAA Kal cioly, x. péder adTois TOV 
avOpwreiwv. This is the strongest passage in the book 
about the gods and their part in human affairs.\—iv. 3 : 
’"Avavewodpevos TO Siefevypévoy 4% ToL Mpdvow 7 ATopor 
kK. €& dcwv drredelyOn btv 6 Kdopos @odver TOMS. 
(“ Recall to mind the alternative,—either a foreseeing 
Providence or blind atoms,—and all the abounding 
proofs that the world is as it were a city.”) We see 
here clearly to which side he is leaning, to the politico- 
religious conception as opposed to the scientific—vi. 

1 We may remember how closely united in Quintilian’s age were the 
two themes for unending discussion: ‘‘ whether the world was ruled 

by Providence,” and ‘‘ whether the Wise Man should take office,”—a 
singular instance of the reciprocal influence of metaphysical theory 
and conduct. 

, 
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10. Again, engaged in the contemplation of death, he 
almost comforts himself with the thought of atomism 
as a consolation for leaving the world (ii. 11): "Ho 
KUKE@Y K. GvTeUTAOK? K. TKEdAT MOS | evwots K. TAELS K. 
Mpgvoa. (“The world is either a welter of alternate 
combination and dispersion,” cf. Empedocles’ famous 
dictum, “or a unity of order and Providence.”) Ei pev 
ody Ta mpoTepa, Ti Kal émiOuua cixaie ouyKpiuate kK. 
pupy® TovovT@ évdiarpiBew ; (“Why crave to linger on 
in such a random medley and confusion?) ... 7&e 
yap én’ gu 6 oxedacpos 6 Tt av towed (“ Do what I will, 
dispersion will overtake me”). Ei 8& Odatepd éotu, 
céBw x. evoTabd Kx. Oappe TS Acoixodvte (“I reverence, 
I stand steadfast, I find heart in the power that dis- 

poses all”)—In iv. 27 we have a similar but more 
hopeful passage: "Hos xoopos Siatetaypevos, ) KuKEdv 
oupmepopnuevos.: “AAAa pay Kdcpwos’  év col wey TIS 
Koapos tpictacOar Sivatar, év Sé TH Iavtl dxoopia ; 

k. Tavta otTw wdvrwv Siaxexpipévev Kx, Siaxeyupévev 
x. cuptabav. (“Hither an ordered universe or else a 
welter of confusion. Assuredly, then, a world-order ; 
or think you the order subsisting within yourself is 
compatible with disorder in the All? and that, too, 

when all things, however distributed and diffused, are 
affected sympathetically.”) Here Marcus almost un- 
answerably argues from the reason within to the reason 
without, from subjective to objective regularity and 
method.—In xii. 1 we have a parallel to the Horatian 
“permitte divis cetera”; 7d pédrov emitpéyryns TH 
Npovoig.—xii. 14 is a useful passage: “Hros davdynn 

1J accept Rendall’s excellent suggestion, for the ‘‘textus receptus”’ 
is absurd ; but would not od why adda Kéopos be a simpler correction ? 

Coraés’ cunrepupuevos is also extremely probable. 
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eiwappévn x, amapdBatos Takis, 4 Npdvoia iAdowpos, 7 
guppos eixaorntos ampootdtyros. (“Either fixed 
necessity and an inviolable order, or a merciful Pro- 
vidence, or a random and ungoverned medley.”) If the 
first, ti dvteteivers; Ei 8€ Mpdvoa, érideyouévn TO 
iNdoxerOai, dEvov cavtov Toihoov é« Tod Oeiov BonOeias 
(“if a Providence waiting to be merciful, make yourself 
worthy of the Divine aid,” etc.). Here again the 
religious conception is uppermost; and for the single 
occasion in the whole of the volume, efficacy of prayer 
and propitiation are brought within range of philosophic 
thought. But there is no attempt to accommodate these 
views with scientific experience; and in the end 
Marcus leaves us in a dualism which is (as we have 
often noted) creditable to his candour and his common 
sense, if not to his logic. Finally, since his whole 
speculative philosophy subserves his practice, his real 
end and aim, he proves (xii. 24) acquiescence right, 
whatever be the ultimate explanation of the Universe: 
érl trav éabev ovpBawovtav, OTe HTow Kat émt- 
Tuxiav, } Kata Mpdvoay, ode S& TH eruTuyla peumréov 
ote TH Mpovoia éyxAnréov. (“ You cannot quarrel with 
chance; you cannot arraign Providence.” The govern- 
ment of the world is either accidental, and so beneath 

our notice and concern; or Divine, and therefore above 

our understanding and beyond our criticism.) 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ALLEGED CONCILIATION OF THE TWO 

NATURES 

(4) Vanity anp InsicniricaAnce or Human LiFe IN 
THE MEASURELESS GULF oF TIME 

ANALYSIS 

§ 1. This human life out of place in the “vain show ’ of the world ; 
deliberate quenching of Will-to-live. 

§ 2. Dwells on intrinsic baseness of life; scornful language for body 
and life ; passing moment (all that is ours) insignificant. 

§ 3. Man contemptible in relation to Space as to Time ; quarrelsome 
children, snapping puppies, bursting bubbles. 

§ 4. Corollary of such preaching, not resignation ; if man a bubble, 
why trouble about duty or world-order ? 

§ 5. God (within or without) no support to moral endeavour. (Texts 
of the vanity of life’s pwrsuits,—smoke, dust, leaves, husk, 
ete.) 

§ 1. IT is clear that in such a world of successive and 
unceasing change, of persistence only through variation, 
human life must seem strangely out of place, with its 
fixed centre of will and personality and its material 
environment in perpetual flux. Instead of appearing 
as to our modern Gnostics an “oasis” in the cruel 
wilderness of the actual, human society is precisely that 
sphere in which the Unreason at the root of things is 

16 
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most justly impeached. Man is born but to die; he 
wins self-consciousness only to discover its torture; the 
use of will only to feel its negative value. The whole 
personal philosophy of Marcus is a study of death 
(wedéTn Oavarov), a deliberate quenching of the will 
to live, not merely by appealing to a religious sense 
(émitpéresy TH Ipovoig), but by dwelling with remorse- 
less analysis on the sordid details of life, and trying to 
borrow from such consideration disgust for the whole 
weary business. I have reserved this as an episode in 
our survey of his cosmology; because, while a study of 
his own nature convinced him, as we saw, of the value 

of moral and social endeavour, he discovers here nothing 
but arguments for Quietism and the extinction of motive 
and desire. The two sides of his philosophy are here 
in clearest contrast; 7) xown and éuy vous with their 
incompatible impulse. The one calls us to passive 
resignation, the other, though fitfully and with no clear 
object, to activity in the smaller commonwealth; and 
although he protests in one place man’s duty lies in 
the energy rather than in receptivity (évépyea than 
meioer), and in another that of the two natures (ula 
dpdorépay 7) 686s, v. 3), “the path is one and the same, 
—elsewhere he places oowoTns above Sveatoctvn, and 
canonizes as the first virtue a theology, mystic or 
negative. And this on examination is nothing else but 
a scientific conviction of the world’s vanity and un- 
reality of phenomena as they play in idle illusion above 
an inscrutable. ground. For Marcus and his fellows, 
though one be wise and another foolish, are like chil- 
dren sporting on the steps or in the open vestibule of 
a temple, the doors of which are for ever shut. 

§ 2. To us it seems a truism that from the Secularist 
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or Christian view alike it is needful to dwell on the 
value and significance of life even in the humblest 
surroundings. Aurelius believes that a moral attitude 
cannot be attained until we are certain of its essential 
baseness or turpitude. He is, like Lucretius, a “ Realist,” 

dwelling with especial and deliberate disgust upon 
the contemptible origin of man,! and seeking to stifle 
the softer emotions and to tear violently asunder the 
physical from the sentimental side in that odd and ever 
marvellous complex, Love. For the body he has no 
language base enough. Very early he strikes the note, 
or rather minor chord, which is to predominate.—. 
ii. 2: 3 78n aroOvycKwv Td&v capKioy KaTadpovyncov: 
AWOpos K. doTapia K. KpoKUpavTos ex vetipwyv prEBidv 

aptnpiav mreyuatuv. “As with near presence of 
death, despise poor flesh—this refuse of blood and bones, 
this web and tissue of nerves and veins and arteries.”— 
ii, 17: Tod avOpwrivov Biov 6 pév xpovos, oTeyuy 7 
dé odcia, péovoa 4 Sé alaOnous, duvdpa: 4 Sé ddov Tod 
c@paTos avyxKpiots, evonTros’ 4 Sé vuyi, pouBos' 4 8é 
TUyn, SvoTéxpaptov’ 7 & dyun, axputov. Zuvedovts & 
cimety WavTa, Ta pey G@paTos, ToTapos' Ta Sé THs 
~uxis, Sverpos «. THpos' 6 Sé Bios, moreuos x. Eévov 
emidnpia’ 7 Se botepopnuia AjOy. (“In man’s life,. 
time is but a moment; being, a flux; sense is dim; the 

material frame, corruptible; soul, an eddy of breath ; 
destiny, hard to define; fame, ill at appraise. In brief, 

4 vi. 18, Heis the avowed enemy to the spiritualizing of the emotions ; 
he reduces everything to its ‘‘beggarly elements,” its naked truth. 
This is certainly logical ; perhaps not unnatural to some fastidious 
minds who in this matter can never overcome an initial astonishment at 
the odd yoke-fellows, romance and passion, angel and animal; but it 
is as certainly not wise ; él ray xara rhy cvvovelay, évreplov mapdrpiyrs 
kK, wera Twos oracpod uvéaplov Exxptors. 
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things of the body are but a stream that flows, things 

of the soul a dream and vapour); life, a warfare and a 
sojourning” [? in an alien land]; “and afterfame, oblivion.” 
Surely it is Leopardi who is talking, and not a professed 
and sincere vindicator of the ways of God? “Non tali 
auxilio non defensoribus istis!”—-Length of time is 
equally an illusion; from many passages in which he 
insists that the present moment alone is ours (without 
the inevitable Cyrenaic corollary !), I single iii 7: 
motepov él mdéov SidoTnua Ypovou TO capyaTs TrEeplexo- 
pevyn TH Wuys i én édxaccov xpycerat, ov8 study ait 
perder. — 10: povov ff Exactos Td Tapoy Toit TO 
axaptatoyv (“the passing minute,” this razor-edge on 
which we stand with the two gulfs of past and future 
yawning on either side.)—iv. 50: Badéze yap oriow To 
dxavés TOD aldvos, K. TO TMpoow aANO Arretpov (s0 iv. 3 
coupled with 76 rdyos Tis mavtwy AnOns is TO xdos TOD 
éf’ éxatepa atreipov aidvos.)—v. 23: Td drewpov Tod Te 
TapeYXNKOTOS K. HeAOVTOS dxaves @ wavTa évapaviteras. 
(The present is like a narrow isthmus washed by the 
two immeasurable oceans of that which has been and 
has yet to be.)—ix. 32. How short a span is life! 
dxaves S€ TO Mpd THs yevérews ws K. TO pmeTa THD 
Sidrvowv opoiws a&reipov.—xii. 7. Shortness of life, ryv 
dxdveray TOU OTicw Kk. Tpdcw aidvos.—32: méoaToY 
Hépos Tod ameipov x. dxavois aidvos drropeuepiotas 
éxadoT@ ; (Rendall’s translation of iv. 32 in full will 
give the English reader the best idea of Marcus’ mean- 
ing: “You can get rid (of the agitations that beset 
you), and in so doing, will indeed live at large, by 
embracing the whole universe in your view, compre- 
hending all eternity and imagining the swiftness of 
change in each particular; seeing how brief is the 
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passage from birth to dissolution,—birth, with its un- 
fathomable before; death, with its infinite hereafter.” 

§ 3. Man, contemptible in relation to Time, is no 
less so in regard to Space; his greatest empire is but 
a tiny speck in a corner of earth; and what is earth 
to the boundless void? With this idea we are familiar 
from “Scipio's dream,”’! where Scipio blunts the keen 
edge of earthly ambition by showing the pettiness of 
its domain; to us a wearisome commonplace, but to 
the average citizen, content with the religion and 
the tradition of his State, a paradox‘ and a wanton 
sacrilege.—iii. 10: puxpdy TO THs yis yovidiov Saou fF. 
—iv. 3: Gdn Te yap % yh oTiypn x. tabTns moto 
yovidiov ) KaTotKnois a’tn; (“The whole earth is but 
a point, your habitation but a tiny nook thereon.”)— 
iv. 48: Karideiy dei tavOparwa ws ébypepa x. evTedt’ 
Kk. &yOes pev pvEdpiov atvipsov dé tdpiyos 7} téppa. (“ Look 
‘at all human things, behold how fleeting and how sorry ! 
but yesterday a mucus-clot; to-morrow, dust or ashes! ”) 
—v. 29: Kdmvos «. drépyouar. ...—33:”Ocov ovdéra 
owd80s 7) oKEAETOS K. TOL Gvowa 7} ovde Ovoma... . 
All the things we most value in life, ceva «. campd 
k. piapa x. Kkuvidia Siadaxvoyeva x. traidia didoverta, 
yehavra el’ edOds kdalovta (“empty, rotten, insigni- 
ficant, snapping puppies or quarrelsome children, that 
laugh and anon fall to crying” *)—vi. 47. List of 

1So Seneca (Wat. Quest. i. pref.). The Soul amid the stars looks 

down in mirth: ‘‘ Hoe est illud punctum quod inter tot gentes ferro et 
igne dividitur? . . . Formicarum iste discursus est. . . . Quid illis et 
nobis interest exigui mensura corpusculi? Puwnctwm est istud in quo 
navigatis, bellatis, regna disponitis. . . . Contemnit domicilii prioris 
angustias.” 

2 He might perhaps have spared us the superfluous nastiness of the 
Bath-Simile, viii. 24: ‘Omoidv co. galverar 7d NoveoBat, Eracov lapis 
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heroes who are now all dust; auras THs émreKnpov K. 

epnpépov trav avOpmirwv Cans xdevdota (“who have 
made man’s fateful fleeting life their jest”)—36. Asia 
and Europe, yeria. tod Kécpou, all sea, otdyav tod 
Koopov: Athos (he is thinking of Xerxes’ achievement 
as a type of imperial sovereignty at its climax) Bwhdpioy 
tod Koopov.—vii. 68: Sage, calm, and unruffled though 
wild beasts Siacwd rd pedv8pia tod sepi-TeOpappévov 
tovtov gupduaros (“material integument of flesh,” 
where Dr. Rendall euphemizes the hard bitter sarcasm 
of the original’; “this lump of clay hung round me 
which cries out for food ”),—viii. 20: ti 8¢ dyaOov 7H 
ropodduy, cuvertoon 7) Kaxdv SiadvOeion ; Ta Spore 8é 
Kk. emt NUxvOU. 

§ 4. We are here not far from getting annoyed 
with Marcus’ persistent inconsistency. It is his whole 
purpose to mark off and separate man from the rest of 
things; his virtue “proceeds by its own mysterious: 
path, hard to be compassed and understood, to the goal 
of its being,” vi. 17, and has nothing to do with mere 
elemental change. Yet thus severed in life from the 
innocent and unreflecting pleasure of animals, in the 
moment of his greatest suspense and anxiety, he is 
suddenly classed with—not even animals, but with the 
inanimate and mechanical and automatic. That the 
corollary of this is resignation, peace, social work, is due 

piros tSwp yrowddes, wdvra oixxavrd* roodroy wav wepos rod Blov x. wav 
broxetpevov. We prefer his wi oixxalvew unde dravddy of v. 9; and we 

must remember, too, that Marcus here as elsewhere is too sincere to be 

consistent. —For example, how the proud self-possession of iii. 5 : "Op0er 
ody elvat xph obx! épPovpevor, gives place to the modesty of vii. 12: ép0ds 

} bpOoduevos,—a Sevrepds whois, indeed, to the complete spontaneity of 

the Spirit’s choice, a ‘‘law to itself” ;—to the sober advice of vii. 7: 
My aloxvvov BonOovpmevos. 
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to a mere temperamental peculiarity of the Emperor ; 
it is certainly not logic. To a more sanguine and fiery 
nature, the gladness of fighting and defiance would set 
him in deadly conflict against a power which, though 
ultimately certain to triumph,-it is pure joy so far as 
possible to thwart. “If such a Deity bade me go to 
hell, to hell I would gladly go”; and on the same 
deep sense of the fitting rests the strange religious 
Atheism (or rather ir-religion) of Lucretius. If man 
is a bubble on the ocean of time, by all means let him 
follow his bent, and not do violence to his inner self. 

But the ascetic has nothing to say logically against the 
voluptuary ; and to prate about reason, duty, a standard 
of right and wrong, sympathy with the world-soul, 
merely irritates a good-natured adversary, who is ready 
to leave you with a “higher criterion,” if you would 
only grant him a similar freedom of choice and inclina- 
tion. 

He on his part has no wish to depreciate or criticize 
the satisfaction of the Mystic; he will not even call 
his inner joys, illusion or an imaginary world of pure 
hallucination; he knows that everything is that,— 

relative, fleeting, uncanonized by any yet discovered 
standard; for nothing can effectively bridge the gulf 
between two personalities. A man can make of the 
world what he likes, and no one has the right to say 
him “nay.” “Exaotos év t@ idip vol mdnpodopeicba, 
Rom. xiv. 5; and although St. Paul is speaking about 
the unessential, where reasonable divergence and toler- 
ance can be permitted, the maxim can be taken up into 
a far more serious realm. This pure subjectivity can 
only be corrected by the social edict which, making “ for 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number,’—always 
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the aim, whether avowed or not,—takes the average of 

human character and aspirations, and decides that, on 

the whole, man is instinctively (though ilogically) 
“moral”; that a general agreement on 7a mpaxtéa 
kat pt can be reached, even apart from religious 
sanction. But in Marcus’ system, the universal moral 
instinct, sign of essential solidarity, lies useless in the 
background, like Anaxagoras’ disappointing maxim; and 
it is not too much to say that his theology provides no 
argument whatever for the endeavour to right. For, 

viewed as Fate or the Absolute, God has no concern 

with such a distinction ; viewed as-the “ Deity Within,” 
the divine voice within condones or enjoins the ex- 
tremest vagaries of subjective impulse. 

§ 5. But I am travelling somewhat beyond my 
immediate task; and Marcus himself might gently 
remind me that engrossment in the present duty (76 
mdpov . . . axapiaiov) is the truest rule—viii. 37. 
In a somewhat hard-hearted passage on mourners, he 
ends, [pdoos may TodTo x. Ope ey OvAdKe, intrans- 
latable indeed. “All comes to stench and refuse at 

last.” —ix. 24: Iadlwy épyai x. maiyuia, x. mvevpatia 
vexpods Baotdfovta (“ children’s squabbles, or stage-farce, 
and poor breath carrying a corpse; is not phantom 
land more palpable and solid ?”).—ix. 29: ds edred¥j 
8¢ xal Td ToduTiKd Tadta x. oS oleTat, Pthocopws 
mpaxtixa avOpomia! pvfdv peotd. (“How cheap, in 
sooth, are these pygmies of politics, these sage doctrin- 
aires in statecraft! Drivellers everyone !”)—x. 17: 
Tod drov aidwos x. ris Ans obolas cuveyds pavtacia’ 
kat Ors wdvta TA KaTd pepds ws pev pds ovctar, 
keyxpapis: os 5é mpds ypovov, tpurdvou wepiatpody. (“ All 

individual things are but a grain of millet ... the 
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turn of a screw.”)—x.17: Ta dvOpemwa are xanvis 
k. TO pmdev.—x. 34. All men are leaves (pvAAa .. . 
dudddpia). ITavta yap tadta “ éapos éruyiyverar Opn’ 
elra dvewos kataBéBrnev' ere Brn érépa... . To 

5 Sdtyoxpsvov Kowov wacw.—38: Mndérote cvprepi- 
gavrdfov 76 repixeywévoy aryyeribdes, K. TA dpydvia TadTa 
Ta jwepureTTAacuéva, (“Never confound it (the true 
power, the will) with the mere containing shell, and 
the various appended organs.”1)—xi. 2: Méuvnoo én 
Ta Kata pépos tpéyew «. TH Staipéce adTav eis 
katappéynow iévat.—xii. 1 and 2. Various uncom- 
plimentary names for the body 76 mepiteOpappévov cot 
capKidvoy . . . bAuKa dyyela x. povd x, KaBdpwata . . . 
TA Tepixeywéva xpeddva (“fleshly shell . . . material 
husks and impurities”),— xii. 27: Hod viv wdvra 
éxelva ; kamvds x, oTr0dds K. wuOos 7 ovde w0O0s.—31: 
Ei 8 &kacta edxaradpovnta mpooils él redevtaior, 
76 érecOar TH Adyw x. TH Od. — 32. How tiny a 
portion of eternity, of substance, of world-soul has been 
allotted to you! év méatm Sé Bwdapiv tis OAns xis 

1 This contemptuous, semi-gnostical language, and this repetition of 
insulting diminutives, is a fashion of most second century writers; cf. 
Maximus Tyrius, xiii., where the body is duexpyordy rotro replSAnua. 
«+s XAandla épjuepa, paxla dodevh x. rpixiva... . Kaxdv x. darAnorov 

x. vooepdy Opéuua. . . . onmduevoy x. Siappéov recxlov Seouwrnplov. It 

was certainly not the Christian Church, but the fatigued classical spirit, 

that introduced ascetic anchoritism and a Manichean contempt for 
the body. Even the genial Plotinus, whose entire aim is anti- 
Dualistic, is led away by this fundamental tenet of the new Platonism 
(a spirit by no means confined to the School of that name), Ennead, vi. 
7. 31: the fair objects of sense arouse the waking soul, but do not 
beguile it into supposing they are original ; for they are but counterfeits ; 
‘never would those blessed ideals venture to defile themselves by 
embarking in this miry clay of bodily vesture, to befoul and destroy 
themselves (uh yap dy rodpijoa éxeiva old dorw els BopBopov cwudrwv 
éuBivat, x, puravar éavrd x. ddpavloat), 
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éprreis; mdvta tadra évOupovpevos, undev peya pavtafou 
(contrast Aristotle's é¢ Scov évdéyerar aOavarige). 
—The sum of the whole book may be found in the 
next section. Ids éavte yphrar 16 ‘“Hyeworxor ; 
vy yap tovT@ 7d wav. Tad S& AovTa 7 MpoaipeTa €. 7 
ampoaipera, véxpa x. kanvés. (“How goes it with your 
Inner Self? that is everything. All else, in your 
control or out of it, is smoke and dust of the dead.” *) 

(B) THe Uses anD METHODS OF PHILOSOPHY; THE 
SURRENDER OF INTELLECTUALISM 

ANALYSIS 

§ 6. Settled early in life his few (paradoxic) dogmata ; burnt his 

books ; his style and unction all his own; formal doctrines, 

others’, 
§ 7. Abandons speculative philosophy (not tending to edification) ; 

aims at mere practical goodness and prety ; his “ open mind” 

on all ultimate problems. 

§ 6. One or two points remain: (1) what is the 
kind of sctence or method of philosophy which has taught 
Marcus this theory of the world and man’s place in it ? 
(2) whether it is possible to stand out in self-will and 
obstruct the eternal order? because it is clear that 
people not born to patience and devoutness, in whose 
breast rages the sacred fire of discontent, will be glad 

1J am not quite comfortable about dismissing mpoalpera into this 
contemptible category ; it seems too sweeping even for Marcus the 
pessimist. I would suggest that by this word he conveys a domain 
proper and subordinate to the exercise of the Inner Self, by willing ; 
and therefore really included in it, and not to be distinguished as having 
an essential value in itself. For to emphasize the mere inner tranquillity, 
released from any willing or striving, is surely too Buddhistic for 
Marcus? But I only suggest. 
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to hear what measure of completeness, distinctness, 

individuality, one can attain, even if it be painful, and 

in the end a failure. Who is the character in one of 
Stevenson’s apologues, who, when he hears of the 
Ragnarok, says, “I am going off to fight for Odin”? 
It is the dull and meaningless omnipotence which 
rouses us to challenge, even to despise, the tyrant 
sovereign of a world so worthless. But if he demands 
our help and our sympathy, waits for, and will not 
force our loyalty, the whole horizon is changed; the 
meaning of everyday life becomes clearer; little things 
fit in to a system, which, sublime, is not “infinite.” 

The very weakness of the power that makes “ for 
righteousness ” is the best enlisting sergeant: “ Moria- 
mur pro rege nostro Maria Theresa.” But first to the 
peculiar method of Marcus’ inquiry. Now it is clear 
that early in life he was much inclined to become a 
student, to read and meditate much over bygone 
authors, and to spend over the refined subtleties of 
Hellenic systems a life which was owed to public 
duties and the common welfare. His temper, too, 
essentially speculative and sceptic, had its especial 
dangers, of which he was aware. So, after settling 
upon a few maxims on which to guide his life, the 
Soypata mpdyerpa, so frequently summoned and paraded, 
after deciding on the supreme merits of Stoic Monism, 
he abandoned further search, quenched his curiosity, 
and burnt, if not his boats, at least his books. What 

self-devotion there was in this sacrifice of inclination! 
He may have borrowed his technical phrases from 
others, his doctrine of self-sufficingness from Seneca, 

of the “indwelling Deity” from Epictetus, his charity 
and forbearance from the abundant practical examples 
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in his childhood, from his mother, from Antoninus,’ the 

old man “Cephalus” of the drama,—but in the very 
antinomies of his system, the bluntness and vagaries of 
his unpractised style, the fervour of his intense sincerity, 
the richness of his concrete illustration and metaphor,” 

1 Besides the long section in Book I., see vi. 80: Idvra, ws ’Avrwvlvov 

Habyrhs. 
? Some of his more memorable sayings : 
‘Do each act, live each day, as if it were to be your last.” 

‘The good man is high priest and minister of the gods.” 
“Our human states are houses in the supreme commonwealth.” 
“Do even the smallest thing, mindful of the close connexion of things 

human and Divine.” 
“The bright flame assimilates all to itself, and only burns the 

brighter ; so should a wise man take life’s pains.” 
“*A poet of old said, O dear city of Cecrops; and shall I not say, 

O beloved city of God!” 
“Full already is the story of your life; completed your public 

service” (redela 7 Necroupyia). 

“The finest kind of retaliation is not to become like.” 
‘In this flux of things, he who singles out another for his love, is 

as if a passing swallow caught his fancy ; and, lo! it is already out of 
sight.” 

‘(Things cannot influence our judgments.” 
‘The lover of glory places his good in another’s action ; the voluptuary, 

in his own passivity ; the wise, in his own unfettered activity.” 
““Why be ashamed, if lame, to mount the glittering ramparts of the 

City of Truth by another’s helping hand ?” 
“Near at hand is thy forgetfulness of all; near, too, forgetfulness of 

all for thee.” 
‘*The fount of the good within will ever give pure water, if you dig 

about it.” 
‘* How easy for a man to be divine, and yet be recognized by none!” 
‘*A mind free from every passion is an Acropolis,” 
‘*A fountain, if you stand blaspheming it and casting in mud, ceases 

not to send forth clear water.” 
‘Come quickly, O Death! lest perchance I forget myself.” 
‘Even if the leaving life so be the one right action in life” (ef. 

‘Nothing in life became him as well as the leaving it”), 
‘On the same tree, yes ; not of the same creed.” 
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the quickness of his eye for realistic detail, we must 
lament in the interests both of literature and philo- 
sophy that he could not enjoy a more ample leisure 
(evpvywpia). In spite of his constant repetitions, in 
spite of the patent fallacy in that philosophic scheme 
which he fondly supposed was the foundation of his 
ethical practice, he always compels attention by the 
dignity, the distinction, the earnest directness of his 
style. He commands and uses as his servant the 
crabbed definitions and phrases of Stoic pedantry ; and 
in a certain atmosphere, and an indescribable unction, 
he foreshadows Plotinus; whose genial mysticism, set 
free now from “ physiology,” stands in such marked 
contrast to the pessimism of the Emperor. He might, 
we can easily conceive, have hewn out a more enduring 
temple of truth, softened the dsperities, and reconciled 
the inconsistencies of his creed; which as it lies before 

us in detached aphorisms, is but a tumbled heap of 
bricks in disorder, and with no clue to their combina- 

tion. But from the solitary meditation, “alone with 

the Alone,” in which lay his deepest joy,’ public 
- service called him; and from this, whether in battle 
or senate-house, he never flinched. Yet he abandoned 

the delights of speculative philosophy with a sigh. He 
needs continually to remind himself that he has not 
time, perhaps not capacity (as he modestly avers), for 
becoming a “dialectic” or a “physician”; that others, 
if he challenge comparison with the great minds of 
pure thought, may despise and laugh at his pretensions ; 

Complaint of an actor cut short in his part: ‘‘ But I have not yet 
spoken my full allotted part!” Never mind; in life your three-fifths 
is the entire plot.” 

liv. 3: ris Vroxwphoews THs els Tobro Td dypldvoy éavrod. 
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but that they cannot do this if, in abandoning all claim 
to wisdom, he strives to be simply good. 

§ 7. i. 2: "Ades ta BiBra—-3: thy Se Trav 
BiBrwv Siav pirov! His use of philosophy is of 
a pure moral science, in the sense of Epictetus— 
ii. 17: Ti ody 76 mapaméuas Suvdpevov ; &v Kk. movov 
dirocodia. Todto 8 év re Thpeiv Tov evdov Aaipova 
aviBpiorov, xTX. (“ What then can direct our goings ? 
one thing, and one alone, philosophy ; which is to keep 
the deity within inviolate and free from scathe.”)— 
vi. 30: “Ayovicar tva tovovtos cuppelvns olov oe 
HOeAnTE Toincar girocodia. “Struggle to remain 
such as Philosophy would have you,’=as above, 
“Simple, good, sincere, grave, unaffected, a friend 

to justice, God-fearing, considerate, affectionate, and 

strenuous in duty.”—So viii. 1: moddois 7 ddAous 
kK, avTos ceavT@ Shros yéyovas Twoppw Ptdocodias, in 
a purely ethical sense—So ix. 29: ‘Amdowv éote 
kai aidfjuov TO girocodias épyov.—Such practical 
wisdom and guidance to serenity, the sovereign good, 
will be embodied in short gnomic maxims, pregnant 
with meaning, held ready for any emergency. He 
learnt from Rusticus to “renounce sophistic ambitions 
and essays on philosophy, discourses provocative to 
virtue, or fancy portraitures of the sage or the phil- 
anthropist.”—i. 7: un éxtpamfvas eis SAdov aodiotiKdv 
pnde To cuyypadew mept tav Oewpnudtwv 7) po- 
TpeTTiKa oydpia SiaréyerOar, 7) pavracioTAnKTws Tov 
doxntiKoy 7 Tov evepyerixoy dvdpa émidetxvucbae (cf. 
x. 16: “No more mere talk of what the Good Man 
should be. Be it!”)—i. 17. He thanks the gods 
for saving him from pedantry: dws émeOdpnoa 
dirocopias, wy eumeceiv els tiva copiothy pd dro- 
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Kabica, emi tos ouyypadels 7 cvAdNOYyLopMOrs dvadveLy 
 Tepl Ta peTewpodoyiKd KatayiverOas. (“ Thanks, too, 
that, in spite of my ardour for philosophy, I did not 
fall into the hands of any sophist, or sit poring over 
essays or syllogisms, or become engrossed in scientific 
speculation.”) Apipdryta cov otk éxovor Oavpdoa. 
(“ You have no special keenness of wit,” v. 5.) “Eoro, 
GAN Erepa modrda ed dy ovK eyes eimeiv’ “od yap 
mégpuca.” Similarly, vii. 67: Kai pa Ste aaAticas 
Stadextixds K, Guoikds EceoOas Sia TodTO amoyv@s, KTH., 
to become free, modest, social, and resigned—v. 10: 

“Things are so wrapped in veils that to gifted 
philosophers not a few, all certitude is unattainable. 
Nay, to the Stoics themselves such attainment seems 
precarious; and every act of intellectual assent is 
fallible; for where is the infallible man?” (ra pev 

, 2 a 2 , > A Tpdypata ev ToauTH ... eyKadies € wore . 
édofe ravtdracw adkaTrddnrta elva. .. . dSvoxata- 
AnTTa ... kK, Taoa 1 huetépa ovyxaTdbects petar- 
TwTOs' Tov yap 6 dpyerdrtwtos; So much for his 
semi-sceptical rejection of formal logic, of scientific 
study, of dogmatic certitude,—in the interests of the 
one thing of value, moral uprightness. For this 
depends on no special or curious lore, but on the 
realising of these few truisms which all men accept 
and no one practises. 

(C) “Screntiric Stupy as A MEDITATION ON DEATH” 

: _ AWALYSIS 
§ 8. Though in effect this piety demolishes reason, still insists on 

“ scientific” knowledge and definition of each thing. 

§ 9. One chief rule; distinguish material and cause; know world- 
order before ascertaining own duty. 
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§ 10. Universal Decay, the supreme lesson; scientific knowledge a 
comfort (even to Epicurus against pain) by showing neces- 

sory place of everything in the whole. 
§ 11. Shortness of life alleviated by its tested emptiness ; science leads 

to indifference and reconciles to Death. 

§ 8. But at the same time the Stoic spirit in him 
gave not up tamely its favourite dogma, “Redemption 
through Science.” Throughout the whole, and with 
striking frequency in the later books, side by side 
with this pietistic demolition of reason, he insists on 
the need of particular and scientific knowledge, as we 
should call it. He is clearly of opinion that without 
such rational or intellectual vision no man can see 
things in their naked truth (or unreality), pierce to the 
core of things, detect their proportion and co-ordination, 
discover the links which somehow bind them into a 
harmonious whole. Just as the Platonic dialectician 
mounts from particular to universal, and returns “from 
the mount of God” with fresh faculties and clearer eyes 
armed with the tables of the Law, so Marcus believes 

that the prudent man refers each special instance to 
its general law, and regards every sensible or material 
circumstance in the light of its definition. Let him 
speak for himself.—iii. 11: “Always define and out- 
line carefully the object of perception so as to realize 
its naked substance (rd 6pov 7 ‘Tepuypadny det 
moutcba. tod bmomimtovtos davtactod at avTo 
oroiov é. Kat’ ovciay yupuvov), to discriminate its 
own totality by aid of its surroundings, to mark 
its specific attributes and those of the component 
elements into which it can be analysed.” (érov & 
drov Sinpnuévas Brérrew x. 7d tov dvoua adtod x. Ta 
dvopata éexeivay €E dv ovvexpiOn x. cis & dvarvOnoeTar 
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Aéyew map éavt@.) “Nothing so emancipates the 
mind as the power of systematically and truthfully 
testing everything that affects, and looking into them 
in such a way as to infer the kind of order to which 
each belongs (? world-order), the special use which 
it subserves, its relation and value to the universe, 

and, in particular, to man as a citizen of that supreme 
world-city.” Ovddsév yap ott peyahoppootyns trouri- 

\ na ec ‘ > a € tal 3 / 4 an nn 

kov 7 @s TO édéyyew 050 K. GdnOhig Exactov TdV TO 
Bio sromimtovtay Sivacbat, x. TO deb odtws eis avTa 
foam oe / ¢ 4 A ! 4 opay wate avveTtBarXewv, OTTOig Tit TO Koopy, orrovav 
Twa TovT@ xpelay Tapeyouevor, Tiva pev exer aklay os 

\ \ cf t. , ae \ \ v AY 

mpos To Ondov riva 8é ws mpds Tov dvOpwrrov, ToduTHY 
dytTa Tordews THS dvweTtdarns. 

§ 9. This process is, very iusly to be described 
as the distinction of cause and material; eg. iv. 21: 

Tis émi rovtou 4 iatopia tis ddnOelas ; Svaipecis eis TO 
¢ “el > ‘\ 2 lal (74 UAtKov K. els TO aiTi@des. (“How can the truth be 
searched out in this case?” namely, the odd problem 
of how there is room in the air for all the Spirits of 
the dead!) “By distinguishing between matter and 
cause.”—v. 13. He applies this canon to his own 
nature: é& aitiwdouvs x. tAtKod cuvéotnKa, and to 
everything that happens—vii 29: Ivwpicoy 6 
oupBaivov. ... Alede x. péptcov Td droxetpevoy eis 
TO aiti@des x. UrtKov. This is the kind of question 

see a fo3 UN 
one must ask oneself—viii. 11: Todro, té é& aidto 

ka? aito tH idia KatacKe’y; TE pév TO ovoLddes 
> a ia \ LS . ? fal df \ ma? a 

avrod x. Urtxov ; tl 8é 16 aiti@des ; Ti Sé oul év TO 

Kécpo; mécov S& ypovoy idiotata: ;—So xii. 8: 
lal an FA X > , \ > a 

yupva Tov prowv Ocdoacbas Ta aiti@dy, Tas avadopas 
Trav mpdéewv. (“Strip off the husks and look at the 
underlying causes, look at the tendencies of actions.”) 

17 
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—viii. 13: Aivexds x. él maons (ei olov te) pav- 
Taclas uoodoyeiy maforoyelv SiadrextixeverOas, where 
Rendall very suggestively : “To every impression apply, 
if possible, the tests of objective character, of subjective 
effect, and of logical relation.” The passage is not easy ; 
gvotoroyeiv (a word of significant frequency in later 
books) clearly conveys “ peculiar and special nature or 
equipment,’—id/a xatacxedn, by no means a detailed 
inquiry into composition and parts by scientific and 
impartial induction, but rather a deductive pronounce- 
ment on its place in the world, viewed in the light 
of the prescribed teleology; ma@odoyeiy would imply 
the actual experience of such a creature or thing 
(for dv. is ideal and abstract), the particular concrete 
action of the rest of circumstances upon it and its 
change under such influence; SsadrcxtexeverOar the 
broadest term for reflecting survey, ascending from 
such experience or inward sensations and emotions to 
the more abstract definition or ideal contained in the 
term ¢vovs; in a word, a combination of the two 
first.—vili. 52 (a passage already quoted): “He who 
knows not: the world-order, knows not his own place 
therein. And he who knows not for what end he 
exists, knows not himself nor the world.” ‘O 8 & 

TL TOUTwY aTrodTMY, Ode Tpds 6 TE adTos méduKeEV 
elrot. He uses this canon to reprove his own desire 
of applause from those about him ignorant of their 
place and destiny.—ix. 25: “I0¢ émi thy cowrnta 
tov Airiov «. amd tod trtKod adTd epuypdrpas 
Ogaca’ elra x. Tov yxpovov repiopicov, doov mdéioToV 
bpictacba, wépuce TodTO Td idiws motov. “Get to the 
cause and its quality; isolate it from the material 
embodiment and survey it; then delimit the full 
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span for which the individuality in question can 
subsist.” (Cf. viii, 21: éxorpeyov x. Oéacas sa 
ynpdoav 8é olov yiverat.) 

§ 10. Full of the practical tendency of cbjeotive 
study, Marcus always sees things in the light of a 
personal relation to himself. As to him death is the 
constant theme of his solitary parznetic, so in all 
else he aims at reducing a thing to its constituent 
elements, and fixing the utmost limits for its per- 
sistence,—that the supreme lesson of universal decay 
may be derived. T'% id/ws rovdy exactly corresponds 
with our “individuality”; questionable and puzzling 
gift in a pantheistic system, and reaching in man a 
point most difficult of solution, He quotes with 
approval Epicurus, in his resolute contempt of suffer- 
ing.—ix. 41: “When I was sick I did not converse 
about my bodily ailments, nor discuss such matters 
with my visitors; but continued to dwell upon the 
principles of Natural Philosophy” (ta smponyotpeva 
gvotoroyav SveréXovy), “and, more particularly, how 
the understanding, while participating in such dis- 
turbances of the flesh, yet remains in unperturbed 
possession of its proper good” (4) Acdvoa, ovupperarap- 
Bévovea Tov év capKidi ToLo’Twy KWicewy, aTapaKTel 
To tduov adyaOov tnpodca). Like Seneca, he is tolerant 
of the foe, “fas est et ab hoste doceri,” and seeks the 

common ground of all earnest and reflecting thought 
(1aons aipécews Kowvdv); common is it to every school 
“to be loyal to philosophy under whatsoever circum- 
stances, and not join the babel of the silly and 
ignorant” (ude TH iSudty K. dpucroddyy cuupdvapeir). 

x. 9. He unites this “scientific knowledge” or 
“winnowing and discerning faculty” with simplicity, 
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dignity: ore yap dmddryntos drodatces; Tore 
ceuvorntos ; mote S& ris éb éxdorov yvwpicews, Ti 
Te €. Kat ovciay, x. Tiva yepav exe ev TO Kocyo, 
x. él mécov mwépucev idiotacbar, x. x tivav auyKé- 
Kpita, x. Tiot Sivata. omdpyew, «. Tives SbvayTas 
avtd SiSovar te x. ddatpeicbar. (“That true under- 
standing which apprehends each thing’s true being, 
its position in the world, its term of existence, and 
its composition,—which can say to whom it of right 
belongs, and who can either give it or take it 
away.”) 

§ 11. x. 18: Els &cacrov trav dbroKeyévav édu- 
otdvta, ériwoeivy avTs 45n Svadvouevoy x. ev petaBorn 
2.9 Kabots Exactov répuxey wotrep OvnoKkew (“by 
its own appointed mode of death”). This “ physiology,” 
then, comprises a study of ingredients and of fated dis- 
solution ; not only for the Sage’s own life, but for each 
material object Philosophy is a “ Meditation on Death.” 
—-xi. 1. Even the scientific astronomy of the Rational 
Soul, on which Seneca expatiates with such luxuriance, 

is but a means to view the monotony and sameness of 
the universe, whether in parts or process: "Er: 8&é 
meptépyetat Tov brov Kécpov x. 7d mept avrov Kevdv 
Kk, 70 oxhwa avtod, «. eis THY amepiay Tod aldvos 
éxTeiveTat, K. THY TeplodiKny Tadvyyeveciay TOV Srv 

. . . Oewpet: the moral being, not the splendid preroga- 
tive of the Soul who out of this mortal abyss can rise 
to stellar spheres, but the fragility, the caducity, of 
each thing (itself included); that poor comfort which 
consoles the brevity of life by dwelling on its empti- 
ness.—xi. 16: Indifference, the true philosophic aim, 
thus to be attained: "Adsadopyjces S¢ dav Exacroy a’tav 
Oewph Sinpnuéves x. (um ?) OruKds (“by contemplating 
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everything in its elements, and also as a whole”).1—xi. 17: 
moOev édjrubev Exactov K. ex Tivwv Exactov brroKeLpevov 
k. eis Te weTaBdAres K. olov état peTaBarov K. @s ovdéy 
kaxov treicetas. The supposed “ scientific” interest is 
thus strictly ancillary to the moral and personal end. 
The study of things tends to show that they must soon 
perish and die, and in this law of nature suffer no hurt. 
And so for man: his duty, to appropriate to himself 
the general lesson, and learn patience and lowliness. 
“Consider from whence each thing has come, of what 
material it is composed, into what it is changing, what it 
will be like when changed, and that no harm can come 
to it.’—xii. 24. Of three “dogmas” to be always held 
ready to hand, the second is to see omofoy &xacrov 
amd atéppatos péxypt wuydcews x. amd puydcews 
Méxpe TOD THY Wuyny amododvar K. EE olwv 4 avyKpioLs 
kK, eis ola 4% Avows. Thus, in a sense, philosophy per- 
forms by anticipation the work of death, showing the 
constituents, unweaving, like Penelope, the texture of 
daylight in the gloom of an ascetic wisdom.2 We 

1Coraés here conjectured the negative ; both would make good sense ; 
odkuxGs might be used of vague superficial dismissal of a thing under its 
class without due disregard to its ‘‘ differentia.” But the word occurs in 
a good sense just below xi. 18 (9) of pointing out to someone in error a 

general law ; and I feel sure Rendall is right in a verdict of exile; for 

édux@s corresponds exactly with gucvodcyla, and 6, to the close inspec- 
tion of rafodoyta, and analysis into elements. 

2 Before dismissing this section I may remark on the three remaining 
uses of @vovohoyety : (a) Clearly scornfully of the supposed esoteric know- 
ledge of Heraclitus, which could not save him from an indecorous fate 
(iii. 3: rept ris Tod Kéopou exrupwoews roocaira puovodoyyoas) ; (6) in 
a doubtful passage, x. 9: ‘A fight, a scramble, a stupor, or a bondage 
—such is life! and each day will help to efface the sacred principles 
which you divest of philosophic regard or allegiance” (ra lepd éxeiva 
Séyuara dood ob huaioroyynTas parrdfy x. waparéures), Gataker 
reads dpuciwdoyyT&s, which is the same thing. The Teubner text, 
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may conclude this section with his own definition 
(already quoted above), v. 32: tis oby yuyn Evrexvos 
kK. émorhpev ; 1) eiBuia dpyiy x. Tédos, «. TOV Se dys 
THs ovalas Sinxovta tov Aoyov, x. Sia mavTds Tod 
aidvos Kata mepiddous Tetaypévas olKovonodyTa TO 
av. (“What soul is trained and wise? That only 
which knows the beginning and the end, and the 
Reason diffused through all being, which through all 
eternity administers the universe in periodic cycles.”) 
Here, as must always be the case in pantheistic systems, 

the particular knowledge of details gives place in the 
end to a mere consideration of the “inbreathing and 
outbreathing of Brahm,” the illusion of all several 
existences, and the mystic sense of union with the 
alpha and omega of life. Science, properly so called, 
cannot flourish in a mind preoccupied with its own 
sorrowful personality, and centring its thought on the 
duty (and the uselessness) of moral endeavour. 

(D) ON REBELLION AND APOSTASIS FROM THE WORLD- 
ORDER—-HoW FAR POSSIBLE ? 

ANALYSIS 

§ 12. Has man only just so much freedom as to understand his 
slavery? Rebellion is possible, but only hurts the rebel. 

6 uotodoynTds, must be in ironical apposition, “which you, the self- 

déemed accurate student of things, call up before your minds in array 
and then dismiss,” ¢.e. without practising. (There is a temptation 
(which I shall resist) of reading something like ‘‘ puffed up with mere 
words” (v. 23: wwpds 6 ev rovros puodpevos), which a scribe, increas- 

ingly familiar with @vovodoyia, may have altered.) Ilaparéurey is 
itself a puzzle; it is used, i. 8, of absolute “disregard”; ii, 17, of 
the supreme guidance and ‘‘escort” of true wisdom; viii. 57, of the 
‘*transmission ” of light. I feel certain it is used here like ¢avrdéy, in 
a depreciatory sense, “‘ carelessly bow out.” 
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§ 13. (Teats on theme, “part or member or limb severed from whole 
ceases to be”.) 

§ 14. Individual aloofness and want of sympathy can do harm ; yet, 

unlike lopped branch, repentant separatist cam rewnite (but 
he ts never the same). 

§ 15. Appeal based on special affinity and Thought for its kindred 

and counterpart ; the truly moral one who takes joy in doing 
right. 

§ 12. Having now seen the universal law of decay, 
as the foundation and perpetual theme of philosophy, 
being aware that to Marcus “Science” meant a preju- 
diced and inaccurate meditation on constant elemental 
change, we come now to a seemingly different subject, 
one, nevertheless, closely connected. Is man, doomed 

with all else to death, able in any degree to vindicate 
his freedom in self-will? Is he a mere machine with 
the painful consciousness that it possesses just so much 
spontaneity as to understand its-.slavery ?4—x. 5: 
“Whatever befalls was fore-prepared for you from all 
time; the woof of causation was from all eternity 
weaving the realization of your being and that which 
should befall it.” “O te dv cow cupBaivy todTo cor 
é& aidvos mpoxateckeuatero: Kal 1) érumAoKn TOV aitiov 
cuvéerrwbe tTHv te ony bnéctacw é& didiov K, THY TOUTOU 
cupBacw. No wonder Quietism follows as the sole 

practical maxim of prudence: obedience to fixed law, 
tinctured, if you like, with a sentimental pietism, or 

making a virtue, resignation, of necessity. Clearly all 
rebellion of particulars must be fictitious: “for who 
hath resisted His will?” There is but one force in 

1ii, 16: rédos 5¢ NoyixGy fdwv, 7d erecPar TH THs Wddews n. Todrrelas 

Ths mpecBurdrys Moyy x. Gecuw: an insurmountable Dualism of subject 

and object, wndess religious faith come to reinforce the duty, by showing 

the happiness, of obedience. 
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the world, whatever its name and character, whether it 

be mere physical impulse, or (in some way unintelligible 
to the ordinary man) moral and “ making for right- 
eousness.” To oppose this were madness if it were not 
frankly impossible. Yet Marcus is constantly urging 
us not to attempt it: he is very anxious, perhaps over 
anxious, to show that it can only harm the rebel him- 
self, and cannot hinder God’s work, to whom even sin 

and Satan are contributory and essential. “ Man’s soul 
does violence to itself first and foremost when it makes 
itself so far as it can a kind of tumour and excrescence 
on the universe” (ii, 16: ‘YPpifer éavtiy 4 Tod a. 
puyn, pdducta pev bray dmédommpa x. olov dipa Tov 
Kocpov (Scov éf attd) yévntar). “Any chafing 
against the order of things is a rebellion against 
Nature (anéotacis tis Dicews). For man is a mere 
part (iv. 14: "Evuréorns as pépos).—iv. 29: “If he 
who does not recognize what is in the world is a 
stranger to the universe, none the less is he who does 
not recognise what is passing there” (£évos xéopov... 
Ta dvta... Ta yuwopeva). “He is an exile, expatriated 
from the Commonwealth of Reason; a blind man with 

cataract of the mental eye” (®uyds o gevywov Tov 
TONTLKOY AGYOV, TUPALS 6 KaTA“VOY TO voep@ GupaTe) 

“an excrescence who, as it were, excretes and 

separates himself from the order of nature by discon- 
tent with his surroundings ” (‘Anéornpa kdcpov 6 aduc- 
Tdpevos K. ywopitwy éavTov Tod THs Kowhs pvaews NOyou) 

. “a social outcast who dissevers his individual soul 
fiir the one common sotl of reasoning things ” (‘Anéo- 
Xtopa modews 6 THY diay puyny TOY oyiKdY arrocyitwv, 
pds odans).—Yet these railers perform a useful function, 

each has a contributory function to the service of the 
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whole; none are superfluous. Heraclitus believed 
sleepers to be epyaral . . . cuvepyol tav év 76 Kicup 
ywouévorv. “Addos S€ Kat’ dddO cuvepyel’ ex Teps- 
ovalas 6& Kk. 6 pempouevos, K. 6 dvtTiBalvew cretpwuevos 
Kk, dvoupetv TA rywvopeva. Kal yap tod tovovTou éxpntev 
6 Koopos (“who finds fault, and who tries to resist 
and undo what is done; even of such the world has 
need ”). 

§ 13. viii. 34: “Have you ever seen a dismembered 
hand or foot, or decapitated head lying severed from 
the body to which it belonged ? (dwokexoppévmy . 
aroretunuévnv). Such does a man make himself (so 
far as he can) when he refuses to accept what befalls, 
and isolates himself, or when he pursues self-seeking 
action” (6 py Oédwv 76 cupBaivoy x. dmooxitwv éavTor). 
“You are cast out from the unity of Nature of which 
you are an organic part; you dismember your own 
self” (Awéppupad aod mote amo THs Kata dtaw évorews 

errepixers yap pépos, viv Sé ceavTov arréxowas). “ But 
here is this beautiful provision, that it is in your power 
to re-enter the unity; no other part of the whole doth 
God privilege, when once severed and dismembered, to 
reunite” (AAA dde xourrov exeivo Ott é£eoti cor Tad 
évOcat ceavtov. TodTo dAdw pepe ovdevi Beds errérpewe, 
xwptobért. x. Siaxomévts mad ouvedOeiv). “But consider 
the goodness of God with which He has honoured man! 
He has put it in his power never to be sundered at all 
from the whole” (adda oxérar tiv xpnotoTyTa F 
tetiunke Tov dvOpwrov' Kat yap wa thy apyiy mt) 
droppayy amd Tov GAov, én’ av’T@ éroince). “ And if 
sundered, then to rejoin once more and coalesce and 
resume his contributory place” («. dwoppayévr. maduy 
érravenbeiv x. cvppivar x. THY TOD pépovs TaEW aroda- 
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eiv).1—ix. 9. A long and interesting section in which 
he complains that rational beings alone can interrupt 
this natural law of sympathy and association between 
the cognate parts of kindred whole: “Oca kowod rwvos 
MeTéyel, Tpds TO opoyeves orrevder, earth to earth, fire 
to fire, etc. cai rolvuy mav 76 Kowns voepas picews 
péToXoY Tpds TO cuyyeres Gpoiws omredder 7} Kal waddov. 
(So, too, everything that participates in the common 
mind-nature feels the like impulse towards kind, nay 
more so” (da0@ yap é. xpeitrov Tapa ta dda, TocoUT@ 
K. T™pos Ta& cuyKipvacba, TH oixeiw K, ouyyeloOas 
érouotepov. “The higher the nature, the readier the 
impulse to combination and fusion with its counter- 
part”)... . Evdds yobv émi pev trav addoyov cbpéOn 
opyvn K. ayédas . . . Kk, olov epwres’ spuyal yap Hdn 
hoav évtadda x. TO cuvdywyov ev TH Kpeittove éri- 
Tewwouevoy evpicxero (“on this higher plane of being 
a mutual attraction asserts itself, which is not present 
in plants (!), or stones, or sticks”). “Em && tay 
oyixav Cowv rodutelas K. pidia K. olKot K. TUAAOYOL K. 
év modéuois ovvOjxar «. avoyat. “Among rational 

10On no point is Marcus clearer than on the absolute freedom of 
choice, at any given moment, whatever previous life and habits may 
have been, whatever the seeming tyranny of circumstance: it is 
‘instantaneous conversion,” but the prime mover is not God, but 

man: ovdels 6 kwrvwy, ii. 9; Ths 6 KwAdwv éxBaretv ; xii. 8 and 25, viii. 

47; rls 6 kwddwv StopPGou; x. 32 and 38, ix. 11. In viii. 41, ra rod 

vod Ydia ovdeis dAdos elwOev eurodifew.  oddels yap 6 dvaykdowy .. . 

Twapapfvat, v. 10; iii. 12, oddels 6 robro (edfwetv) kwAtoar Suvdwevos.— 

Even Bartholomew Toyner could scarcely express himself more em- 
phatically on this inalienable prerogative (though he may be more 
picturesque): ‘‘T tell you it’s a love that’s awful to think of, that will 
go on giving men strength to do wrong, until through the ages of Hell 
they get sick of it, rather than make them into machines that would 
just go when they’re wound up, and that no one could love” (The Zett 
Geist, by L. Dougall). 
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beings there are societies and friendship, homes and 
communities, and in wars, compacts and armistices.” 

"Eml 88 tay et Kpertover, Kal SteotnKoT@Y TpoTroY 
twa evo tnéoty ola éri tov dotpwv. “In the still 
higher orders of being, even among distant bodies, there 
exists unity of a kind, as among the Stars.” Odrtws % 

él 16 Kpeitrov érravaBaow cupmdbeay Kal év Sueotdow 
épydcacOat divatat. “So that ascent in the scale of 
being induces sympathetic action, in spite of distance. 
See what we come to then. None but things possessed 
of mind ignore the mutual impulse of attraction ; here 
only does the natural gravitation disappear” (uova ra 
voepa viv érideAnotat THs Tpos aAAna oTovdHs K. 
cuvvetcews, kK. TO oUppovy wde povoy ov PérreTat). 
“Yes, but even in the act of evasion, men are caught 

and overtaken; nature prevails. Watch and you will 
see; sooner will you find some particle of earth de- 
tached from other earth, than man isolated from man” 

(kairos getyortes, TepixatadayBdvovtar' Kpatel yap 
n pvow ... Oicoov evpos tis dv yeddés Te pndevos 
yewoous Trpocarropevoy Hrep avOpwTov avOpetrov émec- 
xtopevov). 

§ 14. An almost similar reproof of the exceptional 
obstinacy and frowardness of the intellectual nature 
—xi. 20. All other elements in obedience know how to 
keep their place (7reOopeva TH Tadv drwy Siatdéer . . . 
odTws dpa Kal Ta otowyeia UmaKover Tois dos. . . 
péxpis av éexeiMev wadw 7d évddcwmov ths Siadvoews 
onunvn)—* persistently retain their appointed place, 
until the signal for dissolution sounds their release. Fie 
on it that your mind-element alone should disobey and 
desert the post assigned” (ov Sewdv odv povoy Td voepov 
cou pepos arrebés elvar x, dyavaxteiy TH éavtod ywpa). 
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“Yet no violence is laid upon it, nothing but what is 
in accordance with its nature; yet it breaks away 
impatiently. For motions of injustice, intemperance, 
anger, vexation, fear are simply a rebellion against 
nature” (ovdév ddXo é. 7} aprotapévou THS PUcEws). 

So ix. 23: “You are part of a social whole, a factor 
necessary to complete the sum (oduTiKod cvoTHwaTos 
ouumdnpwtixds). Any action of yours that does not 
tend directly or remotely to this social end dislocates 
life and infringes its unity” (ux) éyy THv dvagopay eire 
mpoceyas elte TroppwOev eri Td Kotvwvixdy Tédos, airy 
Siacme Tov Biov x. ovK eG eva elvas). “It is an act of 
sedition, and, like some separatist, doing what he can to 
break away from civic accord” (ctacwSys é. domep év 
dju@ 0 7d Kal avrov pépos Siictdpevos ard THs ToLavTNS 
cuupovias). Here we note the convincing appeal to 
co-operate in a system which is imperilled or impaired 
by individual aloofness. The fabric, social or natural, 

can suffer hurt from such secession, as of the Roman 

commonalty to the Aventine; but Marcus, true to his 
belief that “evil harms the perpetrator alone,” insists 
far more frequently upon the suicidal folly of such 
action, and the superb indifference of the cosmic pro- 
cess to the rebellion of a part (like some aggrandised 
Chinese Empire !). We are well aware to-day how 
feeble is the appeal to the reason compared with the 
rousing of the sympathetic emotion. Social interest 
depends not on fear of a revolution nor on dread of 
ignorance, but simply and solely upon a sense of Chris- 
tian duty or a vaguer sense of compassion. Thirty 
years ago the generally accepted maxim was, “It is 
idle to oppose the march of democracy”; to-day, it is 
rather, “ we are wrong in not using our efforts to raise 
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our brother to a better life.” Rendall, excellently as 
always, expresses Marcus’ criticism of “ disaffection ” 
(ixxxiv.) ; it was powerless to interrupt or baulk “ the 
purposes of providence, and in opposing it does but 
become fuel to the flame, feeding and strengthening 
what it essays to check and counteract.” But the 
moral appeal depends on showing man how much, not 
how little, influence he exerts for right or wrong. 
Another picturesque passage (xi. 8) recalls the Pauline 
allegory of the wild olive-tree: kiddos tod mpoceyods 
erddov amoxonets od Stvatat py K. Tov brov guTod 
droxekdpbar, “Outw 8) kai dvOpwmos évds dvOpdrrov 
dmocxiobels SANS THs Kowavias atromémTwxe (“a branch 
lopped from its neighbour branch is inevitably lopped 
also from the main trunk! So, too, a man isolated 

from one of his fellow-beings is severed from the 
general fellowship”). The only difference is that in 
man’s case fis is the voluntary wrong and hurt, act of 
malice prepense. Kyrdbov pév ody addos aroKorre:’ a. 
8€ adtos éavTov Tod TAnctov xuwpiter proncas K. &moc- 
tpadeis, ayvoel Sé OTe x. TOU SAOV ToALTEUpaTOS awa 
dmorérynxey éavtov.—He follows this by a similar re- 
mark on the gracious gift of God which allows this 
wrong to be repaired and annulled in a moment at the 
sinner’s will: IT\nv éxeivd ye Sdpov tod cvaTncapévou 
TH Kowawviav Atos. é&eots yap mddw jpiv cupdivar 
TS Tpoceye? kal mad Tod Gdrov cupmTAnpwTiKois 
yéverOar. “But thanks be to Zeus who knits the 
bond of fellowship; it is in our power to coalesce once 
more and recomplete the whole.” Yet Marcus adds 
here a significant epilogue: “It becomes more and 
more difficult for the morose and sullen separatist to 
attach himself again to the parent stem.” Here alone, 
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perhaps, does our author seem aware of the limits to 
human freedom of choice in our constitution, our pre- 
disposition of accumulated past habit. IT\eovdeus 
Hévros yevomevoy TO Kata THY TovatTny Siaipeow, 
Sucévatov «x. SveaToxatdotatoy TO dmoxwpodv rosel. 

(“Yet constant repetition of the severance makes 
reunion and restoration difficult for the separatist.’) 

“Odws Te ody Gpwotos 6 Krddos Oo am’ dpyfs cvpBda- 
ornoas, K. obpvous cumpelvas, TO wEeTa THY dmoKowhy 

avOis éyxevrpicOevts, (“The Branch which is part of 
the original growth, and has shared the continuous life 
of the tree, is not the same as one that has been lopped 
off and reingrafted.”) 

§ 15. After his eulogy of the ordered submission 
and loyalty of the elements in the above passages, we 
are startled (or might be if by this time we did not 
know Marcus’ easy shifting of emphasis and turn of 
metaphor) to find that only the rational nature has 
true inward communion, denied to the world of inani- 

mate objects. “The other constituents of the various 
wholes ” (light, substance, soul) “ possess neither sense 
nor mutual relationship (avaic@nta x. avoixeitwra GdXI}- 
dos). . . . But thought tends . .. to its counterpart 
and combines with it, and the instinct of community 
declines disunion” (Asdrova 8é iSiws éml Td opoduroyv 
Telverat K. ovviotatar K. ov Sieipyerar TO KoLV@vuKoY 
ma@os).—xii. 30. This series may fittingly be closed 
by a quotation (vii. 13) which shows not only the 
fellowship of the rational natures, but the stages on the 
path of its appreciation ; “We are one body, and he 
who uses of himself the term part (mépos) instead of 
limb (uéAos), the more organic connexion, has not yet 
attained the true inward satisfaction-of brotherly love “ ; 
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he obeys Law as Law, but has no conception of the 
harmony of the gospel, in which duty to others and 
pleasure to self are inextricably interwoven. Ofov 
cori év Hvopévors TA wédn TOD capaTos, TodToY eye 
Tov doyov -évy SuecTtadot Ta Roya pos piav Twa 
cuvepyiay Katecxevacpéva. (R.: “As in physical 
organisms the unity is made up of separate limbs, so 
among reasoning things the reason is distributed among 
individuals, constituted for unity of co-operation. 
Marnrov 8é cou 4 tovtou vonows mpooteccira édy pos 
ceauTov ToAdAdKIs Aéyns 6T. MEAOS cipl tov ex trav 
oyinadv cvotyparos. (“ This thought will strike more 
home if you constantly repeat to yourself, ‘I am a 
member of the sum of reasoning things.’”) ‘Edy 8é 
MEPO® eivas ceavrov rAéyys ovTw amo xapdias pirels 
tovs avOpwrovs. (“If you substitute meros for melos— 
part for member—you do not yet love men from your 
heart.”) Otmw ce Katadnktixds edppatver to evep- 
yeteiy’ éts Os mpémov avTO Widdov Totes’ obTM aS 
cavrov ev tow. (“You have yet no certitude of joy 
in doing kindnesses ; they are still bare duty, not yet a 
good deed to yourself.”) We add this passage here not 
only because it shows man’s power of gradually realizing 
this sense of community (a necessary corollary to our 
present study, “ How can he set himself against it ?”), 
but also because it points out in a profounder spirit 
than any other phrase or sentence of Marcus, perhaps 
of any ancient philosopher, the common root of altruism 
and egoism, so-called. The perfect man, who is truly 
blest, is not he who does right from a sense of duty, 
but who takes so much pleasure in his benevolence 
that he cannot do otherwise, and will not count the 

cost. 



GENERAL CONCLUSION 

—_—— 

GENERAL SUMMARY 

Purpose ; to disclose lurking antinomies in any monistic hypothesis ; 
Aurelius substitutes religion for science; but in every section the 

undying conflict of the two is brought to light ; Plotinus has far 
more logic, conviction, coherence ; Stoicism (as a creed) an entire 

anachronism, impossible to revive; Submissiveness and Pietism 
uncongenial to modern thought ; nothing more out of date than 
a diwinizing of the Actual; society and the universe run on 
distinct lines; defiance, discovery, personality,—note of Western 

thought. 
Aurelius attracts us by his earnest inconsistency; marke the end of 

moral confidence and moral effort ; alleged affinity between man 
and the world has disappeared (Rendall’s excellent appreciation) ; 

certain questions raised by the doctrine and experience of the 

Stote school. 

A FRESH volume on the philosophy of Marcus Aurelius 
may well seem superfluous. Few characters in the 
Imperial age are so well known ; few phases of Greek 
or Roman thought and religion are more familiar. 
That complex of curious belief, odd presumption, and 
scientific dogmatism called the Stoic School lends itself 
excellently to eloquent summaries; for at first sight its 
outlines seem remarkably clear and well defined, its 
doctrines coherent and symmetrical. Every history, 
either of Rome, of ethics, or of pure philosophy, finds 

27 
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the task of appreciative and sympathetic treatment an 
easy one. It is difficult not to admire, and Marcus’ 
secret memoirs will never be without interested readers. 
In Dr. Rendall’s recent volume has appeared not merely 
by far the finest version of the original in English, but 
an introductory essay on the tenets of the Porch full of 
power, grasp, delicacy of expression, and accuracy of 
detail. With his kind permission I have made use of 
this translation to explain the excerpts through the 
book. It would be presumptuous and impertinent to 
attempt to improve it, and almost impossible for one 
fascinated by its style and rhythm to become in- 
dependent enough to forget it, or original enough to 
supersede it. What is true of all translations is 
especially true in the case of a version of Marcus 
Aurelius, however beautiful; imperceptibly the em- 
phasis is lost,—the lesson of the repetition of certain 
words,—the atmosphere evaporates, and one is aston- 
ished to find how different is the impression of twenty 
consecutive lines of the Emperor’s actual words and 
the same amount in his English translators. This is 
unavoidable, and there can be no question that Dr. 
Rendall has best appropriated and reproduced the spirit 
and the temper of the original. But a sense of this has 
led me to adopt the somewhat cumbrous method of 
verbal quotation, which may deter an impatient reader. 
Yet it is peculiarly suitable in the case of an author 
who, though he writes with preconceived notions and 
prejudices, never develops his argument in a long series, 
never advances to a climax, and expresses his thoughts 
in disconnected aphorisms, all illustrative of an immov- 
able main thesis. It is the purpose of the volume, not 
so much to seize these salient axioms and obvious 

18 
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syllogisms which are taken for granted in every criticism 
of the Emperor’s faith or character, as to show the 
lurking antinomies, doubts, anxieties which lay beneath 

this stern postulate of Monism; to disclose the inner 
conflict between those two ultimate and irreconcilable 

rivals—Science and Faith. 
The early School, like all Greeks, fascinated into an 

unwarrantable teleology, had been in a way lazily and 
deductively scientific.—or, let us say, avowedly un- 
selfish, objective, impartial, and unbiassed “ seekers after 

truth,” organs of “ impersonal reason ”; while no fact is 

clearer than the intense preoccupation of reflecting minds 
with their own salvation and peace, than the subjectivity 
which was then prevalent. In Rome the latter side 
increased in prominence with the decay of civic sanc- 
tion, and the ambitious Egoism which emerged from the 
nominal subordination of part to whole. The Western 
Stoics clung with devotion to a theoretical doctrine 
which in practice they surrendered. Religious faith 
came to the rescue of the unhappy personality which 
demanded a guarantee and correspondence in the ob- 
jective world to the moral endeavour; which is the 
standing puzzle not only once upon a time in bygone 
antiquity, but of all earnest minds in any age. The 
whole question of science and faith centres round 
the question of a personal or impersonal hypothesis of 
the Universe. Stoicism, while accentuating the agonies 
and acute self-consciousness of the Spirit, maintained 
the latter with the strongest resolution. It retained the 
names of deities disguised as physical forces, with which 
men could no longer come into close personal relation. 
Meantime introspection and self-analysis became the 
fashion ; and men really desired to attain, not truth, but 
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a way of life, and guidance in the slender practical 
sphere which, like Balzac’s “Peau de chagrin,” was 

almost daily dwindling. 
The result might have been foreseen. With ever- 

increasing emphasis the religious aspect of the world is 
substituted for the scientific, a personal for an impersonal 
interpretation- of the facts of life. The Emperor, in 
particular, combines sincerest belief in the gods with 
theoretic acceptance of a crude materialism. In the 
apparent harmony of his system, symmetrical if depress- 
ing, there is a perpetual conflict of elements which 
cannot be reconciled. It is, for example, impossible to 
say whether his Pantheism is objective and physical, or 
highly idealist and subjective; whether he deifies or 
denies the external world; whether man’s affinity to 
God was in virtue of his fatal place in the inextricable 
series, or his dim, faint power to protest (standing out- 
side not, irideed, as a new cause, but as a critic, hurried 

on by the rush which he may estimate but cannot 
avoid). The utter illogicality of moral effort in such a 
world has in the foregoing pages been exposed in perhaps 
wearisome iteration. Marcus had many teachers besides 
Stoicism for the practical duties of social and imperial 
life ; and we may blame the “ dogmata” of the School 
if he seems to us to be too ready to acquiesce, too 
patient of evil and tolerant of faults which it perhaps 
was in his power to correct. Stoicism is the refuge 
of a sensitive and discouraged nature, and the final 
Source of life takes the features of a personal deity in 
the unsatisfied craving for sympathy. The transition to 
the purer and more genial mysticism of Plotinus is easy 
and assured: save that in this later system there 
is more coherence, symmetry, and system. Dualism, 
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inherent in the Porch, almost disappears in the warmer 
light of Plato’s sun, luminary of the two worlds of 

intelligence and of nature. 
It is useless to repeat with tedious repetition the 

apparent commonplace (in truth, a paradox) that this 
peculiar attitude is a permanent posture of the inquiring 
Soul, or is likely to reappear to-day as the final creed of 
Scientific Monism. Nothing is more improbable, The 
conditions are absolutely reversed. The so-called re- 
ligion of Stoicism is a vague, misty, and poetic attempt 
at self-deception; the worship of law (as Epicurus 
acutely reminds) is never likely to take the place of 
a personal relation. It reposed on two astounding 
postulates, which for a modern mind (nurtured on 
positive science, yet prejudiced in favour of moral 
behaviour) it would be impossible to revive with 
cogency: (1) belief in the beneficent teleology of 
Nature; (2) duty of submission. Pantheism is bad 
science and meaningless religion. It obscures the im- 
passive survey of natural phenomena with the phantoms 
of superstition, and combines a misplaced and unreason- 
ing reverence for the total of things, with an almost 
vindictive hatred of its parts. While it haunts natural 
inquiry with antiquated religious “ taboo,” it extinguishes 
religious feeling and the higher emotions, or conjures up 
a semblance of love for a supposed god, who is either 
sleeping or drunken,—in any case, unconscious, and in 
any true sense unapproachable. There is not the 
slightest doubt that Epictetus and Marcus did alike, by 
this violent clashing of anomalies, find supreme satis- 
faction ; and that for their practical life an intellectual 
Pantheism (God as Thought), or a dutiful acceptance 
(outside the study) of the Roman “ Olympus,” provided 
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consolation, and even, in a lethargic way, encourage- 

ment. But the inconsistencies are too patent; and, in 
the end, theory cannot long be divorced from practice. 
The moral instinct of man repudiated an alliance with 
the Porch, and found reinforcement in the sobriety of 

the Christian Church, or in the flattering visions of 
Platonism. 

To-day we approach the study of an objective world 
free from all religious presupposition. Above all, we 
have abandoned the precarious assumption of teleology. 
The deus ex machind, present at every turn in Stoicism, 
in spite of its pretension to pure science, is -rightly 
discarded. Neither do we study Nature in order to 
obey her, as if it was the Divine will; but, as true 
followers of Bacon, by “obeying to overcome and to 
employ.” 

Nothing is further from our designs than any pre- 
mature deification. The modern spirit is that of St. 
Christopher ; and if it be conscious that in the moral 
realm of effort there is a power distinct from, and in 
some sense antithetic to, Nature, it will not engross 

itself in sentimental devotion to mere blind force. No 
lower substitute will satisfy. The notion of God—all 
religion—is an asylum against the injustice or in- 
equalities of the natural order. To entangle, again, this 
ideal in the meshes of the visible, or evaporate it in the 
fog of the “ absolute,” is an insult to human discernment. 
The submissive yet defiant Stoic temper is one which, 
save in rare and unhappily dowered individuals, can 
never recur in Europe so long as we can preserve an 
acute sense of personal value and freedom, imperilled as 
it is by Indian asceticism and absorption, and the 
insidious advance of listless or scholarly indifference. 
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The ways of the Social order and of the Universe lie on 
different planes. Man, as Huxley saw, is far more the 
child of the former ; he owes comparatively little to the 
second ; and it is certain he will rather use, transform, 

and investigate it for his own purpose and interest than 
profess readiness to accept all that betides as God’s 
will. 

It is affection rather than admiration which is evoked 
by the character and the self-revelation of Marcus. 
We love him because of the transparent anomalies of 
his beliefs, his unsuccessful attempts to co-ordinate two 
entirely opposed theories of the Universe.1 Had he 
been less sincere, more academic and symmetrical, less 

bold in the “ wager of faith,” he could not have exacted 
a homage so unwavering from all subsequent times. 
First and foremost, a Roman emperor, a soul “ naturally 

1 Vide Renan, Averroes and Averroism, p. 167 sq. (2nd edit. 1861) ; 
the two treatises of Ibn Roschd, On the Harmony of Religion with 

Philosophy, and, On the Demonstration of Religious Dogmas. Philosophy 
is the most elevated aim of human nature; but few can attain it. 

Philosophical disputes are rightly prohibited, because they unsettle the 
simple. For their happiness, it suffices to understand what they can 
understand. ‘‘The special religion of philosophy is to study that 
which is: for the most sublime worship one can render to God is the 
knowledge of His works which leads us to know Himself in all His 
reality. The vilest action in the sight of God is to tax with error and 
vain presumption him who adores Him by the best of all religions. 
All positive tenets of religion (angels, prophets, prayers, sacrifice) are 
mere expedients to excite to Virtue, which the philosopher alone 
follows without ulterior inducement. He must not despise the simple 
beliefs in which he was reared ; but interpret them in the best sense. 
He is a heretic, and justly liable to the penalties prescribed, who 
inspires the people with doubts on religion, and displays the contra- 
dictions lurking in the Prophets. . . . The wise man does not permit 
himself a word against the Established Religion . . . and the Epicurean, 
seeking at a blow to destroy religion and virtue, merits the sentence 
of death.” : 
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Christian,” he is, partly by accident, partly by con- 
viction, a Stoic philosopher, that is, amalgam of 
profoundest idealism, mere positive science, and some 
popular belief. He is the last interpreter of this 
peculiar phase of thought. Not that men had become 
tired of the moral effort (for we cannot if we would rid 
ourselves of it), but because they demanded (and 
obtained ?)-a closer correspondence in the life of God 
to the aspiration and the hopes of the finite creature. 

In the close and sympathetic survey of Dr. Rendall, 
there is much I should like to notice with special 
attention. How admirable is this passage! xxvi.: 
“ Belief in Cosmos, not in Chaos, is an intellectual, and 

still more, a moral necessity, out of which reason can 

only argue itself on pain of self-confusion; without it, 
motive and justification, or rather excuse, for continued 
existence fails.” Yet we may add how vague and in- 
complete was the supposed Cosmic order of the Stoics, 
and how far remote was it from any moral scheme. 
In xxxviii. the “main dogmas of the Cynic School,. . . 
firmly embedded in the Stoic creed,” are clearly defined : 
“The identification of virtue with knowledge, the auto- 
cracy and indivisibility of virtue, and the moral in- 
dependence of the individual.” Again, xl.: “The Cynics 
gave unconditional authority to the criteria of individual 
experience and will. These were direct, imperious, and 
valid. . . . Life in agreement with Nature was the 
summary of their aim, and was a formula well 
calculated at once to attract and to mislead disciples.” 
xlvi.: “ Return to Nature, so far from implying reversion 
to animalism, and the reduction of man’s needs to the 

level of the beasts, was found to involve fundamental 

differentiation of reasoning man from the unreason of 
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the brute or the inertia of matter, to place man on a 
unique spiritual plane, and eventually to summon him 
from individual isolation to conscious brotherhood with 
kind and harmony of will with God. These are the 
elements of Stoicism which have proved most permanent 
and universal.” It might possibly be fair to add that in 
this respect the School was but a single manifestation 
of a cosmopolitan spirit (in the double sense), which 
prevailed after the conquests of Alexander :—preparing, 
half-unconsciously, its theoretical arsenal amid the dis- 
appointing turmoil of the Diadochi; and issuing, alike 
is Christianity and Roman “Imperialism,” with its two- 
fold current of “justice to the weaker and the slave,” 
and the personal rights of man in the great body of 
Law. Perhaps, too, Stoicism only. threw out half- 
formed suggestions, which were to be realized in the 
schools of Plato and the Church; for, as we shall see, 

the true follower of the Porch never surmounted this 
barrier of isolation, and never issued forth in free and 

eager enterprise into the larger or the lesser common- 
wealth. 

How excellently he expresses the line of thought 
which conducted to this lonely watch-tower (epi) ! 
xlviii.: “Thus the idea of personality—of the ultimate 
unity of the individual will and conscience, of an go 
distinct from physical organism and environment— 
eventually dawns upon Greek thought and unexpectedly 
reveals a deeper dualism new to philosophy—that 
antithesis, namely, of spirit and flesh, of man and his 
material embodiment, of moral aim and realized ex- 

perience, which conducts to the baffling problems of 
Determinism and Free-Will.” There is nothing here 
which contradicts or denies the tendencies of the 
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Platonic School; for the contrast there is more 

apparent than real, and the co-ordination of spirit and 
matter is to be triumphantly achieved in the new 
School of Alexandria, while beneath the nominal 

monism of the Porch, the tone of alienation and 

pessimism is normal and indispensable. Again, lx.: 
“The monistic core is in constant danger of falling 
apart, and needs ingenious buttressing. The unity of 
the world was only explicable as the expression of a 
single power, and Zeno ventured to assume that power 
to be identical with that which declares itself as con- 
sciousness in man.” Here, in a word, is the cause of 

the unconvincing and incoherent character of Stoic 
dogma; the attribution of moral aim to the world- 
process ; the oscillation between a purely physical and 
a rarefied moral (or intellectual?) Pantheism. If we 
wish to see the significant and essential contrast of 
modern thought, we may look at Maeterlinck’s essay 
(“Kingdom of Matter,” Contemp. Review, Oct. 1900), 
where, like the Stoic, man holds to his unique and 
moral importance; and, unlike him, does so because he 

is profoundly convinced there is no correspondence. 
“We have learnt at last that the moral world is a world 
wherein man is alone; a world contained in ourselves 

that bears no relation to matter, and exercises no 

influence on it unless it be of the most hazardous and 
exceptional kind. But none the less real, therefore, is 

this world, or less infinite.” Which is the most bene- 

ficial influence on the special realm of man’s nature, 
history has proved; whether the arbitrary resemblance 
of natural and mental law, or an emphasis on their 
intrinsic unlikeness. It is for this reason that I so 
often assert that Stoicism can never return as a phase 
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of thought; it depends entirely upon an alleged sense 
of affinity between man and the world, a deification of 
the concrete which is wholly inconsistent with experience 
and discovery, and which is probably expelled, more or 
less consciously, from the thoughts of all reflecting men. 

How well Dr. Rendall expresses the cogency of the 
moral fact, which precedes moral theory, and is inde- 
pendent of it; which condemns to mere idle trifling 
the anti-moral diatribes of Thrasymachus and his 
modern imitators! lxi: “The old sanction of civic 
obligation had withered in practice and been expunged 
in theory, but the survival of morality itself confirmed 
the existence of a basis, at once individual and uni- 

versal. This lay in a common source of energy, not in 
a mere parity of individual impulse.” The empirical 
base, the influence of Socrates and his dialectic, the 

puzzling sense of an integral solidarity which yet could 
not be realized, the curious fact that the final argument 
for morality to the Stoics was the personal character 
of Epicurus-—these points in Stoic dogma cannot be 
more lucidly expressed. Nor could we find more 
striking definition of the “main synthesis” than this, bxii.: 
“The world, a complete and living whole, informed and 
controlled by one all-pervasive energy which ‘knew 
itself’ in the consciousness of man the microcosm, and 

declared all nature one, coherent, rational.” Whether 

the Stoics cordially agreed in this somnambulistic hypo- 
thesis of creation, whether the world-spirit jirst attains 
consciousness in human intelligence, has been much 
disputed ; it clearly forms an essential part of modern 
theoretical pessimism, with which, of all Schools, 

Stoicism has most affinity. No better summary than 
the following could be found of the ethical result— 
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lxxiv.: “By suppression of desires the moral ideal 
could easily be reduced to that hard and narrow self- 
consistency towards which the Stoic type habitually 
leans; or drill itself or decline into the moral ‘apathy’ 
which results from restricting virtue to the sphere of 
intellectual and unimpassioned self-regard. This is the 
secret of that ‘accent of futility’ which marks the 
thoughts even of a writer so keenly alive to altruistic 
and social obligation as Marcus Aurelius.” Here is a 
final passage on the Stoic claim to spiritual autonomy, 
Determinism, and free-will, on which to attempt to 
improve would be an impertinence; lxxxii.: “The in- 
dependence of the Will as a true first principle or apx% 
is incompatible with its identification with the World- 
Soul. If... the highest consciousness of man repre- 
sents the most complete and perfect embodiment of the 
World-Spirit, the saving thought of self-determination 
towards some transcendent, yet unapprehended, harmony 
is excluded. Not only is man part of the universal 
predestination, but the limits of that predestination are 
known and absolute.” 

Again, how true and convincing is this summary of 
Stoic interpretation of the vow in a “larger concep- 
tion,” coloured and permeated with Eastern Monotheism, 

therefore wavering between naive Phenician worship 
of the natural process, and the moral and transcen- 
dental Unitarianism of the Jews. Ixiv. “(The School,) 
in ascribing phenomena to the action of mind, attached 
a moral instead of a merely mechanical interpretation 
to each motion of the Universe: an attempt to 
combine the immanent and implicit (which tends to be 
purely physical) with the transcendent and Aristotelian, 
which is then in its abstraction conceived of rather 
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as Thought than Moral Will.” Dr. Rendall uses the 
happiest terms in describing philosophic idiosyncrasy ; 
of Diogenes, xlii.: “Towards all externals, his strict 
attitude is nonchalance, the charter of his self- 
sufficiency”; of Cynics generally, xlv.: “Deaf to the 
voices of tradition and culture, determined to isolate 

the individual from the society, and to flaunt the 
superiority of will to outer circumstance, the Cynics 
fell rapidly into the quagmires of ascetic bravado.”— 
lxxxiv.: “The stalwart braggadocio of Diogenes . 
acceptant optimism of Epictetus . . . hard defiance of 
Cato . . . devout resignation of Marcus,’—and for our 
author himself, how deftly and how truly two analogies 
of medieval and modern date are interwoven in civ.: 
“They are a De Imitatione, such as might have been 
penned amid the isolation of Khartoum.” 

With only two points in this admirable appreciation 
do I find myself somewhat diffidently in disagreement. 
—xlix.: “It was a cardinal assumption of Stoicism, 
that nature in man is identical with the nature of the 
Universe at large, and on that assumption it is mean- 
ingless to ask whether Cleanthes meant to prescribe 
‘accordance with his own individual nature,’ or ‘ accord- 

ance with nature at large.’ He would have repudiated 
the distinction ; and whatever ethical implication might 
result, at least they would not depend on initial 
ambiguity of term.” But I cannot help tracing the 
very obvious impotence and unhappiness of the Stoic 
effort and outlook to a real though unavowed sense of 
this contrast. I cannot read Diogenes. Laertius’ account 
of the Stoics without finding early traces, underneath a 
rigid dogmatism, of a profound conviction of detach- 
ment or superiority. Abundant testimony is provided 
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in perhaps the largest series of citations from Marcus in 
the foregoing pages. To confess this antithesis would 
be to abandon the whole monistic scheme of things ; but 
to the end the Stoic philosophy hovered disconsolately 
between a sense that he, the individual, was the All, 

and a conviction that he was nothing but himself. In 
the moral realm at least, he derived no encouragement 
from the oft-repeated assurances of sympathy with 
Universal order, of conscious unity with the Divine. 
Nor can I heartily echo his eulogy of the Stoic in- 
fluence. lxvii.: “No system of material monism will 
permanently satisfy man’s intellectual constitution, . 
but the Stoic attempt, noble, far-reaching, and on its 

own lines exhaustive, not merely held for centuries a 
more active and commanding sway over the minds 
and hearts of men than the metaphysics of Plato and 
Aristotle, not merely interwove itself with Christian 
discipline and doctrine, and found philosophic recon- 
struction in Spinoza; but at this day, alike in the poetic 
and scientific imagination, enjoys a wider currency and 
exercises a more invigorative appeal in the field of 
natural religion than any other extra-Christian inter- 
pretation of the Universe.” 

This is too large and important a topic to be treated 
exhaustively here; it involves not only a historic survey 
over classic and medieval times, but a deep insight 
into modern sympathy and tendencies, and a candid 
acknowledgment of the insurmountable difference of 
the Christian faith to any proposed philosophic sub- 
stitute. I will content myself here merely with 
inquiring, by no means anticipating of right a certain 
answer: (1) whether there are any sufficient arguments 
that the Stoic School had any serious effect or became 
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a guide of earnest endeavour, before its doctrines, empty, 

eristic, and formal, were translated into activity in 
Rome? (2) whether the extreme familiarity of the 
pantheistic hypothesis, the readiness of all men at 
certain epochs to accept this, to the Eastern mind, one 
and final interpretation, is not responsible alike for the 
tendencies of the post-classical and Christian develop- 
ment,—whether this School is not rather a very 
subordinate episode, one of many manifestations of the 
sense of human brotherhood and the Divine parentage 
appearing everywhere with the downfall of national or 
civic barriers? (3) whether in all the attempts to 
reinforce moral effort, or explain the world’s unity and 
sympathy, the special tenets of the School were not by 
far the most illogical and unsatisfactory ? (4) whether 
Epictetus and Marcus did not derive all their moral 
vigour or contented submission from a religious instinct 
and piety, from.an alliance with popular superstitions, 
if you will, with which the Porch-materialism was 
strictly incompatible? (5) whether, except in mere 
technical phraseology, such as frequently strikes one in 
Clement of Alexandria, there could be anything in 
common between a system in effect denying personality, 
human ard Divine, and a Church which encouraged 
the humblest to believe their efforts in daily life were 
acceptable“and approved before a loving Father’s eyes ? 
(6) whether the two interpretations of the world are 
not fundamentally and diametrically opposed ; as Renan 
reminds us in a passage before referred to? (7) whether 
the language used of modern Pantheism is suitable only 
to the epoch anterior to the acceptance of Evolution, 
and is unintelligible to the scientific explorer of a 
realm in which he can discern no conscious aim? (8) 
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whether we have not at last got rid of the cloudy 
temper of mind which, confusing veneration and science, 
worship and knowledge, surreptitiously introduces a 
moral purpose into the workings of mechanical law; an 
emotional thrill into the cold analysis of the laboratory; 
a vague mysticism into the survey of the starry heavens? 
or the expanse of ocean? Such questions cannot be finally 
answered here; it may suffice now that I have raised 
them tentatively. 

1 A good instance of this may be seen in Seneca (Mat. Qu. vii. 31) on 
comets: “‘Multa ... cognata Numini summo, et vicinam sortita 
potentiam, obscura sunt... oculos nostros et implent et effugiunt ; 
sive illis tanta subtilitas est quantam consequi acies humana non possit ; 
sive in sanctiore secessu majestas tanta delituit, et regnum suum (id est, 

se) regit nec ulli aditum dat nist animo”’ : he is clearly wavering between 
the objective and physical, and a mystical and inward Pantheism,—the 
one inevitable result of the profound opposition of the ‘‘Two Natures,” 
which permeates and confuses the whole Stoic development. ‘‘ Rerum 
Natura Sacra sua non simul tradit. Initiatos nos credimus ; in vesti- 

bulo ejus heremus!” In his famous definition of God, quod vides totum, 

quod non vides totum, we see how keenly he feels the antithesis ; how, 

in spite of his interest in pure science, meteorology, seismology, he is 
advancing, like Marcus Aurelius, to a more moral and humanitarian 

conception of Godhead. 

2To which Kant, with all his cold sobriety, was not wholly a 
stranger. 
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TRANSLATION OF PASSAGES CITED FROM 

EPICTETUS 

—>+— 

CHAPTER I 

THE NEW CYNISM 

B. Tse Girt or Free Wii 

(5) “As then was fitting, the gods only placed in our 
power the chiefest and sovereign of all (xpaticrov . 
xuptevov), the right use of impressions; but the rest not in 

our power (otx éf’ jyiv). Was it that they did not wish to? 
For my part, I think, had they been able, they would have 

placed these, too, under our control; but this was altogether 
beyond their power. For, being on earth and bound to such 

a body and such partners as we see, how was it possible in 

these respects not to be thwarted and hindered by things 
without? (ra exrés). 

P. 218. From this substance (otoia) of the reverent trust- 
worthy fraternal, who can eject us? Not Zeus Himself. 

Nor indeed did He wish to, but placed this within my power, 
and gave it to me as He possessed it Himself, unthwarted, 
incapable of constraint or hindrance. 

288 
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(310) that in which alone one can feel of good courage, the 
trustworthy, the unthwarted, of which no man can rob you; 
that is, your free will. 

(330) What has God given me to be really my own, and 
self-determined? What has He left to Himself? He has 
placed in my hands-all matters of free-choice, unhindered, 
uncontrolled. But this body of clay, how could He make 

that free? Therefore He ordered beneath the course of the 
-world (dAwy zepiddw) all that belongs to me, my estate, my 
home and its garnishing, my children, my wife. 

(361) This Zeus Himself could not do... persuade all 
men what are in truth good and evil things. Has this great 

power of influence been given to thee? Be satisfied; that 
alone is bestowed on thee, to persuade thyself. 

(396) But I know full well whom I must please, to 
whom be resigned... to God... He has commended 
(cwvéctyce) me to my own charge, and has set under my 
control alone my free-choice, giving me rules for its employment. 

(32) If you ask me what in man is good (dya@dv, not 
rayabdv), I cannot tell you ought else, but a certain state 
of Will (zovd rpoaipecis). 

(65) How can you? Zeus my father has set me free from 
all slavery. Think you He designed to let His own son go 
forth into servitude? You may be Sovereign of this dead 

body of mine; take it and use it at your will. 
(13) If any can fully enter into this article of faith and 

realise it as it deserves, that we are all in pre-eminent degree 
the children of God, and He is father of gods and men. 

(pride) But if you recognise that you are child of Zeus, 
will you not be lifted up with pride? 

Since these two things in our birth are strangely mingled 
and compounded together, body in common with the beasts, 
reason and judgement with the gods, some turn aside to this 
lower kinship, ill-starred and corpse-like ; and but a few to 

that other, divine and blessed. 

19 
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(33) (seeds) to all things conceived and brought to birth 
upon the earth, but in chief measure to the reasonable 
(ra AoyiKa), because these alone can draw nigh to God as 

companion in familiar converse, knit to Him by reason (ovv- 
avactpopis . . . emimemeypeva). 

But shall not this assurance lift us out of our griefs 
and fears, that we have God as our master and father and 
guardian ? 

(49) “ How can one put up with such vexations?” O Slave, 
will you not bear with your fellow-man, who has Zeus for his 
father, who like a son comes from the same bearing seeds and 
divine birth as yourself? (dvwfev xaraBodjs). Will you 

not recollect what you are and whom you rule? Kinsmen 
and brothers by nature’s law, offspring of God Himself ! 

(Ordinance) It is to earth you gaze, to this pit of Tophet 

(BdpaGpov), to these miserable ordinances of dead men ; but to 
the laws of God, not a thought! 

(289) Not mourning, not yearning over them as if he left 
them orphans. Well he knew that no man is bereaved 

of parents, but of all ever and unceasingly is the heavenly 
Father guardian and protector. 

After (expt Adyov) “Who believed that God was his 
Father, and so called Him, and performed all his tasks looking 
up to Him. 

(reach) but if a man meet with ill-fortune, remember it is 

his own fault; for God has created all men for happiness, for 
serenity (eddoipovetv . . . edorabetv). 

(311) Shall God be thus indifferent to His handiwork, to 

His ministers, to His witnesses? Whom, indeed, alone He 

uses as patterns and models to the unlearned, to prove that 

He is, and well administers the whole world, and is not 

careless of human affairs; and that to the good man, whether 
living or dying, there can befall nothing evil. 

(338) ‘If you seized hold of something belonging to him, 
he would readily renounce it rather than follow on its account. 
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(fatherland) He knew well whence he has it and from 
whom and on what conditions. But his real ancestors, the 
gods and his true country, never would he have deserted 
these, etc. 

(51) Souls, then, are so bound up and closely attached to 
God as being parts and fragments of Him (évdedenevan x. 
cuvadels TO Deg are airod pdpia otcat x. droomdcpara), 
and God feels with their every movement and impulse, as 
kindred and familiar to Himself ;—by the side of each of us 
has He set an overseer (ézitpomos), the guardian angel of 
every man, and set him on watch,—and this a sentinel, ever 

wakeful, that cannot be turned from his duty (Saiuova . . . 
dxoiuyrov kK. arapaddyiror). 

(52) (within) remember never to say, ‘ We are alone”; 
you are not alone, but God is inside with you; and your 
guardian angel is there too. 

(122) Have I not my seer within (udvris), who has told me 
the substance (otcéa) of good and ill? 

(Thought) “What then? are not these, too, the works of 
Gods?” Assuredly, but not in paramount degree (xpoyyovpeva), 
nor as portions of the gods. But you are in special sense, 
you are a fragment of the divine (érécmacpa). In yourself 
there is a particle of Him. You know not that you nurture 
and train God, you carry Him about with you, wretched man, 

and do not know it” . . . when He Himself is present within, 
surveying all you do and listening. 

(373) Give to that which rules within you its due even for 
a brief space. Consider what it is you have in this power 
(jyeuovixov), and whence it has come to you. 

(117) (your own life) But if you deem yourself a part of 
some great Whole, for the sake of this it behoves now to 
be sick, to sail, to be in peril, and be brought to uttermost 

want, even to die untimely. Why then are you indignant? 
(éyavaxrets), For what is man? A component part of a 
State, first of the City of gods and men, next of that which 
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is nearest to the other, which is a tiny copy of the World- 

Commonwealth. 
(131) You are a Citizen of the world and a part of it; not 

one of those who serve, but those who lead. What promise 

then must a citizen make? To have no petty interest for 

himself alone, to take thought for nothing, as if he were 
detached (dsréAvrov). 

(knowing that) this is allotted from the ordination of the 

World (Staréfews), and the whole has to be considered before 
its part, and the city before the citizen. 

(steward) but if he does, the lord will turn and behold 
him acting with haughty arrogance, and will drag him apart 

and cut him off. Thus, too, it happens in this greater City 
of the world ; for here, too, is there one who is master of the 
house, setting to each severally his appointed duties. 

(288) This World is a single State, and the substance of 
which it has been fashioned is one; and there is need of a 
certain revolution in things, and one must in his season give 
place to another. 

(381) “has set his own will and judgment subordinate to 
him who guides and disposes the Whole (6 d:oxdy ra “Oda), 
as good citizens to the law of their State. 

(74) It is circumstance that shows what men are made of. 
‘When in the future some special crisis befall, remember that 

God, as some stern master in wrestling, has set you to fight 

with a stout and vigorous rival (ds dAeirrys). 

that you may become an Olympian victor; and this comes 
not to pass without sweat. 

(272) Is he not fully persuaded that, whatever of these 
he suffers, God is trying and proving his mettle? When 

Hercules was exercised by Eurystheus, did he perform all 

his tasks with ungrudging cheerfulness? and when our sage 
is tested by Zeus Himself, shall he be ready to cry out in 
pain and show indignation ? 

(prison) not in hatred; far be it from that; for what 
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master hates the noblest of his vassals? Nor in indifference ; 

for not the smallest trifle escapes His watchful care, but 
exercising them in the arena and using them as a witness and 
martyr to the rest of mankind. If I am posted in such an 
honourable ministry, shall not my whole life be loyally 
devoted to God ? (dAos . . . Térapat). 

(312) He desires me not to lead a life of idle luxury, nor 
did He grant this to Hercules His own Son . . . but he was 
put under strict command, and toiled and was tried as ina 
wrestling school . . . ruler and governor of all land and sea, 
cleanser of lawless injustice . . . and this task he performed, 
naked and alone. 

(290) What good man and true is ever unhappy? In 
faith, the governance of this world must be evil indeed if 

Zeus takes not care of His own Citizens, that like Him, too, 
they may be blessed. 

(confused) There is but one path to smoothness of life’s 
current . . . a steadfast standing-aloof from all that will 
cannot control, to think nothing one’s own, to resign all 
earthly things to Heaven’s will (rapadotva: 7G Aatpoviw) or to 
Fortune, and without envy leave as their Stewards those 

whom Zeus has appointed (=the undeserving rich and power- 
ful), but oneself to live in unceasing attachment to one thing 
only—the unfettered Will which is alone our own (76 idiw 

7G axwAUTw). 
(345) I am free and the friend of God, that willingly I may 

obey Him. 
(this?) I have always ordered my impulse conformably to 

God. Does He will me to have fever? I too am willing 

. . . L wish to die . . . to suffer agony on the rack. 
(fashion) “I have not, O Lord, been careless of those 

opportunities I had from Thee to recognise Thy government 
of the world and to follow it. I have not disgraced Thee 

. or even murmured or repined. That Thou hast begotten 

me, I give Thee thanks for Thy gifts. It suffices me to have 
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thus far used Thy benefits. All were Thine, and Thou gavest 
them to me.” What life is nobler than this? What end 

more blessed ? 
(370) I always will that rather which happens. For I 

deem God’s will to be preferred to mine. At His feet 

do I lay myself, His servant and minister; with Him I 

desire, I yearn, I will. 

“ CHAPTER II 

(65) (subject) This is not selfish ; this is the very law of 
the Oreature’s being; for his own sake he does everything 

(yéyove yap otrws . . . abrot évexa). For this aim guides the 
Sun in heaven, and Zeus Himself. But whenever He desires 

to be, God of Rain or Harvest and Father of gods and men, 

you will see He cannot attain such functions or such titles 

unless He be useful for the common interest. Such, then, 
He made the nature of reasonable beings that they cannot 
obtain any of their own good things, unless somewhat be 

brought forward and applied to the general weal. So to do 

all for self becomes no longer selfish and ungenerous (dxow- 
vytov . . . 73 wdvO” abrod évexa roeiy). For what would you 
expect ? that a man should hold aloof from self and from his 

own advantage? (droory] . . . Tov idSiws ovpdépovtos). How, 
then, is there but one and the same beginning and rule of 
life for all creatures, to be friends with self? (4 apds aira 

oiketwats). 

(17) (go home) “and not disregard things there; for that 
for the sake of which he has wandered far afield, is nought 
but this; to study in patience, to remove from his life griefs, 
and laments, and cries of alas! and ‘ woe is me’!” 

(control ;) Why, then, drag upon yourself things for which 
you are not accountable? (dvurevOuvos) ; this is but to give 
oneself trouble without cause. 
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(71) For my nature is to tend to my own good (séfuxa 
Tpds TS eudv cUudepor). 

(161) Why are you miserable? Why does one thing 
happen against your will, and another when you desire it 
not to come to pass? Surely this is the strongest proof of 
unrest and wretchedness. 

(this) that he must so fit and conform his desire agreeably 
to things that happen, that nothing can take place against our 
will, ... From this will arise the great boon, we shall 

never be aimless, never distressed, but live our span out 
without grief or fear or tumult. 

(158) As set free from slavery’s yoke, dare to look up to 
God and say: “ Use me, Lord, for what Thou wilt in the time 
to come. My will is in unison with Thee ; for I am Thine. 
(335) This is the road that leads to freedom, this the one 
riddance of serfdom, to be able from the soul’s depths to say 

‘Lead me, O Zeus, and thou, O Fate, 

Whither my portioned lot shall call.” 

(miserable), trembling at every report, having my ease and 
happiness hanging balanced on other men’s letters (joryperyv 

. adGaar). 
(contempt) Sit there, then, startled and shivering at all 

this, grieving, unhappy, luckless, hanging on another. 
(306) For the contest set before us is not for some boxing 

or wrestling match . . . but for very happiness and blessed- 

ness itself. 
(seek) For what is it that every man seeks? To be in 

steadfast calm, to be happy, to do all as he wishes, not to be 

controlled or thwarted. 
(362) Will you not, giving up all other guides, become your 

own master and pupil ? 
(353) Leave all this. ‘“ Ah, how fair is Athens!” But to 

be blessed is fairer still, to-be without the disease of passion, 
to be at rest, to feel that your life and its issues lies in no 

other man’s control. 
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(368) What hinders to live lightly and with slackened rein, 
awaiting with easy cheerfulness all that can befall a man? 

(kovgus . . . ednviws . . . mpdws). 
(Says) I will something, and it comes not to pass; Iam 

indeed luckless. 
(Says) I am free from the realm of passion and turmoil ! 

Be not unaware, O men, that while you are wallowing in a 
slough of harass and perplexity about things of little worth, I 

alone have won my discharge from all such tumult. 
(383) You must wil it, and the wished-for result is yours ; 

all is set right (8épOwrar). For within is all peril of loss, and 
hope of succour (éowfey . . . daddcta x, BonOea). 

(91) This law has God enacted, and says, “ If thou desirest 
anything good, get it from thyself. 

(158) Thou art not Hercules, to cleanse all other men’s ills, 
nor even Theseus to rid Attica ; cleanse thine own things. 

(245) At once with breathless impatience we want to live 
like sages and do good to mankind. What sort of good? 

what are you about? for have you finished doing good to 
yourself? But you want to exhort and advise them? have 

you succeeded with yourself? .. . show them in your own 
case what sort of character the study of true wisdom makes, 
and don’t talk nonsense! (¢Avopely). (Help them by silent 
example) eating, drinking, yielding modestly to all, bearing 

patiently with all. Help them thus, and do not bespatter 
them with thy rheum (xarefepav pdéypa). 

(266) Recollect I have a mission ; I have been sent as God’s 
herald . . . about things good and bad, to show men how 

far they have wandered astray, and seek the substance of these 
two where it cannot be found. 

(found) For in good sooth the Cynic is a pioneer (who 
comes to tell men what things are friends, what foes, to 
mankind). 

(273) The Cynic must not be distracted by divers interests, 

but must be wholly given up to the ministry which God has 
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entrusted to him, able to pass easily about among men, not 
tied hard and fast to duties of his own, not caught in the 
net of relation (rpoodedeudvov kabyxovow idiwrixois or ov 
éurrerrAeypévov oxéoecw); which if he transgress he can no 
longer keep up the appearance of the good man and true ; and 
even if he preserve, he shall spoil his character of God’s 

pioneer and herald and ambassador. 

(347) Now from henceforth I note carefully what men 
say, how they are stirred, and this not from spiteful motive 
nor to have material for blame or ridicule; but I turn back 
to my own self (én’ épaurév émotpépw) to see if I too err like 
them ... once I too was like them: but now no longer, 
thanks be to God ! 

(354) - - . (provocation) for with exceeding steadfastness 
he remembered that no man is master of another’s soul (dA- 
Aorpiov Fyepovixod xvpiever); he is then careful not to will 

except that which is really his (76 i8vov). 
While they for their part go on their own way and do the 

things belonging to their character, he none the less may 

preserve his own nature. 

(36r) That alone is granted thee, to convince thyself 
(cavrév reicat), 

(preaching) And that you may not think that I draw 
a picture of a pattern Cynic, as detached and isolated and 
aloof, having neither wife nor children nor fatherland, or 
friends and kindred, by whom he might be bent and dis- 
tracted from his single purpose,—take Socrates and see him 
with wife and children,—yet not as truly his own (dAv’ ds 
GAASrpta.). 

(inquires) “ How then shall he (so far as he may) preserve 
and continue the commonwealth of mankind?” Heaven be 
merciful to your folly! Do those who bring into the world 
two or three brats with ugly noses to take their place,— 
do these help mankind more than the missionaries who over- 
see all men according to their power, what they do, how they 
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bespend their lives, what, contrary to their duty, they 
neglect ?” 

(animals) who use without reflection the impress of sense 

while we follow cautiously behind . . . wherefore for them 
it suffices to eat and the other details (of spontaneous life), 
but we cannot be content with this; but we shall never 

attain the end for which we were created, unless we act in set 

and orderly fashion and agreeably and suitably to the nature 
and constitution of each (dxodovOws ri Exdotou dive K. KaTa- 
oxety). For those creatures whose constitutions are diverse, 

of these, too, the functions and the ends cannot be the same 
(dv yap ai xatackevor Siddopor rovTwy Kal Ta epya K. Ta 
TéAn). 

(operations) But man God brought into the world as 
spectator (Gearnv), of Himself and of His works, and not 
merely to be a silent witness, but also to extol-and declare 
His might (e&yyyrqv). 

(satisfaction) but rather begin where they leave off, and 
stop only at the highest point where Nature has ceased in 

our case. And this is contemplation and attentive following 

and living agreeably to Nature (xaréAnéev éri Oewpiay x. 
rapaxodovdyow x. cippuvoy dieLaywyjy TH Pice). Take care 

then lest ye die without having obtained a glimpse of these 
marvels. 

(148) (spectators) Such then are human affairs as in some 
great concourse. Most men, some to buy, some to sell ; some 

few there are who come for the sake of the sight offered them 

in the assemblage, how it takes place and wherefore, and who 
they are who arrange it, and for what purpose. 

(world) Some as brute beasts think of nought but their 
food. 

(ambition) few there are who come a fairing in the true 
spirit (of wavyyupi{ovres) men fond of the spectacles (gtAo- 
Oedpoves) what this world is? who guides its courses? of what 
nature is He and what His manner of governing ? and what 
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kind of creatures we are who have issued from Him as His 
offering, and to what purpose framed (zoids tus x. 7s Sroudv ; 

. tlves dvres K, mpds Tt epyov ;). 
(épyov) whether we have some attachment and kindred 

relationship with Him or none at all? (émurAoxyy .. . cxéow). 

For the rest, their leisure is in this alone absorbed, how to 
closely survey the fair and inquire and then quietly depart ; 
and for their pains they are derided by the rabble. 

CHAPTER III 

(104) Death, what is it? an ugly mask to frighten chil- 
dren; turn it round and see what it really is; see, it can- 
not bite! This poor body must be severed from the little 
breath, as it was before, now or some time later on. Why be 
indignant if it be to-day? ... that the world’s great period 
may be consummated (zepiodos dvuyrat); for it has need of 
some to be now, others to wait for birth, and others already 
spent and done (qvvcpevwr). 

(179) What then? does this teaching not please you? See 
now, how righteousness is nothing, reverence is but folly; 
father, son but empty, meaningless names, 

(comical) But when God bestows not on you the barest 
needful for life, as a general He sounds the recall to His 
soldiers; He sets the door open and says to you, Come 
hence ! 

(death ?) Whither? not to aught that is terrible, but to the 
place whence you came, to things friendly and kindred (eis r& 

PiAd x. ovyyevi). 
(us?), As much of fire as was in you will depart to join 

the central flame, of common clay to earth again, etc. There 
is no Hell nor Acheron nor Cocytus nor Pyriphlegethon, but 
all things are fulfilled (as Thales said) “of gods and demons.” 

(me ?) O fool, you he cannot slay, only your poor corpse ! 
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(266) This poor body of mine is nothing to me; its parts 
are nothing to me. Death? let it come when it will, either 

of whole or of alimb. Exile? and who can banish me from 
God’s universe? Wheresoever I go there will His sun shine, 
there moon and stars; there too holy dreams and augutries 
and sweet converse with the heavenly ones. 

(301) As is winter to fig, such is every circumstance from 
the universal order to the things consumed and destroyed in 
it. . . . It signifies the death of the ears of corn, not of the 

world. For all such is but passing of things that were into 
other forms of things to be; not death at all, but a settled 

and orderly management as of thrifty house-steward. 
(odk dmmNeta, GAAG Teraypevy TIS oikovopia «x. Sioikynots) . . . 

Death, a change a shifting——more intense than any of 

these, from what now is to—I will not say—that which is 
not, but into that which is not yet (els 76 vdv py dv), “shall 
I then cease to be?” asks the anxious inquirer. Yes (otk 
éoet), but in your place will arise something of which 
God’s order has need. For you, too, came into being not at 

a moment when you desired, but when the world wanted 
you. 

(Domitian) Put on no tragic airs about a matter so simple : 
say what is really the case, ‘now is it the due season for me 

to restore the material to the constituents again who provided 
it. What is there terrible in that? what part of the world is 

going to perish?” (so Epictetus is consoled in death by re- 
flecting on the indestructibility of matter, and the thought 
that it will all go on just as well without him). 

(34) We are in some sense kindred of the gods above, 
and from thence have we come here. Set us free to 

return thither again; let us sometime at least be set clear 
of these manacles that weigh us down, so closely are they 

attached | (dges AvOjvae ore Tov Seopav tovTwv). Men! wait 
for God in patient expectancy! When He gives the word of 

command and releases you from this service, then shall ye go, 
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return again to Him ! (a&mehetoec0e pds airdv). But for the 
present time bear with your lot, dwelling in this spot to which 
as a sentinel He has assigned you. 

(47) (leg) Will you not cheerfully resign it again to Him who 
gave it? Will you be sullen and indifferent to the orders of 
Zeus, which He with the Fates present and weaving your line 
of life into the universal texture, solemnly notified and fore- 

ordained? Know you not yet how tiny a fraction of the 
whole ! (jAtkov px€pos et rpds TA°OAa). But this (he adds or 

corrects) only on the side of body, for in reason are you no 
whit inferior or less noble than the gods themselves. For the 
grandeur of Reason is not measured by breadth or height, but 
by firm convictions (Adyou péyeOos . . . ddypacw). 

(46) He ordained summer and winter, plenty and scarcity, 
virtue and evil, and all such like pairs of opposite (évavrid- 
vynras) to ensure the tuneful harmony of the Whole. 

(18) If, then, it was my lot to be deceived, and to learn 

falsely that of things without, which our will controls not, 
nothing concerns us at all,—I would leave rather this deceit, 
from which I should live with calm and even flow of life and 

turmoil; but do you see for yourselves what you would 
prefer. 

(89) In what then lies the distinctive endowment of man? 
See if it be not in this power of following attentively what 
he does, by the generous instinct, by trustiness, by reverence, 
by sureness, by prudence ? 

(end) Where then is great good or great evil for man to 
be found? Just in his special and distinguishing quality 
(Grou 4 Siadopd). 

(134) The beginning of the study of Wisdom with those 
who approach their mistress as they ought, is a bitter self- 

consciousness of frailty and helplessness about things most 

needful. 
(285) For the lecture-room of a sage is the consulting-room 

of a physician; you should not leave the presence with 
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pleasurable, but with painful feelings (joOévras . . . adyy- 

oayras). ‘ 
(loneliness) Ah! wretched that I am! Hera have I lost 

_and Athéne! no son or kinsman have I any longer! 

(eivoz) None the less is it right to make preparation 

beforehand against this peril, to be able to be content with 

oneself alone (airév éavrd dpxeiv), to live in converse with 
oneself; just as Zeus communes with his soul in solitary 

majesty, and is at rest and peace with himself, and bethinks 

him of his rule and governance what sort it is, and is in deep 
thoughts fitting his nature. 

(251) For ye see that our emperor gives us, as it would 
appear, peace lasting and secure, because there are no more 
wars or battles, no great robber-bands or pirates to infest the 

sea; but a man may in any season travel on his way un- 
harmed, and sail from east to west. 

(319) One who is a slave straightway prays to heaven that 
he may be released afreeman. “If I be enfranchised,” he 

says, “at once there shall be a great calm. I care for nobody, 
to all I speak on equal terms. I go wheresoever my fancy 

leads, I come back at will.” 
(Russia) Then he has been set free: and forthwith, not 

having wherewithal to sustain life, he seeks one whom he 
may flatter and fawn upon, and suffers miseries worse than 
death itself: he has fallen into the trap, a fresh slavery far 
more grievous than the earlier (€uwérrwxey eis SovAciay rod 
THs Mpotépas XaXerurépay). 
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